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Abstract

Cognitive Radio (CR) is a promising technology to solve the spectrum scarcity problem and

to increase spectrum efficiency. By using spectrum sensing and databases, one is able to

obtain information about and utilize white space spectrum. Spectrum costs, which tend to

be high for mobile operators, can then be reduced significantly. For mobile operators, CR

technology brings threats and opportunities. Two evident threats are the risk of increased

interference and competition when secondary users access white spaces in the operator’s

own spectrum. Considering the high level of activities on CR in research, standardization

and regulation in addition to commercial activities, CR might eventually emerge in the

telecommunications market. Therefore, instead of focusing on the threats only, mobile

operators should focus on understanding how they can benefit from using CR. One oppor-

tunity is to use CR to get access to more spectrum to cope with the increasing wireless

data demand and spectrum scarcity. Another opportunity is to use CR to access spectrum

in, and to enter, new markets where there are no available spectrum licenses.

The objective of this thesis is to study and understand how a mobile operator can benefit

from using CR as a potential sustaining or disruptive innovation to opportunistically access

white spaces. We show, by example case studies, that there are potentials for a mobile

operator to use CR to access white spaces and achieve well performing technical and

economic viable solutions. In particular, we study three important areas for CR with focus

on the mobile operator’s perspective.

First, we characterize spectrum usage and analyze potential capacity for CR access in

primary OFDMA networks. We show that there is a potential for CR systems to utilize

white spaces. Furthermore, we propose that cooperation with the primary operator is

important to maximize spectrum utilization.

Second, we study the concept of a sensor network aided CR system. We propose three

business cases and evaluate the economic viability. The most promising business case for

an operator is that of a joint venture that gets the rights to use the “unused” spectrum

resources of spectrum owners. We find that high reuse of existing base station sites by the

CR system is a business critical parameter. Furthermore, it is found challenging to achieve

high reuse of existing base station sites when evaluating technical performance using a

simulation model. Hence, this points in the direction of shorter range and less expensive

access points such as femtocells. However, we show that full reuse of base station sites
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can be achieved by relaxing interference requirements for the CR. Then, we propose a

promising business case that uses cognitive femtocells aided by a sensor network to offload

the LTE network.

Third, we use simulations to evaluate performance of the first CR standard IEEE

802.22. We find that the activity of wireless microphones as the primary users should

be quite high to reduce throughput and delay. Interference to the wireless microphone is

found to be low in general and to occur only for short periods when using novel sensing

strategies. Furthermore, we show that the guaranteed bit rate QoS service for VoIP can

be prioritized. Though, the spectrum sensing strategy is important to satisfy strict QoS

requirements for throughput and delay. Finally, we explore spectrum selection functions,

which are used as basis for channel selection. We show that selection functions that utilize

long-term spectrum usage statistics based on historic, accumulated sensing results can

enhance over-all performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background: Cognitive Radio

The demand for mobile and wireless data is increasing at an explosive rate, driven by

the increasing use of laptops, smart phones and tablets. Other emerging wireless services

such as machine-to-machine communication for smart metering, smart-grid and medical

networks will also contribute to this growth. This increasing usage and demand of wireless

systems over the years has caused a dense assignment of licensed frequency bands to oper-

ators, which have led to spectrum scarcity. However, despite this incredible demand and

spectrum scarcity, several measurements have shown that much of the assigned spectrum

is underutilized at given times and locations. A measurement in one of the most densely

populated areas in the US, New York, found that only 13% of the spectrum in the range

30-3000 MHz was occupied, in frequency and time [1]. Hence, there exist unused spectrum

resources, but most often with the limitation that only the primary user granted rights to

use the spectrum license can utilize it. These unutilized spectrum resources are referred

to as spectrum holes [2] or white spaces [3]. Peha [4] states that the spectrum shortage

comes from outdated regulations, and that new technology will enable much more spectrum

sharing.

Cognitive Radio (CR) [3, 5] is an interesting technology that has emerged to solve the

spectrum scarcity. The main application of CR is to exploit the spectrum resources more

efficiently by opportunistically utilizing white spaces. The CR user is then referred to

as the secondary user, which utilizes white spaces in spectrum held by the primary user.

From a mobile operator’s perspective, CR is an “intelligent” and flexible radio system

where terminals and base stations are able to observe and learn from the environment

they operate in and adapt accordingly. To observe and learn from the radio environment,

CRs typically use spectrum sensing [6] to monitor radio signals from primary users of the

spectrum and thereby identify spectrum holes. Another source of information is databases

that contain information about current and historical spectrum usage [7]. To adapt, the
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

CR can use sophisticated and intelligent algorithms to utilize white spaces and increase

spectrum efficiency.

1.2 Motivation: Cognitive Radio From a Mobile Op-

erator’s Perspective

The main application for CR is to exploit the spectrum resources more efficiently by dynam-

ically or opportunistically utilizing white spaces [8]. At the same time, mobile operators

consider their spectrum licenses, which tend to be extensive investments, as one of their

most valuable assets. CR therefore has the potential to be a disruptive opportunity for

secondary operators, with a disruptive business model, to access valuable spectrum with-

out the need to acquire an expensive spectrum license to provide a wireless service. In this

context, CR therefore has the potential to change the way spectrum is regulated and used.

CR is challenging in at least two ways for a mobile operator that has already invested

considerably in spectrum resources. First, secondary operators that utilize CRs might

exploit available resources in bands owned by the primary operator. This might cause

interference in the spectrum bands owned by the primary operator, leading to lower per-

formance and capacity. Second, if the secondary operator uses CR to access white space

spectrum and offer similar services as the primary operator, higher competition with the

secondary operators might become a challenge [9]. Focusing on these threats of CR, the

mobile operator would be reluctant to introduce CR to protect its investments and main-

tain its market share by preventing competition.

However, there are extensive activities on CR in research [10], standardization [11] and

regulation [12, 13] in addition to some commercial activities. Initially, it seems that there

will be a hybrid spectrum regime with some spectrum bands being regulated under the

traditional static licensing model and some regulated for CR access. Some initial steps

in this direction are already evident with the advancement in regulations to allow CRs to

opportunistically access spectrum in the TV white spaces (TVWS), i.e. white spaces in

the UHF bands allocated for TV broadcasting, by the regulators in the US [14], UK [15]

and Europe [16]. Other proposals also emerge such as to allow for opportunistic access

by small cells in the 3.5 GHz bands [17]. In the opportunistic spectrum access (OSA)

scheme [18], the CR is considered a secondary user that opportunistically utilizes unused

spectrum resources held by primary users. Other spectrum management regimes [8] are also

envisioned for CR such as the use of market mechanisms to trade unused spectrum [19–21].

Hence, regulators might opt for opportunistic spectrum access by CR, spectrum trading

and other dynamic spectrum management regimes when regulating the use of spectrum

bands in the future to increase overall spectrum utilization.

Therefore, instead of only focusing on the threats and challenges, the operators should
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also focus on understanding how they can benefit from using CR in existing or new net-

works and markets. Since wireless networks are becoming increasingly capacity limited,

operators need more spectrum to serve their subscribers’ increasing data usage. However,

this might be challenging since spectrum is a limited and expensive resource. To get access

to more spectrum, operators can use CR to access additional spectrum resources to serve

more customers and enhance performance in existing networks that are becoming capacity

limited. Mobile operators, which often have the advantage with long experience in oper-

ating wireless networks, can also use CR to access spectrum in and to enter new markets

where they do not have and cannot acquire a spectrum license themselves.

There are especially three aspects that are of highest importance to the mobile operator

when considering deployment of CR systems. First, the operator should understand the

technical aspects of CR that allow the operator to enhance spectrum utilization by using

white spaces [10, 22, 23]. Performance of CR networks in terms of capacity, throughput,

delay and packet loss is vital to the mobile operator to maintain highest possible customer

satisfaction. These performance metrics are important to support quality of service (QoS)

in CR networks. The operator should be able to reliably detect white spaces with high

precision by using a wireless sensor network [24] or spectrum database. A promising

solution is the sensor network aided CR (SENDORA) concept [24,25], which will be studied

in this thesis. The SENDORA concept aims to reliably detect the primary users by using a

wireless sensor network with sensors deployed externally in addition to sensors integrated

in the CR terminals. The operator should also be able to characterize the spectrum usage

by primary systems [26, 27], to estimate the available capacity for use and to design CR

systems able to utilize the available capacity.

Second, a viable business case is crucial for the operator to be willing to invest in

and deploy CR systems as compared to using static licensing. Some research exist on

business related issues and economic modeling of CR, e.g. [9,28–31]. However, the economic

modeling is very dependent on the actual business model, the scenario and use cases used by

the mobile operator. Therefore, it is of highest importance to identify and study attractive

business cases for mobile operators using CR to access white spaces. These business cases

should consider technical constraints and features of CR networks. It is also important to

identify the most critical aspects to obtain viable business cases and to evaluate these in

detail.

Third, standards for CR systems [32–34] are required for the wireless devices to in-

teroperate [35] and to reach economy of scale. Hence, standards will be considered by

mobile operators when deploying CR systems. The first CR standard IEEE 802.22 [36]

was initiated in 2004 and finalized, during this thesis work, in July 2011. There exists much

research on specific functionalities of IEEE 802.22, e.g. [37–50]. But, to the best of our

knowledge, there exist no real life field trials nor any comprehensive system level studies of

a complete IEEE 802.22 implementation. Therefore, before deploying a CR system based
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on such a standard, it is of highest importance to evaluate its performance considering

the complete protocol stack. Many aspects should be evaluated such as the standard’s

potential to support QoS and different applications. Performance should also be evaluated

for different sensing strategies, for different primary user activity levels and for other novel

features such as cognitive spectrum management functions.

1.3 Research Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to study and understand how a mobile operator can

benefit from using CR to opportunistically access white spaces. The main research question

in this thesis is stated as follows:

How can a mobile operator benefit from using cognitive radio to

opportunistically access white spaces, with the potential to enable

sustaining and disruptive innovation?

This research question is addressed from two perspectives; from a technical system

performance perspective and from an economic perspective. From the technical system

performance perspective we study the performance considering metrics such as capacity,

throughput, delay and packet loss in mobile CR networks. From the economic perspective

we study the economic viability of attractive business case scenarios for CR used by a mobile

operator. These perspectives are interlinked such that similar scenarios are considered from

both perspectives and such that important conclusions in technical studies are used as input

to the economic studies, and vice versa.

In our work, it is considered that CR has the potential to enable sustaining and dis-

ruptive innovation [51] by focusing on the potential to reduce or remove the costs to access

spectrum. Hence, this can potentially lower the costs related to providing wireless ser-

vices. CR also has the potential to offer higher capacity services if more spectrum is found

available. For the wireless services offered by mobile operators to be attractive and to

be most preferred by customers, these services mainly compete on different performance

metrics. The most important technical performance metrics are throughput and delay,

and the most important economic metric is probably the subscription fee. Furthermore,

since innovations most often compete on different performance metrics, these technical

and economic metrics will be of highest importance for the mobile operator to understand

how to benefit from using CR. Also, to understand how it potentially can enable disrup-

tive innovation by introducing a new value proposition, or enable sustaining innovation by

increasing performance as valued by the customers [51].

To address the main objective we consider three important areas of CR that, as argued

above, are important for a mobile operator to understand how to benefit from using CR.

For each of these topics, we identify a set of research questions that we attempt to answer:
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1. Spectrum occupancy and potential capacity for CR access in primary OFDMA net-

works:

• How can we characterize spectrum occupancy and calculate available spectrum

for CR access in the temporal, frequency and spatial dimension in primary

OFDMA networks?

• How can the CR system utilize the potentially available spectrum?

2. Technical performance and economic viability for a mobile operator using the SENDORA

concept:

• What business cases for a mobile operator has highest potential using the

SENDORA concept?

• What are the most critical aspects for achieving viable business cases?

• Are there any critical aspects that will limit the introduction of these business

cases?

• What is the performance and capacity of mobile networks based on the SENDORA

concept in terms of throughput, packet loss and delay?

3. Performance of the first CR standard IEEE 802.22:

• What is the performance in terms of throughput, packet loss and delay?

• Can QoS be supported?

• How does different primary user activity impact performance?

• How do different sensing strategies impact performance?

• How can statistical models based on historical sensor measurements be used to

increase performance?

To address the research questions for each of the three areas for CR given above, we

use the following approaches:

1. To characterize spectrum usage in primary OFDMA systems, we use a system level

simulation model for the IEEE 802.16 standard [52] based on OFDMA. Based on

this characterization we calculate the available capacity for use by CR systems and

discuss how a CR system can be designed to use the available capacity.

2. To address the economic perspective we propose and evaluate business cases that are

attractive for a mobile operator using the SENDORA concept. Second, to address

the technical performance perspective we implement a complete SENDORA system

in a detailed system level simulator.

3. To evaluate performance of the IEEE 802.22 standard we implement the complete

protocol stack of a CR system based on this standard with novel features in a detailed

system level simulator.
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1.4 Scope of Thesis

The research field of CR is wide as will be described in Chapter 2. Therefore, we limit the

scope of the research on CR in this thesis as described in the following. The overall scope

of this thesis is characterized by the objective and focus on CR from a mobile operator’s

perspective.

The spectrum management technique considered is opportunistic spectrum access (OSA),

where the CRs as secondary users opportunistically access “unused” spectrum that is held

by primary users. The CR users must be aware of the spectrum used by primary users. This

is achieved by using spectrum sensing and getting information from a spectrum database.

Since mobile operators generally use centralized networks, we focus on centralized CR

networks with base stations or cognitive femtocells responsible for controlling the CR ter-

minals. In a centralized CR network, the base station or cognitive femtocell and CR ter-

minals cooperate by reporting spectrum sensor measurements to a centralized controlling

unit. This centralized unit is usually the base station, which is responsible for allocating

spectrum to the CR users. In addition to the base station, we also consider other comple-

mentary centralized units such as a fusion center and a spectrum database. A centralized

fusion center is used in papers B-E to collect sensor measurements and determine which

channels that can be used by the CR system. A centralized spectrum database is considered

in papers F-I that provide information to the CR system about available spectrum.

Mobile operators prefer standardized systems when deploying mobile networks. There-

fore, we consider different standards that may evolve for CR when evaluating technical

performance and economic viability, i.e. IEEE 802.22, IEEE 802.16 and Long Term Evolu-

tion (LTE) [53]. These standards use centralized networks with a base station controlling

the CR users.

The main focus is on the system level performance of CR systems in the technical

evaluations. We focus more on the medium access control (MAC) layer rather than the

physical layer. Therefore, the energy detector is used for spectrum sensing, which is simpler

to implement at the physical layer in our simulation models. Novel sensing schemes are

implemented at the MAC layer.

For spectrum allocation, we focus on cooperative spectrum sharing where the CR users

share information about primary user appearance and interference measurements. This is

usual in centralized CR networks as opposed to non-cooperative where the CR users only

consider their own measurements.

For spectrum sharing, we focus on intra-network sharing for one CR network with the

main issue of not causing interference to the primary network. To limit the scope we do

not consider inter-network sharing where multiple CR networks are operating in the same

region. Inter-network sharing is important and is therefore considered for further work.
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1.5 Methodology

1.5.1 Overall Research Design and Methodology

The overall research design and methodology used is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The first main

research focus is on performance evaluation of the technical feasibility of CR networks.

This is done by modeling and simulating CR networks. The second main focus is to

evaluate the economic viability of using CR networks. This is done by evaluating business

cases that are attractive to mobile operators and to identify the most critical parameters

to achieve viable business cases. The research methods used for simulations and business

case analysis will be described below.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of overall research design used in this thesis.

The arrows between the research activities illustrate that results in one research activity

is used as input to the other research activity. Similar scenarios are evaluated in some of

the simulation models and business case models. These scenarios have a strong focus on a

mobile operator’s perspective. First, some of the critical aspects identified in the business

case analysis are subject for further performance and capacity evaluation by using the

simulation models. Second, conclusions drawn from the simulation studies are used as

input to and serve as new hypotheses for further business case evaluations. As an example

of the first, the business case study in Paper B concludes that reuse of existing base station

sites is critical for a viable business case. Performance and capacity when reusing existing

base station sites are then evaluated further in the simulation models in papers C and D.

As another example of the second, through simulation studies it is identified in Paper C

that smaller cells such as femtocells are more suitable for the deployment of CR networks.

A business case based on cognitive femtocells used to offload the macro network is then

evaluated in Paper E.

Scenario analysis is a central part in both the technical and economic evaluations. This

consists in identifying, selecting and refining scenarios that are considered attractive for

mobile operators. CR scenarios can be classified according to the dynamic spectrum ac-

cess (DSA) method [8] and according to economic scenarios such as presented by Barrie

et. al. [54] and Weiss and Lehr [55]. These classifications are important for several parame-

ters in the technical economic evaluations. Furthermore, there are many important aspects
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concerning technical, economic and regulatory constraints and feasibilities for the scenar-

ios [56–58] to be considered when defining the scenario. The most important ones are the

spectrum context awareness approach (sensing, database, CPC), market mode (OSA, trad-

ing, LSA), QoS provided (best effort, guaranteed bit rate, delay, loss tolerance, bandwidth),

application (data, voice, video), mobility level (mobile, nomadic, static), environment (ur-

ban, suburban, rural, indoor), communication range, regulatory remarks (allowed transmit

power level, spectrum band), and terminal type (smart phone, laptop, customer premises

equipment). For specific scenarios, it can also be important to consider features and limi-

tations of specific wireless standard used (LTE, IEEE 802.22, IEEE 802.16). The focus of

this thesis is on wireless and mobile broadband scenarios for CR only, but with different

parameters as discussed above.

The research presented in this thesis is highly relevant since CR, after more than a

decade of research, is currently evolving from the research domain into the commercial

domain. Another important factor for the relevance of this research is that mobile operators

have challenges with identifying the potential performance gains and business opportunities

that CR can bring.

1.5.2 Method for Technical Evaluations

Computer science can be defined as the study of the principles and use of computers.

Furthermore, computer science has many subfields with various theoretical and practical

nature. Networking is one that concerns the study of algorithms and protocols for com-

municating data across different media, encompassing both wired and wireless networks.

Three scientific methods are used in computer science [59]. First, theoretical computer sci-

ence adhere to the tradition of logics and mathematics and follows the classical methodology

of building theories as logical systems with stringent definitions of objects (axioms) and

operations (rules) for deriving and proving theorems. Second, the experimental computer

science approach is used both for theory testing and for exploration. Third, simulations

makes it possible to investigate and study phenomena that cannot be replicated in labora-

tories, such as emerging technologies that do not exist for experimental research. Theory,

experiment and simulation are all about models of phenomena. One common thing to all of

these methods is the use of modeling, since the phenomena to be studied most often must

be simplified. A simplified model of a phenomena means that we have a sort of descrip-

tion in some symbolic language, which enables us to predict observable and measurable

consequences of given changes in a system. A model must take into account the relevant

features of a phenomena, which often are based on theory.

Three main methods for evaluating performance of computer systems are described

in [60]; measurements, analytical modeling and simulation. These can be used to evaluate

performance of CR networks. Measurements can be based on experimental research or
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empirical research [61]. Experimental research would typically consist in setting up a

CR network, conduct experiments and collect measurements. Empirical research would

typically consist in extracting measurements from already deployed CR networks that are

in use. Both these approaches are challenging for the research presented in this thesis since

the technologies used are immature and expensive if existing at all. Analytical modeling

is often used to analyze different functions and algorithms for CR networks. There is a

challenge when modeling complete CR networks in that these are often too complex to be

modeled with analytical models. However, analytical modeling is suitable for the modeling

of certain functionality and algorithms of CR networks. Analytical modeling is used in

Paper F.

The simulation method is widely used in the scientific research field to model and

evaluate the performance of physical systems such as communication systems [59]. A

computer simulation is an attempt to model a real-life or hypothetical situation on a

computer. By changing variables in the system, predictions can be made about the behavior

of the system. The specific process used for the computer simulations can be described

by four major steps [62]; model and implement the system in the simulator, set up the

simulation scenario, run simulations, and analyze the simulation results.

It should be emphasized that the simulation method as a scientific method is iterative.

Continuous calibration, verification and validation of the simulation model is important to

produce accurate simulation models. Model calibration is done by adjusting any available

parameters in order to adjust how the model operates and simulates the system. Model

verification is achieved by obtaining output data from the model and comparing it to

expectations based on the input data. Model validation is done by comparing the results

with expectations based on historical data and theories in the research community.

We mainly use the discrete event simulation model to model the CR networks as event-

based dynamic (stochastic) systems. In such models, each event in the simulator occurs

at an instant in time and marks a change of state in the system [62, 63]. Specifically, we

use the network simulator NS-2 [64] (Papers A, C, D and F-I), which support state-of-the-

art protocols for wireless and wired networks. All layers of the TCP/IP communication

protocol stack are implemented in the NS-2 simulator. The focus of the studies in this

thesis is on implementing the MAC and physical layers specific for CR systems. We

also implement centralized servers for spectrum management. The simulators NS-3 and

Omnet++ were also evaluated at the beginning of implementing the simulation models

in 2009, but it was found that NS-2 had the best implementation of OFDMA and the

IEEE 802.16 standard [65]. Also, NS-2 is widely used in the research community. We

use the implementation of the IEEE 802.16 standard in NS-2 as basis when implementing

the simulation models in papers A, C, D and F-I. Common for all the simulation models

implemented is that a cellular network is considered where centralized base stations provide

wireless access to mobile devices using CR technologies.
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Fig 1.2 illustrates the workflow of the simulations used in this theses. The simulations

are run in the network simulator NS-2 implemented in the programming language C++1.

The scenario definition is implemented using Python2 and Otcl3 and consists in defining

the network topology, the traffic and application sources, the mobility pattern and setting

the system parameters and functionalities. The NS-2 simulator provides output to logfiles.

A python program is then implemented to extract the most relevant results from the

logfiles and Matlab4 is used to analyze and display the results. The loop in the workflow

illustrates the importance of using the results as feedback to the refinement of the simulator

implementation and to the scenario definition.
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Figure 1.2: Workflow and tools used in NS-2 computer simulations.

There are also challenges with the simulation method that should be considered. A

first challenge is that as the complexity and number of elements in the simulation model

increases, the simulation time increases [60]. This might limit the scope of the simulations

and scenarios that can be evaluated. As an example, if the simulation model is complex

with many events, the simulation scenario could be constrained to a limited number of

users. It might also limit the number of simulations that can be run to obtain results of

high accuracy. A second challenge is that several assumptions must be made to model

the real system behavior, and some of these assumptions might be uncertain. Examples

of such assumptions for a CR system include the propagation model, the traffic model of

different users and applications, and the node mobility model. Third, when there are many

parameters to be set and protocol features to be implemented in complex systems such

CR systems, there is always a risk that an error is overlooked. The iterative loop in the

simulation method aims to reduce this risk.

1.5.3 Method for Economic Evaluations

Business case studies are used to identify business viability and to identify business critical

aspects for the use of CR networks. Financial modeling [66] is used to build these business

1C++ is a general-purpose object oriented programming language that comprises a combination of
high- and low-level language features.

2Python (http://www.python.org/) is a general-purpose, high-level programming language.
3OTcl (http://otcl-tclcl.sourceforge.net/otcl/) is an extension to the scripting language Tcl/Tk for

object-oriented programming.
4Matlab (http://www.mathworks.com/) is a high-level language and interactive environment for nu-

merical computation, visualization, and programming
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cases. Financial modeling can be described as the task of building a model of a financial

decision making situation. This is a mathematical model designed to represent the per-

formance of a financial asset or portfolio of a business, a project or any other investment.

There are different applications of financial modeling such as in corporate finance and in

quantitative finance. We focus on corporate finance when analysing the business case for

a mobile operator using CR.

In the business case analysis, we use traditional (discounted) cash flow analysis to get

an indication of the profitability. The cash flow is usually the income (revenues) subtracted

by cost (investments and operational costs) for a given time period, but cash flow can also

be calculated for costs only. A business case is often organized around a single action or

single decision and its alternatives. The focus is on that specific action (e.g. CR service).

The business case predicts cash flow figures and based on that, other financial metrics such

as Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Return on Investment (ROI),

and payback period. The business case is based on models for revenues and costs that are

customized for the case and applied to one or more action scenarios.

The business case model is built to use a set of input parameters (e.g. revenues, costs)

that are subject to detailed evaluation. Furthermore, the impact of each input parameter on

the financial metrics defined can be evaluated through sensitivity analysis, that is changing

one parameter (e.g. a particular revenue) and see how this affect the economic metrics (e.g.

NPV). The input parameters that are most sensitive in the business case are those that

affect the economic metrics most. These will often be considered as critical parameters

subject for further research. Critical input parameters that affect the technical parameters

impacting performance in CR networks can then be evaluated further in the computer

simulation models.

The workflow of the business case study is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Excel is the main tool

used for the business case analysis, cash flow analysis and sensitivity analysis. The loop

in the figure illustrates that results from the cash flow and sensitivity analysis are used to

refine the model by optimizing the business case scenario and assumptions.
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Figure 1.3: Workflow of business case study.

It must be emphasized that the business cases and the studied concepts are innovative

and that the business cases are evaluated for a period that is many years into the future

when the technology is expected to be in the market. Hence, the assumptions concerning
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parameters and technology functionalities are uncertain. Therefore, as the most important

message of the business case analysis, sensitivity analyses are used to reveal the most

critical aspects of the business cases.

1.6 Scientific Contributions

The scientific contributions of this thesis are represented by nine papers in peer-reviewed

conferences and journals (papers A-I). Fig. 1.4 gives an illustration of the contribution by

each paper grouped by the subject area, as well as showing the progression and quality of

the research. The main scientific contributions are:
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Figure 1.4: Overview of scientific contributions in this dissertation. Conferences and jour-
nals with ranking according to ERA [67] are given to the right.

Paper A We characterize the spectrum occupancy and calculate the potential capacity
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for CR access in primary OFDMA networks, using a system level simulator of the

IEEE 802.16 standard with various traffic models. It is shown that there is a potential

for CR to access white spaces in primary OFDMA networks in the time domain. We

conclude that cooperation and assistance from the primary operator is important to

maximize spectrum utilization.

Paper B We propose and evaluate three business case scenarios for deployment of SENDORA

systems; “spectrum sharing”, “spectrum broker” and “new entrant”. The business

case analysis show that the “spectrum sharing” business case, where a joint venture

gets the rights to use the “unused” spectrum resources of spectrum owners in a cogni-

tive way, is one of the best possible cases for an operator deploying a mobile network

based on the SENDORA concept. It is also shown that it is challenging to make a

viable business for a new entrant using the SENDORA concept. We show that the

most critical aspects are the fixed sensor density, the fixed sensor operational costs

and the number of new cognitive base station sites required.

Paper C We implement a detailed system level simulator for a SENDORA network using

the IEEE 802.16 standard. This simulation model is used to determine the per-

formance and achievable cell size in a SENDORA system when deployed with CR

base stations co-located with primary base stations that uses a cellular reuse pattern

with seven frequencies. It is shown that the capacity not is acceptable with full co-

location, but that good capacity can be achieved for smaller cell sizes. This points

in the direction of shorter range, smaller and less expensive BSs for the secondary

system such as WiFi access points and femtocells.

Paper D We study how relaxed requirements for the maximum interference generated

by the secondary CR transmitters to the primary system can improve secondary

system performance and capacity in a SENDORA system. The simulation model in

Paper C is extended to use different interference limits for the CR. It is shown that

interference limits for the CR can be found that allow full throughput and coverage

for the secondary system. It is found that this comes at the cost of a slight reduction

in throughput and increase in packet loss for the primary system.

Paper E We propose and evaluate a business case where a mobile operator offloads its

LTE network by deploying cognitive femtocells based on sensor network aided CR

technology. The business case analysis illustrates that there is a potential for cost

savings when offloading the mobile network with cognitive femtocells compared to

an alternative strategy with conventional femtocells and additional base stations. It

is shown that the price for backhauling the cognitive femtocell and the number of

users supported by the cognitive femtocell are the most critical parameters to obtain

a viable business case, but that sensor network costs are less critical when sensors

are embedded in the cognitive femtocells.
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Paper F We implement a detailed system level simulation model for a CR network based

on the IEEE 802.22 standard that uses novel spectrum sensing strategies and wireless

microphones as primary users in the TV white spaces. QoS profiles are evaluated and

it is shown that the guaranteed bit rate QoS service for VoIP is prioritized, though

the spectrum sensing strategy used is important to satisfy strict QoS requirements. It

is also shown that delay increases with respect to the overhead caused by the sensing

strategy used, and that VoIP traffic can be prioritized to achieve lowest possible delay

for the specific sensing strategy irrespective of the best effort traffic load.

Paper G We use the same simulation model as in Paper F to evaluate the performance

of the IEEE 802.22 standard with sensing functionality, when considering the effect

of different spatiotemporal activity levels for wireless microphones. It is shown that

the activity of wireless microphones should be quite high in order to reduce through-

put and increase delay. Furthermore, it is shown that interference to the wireless

microphones is low in general and occurs only for short intervals when the wireless

microphone appears.

Paper H We first propose an analytical framework to quantitatively assess the perfor-

mance of a network based on opportunistic spectrum access using OFDMA, consid-

ering features such as channelization structure, subcarrier allocation, resource assign-

ment, different spectrum sensing methods and QoS classes. The performance eval-

uation suggests that opportunistic spectrum access using OFDMA with subchannel

notching and channel bonding could provide almost ten times higher throughput com-

pared with a design without those options, when the activity and density of wireless

microphones are high. We also evaluate the impact of various wireless microphone

activity levels on delay performance in IEEE 802.22 using the system level simulation

model as used in papers F and G. It is shown that delay increases as the wireless

microphone activity increases due to an increase in the number of channel switches

and since the probability of obtaining an available channel reduces.

Paper I We propose and evaluate three spectrum selection functions that utilize sensing

results to provide long-term spectrum usage statistics as basis for channel selection to

enhance performance by reducing interference and increasing throughput. These are

implemented in the system level simulation model for IEEE 802.22 used in papers F-

H. It is shown that the spectrum selection functions reduce the harmful interference

for both the IEEE 802.22 network and the wireless microphone, which results in a

more stable network with higher system throughput.

1.7 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows:
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Part I Consists of chapters 1-4 and provides an overview of our work.

Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 2 Background : provides an overview of CR and presents background rele-

vant to different dimensions of CR that is related to the work in the papers A-I

included in this thesis.

Chapter 3 Contributions of Papers : gives a summary of each of the papers A-I,

also including related work specific for the paper and the contributions of the

paper.

Chapter 4 Conclusions : gives a conclusion of the work, a summary of the research

and scientific contributions, as well as discussing limitations of the research and

proposing directions for future work.

Part II Contains the papers A-I included in this thesis.





Chapter 2

Background

This chapter gives an overview of CR and presents background relevant to different di-

mensions of CR that is related to the work in this thesis. More details on related work for

each paper will be given with the summary of the papers A-I in Chapter 3. This back-

ground chapter contains six sections. The first section gives a definition of CR before the

second provides background on technical aspects of CR. The third gives an overview of the

SENDORA concept relevant for papers B-E. In the fourth section an overview is given on

the current activities in standardization and regulation for CR, which especially is relevant

for papers F-I. The fifth section gives an overview and discussion on business aspects of

CR. Finally, an overview is given on relevant scenarios for CR. The relation to the work

and papers in this thesis will be clarified as the background is presented.

2.1 What is Cognitive Radio?

Cognitive radio has been a research subject since the concept was coined by J. Mitola [5,68]

in the late 1990s, with the definition [5]:

Cognitive radio identifies the point at which wireless personal digital assistants

(PDAs) and the related networks are sufficiently computationally intelligent

about radio resources and related computer-to-computer communications to, de-

tect user communications needs as a function of use context, and to provide

radio resources and wireless services most appropriate to those needs.

J. Mitola and G.Q. Maguire stated in [68] that CR extends the software radio with radio-

domain model-based reasoning about radio etiquettes, that is the set of radio frequency

(RF) bands1, air interfaces, protocols, and spatial and temporal patterns that moderate the

use of the radio spectrum. A software-defined radio (SDR) is a radio that can accommodate

a significant range of RF bands and air interface modes through software [5]. Hence,

software-defined radio can be considered an enabler for CR.

1Radio frequency (RF) band and spectrum band will be used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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Haykin [3], gave the following definition of CR with more focus on spectrum utilization:

Cognitive radio is an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware

of its surrounding environment (i.e., outside world), and uses the methodol-

ogy of understanding-by-building to learn from the environment and adapt its

internal states to statistical variations in the incoming RF stimuli by making

corresponding changes in certain operating parameters (e.g., transmit-power,

carrier-frequency, and modulation strategy) in real-time, with two primary ob-

jectives in mind; highly reliable communications whenever and wherever needed,

and efficient utilization of the radio spectrum.

One of the main applications of CR is dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [8], which aims

to increase utilization of spectrum by using spectrum management models and methods

to access spectrum more dynamically. It should be noted here that CR represents a much

broader scope for different applications, than DSA only, that can be used to improve

wireless communication systems. DSA also has broad connotations that encompass various

approaches to spectrum reform [8]. There exist many classifications and taxonomies of CR

in the literature [8,54,55,69,70]. These are based on different classification criteria such as

access mode, market mode or scenario. A much used classification of spectrum management

for DSA is given in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Classification of spectrum management (see also [8, 18]).

On the top level, the spectrum management method can either be static or dynamic.

For DSA, there are three different classes as described in the following. First, DSA is

classified into dynamic exclusive use where spectrum users are given exclusive license like

in the static model. But it differs in that it is more flexible such that channels are allocated

dynamically among the licenses. Dynamic exclusive use can further be divided into the

spectrum property rights [71] and dynamic spectrum allocation [72]. In the spectrum

property rights approach, the licensees can sell, lease or trade the rights to use spectrum
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and there are no restrictions on which technology to use. The market will thus decide

by whom and which technology the spectrum will be used, which will lead to the most

economic profitable use of the spectrum. In the dynamic spectrum allocation approach the

spectrum can be assigned more dynamically in time and geography to improve spectrum

utilization. This model enables a more dynamic spectrum market and is usually governed

by the spectrum regulator. It will be similar to the current policy where spectrum is

allocated to operators for exclusive use, but the spectrum allocation varies on a much

faster scale in time and geography.

Second, in the open sharing model users compete for spectrum on equal terms. This

model is more commonly referred to as the spectrum commons model with the main prac-

tical example being the ISM band used for WiFi. In this approach, limits might be put on

the maximum allowed transmit power.

Third, in the hierarchical access model, primary users (PUs) that own a license for

spectrum have highest priority to use the spectrum over secondary users (SUs)2 that can

access the spectrum if available. Furthermore, the hierarchical access model can be realized

with two approaches. First, in the spectrum underlay approach the SU operates below the

noise floor of the PU by spreading the transmitted radio signal over a wide band with low

transmission power. This is often referred to as ultra wide band (UWB) [73] achieving high

bitrates at short ranges. Second, in the overlay approach also referred to as opportunistic

spectrum access (OSA) [18], the SU exploits the spectrum holes in the primary license

band in one or more of the spatial, temporal and frequency dimensions. The main focus

of this thesis is on the overlay OSA approach. It was noted above that spectrum trading

is foreseen in the spectrum property rights approach, but it should also be noted that

approaches to use trading of maximum interference limits from the SU to the PU can be

possible under the hierarchical access model.

2.2 Spectrum Management for Cognitive Radio

The main requirement for CR under the OSA approach is that it should enable CRs to

access primary licensed spectrum while protecting the PUs from interference. Note that

a maximum level of interference could be agreed between CR and PU. To achieve this,

some basic spectrum management tasks for the CR can be defined and illustrated with the

cognition cycle [3, 5, 74–76] in Fig. 2.2, and described as follows [22]:

Spectrum sensing is used to monitor the operating and potential spectrum bands in

order to detect spectrum holes and radio signal strength (RF stimuli).

Spectrum decision is used to select spectrum based on information from the spectrum

sensing module according to information about QoS requirements and spectrum poli-

2CR and SU will be used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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cies. Prior to selection, the spectrum is characterized in terms of radio environment

and statistical behavior of the PU.

Spectrum sharing is used to coordinate spectrum access between multiple CR users to

prevent interference and collision.

Spectrum mobility is used to switch to a vacant channel when a PU is detected in the

operating spectrum.
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Figure 2.2: Cognition cycle for the spectrum management tasks in Cognitive Radio (reca-
pitulated from [22, Fig. 3(b)]).

It is also noted by Akyildiz et. al. [22] that the spectrum management functions require

a cross layer design approach since each function is related to several layers in the TCP/IP

stack. The main focus in our papers is on the system level performance of CR networks.

Hence, all steps in the cognition cycle are involved in the studies. However, each task is not

studied to the same level of detail. The reminder of this section will give a more detailed

background on each of the steps in the cognition cycle.

2.2.1 Spectrum Sensing and Spectrum Hole Detection

The CR uses sensing to detect spectrum holes and to protect PUs. Alternative methods

exist for obtaining spectrum information, such as spectrum databases [7] and cognitive

pilot channels (CPC) [77]. These alternative methods are not visible in the cognition cycle

in Fig 2.2, but can complement or replace the sensing functionality.

There are three main sensing techniques that have been used in traditional CR sys-

tems [6, 78]; energy detection, matched filter detection and cyclostationary feature detec-

tion. The sensing technique used in our papers is the energy detector [36, Section C.1.1],

which is simple in that it determines if a signal is present or not on a channel by comparing
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the energy of a sensed signal with a given threshold. The main challenge with the energy

detector is that it is susceptible to error if the noise power is not known [79]. The other

sensing techniques are more advanced. Matched filter searches for a known pattern such as

reference signal, pilot bits and pilot carriers on the processed signal. Hence, a-priori knowl-

edge about the PU signal and perfect frequency synchronization with the PU is needed.

Cyclostationary feature detection does not require perfect frequency synchronisation and

sampling since the signals are characterized as cyclostationary where their statistics, mean

and autocorrelation, exhibit periodicity. As explained in the thesis scope in Section 1.4, we

mostly focus on system level performance of CR networks in papers C-D and F-I. Therefore,

we consider energy detection at the physical layer, which is simpler to implement in our

simulation models. However, we consider realistic sensor implementations and assumptions

for probability of detection and false alarm.

Individual sensing is often not adequate for reliable detection of PUs due to shadow-

ing and multipath propagation. This can be addressed by using cooperative sensing and

decision making to reduce the probability of interference to PUs [6, 80]. It is shown that

collaborative sensing significantly increases the probability of detection as the number of

collaborative sensing nodes increase [81]. However, the increase in probability of detection

due to the increase in the number of collaborative sensors comes at the cost of an increase

in false alarms [45,82,83]. These effects are especially shown in papers F-I, where cooper-

ative sensing is used. It is concluded by Ghasemi et. al. [82] that maintaining the global

probabilities of detection and false-alarm at a desired level, collaborative detection enables

users to employ less sensitive detectors by lowering the required time-bandwidth product

for the individual energy detectors. Papers C-D and F-I in this thesis uses collaborative

sensing with the OR rule such that the channel is considered occupied if one of the sensors

detect a PU above the detection threshold. One reason for using the OR rule, is that this

is mandatory in the US as specified by the IEEE 802.22 standard [36, Sec. 8.6.1.3].

In our papers we mostly focus on sensing schemes at the MAC layer. Sensing algorithms

at the physical layer detect the presence of PU signals and deal with metrics for probability

of detection and false alarm as functions of the receiver signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and

detection threshold. An energy sensor implementation at the physical layer is given in

Paper I. Sensing schemes at the MAC layer deal with issues such as how often to sense

and which order to sense channels [44]. Sensing schemes at the MAC layer can also be

adaptive by e.g. deciding which channels to sense based on channel statistics [84]. In

papers F-I, three sensing schemes are implemented at the MAC layer, all using energy

detection at the physical layer. Their impact on the system level performance is evaluated

by focusing on the higher level metrics such as throughput, delay and packet loss. The first

and most basic is the simple “single-stage” sensing which senses for a given time period

with given intervals in between. The second is the “two-stage” sensing used in the IEEE

802.22 standard [36]. At the coarse sensing stage (first stage) a simple sensing technique
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such as the energy detection is used for frequent and short sensing periods. If coarse

sensing detects a PU signal it switches to the fine sensing stage that uses a more detailed

sensing technique with a longer sensing period. In papers F-I, coarse sensing detection

immediately triggers fine sensing as considered in [85]. Alternatively, the coarse sensing

results can be used to decide whether the next scheduled fine sensing period should be

executed or cancelled as considered in [48–50]. If a PU signal is detected by fine sensing

then the operating channel is switched to one of the backup channels. Quiet periods for

the sensing periods are scheduled such that all CR nodes stop transmitting to not interfere

with the sensing periods. In papers F and I, we also consider the two-stage consecutive

sensing scheme proposed by Jeon et. al. [85]. This sensing scheme is similar to two-stage

sensing, but a given number of coarse sensing detections higher than one is needed before

the fine sensing period is triggered. The aim is to reduce the impact of false alarms and,

hence, reduce total sensing time.

2.2.2 Spectrum Decision

Spectrum decision usually consists of two steps [22]; spectrum characterization and spec-

trum selection.

Spectrum Characterization

To decide on which spectrum to use, each spectrum band is characterized. This can be

based on at least four context awareness approaches [26]; local sensing information by

CR users, sensor networks, cooperative networks, or spectrum databases that also could

build statistical information about primary networks. Each of these context awareness

approaches can be used as stand-alone, or they can be used together to complement each

other. The characterization of spectrum considers parameters defining the spectrum band

such as the operating frequency, bandwidth, interference to and from PU, path loss, link

errors and link delay.

In essence, all spectrum resources that are underutilized in one or more of the spatial

or temporal dimensions could be suitable for CR under the OSA approach. However,

the spatio-temporal operating context of spectrum in specific environments matters to the

selection of the appropriate technology for learning context information. Twelve potential

operating contexts for spatio-temporal environments are identified by Weiss et. al. [26].

First, they characterize the spatial dimension as static (spectrum usage not changing),

periodic (spectrum usage change at repeating specific periods) or stochastic (spectrum

usage change at random periods). Second, the temporal dimension is characterized as

static, periodic, fast periodic or stochastic. For instance, TVWS, as considered in papers

E-I, is characterized as static in both the temporal and spatial dimensions [26]. However,

it should be noted that this is for TV broadcasters and not for wireless microphones as
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considered in papers F-I. For wireless microphones the spectrum characterization will be

more periodic or stochastic in both the temporal and spatial dimensions. A cell site using

the LTE standard [86], which is similar to the IEEE 802.16 standard [52] as considered in

papers A and C-D, is characterized as temporal fast periodic and spatial stochastic [26].

In Paper A, it is furthermore found that the fast periodic time period in IEEE 802.16 has

a temporal stochastic characteristic when the PU traffic load varies. Other characteristics

are given for WiFi as temporal stochastic and spatial static, and rotating antenna radar

as periodic in both temporal and spatial dimensions [26].

As an example, Fig. 2.3 gives a measurement of already assigned spectrum that is un-

derutilized in the spectrum range 400-1000 MHz. The measurements were taken before the

digital dividend spectrum bands, 790-862 MHz, have been assigned to mobile broadband

services. Also, a resolution bandwidth of 3 MHz was used for the measurement. However,

it is seen that there are still white spaces that potentially can be used by CR. This is

especially observed in the TV bands in the range 470-862 MHz as considered in papers E-I.

Again, it should be mentioned that the PUs considered in papers F-I are the wireless mi-

crophones, which both can transmit at random and periodic times and locations. Similar

measurements are presented in [26] over a longer period, where it is also shown that TV

bands are free for some hours during night when TV transmitters are shut off.

Figure 2.3: Spectrum measurement in the spectrum range 400 to 1000 MHz at Telenor
headquarter at Fornebu, Norway, 6 October 2010 (measurement bandwidth resolution is
3 MHz in office environment with potential interfering sources).

Interestingly, from the spectrum occupancy measured over a time period of 4 minutes

in the morning given in the top palette in Fig. 2.3, it is seen that the spectrum band for

GSM downlink traffic (935-960 MHz) is quite occupied, but that there are many unused
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spectrum time slots in the spectrum band for GSM uplink traffic (880-915 MHz). This

indicates that there could be a potential for CR and DSA in this spectrum band. An

occupancy of about only 4% in this band is also identified in [27], but it is notified that

it might be more challenging to detect uplink signals due to the lower transmit powers by

the GSM terminals as compared to downlink signals by the base station. Hence, it might

be challenging to use CR in this band. Approaches with operator assistance as advocated

for in Paper A could be investigated further for this spectrum band.

Statistical information about spectrum usage in the temporal dimension could be his-

torical appearance and departure time of PUs. As an example of this, Arshad and Moess-

ner [87] develop a model that characterizes the number of spectrum opportunities available

using the probability and approximation theory with an ON-OFF model. A similar model

is implemented in Paper I, where instantaneous spectrum characterization is combined

with statistical information from historical sensing measurements. Sensing measurements

are used to determine the average busy and idle channel times, i.e. the average ON and

OFF times. The reason for characterizing spectrum use with this statistical model in Paper

I, is that wireless microphones as the PU often appear at specific venues and times such

as in the mornings at schools, in the evenings in concert halls or on Sundays in churches.

In papers C-D, spectrum is characterized with focus on the spatial dimension for a set

of frequency bands based on measurements from a fixed deployed sensor network. These

sensor measurements are reported to a fusion center that creates a map of the received

signal powers from the sensors, which is used to allocate channel and allowed transmit

power to the CR system. This map of received signal powers can also be referred to as

a radio environment map (REM) with imperfect knowledge, e.g. [88]. Such a REM can

further be used to improve performance of CR networks by applying case and knowledge

based learning algorithms on the REM [89]. Spatial statistics techniques are introduced by

Wellens et. al. [90] as methods to describe spectrum usage. They discuss two approaches

to spatial modeling of spectrum, a deterministic approach based on a system model of the

complete radio environment and an empirical approach that exploits passive measurements

of the spectrum use. They show that differences in empirical models can be well explained

using results of the deterministic evaluation.

Spectrum Selection

When the spectrum is characterized, the CR user selects the most appropriate spec-

trum band based on this characterization that best satisfies its QoS requirements such

as throughput, delay and packet loss. As an example, in [87] and Paper I, as discussed

above, the spectrum selection consist in selecting the channel with highest probability of

being idle. Alternative approaches exist such as the work by Song et. al. [91] that propose a

stochastic channel selection algorithm based on learning automata. The learning automata

dynamically adjusts the probability of choosing one channel on the fly and asymptotically
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converges to the optimal channel, which maximizes the probability of successful trans-

missions. The learning automata uses historical data on successful transmissions in each

channel.

A type of REM can also be used to select channel based on received signal strength

from the PUs [88]. This is similar to the used of a fixed deployed sensor network in papers

C and D. In the more general case considered in papers F-H, the channel with collective

lowest received signal strength received by the CRs from the PUs is selected for operation.

The reason for using this is that it is simple and often the default channel selection scheme

in standards.

2.2.3 Spectrum Sharing

Spectrum sharing in the spectrum management framework is often considered at the MAC

layer. However, the coexistence of the CR users with the PUs adds additional challenges

compared to traditional networks and MAC protocols. The spectrum sharing can at least

be classified into four aspects [22]. The first classification addresses whether the spectrum

sharing architecture is centralized, i.e. controlled by a central entity, or distributed, i.e.

based on local policies performed by each CR user separately. In the centralized approach,

the central entity is often the base station responsible for spectrum sharing between the CR

users or networks. As noted in the thesis scope in Section 1.4, we focus on the centralized

approach. The spectrum sharing between CR users served by a centralized base station is

mainly addressed by the MAC layer in the standards studied in this thesis. For instance, a

modified version of the IEEE 802.16 standard [52] with a CR implementation is considered

in papers C and D and an implementation of the IEEE 802.22 standard in papers F-I. The

centralized unit can also be a spectrum broker [92–95] as studied in Paper B. Alternatively,

protocols using spectrum trading [96, 97] can be used to lease spectrum to CR users or

networks.

The second classification addresses the spectrum allocation behavior. The first is coop-

erative spectrum sharing where the CR users share information about PU appearance and

interference measurements when allocating spectrum. This can typically be done through

a centralized unit or fusion method. Alternatively, the spectrum allocation behavior can

be non-cooperative where the CR users only consider their own measurements when allo-

cating spectrum. Cooperative spectrum sharing is typically used in centralized networks.

Non-cooperative is typically used in decentralized networks such as ad-hoc networks. The

scope of this thesis, which considers centralized networks, is on the cooperative spectrum

sharing method where one spectrum band is allocated for use by all the CR users that

cooperate to report information to the base station. In papers C-D, multiple sensors in

a fixed sensor network cooperate to detect PUs within the interference range of the CR

network. The sensors report these sensing measurements to a centralized fusion center,
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which further allocates channels to the CR network. This channel allocation is based on

allowed interference limits to the primary network. In papers F-I, the CR users cooperate

by detecting available channels that can be used by all the CR users in the network.

In the third classification, spectrum sharing can be classified according to the access

method as overlay or underlay, i.e. OSA or UWB. The OSA approach, which is overlay, is

the main scope of this thesis. To allow secondary operation in the OSA approach, the CR

users might be restricted to comply to given interference limits [98–101] as used in papers

C and D. Such interference limits might be set by the regulator or the primary spectrum

holder.

Fourth, spectrum sharing in this thesis focuses on intra-network spectrum sharing with

the main issue of not causing interference to the primary network. The other type of

spectrum sharing, which not is the scope of this thesis, is subject to inter-network spectrum

sharing where multiple CR networks are operating in the same region.

2.2.4 Spectrum Mobility

Spectrum mobility is related to the fact that the CR user changes its operating channel

due to PU appearance or increased interference from PUs. This introduces a new type of

handoff in wireless networks. Furthermore, the CR network must adapt to the new channel

parameters of the selected channel. The purpose of the spectrum mobility management

in CR networks is to ensure smooth and fast transition leading to minimum performance

degradation during a spectrum handoff [22]. One important aspect of this spectrum man-

agement task is that different protocol layers in the communication stack should adapt to

the channel parameters when the CR network switches channel, e.g. to increased latency.

This also indicates the importance of a cross-layer design approach. An interesting study

by Jihoon et. al. [102] finds that, due to channel switching overhead when a PU appears

on the channel, it might be better to stay idle and buffer instead of switching channel to

obtain highest throughput. Advanced spectrum mobility aspects are not addressed in this

thesis, but simple channel switching is implemented in the simulation models in papers

C-D and F-I.

2.3 Sensor Network Aided Cognitive Radio

A sensor network aided cognitive radio (SENDORA) network uses the concept of a wireless

sensor network (WSN) that assists a CR network by providing information about the

current primary spectrum occupancy. A WSN, not necessarily embedded in the CRs, can

be deployed to detect these spectrum holes and report to the secondary system as proposed

in the EU FP7 project SENDORA [24, 25]. Input on real time spectrum monitoring by

using a separate low cost WSN was recently also requested by FCC [103, point 50]. The
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SENDORA concept is studied in papers B-E.

The SENDORA scenario depicted in Fig. 2.4 constitute of three main networks; the

primary (usually licensed) network, the secondary network and the WSN. In this scenario,

the network of CR users, called the secondary network, exchange information with the

WSN. The WSN monitors the spectrum usage, and is thus aware of the spectrum holes

that are currently available and can potentially be exploited by the secondary network.

This information is provided back to the secondary network then able to communicate

without causing harmful interference to the primary network.

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Fusion

Centre

Sensor

Sensor

Figure 2.4: General SENDORA scenario.

The CR system architecture consists of three parts: the (secondary) CR communication

architecture, the sensing architecture (sensors) and the fusion center which connects the

communication and sensing architecture. In papers C and D, we implement a simulation

model in NS-2 including the secondary CR network, WSN, fusion center and primary

network.

In papers B-D, the CR communication architecture consist of base stations and CR

terminals. In Paper E it consists of a LTE network with base stations, cognitive femtocells

and CR terminals. However, other type of CR networks such as ad-hoc networks are

considered for use with the SENDORA concept [24], but is left out of the scope of this

thesis.

The fusion center is a functional entity that receives sensing data collected through the

WSN and estimates the spectrum usage situation in the area covered by the WSN. The

fusion center also communicates with the CR communication network providing it with

the information it needs to operate cognitively in an optimal way.

The sensing architecture consists of a fixed network of sensors complemented with sens-

ing capabilities integrated in some or all of the base stations, cognitive femtocells and CR
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terminals. The number and positions of the terminals will be uncertain such that a WSN

formed by terminals only cannot guarantee detection confidence. A fixed deployed WSN

with sensors at selected locations can give more predictable detection confidence. A fixed

deployed WSN also has the advantage that the sensors can communicate with each other

and eventually with the fusion center through a wired backbone network. Sensors can be

powered from the mains. On the other hand, sensing integrated in the terminals will be

co-located with the CRs and hence be capable of providing accurate local information to

better protect PUs located close to the terminal. To determine the number of fixed sensors

that should be deployed, it is necessary to find the required fixed sensor density. The

network dimensioning in papers B-E is based on input from Fodor et. al. [104] using their

model to derive the required fixed sensor density. Another important topic for SENDORA

networks is the protocol design for the WSN to minimize delay for delivering channel avail-

ability results, thus maximizing the portion of time the CR network can exploit available

channels [105]. Protocol design in the WSN is left out of the scope of this thesis.

2.4 Regulation and Standardization on Cognitive Ra-

dio

While CR is developing in research, regulations on CR are also developing. At the same

time, standards are emerging that implements CR technologies that confirm to the regu-

lations.

The major activities on regulation for CR technologies and OSA as of today (2013) are

on TVWS, which is considered in papers E-I. TVWS are the unused spectrum resources in

the temporal and spatial dimensions in the UHF band spanning from 54 to 698 MHz. This

is motivated by the fact that there are many unused channels in the TV bands [106, 107]

and that it is possible to predict the available TVWS both by using spectrum sensing and

geo-location databases [7]. The PUs in the TV bands are mainly the TV broadcasters and

wireless microphones. Regulations on TVWS are especially being developed by the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) in the US [14, 108], the Office of Communications

(Ofcom) in the UK [15] and the Electronic Communications Committee (ECC) of the

Conference of European Post and Telecommunications (CEPT) in Europe [16].

Naturally, as regulations currently are opening for CR in TVWS, the major standardiza-

tion organizations also focus on developing standards for CR access in TVWS [11]. At cur-

rent, there are six notable standardization activities on CR focusing more or less on TVWS;

IEEE 802.22 [36], IEEE 802.11af [109], ECMA 392 [110], IETF PAWS (Protocol to Access

White Space database) [111], ETSI RRS (Reconfigurable Radio Systems) [33,112,113] and

IEEE DySPAN-SC (Dynamic Spectrum Access Network Standards Committee) [34, 114].

IEEE 802.22 is a standard for Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN) in TVWS. IEEE
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802.11af defines modifications to both the 802.11 PHY and MAC layers to meet the reg-

ulatory requirements for channel access and coexistence in the TVWS. This will be very

similar to the much used WiFi technology for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), but

with cognitive functionality such as sensing and access to a geo-location database. IETF

PAWS specifies the use cases, requirements, the mechanism for discovering a white space

database, the method for accessing a white space database, and the query and response

formats for interacting with a white space database. ECMA 392 has standardized a CR

system for TVWS similar to WiFi. ETSI RRS carry out standardization activities related

to reconfigurable radio systems encompassing both software-defined radio and CR. ETSI

RRS is also working on a standard for TVWS. Also important for CR standardization is

the IEEE DySPAN-SC with the objective to develop standards supporting new technolo-

gies for next-generation radio and advanced spectrum management. Their scope include

DSA radio systems and networks with the focus on improved use of spectrum, new tech-

niques and methods of DSA including the management of radio transmission interference,

and coordination of wireless technologies including network management and information

sharing amongst networks deploying different wireless technologies.

Mobile operators follow wireless network standardization activities closely and are con-

stantly evaluating the performance of standards in order to decide on which standards to

use. Therefore, in papers F-I we evaluate the performance of the first CR standard IEEE

802.22 for operation in the TVWS. In Paper E, we consider a business case scenario for CR

networks operating in TVWS, but using cognitive femtocells based on the LTE standard.

In papers A, C and D, we add cognitive functionality to the IEEE 802.16 standard. In the

following we give more details on the regulations for TVWS and on the specification of the

IEEE 802.22 standard.

2.4.1 Regulations on TV White Spaces

The rules on TVWS being developed by the FCC, Ofcom and ECC are quite similar in

most aspects. Hence, below we give an overview of the final rules on TVWS by FCC

published in September 2010 [14], which as of today are the most complete ones.

The main requirement is that the white space device (WSD) should prevent interference

to the primary devices such as TV broadcasters and wireless microphones. The primarily

method to achieve this is to use geo-location in the WSD combined with access to a

spectrum database. This database contains information about all licensed users, their

operating frequencies, locations, areas of operation, and operating schedules. The WSD

will then need to access this database to obtain an available channel for use and the allowed

transmit power levels. In case the WSD cannot access the spectrum database itself, it must

get the required information from a master WSD with access to the database. Another

method to protect PUs is to use spectrum sensing.
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FCC defines four WSD classes; fixed, portable mode II, portable mode I and sensing

only devices. A fixed device, such as a base station, is located at a specific location and

is permitted to use 4 W effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP), allowing a maximum

transmit power of 1 W and antenna gain 6 dBi. Due to this relatively high transmit power

limit, the fixed device is not allowed to operate in channels where one of the adjacent

channels are occupied by a PU.

A portable device, such as a laptop or handset, uses lower power and is allowed to

transmit with 100 mW. There is a limitation that portable devices only can operate in

frequency bands 512 to 608 MHz and 614 to 698 MHz. A portable device is allowed to

transmit when adjacent channels are occupied, but must then reduce transmit power to

40 mW. A mode II device is a master device with geo-location capability and access to

a database. A mode I device does not have these capabilities and might be called a

“slave” device that gets the required information from the master device to access TVWS.

An example of this is that a WLAN access point is a mode II device with geo-location

capability and access to a database, while the WLAN clients are mode I devices.

A sensing only device uses spectrum sensing to detect the PUs and is required to detect

TV signals (ATSC digital and NTSC analog) down to -114 dBm and wireless microphones

signals down to -107 dBm. A sensing only device is allowed to transmit with maximum

50 mW.

2.4.2 The IEEE 802.22 Standard

The IEEE 802.22 [36] standard, initiated in 2004 and completed in June 2011, is the first

technical standard to provide a WRAN broadband service by operating in the TVWS [42,

115, 116]. IEEE 802.22 devices use geo-location and communicate with a database [7] to

obtain information about available frequencies and allowed transmit power levels at their

locations. In addition the IEEE 802.22 system can use sensing techniques to detect sudden

appearances of PUs, such as TV transmitters and wireless microphones. The IEEE 802.22

system considers a point-to-multipoint network with a base station and a set of CR users

with customer premises equipment (CPE).

The IEEE 802.22 standard is based on, and is therefore very similar, to the IEEE

802.16 standard [52]. Both standards use OFDMA and time division duplex (TDD). The

first main difference is that the system profiles are different since the IEEE 802.22 standard

operates in the UHF bands with 6, 7 or 8 MHz bandwidth profiles dependent on the region

it is used in, i.e. in America, Asia or Europe respectively. Furthermore, among some of the

main parameters, it uses 2048 subcarriers, linear burst allocation, 10 ms OFDMA frame size

and dynamic spectrum sharing for self-coexistence. In Paper F, we give a comprehensive

comparison of the parameters used in the two standards.

The second difference from IEEE 802.16 is that cognitive functionality has been added
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in the spectrum manager of IEEE 802.22. The main task of the spectrum manager is to

select the TV channel to be used and to protect PUs of the TV band. It uses the spectrum

sensing function, the geo-location function and the spectrum database to decide on the

channel to use and the allowed EIRP level. The spectrum manager specifies the set of

channel lists, i.e. the backup, candidate and protected channel lists. In the IEEE 802.22

standard a channel will originally get status as backup channel when sensed as unused

every six seconds over a period of 30 seconds. In the CPE, the spectrum automaton

is a lightweight version of the spectrum manager in the BS. It is mainly responsible for

reporting to the BS and for sensing at initial CPE power on, when not connected to the

base station and during idle times when there are no tasks pending.

The primary TV broadcasters update the spectrum database with their frequency us-

age and transmit power levels at all locations when required. Other low power devices

operating in these bands, such as wireless microphones, might update the database, but

might also appear suddenly without notification. Detection and protection of these wireless

microphones is considered to be a great challenge. One approach to handle this is to use

sensing technologies to detect wireless microphones and then cease transmission and switch

to a vacant TV channel. FCC [14] has allocated two “safe harbor” channels, which can be

used by the wireless microphones without registering in the spectrum database. However,

spectrum sensing could still be used to increase spectrum utilization significantly in these

channels. It is also an open question what other regulators will do to protect wireless mi-

crophones. In papers F-I, we study the IEEE 802.22 standard with focus on system level

performance and sensing functionality to detect unregistered wireless microphones as the

PUs appearing at random or periodic locations and times. Another approach to protect

wireless microphones is specified in the IEEE 802.22.1 standard [117]. It uses a beacon,

which contains information relevant to the licensed device, including its physical location

and estimated duration of TV channel occupancy. The focus in papers F-I is on the sensing

approach, whereas the beacon approach is left out of the scope.

Spectrum sensing is an optional feature in the standard. It is used to detect PUs in

the frequency band to decide whether the channel is available or occupied. IEEE 802.22 is

designed to sense each TV channel separately for signals from analog TV, digital TV and

wireless microphones. These sensing functions should comply with the rules and sensing

thresholds specified in Section 2.4.1 above. A survey and evaluation of the spectrum sens-

ing techniques in the IEEE 802.22 standard and requirements for sensing in the TV bands

are given by Shellhammer [118]. The spectrum sensing function can first be classified into

in-band sensing, that senses the operating channel, and out-of-band sensing, that senses

activity on other channels that potentially can be used by the IEEE 802.22 system. Con-

sidering the MAC layer sensing strategy, two-stage sensing [36, Sec. 7.21.1] is advocated by

IEEE 802.22 and considered in papers F-I. The two-stage consecutive sensing strategy [85]

can also be used. These MAC layer sensing strategies were described in Section 2.2.1 above.
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To the best of our knowledge, there exist no real life field trials nor any comprehensive

system level studies of a complete IEEE 802.22 implementation. There exist no perfor-

mance evaluations with the complete system protocol stack of the IEEE 802.22 standard

with sensing functionality. This is the focus of papers F-I.

2.4.3 Other Suitable Spectrum Bands for Cognitive Radio

As noted, in theory, all bands that are underutilized could potentially be subject for CR

under the OSA approach. However, different primary systems operating in different spec-

trum bands have different characteristics. Furthermore, as studied by Weiss et. al. [26,31],

different context awareness approaches with varying degree of complexity and maturity are

suitable for bands with different characteristics. This is one of the reasons why CR under

the OSA approach initially is being regulated for the TVWS with static characteristics.

However, CR under the OSA approach might also be used in other spectrum bands with

other characteristics as technology matures.

FCC also proposes to make available 100 MHz of shared spectrum in the 3.5 GHz band,

currently used for military and satellite operations, using small cells and database technolo-

gies [17]. The proposal envisions three tiers of users, each with different levels of rights and

protections. The first tier, incumbent access, will be protected from all other users. This

would include authorized federal users and grandfathered fixed satellite service licensees.

The second tier, protected access, would include critical use facilities, such as hospitals,

utilities, government facilities, and public safety entities. These would be afforded quality

assured access to a portion of the band in certain designated locations. The third tier, gen-

eral authorized access, would include all other users that would have the ability to operate

subject to protections for the first two tiers. In another notice, FCC also proposes to make

up to 195 MHz of additional spectrum in the 5 GHz band available for unlicensed WiFi

devices [119]. This proposal also involves the use of geo-location databases and spectrum

sensing.

Other bands have been assessed for CR. Spectrum sharing requirements of secondary

access to the 960-1215 MHz band, which is primarily allocated to aeronautical usage, is

investigated in [120].

Interference within the operating band used by the CR network is not the only chal-

lenge. CR networks will also generate interference in adjacent channels [121], which should

be considered when deploying CR in white spaces. An example of this is the Light-

squared LTE network, which wanted to deploy a LTE network operating in the band

1525-1559 MHz. This band is nearby that being used by the global positioning system

(GPS), 1559-1610 MHz. FCC initially granted Lightsquared a conditionally waiver for

building the LTE network [122], but measurements showed that interference degraded the

performance of the GPS receivers. Hence, FCC later bared the Lightsquared LTE network.
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Another regulatory licensing framework that is being proposed is the licensed shared

access (LSA) concept [123], also referred to as authorized shared access (ASA) [124]. This

concept allows for licensed sharing of underutilized spectrum by a limited number of rights

holders, in incumbents bands, through an individual authorization scheme. It is applicable

to any spectrum band with underutilized capacity that can be shared in time and geogra-

phy. A key feature is to ensure a predictable QoS for all spectrum rights of use holders,

network operators and for consumers. The more stable the incumbent spectrum holder’s

use, the better predictability there is for the QoS of the LSA licensees. Since LSA will share

spectrum dynamically considering pre-defined conditions, it could take advantage of CR

technologies such as geo-location databases complemented, if necessary, by sensing [125].

This will allow spectrum sharing in frequency, geography and time. However, in the case

of the incumbent imposing restrictions, a system for updating, maintaining and providing

the access conditions would first need to be established. ETSI RRS is describing a mobile

broadband service in the 2.3-2.4 GHz under the LSA regime, which currently is allocated

to mobile services.

In papers A, C and D, we focus on CR under the OSA approach in spectrum bands

used by the IEEE 802.16 standard, e.g. around 2 GHz. In Paper A, the focus is on CR

access in the temporal dimension and in papers C-D the focus is on the spatial dimension.

CR access in the temporal dimension becomes more complex when the spectrum usage

by the primary user is characterized as temporal fast periodic with potentially stochastic

time durations such as in the IEEE 802.16 network with varying traffic load (Paper A), as

compared to temporal static such as in the TV broadcasting network or temporal periodic

as in the rotating antenna radar bands [26]. Mobile primary users, as considered in papers

C and D, also introduce a more stochastic characterization of spectrum usage in the spa-

tial dimension. CR access to spectrum bands with more complex characteristics could be

simpler to realize with the LSA approach and the establishment of an individual autho-

rization scheme. It could then also be possible for the primary and secondary operators to

cooperate as is found to be important in Paper A.

Spectrum trading has been and is being considered in a range of bands in different

countries worldwide, with the UK regulator Ofcom being at the forefront. Two different

types of transfers are allowed by Ofcom that enable licensees (spectrum holders) to trade

and share rights to use spectrum. First, outright transfer in which all rights and obligations

of a license transfer from one party to another. Second, concurrent transfer in which the

transferred rights and obligations become rights and obligations of the transferee (buyer or

leaser) while continuing, concurrently, to be rights and obligations of the actor making the

transfer (seller or lessee). Furthermore, Ofcom allows both a total transfer in which the

whole license is transferred and a partial transfer in which only some rights and obligations

of the license is transferred. Relating to the spectrum management classification presented

in Fig. 2.1 above, this use of spectrum trading will be under the spectrum property rights
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approach. Spectrum trading was limited to certain bands, but a notice of proposals [126]

by Ofcom was recently published to extend spectrum trading to mobile and cellular bands

(900 MHz, 1.8 GHz and 2.1 GHz). Some research also exist that aims to enable spectrum-

micro trading to buy and sell spectrum resources on a smaller scale than has currently

been used in one or more of the spatial, temporal and frequency dimensions [127]. This

would enable wireless service providers to acquire spectrum for small or wide geographical

areas, for short or long time periods and for narrow or wide bandwidths.

2.5 Business Aspects of Cognitive Radio

The economics of CR under the OSA approach is mainly concerned with the high cost of

radio spectrum, where CR can get access to spectrum at lower costs or for free. Mobile

operators often use financial modeling to analyse business case and to predict viability

of business models. This is the focus in papers B and E. In this section, we give some

background and related work on business modeling, economic scenarios for CR, the cost

related to obtaining spectrum information, and finally a discussion about the disruptive

potential of CR.

2.5.1 Business Modeling

A central part of the business case analysis is to design the business model, which describes

the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value [128]. Business

case analysis uses financial modeling to evaluate the cash flow for scenarios to see how

the business model evolves over time. This includes profitability analysis and sensitivity

analysis of certain variables in the business model.

In the literature, there exist many different methodologies and frameworks for designing

and analyzing business models [128–130]. In papers B and E we use the steps in the theo-

retically grounded framework for designing and analyzing business models by Ballon [130],

since it is fitted for mobile systems and services. This framework follows a multi-parameter

approach by defining four levels on which business models operate. First, the value net-

work level consist in identifying actors, their relationships and the value adding roles they

provide in the marketplace. Second, the functional architecture level consist in identify-

ing ways to implement the technological architecture, the modules and interfaces between

modules, distribution of intelligence in the system, and the inter-operability with other sys-

tems. Third, the financial level consist in analyzing the cash flow using revenues and costs

for setting up and running the system using the technology. Finally, the value proposition

level consist in identifying the value being added to end-users of the system, including

questions on how to position the service or product vis-a-vis existing services or products.

Kelkar et. al. [29] use the framework developed by Ballon [130] to outline a business frame-
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work to evaluate the business impact of DSA technology in cognitive networks. The work

in papers B and E are complementary to this work by proposing specific business case

scenarios, their ecosystem and the evaluation of CR networks based on the SENDORA

concept.

The interlinked technical and economic issues associated with markets for DSA-based

wireless services are examined by Chapin and Lehr [9]. A set of potential new entities are

identified, such as spectrum use registries and spectrum distributors, as well as product

features such as “black boxes”, permitting post-interference analysis, and leases that may

play important roles in facilitating the growth of the market for DSA-based services. The

spectrum broker entity matching buyers and sellers of spectrum is also discussed. They

note that research on how these entities and features can work is just as important as

research on basic questions of safety in DSA for the technology to fulfill its promise of

significant increases in overall spectrum-use efficiency and thereby deliver its full potential

for social and economic benefits. In Paper B, we give an overview of potential actors and

their roles involved in potential ecosystems for CR networks with focus on the SENDORA

concept.

Other than getting access to more spectrum, there are mainly two alternative options

to increase capacity; to reduce cell size and to increase spectrum efficiency. It is stated

by Chapin [30] that the future for high quality mobile broadband competition will require

significantly more sharing among commercial mobile radio service operators of both infras-

tructure and spectrum, and that a key driver to achieve this is the need to shrink cell sizes

that will support efficient spatial reuse of spectrum and lower power operation. In Paper

E, we present a business case where cognitive femtocells based on the LTE standard can

use TVWS spectrum for free, provide small cells and support many users by using CR.

The concept of telecommunications value-chain is used by Nolan et. al. [28] to study how

value can migrate and be created in CR networks. Furthermore, they analyze a business

case where CR devices are used as relays to increase coverage and give coverage to devices

out of base station range. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only business case study

for CR networks that appeared before our studies in papers B and E. Recent business case

studies have appeared as described in the following.

A high level assessment of the business viability of cellular use of white spaces for

mobile broadband services and promising business scenarios are studied by Markendahl

et. al. [131]. First, it is concluded that low frequency bands should be used by mobile

operators for wide area coverage and high frequency resources by wireless local area oper-

ators. Regarding mobile operators, the promising business scenario is to use TVWS and

re-use of existing sites in order to delay or replace deployment of a denser network. These

findings confirm the results in papers B-E that infrastructure is one of the most critical

parameters to obtain a viable business case. Furthermore, they argue that mobile opera-

tors use white space spectrum only in countries with very high spectrum prices. Finally,
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they also argue to use white spaces spectrum for indoor systems provided by local or mo-

bile operators where mobile operators provide a service platform for business. In another

work, Markendahl et. al. [132] study the business feasibility of mobile broadband using

TVWS using capacity-cost analysis. This analysis show that market entrants will be in a

more difficult position than established actors since a new operator needs to invest in a

new infrastructure with sites and transmission. This also confirms the results presented in

papers B, that the business case of a new entrant was the most challenging to make viable.

It is also concluded in [132] that if spectrum costs are high, the use of TVWS is more cost

efficient for both existing and new operators.

A business case for a CR based solution for increasing capacity of LTE networks by

using TVWS is evaluated by Grøndalen et. al. [133] and compared to acquiring a license

through an auction of spectrum in the digital dividend 2 (698-790 MHz). It is found that

the CR option is the best solution, and that investments are more evenly distributed over

the study period since there is no initial cost for buying a spectrum license. It is emphasized

that determining the best solution depends heavily on the price the operator has to pay for

a spectrum license, which also confirm to [132] discussed above. The most cost sensitive

parameter is found to be the price of cognitive LTE terminals.

Another business case study presented by the EU FP7 project COGEU [134] considers

three different LTE network deployments. A greenfield deployment with only one carrier,

either 2.6 GHz or 700 MHz, and a deployment with a legacy carrier of 2.6 GHz additionally

with TVWS. It is shown that the network is clearly more profitable when deployed with

only the frequency of 700 MHz, with a NPV of 144 Me, while when deployed with 2.6 GHz

and TVWS it reaches the NPV value of 132 Me and for 2.6 GHz the NPV is only 64 Me.

In sensitivity analysis, the NPV is more sensible to the variations in the ARPU, fiber

costs, and customer base, while it is less sensible to device subsidies, device prices and

price of spectrum. Interestingly, these results differ from the finding in [133], where the

price of the cognitive LTE terminal was the most sensitive parameter. It should be noted

that the scenarios are similar, but different. Also, there are different assumptions in the

two studies. One important difference is that TVWS spectrum is free in [133], whereas a

spectrum market for TVWS spectrum is considered in [134].

Business cases for rural broadband and for Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication

in TVWS is evaluated by McKenzie et. al. [135]. The most critical parameters for both

business case scenarios are found to be the number of customers and the average revenue

per customer. These findings can indicate that performance metrics important to support

QoS, such as throughput and delay, in the rural broadband case are important for the

customer to be willing to subscribe to the service and pay a satisfactory subscription fee.

Hence, these findings are motivating the research in papers F-I on performance evaluation

of the IEEE 802.22 standard, which is suitable for services such as rural broadband.
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2.5.2 Economic Scenarios for Cognitive Radio

Barrie et. al. [54] argue that many contexts in which CR technologies may be applied are

so distinct from a business and regulatory point of view, that any conclusions concerning

the characteristics and viability of one use case cannot be inferred from the analysis of

another. It is therefore essential to establish which parameters are critical for distinguish-

ing fundamentally different economic scenarios. Barrie et. al. [54] define four economical

scenarios for CR using three of the business parameters defined as illustrated in Fig 2.5.

Here, the main differentiator is the ownership which leads to an unlicensed scenario if not

owned by any organization (e.g. ISM bands). If licensed, the spectrum ownership business

parameter specifies whether the spectrum band is exclusively assigned to a licensee. If not,

the spectrum bands can be grouped into a spectrum pool and made available for sharing

by multiple licensees [136]. If the license is exclusive and it is allowed to change ownership

of the license, the license is tradable in a market scenario. A license can then be traded for

economic compensation [21,127]. They note that secondary use of spectrum without com-

pensating and interfering with the primary user can be foreseen in this economic scenario,

which would confirm to the OSA approach as studied in papers B and E. In this case the

spectrum trade is dynamic as opposed to permanent. Finally, if change of ownership is not

allowed, the frequency band is restricted to the licensee itself. The licensee might then use

CR to e.g. improve resource usage internally [137]. A fourth differentiating business pa-

rameter, neutrality, is not used in the taxonomy presented. This would have impacted each

of the bottom scenarios allowing a single or multiple different access technologies. Barrie

et. al. [54] further analysis the regulatory requirements and the technologies for enabling

CR; spectrum sensing, spectrum databases and the cognitive pilot channel (CPC) [77]. It

is concluded that geo-location databases is the most preferred solution, although spectrum

sensing should not be discarded for potential situations such as highly sensitive applica-

tions in high density radio environments. It is also argued that stakeholders involved and

system costs should be considered when deciding on which CR enabling technology to use.

In another work, Barrie et. al. [138] classifies business scenarios for spectrum sensing by

differentiating on the business parameters for the spectrum license; ownership, exclusivity,

tradability, and neutrality. It is concluded that, since different business scenarios have

different actors, roles and consequences, the proposed scenarios are fundamentally distinct

and incompatible. Hence, every scenario should be analyzed separately to evaluate its

viability and the way spectrum sensing can contribute to this.

Medeisis and Delaere [139] present four high level scenarios for the future development

of CR as an innovative business proposition. Intuitive logics as a methodology is used for

constructing the four equally probable scenarios in a matrix at the intersection of two major

uncertainties, the cost and complexity of CR technology and the emergence of viable CR
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Figure 2.5: Classification of economic scenarios for CR [54, Fig. 3].

business cases. They further state that in the scenario representing the current status quo

in the industry (2011), neither viable business cases exists, nor is the CR technology really

implementable in any commercially affordable equipment. The business cases proposed

and evaluated in this thesis consider deployment of CR networks at a later point in time

when the technology can be expected to exist, starting in 2015 in Paper B and in 2017 in

Paper E.

2.5.3 Cost of Obtaining Spectrum Information

For CR networks, there is a cost related to obtaining information about available spectrum.

Weiss et. al. [31] show that operating context matters when it comes to choosing an ap-

propriate technology for context awareness. Furthermore, they show that solutions based

on databases or cooperative sharing with explicit communication between primary and

secondary users are the most suitable approaches in static environments such as TVWS.

They also show that external sensor networks is the least cost effective. Papers B and E

addresses the cost of obtaining information about spectrum usage through the use of exter-

nally deployed sensor networks. The fact that spectrum sensing is the least cost effective

context awareness approach made it more challenging to obtain viable business cases. We

note that sensing might be required by the regulator in some markets to e.g. reliably detect

PUs such as wireless microphones in the TVWS. Spectrum sensing can also be used by the

secondary operator to control the interference generated and can thereby free more white

space spectrum as decisions are based on actual measurements instead of predictions.
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2.5.4 Cognitive Radio as a Potential Enabler for Disruptive In-

novation

It is often stated that CR is a disruptive technology. However, to the best of the authors

knowledge, there does not exist any detailed studies using disruptive innovation theory to

analyze the disruptive potential of CR. The objective of this thesis is not to give a detailed

study whether CR is a disruptive innovation or not, but to consider CR as a technology

with the potential to enable disruptive innovation to opportunistically get access to white

space spectrum at low cost or for free. The following gives a brief background on disruptive

innovation theory and discuss some examples on how CR can have the potential to enable

sustaining and disruptive innovation.

The disruptive innovation theory, as defined by Christensen [51, 140, 141], points to

situations in which new organizations can use relatively simple, convenient, low-cost inno-

vations to create growth and triumph over powerful incumbents. The theory holds that

existing companies have a high probability of beating entrant attackers when the contest

is about sustaining innovations. But, Christensen [141] states, sustaining attackers almost

always loose to attackers armed with disruptive innovations. Disruptive innovations are

considered to underperform compared to current products used by the mainstream cus-

tomers. However, the new product might perform better on an alternative dimension,

e.g. lower cost or easier to use, and thus open up a new market that the current market

does not expect. Over time, the disruptive innovation improves until it is preferred by

the mainstream customers. Therefore, incumbent firms often fail to recognize disruptive

innovations and the threat they pose. The disruptive innovation theory and framework

aims to help managers in recognizing disruptive innovations [141].

Sustaining innovations are what moves companies along established improvement tra-

jectories. They are improvements to existing products on dimensions historically valued by

customers. Some examples are computers that process faster and cellular phone batteries

that last longer.

Disruptive innovation introduces a new value proposition. They either create new mar-

kets or reshape existing markets. There are two types of disruptive innovations [51]; low-end

and new-market disruptions. Low-end disruptions can occur when existing products and

services are “too good” and hence overpriced relative to the value existing customers can

use. These disruptions take place at the low end of the original or mainstream value net-

work. Examples are discount retailers and steel minimills, which both began by offering

existing customers a low-priced, relatively straightforward product. New-market disrup-

tions can occur when characteristics of existing products limit the number of potential

consumers or force consumption to take place in inconvenient, centralized settings. New-

market disruptions are said to compete with “nonconsumption”. Examples of new-market

disruptions are the personal computer and Sony’s first battery-powered transistor pocket
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radio, since their initial customers were new consumers [51].

Disruptive technology is often seen as a synonym of disruptive innovation. Technologies

might be disruptive themselves. However, the term disruptive innovation is preferred since

market disruption is usually not created by the technology itself, but by the application of

the technology and its business model that disrupts the market. Therefore, for CR, it is

important to study the business model in which it is applied in addition to its technological

features and performance. It is also important to study the business case of CR when used

as a disruptive innovation, but it should be noted that disruption is difficult to predict.

Hence, the business case will be difficult to predict.

Yu et. al. [142] notes that what contains a real disruptive innovation observes exam-

ination through different lenses. They further clarify three potential misunderstandings

of disruptive innovation. First, disruption is a relative phenomenon in that an innova-

tion might be disruptive to one company, but not to a company with another business

model. Second, disruptive innovation does not always imply that start-up businesses will

replace the incumbents or traditional business, since incumbents with existing high-end

technologies can still survive by concentrating on how to satisfy its most demanding but

least price-sensitive customers. Third, disruptive innovation is not equal to destructive

innovation. A technological innovation that has superior performance in key dimensions

with a relatively low-cost structure would directly invade the mainstream market. This

can then cause more serious destructive effects than a normal disruptive innovation that

focuses on low cost but initially lower performance.

In the following we will discuss some potential low-end, high-end and sustaining inno-

vations for the use of CR.

Potential Low-end Innovation with Cognitive Radio

When mobile operators offer mobile broadband services using emerging technologies such

as LTE, they usually first invest in a licensed spectrum band that tends to be expensive.

These services offer high capacity and support QoS. One important notice is that such new

technologies enable the operator to support more customers and offer higher aggregate

throughput. However, these new services might also be “too good” for most customers

considering that few customers are using very high throughput applications and that few

customers require strict QoS. For CR technologies, the aggregate throughput supported

might be equally high and even higher most of the time. On the contrary it might also vary

dependent on spectrum availability at given times and locations. Also, the QoS supported

by CR technologies considering performance metrics such as delay, throughput and loss rate

might be challenging to guarantee due to varying spectrum availability and appearance of

PUs. But, by using CR to opportunistically access whitespace spectrum for low costs or for

free, a secondary operator will be able to offer broadband services at a lower subscription

fee. This might be attractive for many subscribers not willing to pay the subscription fee
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for strictly stable QoS guarantees, but that are willing to accept a service with generally

high throughput and potentially more variable QoS at a lower subscription fee. In this

case, the CR operator will gain a new set of customers, which can have the potential to

enable low-end disruption.

In Paper B, we study two business cases that have the potential to be disruptive low-end

innovations as presented here. First a business case for a joint venture that uses CR for

spectrum sharing and second for a new entrant using CR to access white space spectrum.

Though, we note that the business case calculations presented in Paper B and Paper E

do not consider disruptive effects since these are challenging to predict and quantify. This

would also include calculation of competitors’ performance.

There is a notable difference of introducing such a service for an incumbent and a

new entrant in the market. A new entrant will have the potential to gain a set of new

customers and increase market share. However, for an incumbent operator, the CR service

will probably gain from its existing customer base and hence cannibalize its own business.

This will reduce profits per customer since the subscription fee will be lower than before.

On the other side, the incumbent operator also has the potential to gain customers from

its competitors in the market. Hence, profit might be higher over time as compared not to

introducing the CR service. So, even if the disruptive innovation is found, incumbents are

often reluctant to take advantage of it. This is mainly because it would involve competing

with their existing technological approach and since the customers are considered less

profitable. Therefore, considering that CR technologies might emerge in the market, it will

be important for the incumbent operator to understand and consider such a service in the

market.

An alternative for the incumbent operator, as recommended by Chirstensen [51, 140],

is to spin-off a new business unit offering such a disruptive CR service. While doing this,

the incumbent will have the potential to focus on its core services and markets.

Another important difference is that the incumbent operator often owns existing in-

frastructure that can be used when deploying CR networks. It is shown in Paper B, that

the number of new base station sites that has to be established is one of the most critical

parameters for a new entrant when deploying CR networks. This makes it challenging to

obtain a positive business case for a new entrant.

Much of the research on CR is addressing the problem of providing QoS in CR networks.

This is the main objective in the EU FP7 project QoSMOS [143] in addition to providing

mobility. Considering that CR networks will evolve and eventually have the potential to

provide better QoS and mobility, CR networks will have the potential to provide services

with similar, or even better, performance than wireless networks using a static assigned

license. Hence, services provided by CR networks will have the potential to disrupt services

provided by wireless networks using a narrower and static license.
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Potential New-market Innovation with Cognitive Radio

It has been noted that several spectrum bands are underutilized. Hence operators and

other organizations hold spectrum licenses that can be used by others. An entity referred

to as the spectrum broker has been proposed in e.g. [92–95] that can arrange transactions

of the rights to use spectrum licenses between sellers and buyers of spectrum. In Paper

B we discuss and briefly address the business case of a spectrum broker, as an entity

that deploys, builds and operates a sensor network to sell either sensing information or

information on spectrum opportunities to one or more CR operators.

A more advanced spectrum broker adds value by aggregating and partitioning spectrum

access rights [9]. The spectrum broker could also enter into contracts with the secondary

operators to deliver QoS differentiated spectrum access, while acquiring the rights through

contracts with primary operators. This could possibly also involve transfer of given inter-

ference limits [144]. In Paper D, we study the technical performance and capacity when

allowing different requirements for the maximum interference generated by the secondary

to the primary network. A centralized fusion center is used to calculate the interference

limits and allocate spectrum rights to the CR network. This fusion center could be consid-

ered a similar entity as the spectrum broker, but trading functionality is not implemented

in Paper D.

For an operator that holds underutilized spectrum resources, the opportunity to sell

the spectrum rights of these spectrum resources to other spectrum users can be a potential

source of revenue. Optimally, for the operator, this would be by selling to spectrum users

not offering competing services. CR is not necessarily required, but will be important

since a CR is flexible. First, the CR has the capability to switch between and use many

different frequencies. Second, the CR has sensing functionality that can be used to identify

spectrum to be sold or bought through the spectrum broker and to monitor interference.

The operator could either be administrating the spectrum broker itself, or sell the rights to

use spectrum through the spectrum broker administrated by a third party. If the operator

administrates the spectrum broker itself, it would avoid additional costs required by a

third party. Alternatively, the operator could spin-off a new business unit for the spectrum

broker as recommended by Chirstensen [51, 140]. The introduction of a spectrum broker

can have the potential as a disruptive new-market innovation, since it enables a market

that does not exist for transferring rights of use of already licensed spectrum. This could

enable operators, which can not afford spectrum in traditional auctions held by regulators,

to get access to spectrum. The government would then no longer have monopoly for selling

rights to use spectrum through traditional spectrum auctions held by regulators. As noted

in Section 2.4.3, regulators have started to facilitate such secondary spectrum trading.

A second business scenario for CR with potential to enable new-market disruption is

the opportunity to offer sensing as a service [145]. This would involve detecting and selling
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of information about spectrum holes and usage. The spectrum information could either be

sold directly to secondary operators or to a central entity such as the spectrum broker. For

best possible performance, this should be done by having a separate wireless sensor network,

possibly enhanced by sensors embedded in CR terminals. The actor administrating the

sensor network could be a single or multiple operators, the same actor that administrates

the spectrum broker as considered in the “spectrum broker” business case (Paper B) or a

third party. Operators deploying CR technologies might need to deploy an external sensor

network3 and could then also have the opportunity to offer sensing as a service. This

would enable a new market for the sale of spectrum information, which can be used by

secondary operators to access unused spectrum. A potential competing service might be

a spectrum database if existing or possible to deploy, but a wireless sensor network can

have the possibility to monitor interference and provide more accurate information about

spectrum usage.

The spectrum broker and sensing as a service scenarios are also interesting in that these

potentially new-market innovations further can enable low-end disruption, since operators

then can acquire spectrum at potentially lower cost. Hence, these operators can offer lower

priced services competing with incumbents over less demanding customers as described

above.

Potential Sustaining Innovation with Cognitive Radio

As noted, spectrum costs are a major expense in the operator’s value-chain to provide

telecommunication services. Spectrum is also a limited resource. By getting access to

more spectrum, the operator can increase performance, support more users and support

better QoS in existing offered services. Again, we consider that CR technologies can get

spectrum for free or at lower costs, but that the performance and QoS supported will be

less predictable. To cope with the increasing capacity demand, the spectrum scarcity and

the expensive spectrum license costs, the operator can deploy CR technologies such as

base stations and femtocells to offload its mobile network. If the performance for metrics

necessary to support QoS for the CR network degrades at a given time and location, the

operator can handover the customers that require strict QoS to its existing macro network

that is able to support strict QoS. In this case, operators using CR technologies are able

to reduce costs and offer services to its customers with similar QoS support, or Quality of

Experience (QoE) considering the customer’s experience of the service [146], as compared

to its competitors not using CR that have to acquire additional spectrum at higher costs.

An alternative way of seeing it, is that operators using CR will be able to offer better

3It was considered that operators deploy an external sensor network themselves for the business cases
studies “spectrum sharing” in Paper B and “cognitive femtocell” in Paper E. However, the studies consider
that the operator uses the sensing information themselves only. Potential additional revenue that could
be obtained from selling information about spectrum usage and interference is not calculated.
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services to its customers when compared to its competitors that are not using CR and

cannot acquire additional spectrum. According to Christensen [51], this can be considered

a sustaining innovation. In Paper E, we study a business case of the sustaining innovation

where cognitive femotcells are used to offload the macro LTE network.

2.6 Scenarios for Cognitive Radio

The chosen scenario in the EU FP7 project SENDORA is CR based on nomadic broadband

in urban and suburban areas [56], as studied in papers B-D. This scenario targets non real-

time services since it is difficult to give strict QoS guarantees with CR. However, it can

be possible to offer real time services if the spectrum conditions allow it. The service

is considered to offer both high bit rates and low costs. The scenario is attractive for

a mobile operator, since it can be used to offload the mobile network while considering

that the mobility feature will only be required for a small percentage of the users. This is

because the users will usually be stationary when using the mobile broadband service.

Six scenarios are evaluated to have a high potential by MacKenzie et. al. [58,147], in the

EU FP7 project QoSMOS. Each scenario is evaluated using a questionnaire to score the

scenario based on three criteria; the QoSMOS benefit (i.e. could a QoSMOS scenario be

better than a conventional system?), the benefit for actors, the requirement for managed

QoS, and mobility. The selected scenarios are dynamic backhaul, cellular extension in

whitespaces as studied in Paper I, rural broadband as studied in papers F-H, cognitive

ad-hoc network, direct terminal-to-terminal in cellular, and cognitive femtocell as studied

in Paper E.

Fitch et. al. [148] describe three use cases for operation in TVWS and model their

technical feasibility; future home networks, coverage of the street from inside buildings,

and broadband access to rural and underserved premises. Furthermore, these use cases are

classified into the scenarios; indoor services, outdoor coverage from indoor, and outdoor

services. It is concluded that the first use case will be fixed point-to-point links such as

rural broadband access as studied in papers F-H, which is forecasted to occur in the next

one to two years (2011). Looking ahead, the use-cases will become more mobile and with

variable and managed QoS, such as indoor to outdoor coverage via super WiFi community

networks and possibly femtocells as studied in Paper E. It is also concluded that mobile

network operators are interested in the use of TVWS for cellular extension and rural access

as studied in Paper I. However, they note that there are challenges to be overcome such

as provision of reliable service and managed mobility and QoS [143], agreement across US

and Europe on regulatory aspects, CR equipment certification procedures, development of

a new value chain including databases, and over-the-top services based on location.

Sayrac et. al. [137] present the wireless network operator’s approach to CR systems

specific for International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) systems. It is stated that,
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as for today (2012), there is no yet enough information to assess possible future business

benefits of the CR system deployment scenarios in IMT systems, except the intra-operator

scenarios. This is because the introduction and deployment of CR systems in other scenar-

ios still require further studies on the technical and operational issues to determine their

impact and evaluate possible benefits. The main objective in intra-operator scenarios is to

increase spectrum efficiency with primary usage of CR, contrary to the secondary usage

such as with the OSA model in TVWS. A concept referred to as radio environment maps

(REMs) is presented that collects and intelligently processes geo-localized measurements in

IMT systems. This further constitutes a cognitive enabler that allows the mobile network

operator to achieve the potential improvement promised by CR through the environment

awareness that it provides. The objective of this thesis is not on intra-operator scenarios

for CR, but on the objective to find technical and business benefits for a mobile operator

using CR under the OSA approach. The conclusions in this thesis also differ, but this is

mainly because we consider studies on longer terms than in [137].

A brief overview of the scenarios considered in this thesis is given in Table 2.1. All papers

Table 2.1: Overview of scenarios studied in this thesis.
Paper A B C,D E F,G,H I

General Scenario Parameters

Scenario Cellular Broadband based on CR

Mobility level Mobile Nomadic Nomadic Mobile Static Mobile

Spectrum (GHz) 2.0 0.5-3.5 2.0 TVWS TVWS TVWS

Range (km) 1.0 0.5,1 0.575, 0.075, 1.0 1.0

0.767,1.15 0.1

Traffic CBR, N/A CBR N/A CBR,VoIP, CBR

FTP Video

QoS BE BE BE BE BE,UGS BE

Environment Outdoor Outdoor Outdoor Indoor-Out Outdoor Outdoor

sub/urban sub/urban sub/urban urban suburban suburban

CR Specific Scenario Parameters

Context N/A WSN, WSN, WSN, CR, CR,

awareness CR CR CR Database Database

Architecture BS BS, BS, Femtocell, BS, BS

FC FC FC

Primary users IEEE 802.16 All IEEE 802.16 TV,WM WM WM

Standard used IEEE 802.16 N/A IEEE 802.16 LTE IEEE 802.22 IEEE 802.22

in CR network

consider the cellular broadband scenario with base station (BS) or cognitive femtocell and

CR terminals. In Paper A, we focus on the 2 GHz band. In papers B-E, we use the

SENDORA approach with a fixed wireless sensor network (WSN) combined with sensing

in the CR terminals. The WSN reports sensing results to a fusion center (FC) responsible

for allocating spectrum and allowed transmit power based on interference limits. In papers

B-D, the focus is on nomadic services in urban and suburban areas [56], in the 0.5-3.5 GHz

(Paper B) and 2 GHz (papers C and D) bands. In paper E, the focus is on the cognitive

femtocell scenario [147] in TVWS to offload the macro LTE network. In papers F-I, we
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focus on the CR standard IEEE 802.22 in suburban areas using TVWS. We consider this

similar to the rural broadband case. The context awareness approach used is sensing in

both the base station and CR terminals to detect wireless microphones (WMs) combined

with geo-location databases having information about spectrum usage by TV broadcasters.

In papers F-H we consider fixed customer premises equipment (CPE) and in Paper I we

consider mobile CR terminals. In all papers, we focus on scenarios with the constant

bit rate (CBR) data application using the best effort (BE) QoS profile. In Paper F, we

also study the VoIP and video applications using the unsolicited grant service (UGS), i.e.

guaranteed bit rate, and the BE QoS profiles respectively. More details on each scenario

are given in each of the respective papers.



Chapter 3

Contributions of Papers

In this chapter we give a summary of each of the papers A-I in this thesis in separate

sections. Each paper summary contains a summary, related work, and main the contri-

butions. Before summarizing each paper, we briefly describe the progression in this thesis

work and the papers as illustrated in Fig. 1.4 in Chapter 1.

The research started with Paper A, where we study the spectrum occupancy and avail-

able capacity for CR access in the temporal domain in primary OFDMA systems.

In papers B-E, the focus is on the performance of the SENDORA concept, both from

a technical and economic perspective. In Paper B, we propose and evaluate three business

cases and identify the most critical parameters for each of them. One critical parameter

found is that the establishment of new base station sites should be minimized. It was

found that the business case gets negative if more than 6% new base station sites must

be established. This triggered the technical simulation study in Paper C on performance

and capacity for different cell sizes in a SENDORA network. It was found that a high

reuse of existing base station sites is challenging, which points in the direction of smaller

cells such as femtocells. This first led to, in Paper D, a performance study on how relaxed

requirements for the maximum interference generated by the CRs can be used to obtain

full reuse of existing base stations. Then, paper E proposes and evaluates a new business

case based on cognitive femtocells motivated by findings in Paper C.

The studies in papers F-I focus on performance evaluation of the first cognitive radio

standard IEEE 802.22 with spectrum sensing functionality and wireless microphones as

primary users. In Paper F, we evaluate the performance of different sensing strategies

for multimedia traffic with different QoS profiles. In Paper G, we evaluate the effect

of spatiotemporal wireless microphone activity on the performance of the IEEE 802.22

network with spectrum sensing considered. In Paper H, the focus is on delay analysis in

IEEE 802.22 in addition to an analytical model that enables evaluation of opportunistic

spectrum OFDMA (OS-OFDMA) networks. Finally, in Paper I, we propose, implement

and evaluate three spectrum selection functions that utilize sensing results to provide long-

term spectrum usage statistics as basis for channel selection in the IEEE 802.22 simulation

49
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model.

The author of this thesis has been the main responsible for the studies in the papers

where he is the first author. This includes proposing most of the ideas, implementing the

simulation models, running the simulations, analyzing the results and writing the papers.

In Paper B, he was active in proposing and evaluating the business cases, determining

assumptions and responsible for writing the paper, but he was not responsible for the

actual modeling. In Paper H, he was responsible for the delay analysis and implementing

the NS-2 simulation model, but he was not responsible for the analytical modelling and

definition of the OS-OFDMA model where he was active in discussions.

3.1 Paper A

Towards Dynamic Spectrum Access in Primary OFDMA

Systems

P. Grønsund, H.N. Pham and P.E. Engelstad, “Towards Dynamic Spectrum

Access in Primary OFDMA Systems”, in Proc. 20th IEEE Personal, Indoor

and Mobile Radio Communications Symposium (IEEE PIMRC), Tokyo, Japan,

Sep. 13-16, 2009

Summary

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is the major transmission tech-

nology in the future mobile wireless broadband systems, and is already used in Mobile

WiMAX and LTE. Therefore, it is interesting to study how DSA technologies such as CR

under the OSA approach could be used to access unused spectrum in primary OFDMA

systems. This knowledge is useful for CR and other technologies for DSA that aim at

improving the overall spectrum usage. In this paper, we use a system level simulation

model for the IEEE 802.22 standard based on OFDMA to characterize the distribution of

the spectrum occupancy over time and calculate the available capacity for various network

scenarios and traffic models.

The analysis concludes that it should be possible to utilize white spaces in a primary

OFDMA network. It is shown that the OFDMA scheduling technique and the traffic models

used by PUs will have significant impact on the characterization of spectrum occupancy.

As an example, Fig. 3.1 illustrates the difference in spectrum occupancy for different traffic

models. In Fig. 3.1(a), the 5 PUs receiving 20 packets per second of 1500 bytes per packet

occupies 24% of the total spectrum on average. In Fig. 3.1(a), the 3 PUs downloading a file

occupies 81.65% on average. The spectrum occupancy can be characterized as temporal
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fast periodic with short durations [26]. These short durations are found to be stochastic

depending on the characteristics of the PU traffic model and load. This is evident in

Fig. 3.1 by observing the difference in occupancy in consecutive OFDMA frames for the

different PU traffic model scenarios. Hence, it might be more challenging for a CR system

to utilize white spaces in primary OFDMA systems, as compared to a CR system that

aims to use white spaces with more static characteristics such as in the TV white spaces.

Therefore, it is concluded that cooperation and assistance from the primary operator is

important to maximize the secondary system utilization of the available OFDMA capacity.

A complete secondary system could use a combined approach, where the DSA scheme is

based on statistics about OFDMA occupancy, cooperation with the primary operator and

combined with sensing techniques to detect PUs in real time to reduce the probability of

interference.
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(a) 5 PUs receiving constant bit rate (CBR) traffic.
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(b) 3 PUs receiving files using file transfer protocol
(FTP).

Figure 3.1: Downlink OFDMA occupancy in primary OFDMA network (x-axis shows
consecutive OFDMA frame indexes in the time dimension, y-axis shows usage of OFDMA
slots).

Related Work

Geirhofer et. al. [23] present a statistical model for spectrum idle times using a semi-

Markov model and its use to derive access strategies. The primary system is a WLAN

system based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), which spectrum

usage is characterized. The temporal characteristics and spectrum occupancy differs in the

OFDM and the OFDMA systems as studied in Paper A, which mainly is because different

MAC protocols are used. To the best of our knowledge, the characterization of spectrum

use and available capacity for CR in the temporal dimension in primary OFDMA networks

has not been studied before.

Work on spectrum characterization appearing after our work is given by Weiss et. al. [26].

They characterize spectrum usage for a cell site using the LTE standard, which is based on

OFDMA and is a similar technology to IEEE 802.16, as temporal fast periodic and spa-

tial static. However, in our more detailed characterization of OFDMA networks presented
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in Paper A, we show that the fast periodic time period in IEEE 802.16 has a temporal

stochastic characteristic depending on the characteristics of the PU traffic model and load.

Interestingly, they also suggest the need for cooperation in such primary systems as was

concluded in Paper A.

We also refer to Paper 1 appearing under other publications not included in this thesis.

Paper 1 builds on the ideas and characterization presented in Paper A by proposing and

modeling a scheme that allows an unlicensed CR system to statistically and opportunis-

tically access the whole spectrum bandwidth during the last consecutive symbols of each

primary OFDMA subframe.

Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is the characterization of spectrum availability for

CR access in the temporal domain to unused spectrum in a primary OFDMA network.

Available capacity is calculated and the distribution of the spectrum occupancy is analyzed

over time for various network scenarios and traffic models. It is shown that spectrum

availability depends on the PU traffic model. This is illustrated by 5 PUs receiving constant

bit rate traffic with 20 packets of 1500 Bytes per second that occupies 24% versus 3 PUs

downloading a file using FTP that occupies 81.65% of the total spectrum on average. We

also give a discussion on how to design a secondary CR system to utilize the available

capacity based on the characterization of spectrum availability. This is a new contribution

that is of highest importance when considering CR access in idle time periods in spectrum

held by primary OFDMA networks and to increase overall spectrum usage.

3.2 Paper B

Evaluation of Business Cases for a CR Network based

on Wireless Sensor Network

O. Grøndalen, M. Lähteenoja and P. Grønsund, “Evaluation of Business Cases

for a Cognitive Radio Network based on Wireless Sensor Network”, in Proc.

5th IEEE Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks

(IEEE DySPAN), Aachen, Germany, May 3-6, 2011.
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Summary

In this paper1, we propose and evaluate three business case scenarios for deployment of

a sensor network aided cognitive radio (SENDORA) system in a typical European city.

These are entitled “spectrum sharing”, “spectrum broker” and “new entrant”. Cash flow

analysis is used to evaluate the economic viability of these business cases. Furthermore,

we use sensitivity analysis to find the input parameters that are most critical to obtain a

viable business case. We also give an overview and analysis of the ecosystem for SENDORA

systems.

The first and main business case is based on spectrum sharing, where several spectrum

owners establish a joint venture. This joint venture gets the rights to use the unused

spectrum resources of all those spectrum owners in a cognitive way. A nomadic broadband

service is offered using the SENDORA system. It is found that the spectrum sharing

business case is one of the best possible cases for the studied system because the joint

venture operator has free access to vacant frequency resources of the mother companies,

detailed knowledge of the primary systems and good possibilities for sharing infrastructure

with the owning operators. However, the studied system is an innovative concept and some

of the assumed parameters are therefore uncertain. Therefore, the most important value

from the business case calculations is to identify critical aspects influencing the profitability

so that future research and development work can focus on them. It is found that the

most critical aspects as illustrated in Table 3.1 are the fixed sensor density, the fixed

sensor operational expenditures (OPEX) and the number of new cognitive base station

sites required. It can be seen that the business case get negative if the fixed sensor density

is higher than 72 sensors/km2, if the fixed sensor operational costs is higher than 17.5e,

or if more than 6% new base station sites must be established. A high number of sensors

that increase the costs considerably are required dependent on the interference limit used.

This will be important to consider by regulators and spectrum owners when deciding on

allowed interference probability limits. The high sensitivity for the fixed sensor OPEX

indicates that it is critical that the fixed sensor power consumption is low and that the

mean time between failures is long. The sensitivity of the number of new sites required

indicates the importance for the secondary operator to reuse as many existing base station

sites as possible. Another critical parameters is the subscription fee, which depends both

on the quality of the service offered and on the price level for wireless broadband services

in the market. It was found that the business case gets negative with a reduction of only

3% in subscription fee.

The second business case entitled “Spectrum Broker” is based around the concept of

a an entity that deploys, builds and operates a sensor network and sells either sensing

1Paper B builds on the initial results and analysis presented in Paper 2 appearing under Other Pub-
lications not included in this thesis. In Paper B, we present the final results of our work and a more
comprehensive description of the business cases, ecosystem and analysis.
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Table 3.1: NPV sensitivity analysis for the “Spectrum Sharing” business case (the bold
value illustrates the input parameter for the base case).

(a) Fixed sensor density

#fixed sensors NPV
per km2 [Me]

10 11.44
30 7.77
65 1.36
72 0
120 -8.72

(b) Fixed sensor OPEX

Fixed sensor NPV
OPEX [e] [Me]

5.0 6.82
10.0 4.09
15.0 1.36
17.5 0
20.0 -1.37

(c) Share of new sites

Share of NPV
new sites [Me]

0% 1.36
6% 0.00
10% -0.89
30% -5.28
50% -9,67

information or information on spectrum opportunities to one or more CR operators. The

main output from this business case is to calculate the costs for the spectrum broker as

input to the the third “New Entrant” business case. In this business case scenario, we study

the potential of a new entrant using the SENDORA system without existing infrastructure

or frequency licenses that rents spectrum from the spectrum broker. It is found that if

the new entrant has to pay the spectrum broker what it needs to cover its expenses, the

business case gets strongly negative even when these expenses are shared with three other

cognitive operators also using information from the spectrum broker. Hence, the new

entrant business case scenario is the most challenging to make viable.

Related Work

Nolan et. al. [28] analyze a business case where CR devices are used as relays to increase

coverage and give coverage to devices out of base station range. This business case scenario

is not directly related to our business cases proposed in Paper B, except that both study

business cases for CR networks using the same method. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the only business case study for CR networks that appeared before our business case

study in Paper B. Hence, the business cases scenarios proposed and evaluated in Paper B

have not been addressed before.

Other works on business case and cost analysis that appear after our work in Paper

B can be found in [31, 132–135, 149]. Analysis on the cost of obtaining information about

available spectrum is presented by Weiss et.al. [31,149]. They conclude that external sensor

networks is the least cost effective context awareness approach compared with databases,

cooperative sharing and sensing embedded in terminals only. These papers refer to our work

in Paper B and builds on some of our assumptions. The use of external sensor networks

therefore makes it more challenging to achieve a viable business case compared to using

other context awareness approaches. However, we note that external sensor networks,

as used in Paper B, might be required by the regulator in some markets to e.g. reliably

detect primary users. External sensor networks can also be used by the secondary operator
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to control the interference generated and can thereby free more white space spectrum as

decisions are based on actual measurements instead of predictions. Markendahl et. al. [132]

show that when using TVWS spectrum, market entrants will be in a more difficult position

than established actors since a new operator needs to invest in a new infrastructure with

sites and transmission. This confirms the results in Paper B that the establishment of new

BS sites is a critical parameter.

Contributions

The main and completely new contribution in this paper is the proposal and evaluation of

three business case scenarios for deployment of SENDORA systems; “spectrum sharing”,

“spectrum broker” and “new entrant”. We also analyze and evaluate the ecosystem for the

SENDORA system. The viability of the business cases is analyzed and the most critical

aspects to obtain viable business cases are identified. It is shown that the most critical

aspects are the fixed sensor density, the fixed sensor operational costs and the number of

new cognitive base station sites required. The business case gets negative if the fixed sensor

density is above 72 sensors/km2, if the fixed sensor operational costs increases with more

than 16%, or if more than 6% new base station sites must be established. These findings

are important contributions since they identify the importance to conduct further research

on these critical aspects. The study is of high relevance for mobile operators that consider

the use of CR, the SENDORA concept and wireless sensor networks.

3.3 Paper C

Comparison of Cell Sizes for Cost Efficient Deployment

of a Sensor Network Aided Cognitive Radio System

P. Grønsund and O. Grøndalen, “Comparison of Cell Sizes for Cost Efficient

Deployment of a Sensor Network Aided Cognitive Radio System”, Journal of

Signal Processing Systems, vol. 69, no. 1, pp. 95-104, Oct. 2012.

Summary

The study in this paper2 is motivated by the finding in Paper B, that a reuse of existing

base station sites is important to achieve a positive business case for a SENDORA system.

Therefore, in Paper C we determine the performance and capacity for different cell sizes

when considering the costs for deployment of base stations in a secondary CR network

2Paper C is an extended version of Paper 3 appearing under Other Publications not included in this
thesis.
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that exploits spectrum holes identified by the WSN. All parts of the SENDORA system

are implemented in a system level simulation model based on the IEEE 802.16 standard.

This includes a mobile primary network, a centralized secondary network, a WSN and a

centralized fusion center. The WSN uses energy detection to detect signal strength from

PUs in the spectrum bands and reports these to the fusion center. The fusion center then

determines available channels based on given interference limits. To get a detailed picture

of performance, we implement realistic network topologies, traffic models and the whole

protocol stack of the secondary and primary systems with actual transport, network, link

and physical layers.

First, it is found that equal cell size for the secondary and primary systems with a

cellular reuse pattern with seven frequencies is difficult to achieve. Fig. 3.2 shows the

average throughput when cell size is set to half (0.575 km), two thirds of (0.767 km) and

equal to (1.15 km) the primary cell size. Highest throughput is achieved with transmit

power −14 dBW for all units when cell sizes are equal, however in average only about

50% of the secondary users obtain connectivity. The total system capacity is therefore not

utilized. Note that this conflicts with the results in the business case analysis in Paper

B, where it was found important to have a high reuse of existing base station sites to

obtain a viable business case. Second, it is found that a full capacity can be achieved with

secondary cell size set to half and two thirds of the primary cell size and with restricted

transmit power levels. The number of BSs installed for half the primary cell size will then

be quadrupled and at least 75% of these would not be co-located with primary BSs leading

to increased costs. This points in the direction of shorter range, smaller and less expensive

BSs for the secondary system such as WiFi access points and femtocells. It is also shown

that the average CR system throughput decreases when either the transmit power or the

number of CR users increases. This is mainly because channel availability decreases since

the probability that a PU is within interference range increases when either the transmit

power or the number of CR users increases, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Average cell throughput for the secondary CR system with different cell sizes.
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Related Work

Axell et. al. [150] and Larsson et. al. [151] study the potential capacity in the spatial

dimension for a frequency planned network. They note that obtaining any substantial

benefits from opportunistic spatial spectrum reuse in a frequency-planned network without

causing substantial interference is going to be very challenging. In conclusion they motivate

that CRs cooperate on spectrum measurements, perhaps by forming a sensor network, or

that the primary system is made somewhat tolerant to occasional interference from the

CRs. This motivates the use of a WSN to increase capacity in the secondary CR network in

Paper C. Wang and Chen [101] analyze the capacity of a CR network with average received

interference power constraints. They evaluate performance in a CR network consisting of

a single cell with multiple CRs and PUs. However, none of these works consider a mobile

network for the secondary CR network and they do not consider co-location of secondary

and primary base stations as in Paper C. They do assume that the CRs can perfectly

judge the distance to the PUs, whereas in Paper C we consider a realistic approach where

the WSN estimates the location of the PUs by using sensing results. To the best of our

knowledge, the scenario studied in Paper C has not been studied before.

Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is to determine the performance and achievable cell

size in a SENDORA system when deployed with base stations co-located with a mobile

primary system that uses a cellular reuse pattern with seven frequencies. A detailed system

level simulation model is implemented, which enable the performance evaluation of the

considered scenario with the complete protocol stack using metrics such as throughput

and packet loss at the application layer. A realistic approach is considered where the WSN

estimates the location of the PUs by using sensing. It is shown that only 50% of the CR

users obtain connectivity when using full co-location. However, it is found that full capacity

can be achieved for smaller cell sizes in the CR system such as half and two thirds of the

primary cell size. This study is of high importance since it evaluates the performance and

capacity for a CR system that opportunistically access spectrum in the spatial dimension

in a frequency planned primary network, while reusing existing base station sites for cost

efficient deployment of the CR network.
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3.4 Paper D

Evaluation of Interference Requirements in a Sensor

Aided Cognitive Radio System

P. Grønsund and O. Grøndalen, “Evaluation of Interference Requirements in a

Sensor Aided Cognitive Radio System”, in Proc. 54th IEEE Global Commu-

nications Conference (IEEE GLOBECOM), Houston, Texas, USA, Dec. 3-7,

2011.

Summary

As a solution to the problem of achieving full capacity while having full reuse and co-

location of existing base station sites in Paper C, in Paper D we study how relaxed re-

quirements for the maximum interference generated by the secondary CR transmitters to

the primary system can improve secondary system performance and capacity. To achieve

this, the system level simulation model for the SENDORA system developed in Paper C

is extended to include the use of different interference limits for the CR. The WSN is used

to detect PUs and report this to the fusion center responsible for determining available

channels based on given interference limits.

Fig. 3.3 shows the average cell throughput for different interference requirements for

the CR. We show that it is possible to find interference limits for the CR that allow full

throughput and coverage for the secondary CR system when co-located with primary base

stations. This comes at the cost of a slight reduction in throughput and an increase in

packet loss per user of 2% on average for the primary system. We conclude that this can

be considered acceptable for a business model where the primary operator gets economic

benefits from improved secondary system performance.

Related Work

This paper builds on the system level simulation model implemented in Paper C by imple-

menting the use of different interference limits for the secondary CR network. As noted

above, the work in [150, 151] study potential capacity in the spatial dimension for a fre-

quency planned network, but using a different method and a different network topology.

They do not consider the use of different interference limits and they do not consider

co-location of primary and secondary base stations as in Paper D. To the best of our

knowledge, the use of relaxed interference requirements for CR in the considered scenario

has not been studied before.
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Figure 3.3: Average cell throughput for the secondary CR system with different interfer-
ence requirements (interference generated to the primary system should correspond to an
increase of the noise floor of less than 0.5 dB with a certain probability PN).

Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is the evaluation of how relaxed requirements for

the maximum interference generated by the secondary CR transmitters to the primary

system can improve secondary system performance and capacity in a SENDORA system.

A detailed system level simulator is implemented and used to evaluate performance with

the complete protocol stack of the SENDORA system. We find interference limits that

allow full capacity and throughput in the secondary system and evaluate the impact on the

performance of the primary system. This study is of high importance since it investigate

how the use of relaxed interference requirements for the CR can enable full capacity in

a frequency planned primary network, while reusing existing base station sites for cost

efficient deployment of the CR network.

3.5 Paper E

Business Case Evaluations of LTE Network Offloading

with Cognitive Femtocells

P. Grønsund, O. Grøndalen and M. Lähteenoja, “Business Case Evaluations

of LTE Network Offloading with Cognitive Femtocells”, Telecommunications

Policy, vol. 37, no. 2-3, pp. 140-153, Mar.-Apr. 2013.
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Summary

Mobile networks are increasingly becoming capacity limited such that more base stations

and smaller cells or more spectrum are required to serve the subscribers’ increasing data

usage. Among several challenges, additional spectrum and the establishment of new base

station sites become challenging and expensive. This paper study how cognitive femto-

cells using the SENDORA concept can solve these challenges by considering the economic

benefits and challenges through proposing a business case attractive for mobile operators.

The study in Paper E builds on the work presented in Paper B by reusing results on sensor

network density analysis and some of the results on cost estimation. The novelty of this

study is the proposal and evaluation of a completely new business case and scenario. In

this business case scenario we study the use of cognitive femtocells that cover outdoor areas

from indoor, when aided by a sensor network, to offload the macro network.

The cognitive femtocell strategy is compared with an alternative strategy where an

operator deploys conventional femtocells and builds additional base stations to meet the

traffic demands. The business case analysis illustrates that there is a potential for cost

savings when offloading the mobile network with cognitive femtocells compared to the

alternative strategy. It must be emphasized that the studied concept is innovative and

that the business case period starts in 2017 (five years from the actual study), hence

parameter assumptions are uncertain. Therefore, as the most important message of this

work, sensitivity analysis is used to reveal the most critical aspects of the cognitive femtocell

business case. The most critical parameter regarding the cognitive femtocell business case

is the price for backhauling the cognitive femtocell. Since little information exists about

this price, a more detailed study to estimate this price will be of highest importance. It

is found that the costs in the two business cases equals if the price for backhaul increases

with 64%. It is also found that the number of supported users by a cognitive femtocell is a

critical parameter which is important to consider when developing cognitive femtocells. We

assume that the cognitive femtocell can support 20 users. The cognitive femtocell business

case will be less profitable than the alternative case if the number of users supported by

the cognitive femtocell is lower than 15 users. Interestingly, it is found that parameters

related to the senor network such as required density, price and OPEX for the fixed sensors

are less critical compared to the study in Paper B. The reason for this is that sensors now

are embedded in the cognitive femtocells. It is also found, as illustrated in Fig 3.4, that the

coverage radius for the cognitive femtocell is important. The optimal radiuses for lowest

costs are found to be between 40 and 70 m in the urban area and 80 m in the suburbs.

Here, even lower ranges causes more cognitive femtocells to be deployed resulting in much

higher costs. Sensitivity analyses are also presented for spectral efficiency, cognitive and

conventional femtocell offloading gain, customer density, and price for base station site

establishment.
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femtocell (CogFem) in downtown and suburbs, compared with the alternative strategy
(RegFem). Arrows points to actual values assumed.

Related Work

The use of cognitive femtocells to cover outdoor areas from indoor locations is studied by

Kawade and Nekovee [152]. They compare the use of 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz and TVWS spectrum

and find that the optimal approach for coverage is to use TVWS. They indicate that for

data traffic, community networks operating in TVWS are a viable and significantly less

expensive alternative to the cellular operators’ next generation network. However, they

do not provide detailed cost analysis nor do they consider offloading of mobile networks.

Xiang et. al. [153] also demonstrate that cognitive as compared with conventional femto-

cells can achieve increased capacity, which motivates the study in Paper E. It is shown

by Gur et. al. [154] that with better sensing capability, a cognitive femtocell discovers the

spectrum opportunities more efficiently and increases throughput while causing less inter-

ference to the PUs. This motivates the use of the SENDORA approach with an external

WSN, however its high costs should also be considered as found in Paper B. A motivating

business case study by Claussen et. al. [155] show that by using conventional femtocells

in combination with the macrocellular network, there is potential of significantly reducing

total network costs. They do not consider cognitive femtocells. Other positive effects for

femtocells not considered in Paper E is the potential to reduce customer churn as shown to

be important in a business case study by Signals Research Group [156]. To the best of our

knowledge, there exist no works on business case analysis for cognitive femtocells. This

is the first time a business case study is presented where cognitive femtocells that cover

outdoor areas from indoor, when aided by a sensor network, are used to offload the macro

network.

Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is the proposal and evaluation of a completely new

business case scenario where cognitive femtocells that cover outdoor areas from indoor,

when aided by a sensor network, are used to offload the macro network. This contribution
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is important since it is the first work that gives a detailed evaluation of the business

potential of this scenario. Another important contribution is that we identify the most

critical aspects to achieve a viable business case such as the price for backhauling and the

number of users supported by the cognitive femtocell. These are important input to further

research and to operators that consider the use of the studied scenario.

3.6 Paper F

System Level Performance of IEEE 802.22 with Sensing-

Based Detection of Wireless Microphones

P. Grønsund, P. Pawe lczak, J. Park and D. Čabrić, “System Level Performance

of IEEE 802.22 with Sensing-Based Detection of Wireless Microphones”, Ac-

cepted for publication in IEEE Communications Magazine, 2013.

Summary

In this paper we evaluate the performance of the IEEE 802.22 standard with focus on

the effect of spatiotemporal wireless microphone activity on the performance of the IEEE

802.22 network. In order to study the system wide performance of IEEE 802.22, we de-

velop a system level simulation model based on the most complete and up to date IEEE

802.22 standard using the network simulator NS-2. Since the system level simulator is

implemented in NS-2, performance of IEEE 802.22 can be measured with exact implemen-

tations of the higher layer protocols. The network scenario is limited to one base station

and a set of customer premises equipment (CPE). The performance evaluation in this pa-

per considers novel sensing strategies and simultaneous multimedia traffic using different

QoS profiles in IEEE 802.22. Four sensing strategies are implemented and evaluated in

the simulator; two-stage sensing, two-stage consecutive sensing, single-stage sensing with

short sensing duration and single-stage sensing with long sensing duration.

The analysis shows that the performance for different sensing strategies should be con-

sidered dependent on the required QoS. This is illustrated in Fig 3.5, which show aggregate

throughput for the CPEs receiving video traffic using the best effort QoS profile and VoIP

traffic using the guaranteed bit rate QoS profile, when using the different sensing strategies.

Among other observations, it can be seen that throughput for two-stage sensing congests

since a high number of false alarms causes sensing overhead. It can also be seen that

two-stage consecutive sensing achieves highest throughput for high offered load, but lower

throughput for low offered load since more packets are lost due to interference. It is also

found in Paper F that average delay increases with respect to the overhead caused by the

sensing strategy used in the IEEE 802.22 network. Furthermore, it is found that VoIP
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traffic can be prioritized to achieve lowest possible delay for the specific sensing strategy

irrespective of the best effort traffic load. The impact on the wireless microphones is found

to be low in general and it is demonstrated that interference is caused only for short inter-

vals when the wireless microphone appears. A tradeoff for the selection of sensing strategy

is found between achieving high capacity in the IEEE 802.22 network and protecting the

wireless microphones at a highest possible level.
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Figure 3.5: Aggregate system throughput for simultaneous video and VoIP transmission:
three CPEs receiving video traffic with increasing number of sessions and one CPE receiving
VoIP with one session.

Related Work

Many studies on specific components of IEEE 802.22 networks exist, e.g. [37–50]. For exam-

ple IEEE 802.22 traffic analysis [37], IEEE 802.22 spectrum sensing algorithm design [38],

circuit design for IEEE 802.22 spectrum sensing layer [39], IEEE 802.22 physical layer

extension with MIMO [40], IEEE 802.22 networks coexistence [41], duplexing schemes [42]

and IEEE 802.22 mesh establishment [43]. Kim and Shin [44] discusses the maximization

of spectrum opportunities discovery by sensing period adaption and delay minimization

in finding a channel. In [45], they discuss sensing period and sensing time optimization

to meet the detection requirements while minimizing sensing overhead. Their two-stage

sensing approach proposed differs from that in Paper F, because it uses either coarse or fine

sensing to minimize sensing overhead while meeting the detection requirements. On the

other hand, simulation studies of IEEE 802.22 like [46], consider a limited set of protocol

design options. None of the studies consider the complete protocol stack of IEEE 802.22

and the impact of wireless microphones on IEEE 802.22 operation.

The most related work are the evaluation of the IEEE 802.22 MAC layer with the

two-stage sensing scheme by Cordeiro et. al. [48–50]. They implement the MAC layer

in the OPNET network simulator and evaluate MAC layer throughput, delay and the
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network resilience. The physical layer with effects such as propagation and interference

is not implemented in their simulation model. Wireless microphones as the PUs are not

considered. These limitations, however, enable them to run simulations with a higher

number of users compared to our study in Paper F. It also seems that probability of

detection and false alarm not are considered in their model. Their two-stage sensing scheme

differs from that in Paper F. Instead of triggering coarse sensing immediately after a coarse

sensing detection as in Paper F, the coarse sensing results are used to decide whether the

next fine sensing period should be executed or cancelled. Thus, the two-stage sensing

scheme used in Paper F will detect the PU and vacate the channel faster, but has the

potential to add more sensing overhead. However, interference to the PU is not presented

in [48,49]. MAC layer throughput and delay results presented in [48] show that using two-

stage sensing not impacts the results much. It is shown in Paper F that, when two-stage

sensing with a false alarm probability of 10% is used with frequent coarse sensing stages,

throughput reduces significantly for higher offered load as the number of users increases.

It is also shown that delay increases for two-stage sensing. Another difference is that delay

and throughput are measured at the MAC layer in [48–50], whereas delay and throughput

are evaluated at the application layer in Paper F. Hence, the instantaneous throughput

result in Paper F show similar effects, but differs from that presented in [48, 49]. The

evaluation in Paper F also presents details concerning instantaneous interference to the

IEEE 802.22 network and to the wireless microphone.

Performance evaluation using Markov analysis by Jeon et. al. [85] show that the pro-

posed two-stage consecutive sensing scheme can increase the maximum channel utilization

of CR users, while maintaining the detection delay of PUs under a predefined value. In

Paper F, it is found that two-stage consecutive sensing can increase throughput and reduce

delay, but that packets loss increases slightly. These higher layer metrics are not evaluated

in [85], and the complete protocol of IEEE 802.22 with wireless microphones, different QoS

profiles and traffic models are not considered.

Contributions

Paper F implements a highly detailed simulation model with the complete protocol stack

of the IEEE 802.22 standard able to evaluate performance at the system level considering

metrics such as throughput, packet loss and delay. The simulation model is used to evaluate

performance of novel sensing strategies and simultaneous multimedia traffic using QoS

profiles with different prioritization in the IEEE 802.22 standard. Wireless microphones

are implemented as the primary users. This is a novel contribution since, to the best

of our knowledge, this is the first time the complete protocol stack of the IEEE 802.22

standard with sensing functionality to detect presence of wireless microphones has been

implemented and used to evaluate performance of sensing strategies and different QoS
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profiles. The study in Paper F is of high relevance for both the research community and

operators when deploying CR standards, when considering which sensing strategy to use

and when considering supporting QoS profiles with IEEE 802.22.

3.7 Paper G

System Level Performance of IEEE 802.22 with Sensing-

Based Detection of Wireless Microphones

P. Grønsund, P. Pawe lczak, J. Park and D. Čabrić, “Sensing of Wireless Micro-

phones in IEEE 802.22: A System Level Performance Evaluation”, Accepted for

publication at the IEEE International Conference on Communications (IEEE

ICC), 2013.

Summary

In this paper, we use the same simulation model for a CR system based on the IEEE 802.22

standard in NS-2 as presented in Paper F. The focus is on evaluating the performance of the

IEEE 802.22 standard with sensing functionality, when considering the effect of different

activity levels of spatiotemporal wireless microphone activity in channels not occupied

by TV broadcasters. Performance of the IEEE 802.22 system is evaluated in terms of

throughput, packet loss and interference. The impact on the wireless microphone is also

evaluated in terms of interference.

It is found as illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a) that the wireless microphone activity level should

be quite high in all channels to reduce IEEE 802.22 throughput. For example, it is found

that about 50% wireless microphone occupancy in each of total of four channels is needed

to reduce throughput remarkably. The impact on the wireless microphones as given in

Fig. 3.6(b) is found to be low in general, when the two-stage spectrum sensing strategy is

used with frequent sensing stages.

Related Work

Gosh et. al. [157] implement a spectrum sensing prototype based on energy detection to

detect wireless microphones, and demonstrate a 100% detection capability at signal levels

down to -115 dBm. There also exist relevant studies on the interference models from the

CR to the wireless microphone [158] and on the required exclusion zone from CR to wireless

microphone [159]. However, to the best of our knowledge, except from papers F-I there

does not exist any evaluation of the impact of wireless microphone operation on system

level performance of IEEE 802.22.
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Figure 3.6: IEEE 802.22 performance for various wireless microphone (WM) inter-arrival
time (1/λwm = 1, . . . , 10 s) and average on times 1/µwm = {2, 4, 6} s.

Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is the performance evaluation of a CR system based

on the IEEE 802.22 standard with sensing functionality, when considering the effect of

different activity levels of spatiotemporal wireless microphone activity. Performance is

evaluated for the IEEE 802.22 system in terms of throughput, packet loss and interference.

Impact on the wireless microphone performance is evaluated in terms of interference. This

study is highly relevant when deploying CR systems such as based on the IEEE 802.22

standard in scenarios where the density and activity of wireless microphones, or other

low power primary users, tend to be high. The study showed that IEEE 802.22 system

throughput starts to drop when the wireless microphones occupies more than 50% of the

time in each of four channels in the coverage area of the IEEE 802.22 system.

3.8 Paper H

Analysis Framework for Opportunistic Spectrum OFDMA

and its Application to IEEE 802.22 Standard

J. Park, P. Pawe lczak, P. Grønsund and D. Čabrić, “Analysis Framework for

Opportunistic Spectrum OFDMA and its Application to IEEE 802.22 Stan-

dard”, IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, vol. 61, no. 5, pp. 2271-

2293, Jun. 2012.
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Summary

In this paper, we study the performance of the IEEE 802.22 standard with novel features

such as sensing strategies, subchannel notching and channel bonding. Two models are used.

An analytical model is used to model Opportunistic Spectrum-OFDMA (OS-OFDMA)

networks3. The simulation model presented in papers F and G is used to evaluate delay

for a CR system based on the IEEE 802.22 standard.

The analytical model presented enables evaluation of OS-OFDMA networks using met-

rics such as blocking probability, or most importantly, throughput. The core feature of the

model, based on a discrete time Markov chain, is the consideration of different channel and

subchannel allocation strategies under different primary and secondary user types, traffic

and priority levels. The analytical model also assesses the impact of different spectrum

sensing strategies on the throughput of the OS-OFDMA network. In addition, this model

considers studies of co-channel interference. The analysis is applied to the IEEE 802.22

standard, to evaluate the impact of the two-stage spectrum sensing strategy and varying

temporal activity of wireless microphones on the system throughput.

The performance evaluation suggests that OS-OFDMA with subchannel notching and

channel bonding could provide almost ten times higher throughput compared with a design

without those options, when the activity and density of wireless microphones are high. An

example result from Paper H is given in Fig 3.7(a), which show the performance gain when

using channel bonding and subchannel notching when the number of wireless microphones

increases. Furthermore, it is confirmed that the OS-OFDMA implementation without

subchannel notching, as in the IEEE 802.22 standard, is able to support real-time and non-

real-time QoS classes, provided that wireless microphone temporal activity is moderate.

Also, the two-stage spectrum sensing option improves OS-OFDMA throughput, provided

that the length of spectrum sensing at every stage is optimized using the analytical model.

In addition to the analytical model, this paper also presents a set of comprehensive

simulation results on delay performance using the IEEE 802.22 NS-2 simulation model.

Delay is measured at the application layer, which includes delay on all layers of the TCP/IP

protocol stack, and at the MAC layer measuring delay from the packet is transmitted

until it is received at the physical layer. Fig. 3.7(b) show that delay at the application

layer increases as the wireless microphone activity increases. This is because packets are

buffered at the base station due to an increase in the number of channel switches and

since the probability of obtaining an available channel reduces. It is also shown that delay

dramatically increases when the OFDMA frame is filled with data, which is because packets

are being buffered at the base station.

3The study using the analytical OS-OFDMA model in Paper H builds on and extends the model
introduced in Paper 4 under Other Publications not included in this thesis.
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Figure 3.7: Results in Paper H: (a) total system throughput for OS-OFDMA model and
(b) delay with IEEE 802.22 system level simulator.

Related Work

The work closest to the scope of the analytical model can be found in [160] in which

an IEEE 802.16 system was evaluated. However, the model developed therein cannot be

used directly to evaluate the OS-OFDMA system due to the lack of spectrum sensing and

PUs activity features. Another work in [161] analyses system level aspects of subchan-

nel/subcarrier allocation strategies for OS-OFDMA. However, no comparison with the

IEEE 802.22 subchannel assignment has been considered. Furthermore, no QoS classes,

PU priorities and two-stage spectrum sensing mechanisms were included in the model.

A set of relevant papers that analyze performance of MAC protocols for OSA networks

include [162–164]. However, none of those works consider OFDMA, usually abstracting

the underlying physical channel structure. The studies by Cordeiro et. al. [49, 50] evalu-

ate MAC layer performance with channel bonding in IEEE 802.22. However, they do not

consider the presence of different PUs and subchannel notching.

Maharjan et. al. [47] study delay reduction for real-time services in IEEE 802.22 and

propose a scheme that reduces delay considering sensing delay. In their scheme, real-time

users are allowed to transmit during fine sensing since feature detection is used, while non-

real-time users conduct fine sensing. They use analytical modeling and do not consider the

complete protocol stack of IEEE 802.22 omitting aspects such as propagation modeling,

channel errors and error protection. Cordeiro et. al. [48] study delay at the MAC layer

using the OMNET simulator. They find that MAC layer delay for the two-stage sensing

scheme not reduces performance considerably compared to single-stage sensing. They do

not consider effects on the physical layer and they do not consider impact on delay with
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appearance of PUs such as wireless microphones. None of the papers consider delay at the

application layer in a CR system based on IEEE 802.22 using a complete protocol stack.

Contributions

The first main contribution of this paper is the proposal of an analytical framework to

quantitatively assess the performance of a network based on OS-OFDMA, considering

features such as channelization structure, subcarrier allocation, resource assignment to

network subscribers, different spectrum sensing methods and QoS classes. It is shown that

OS-OFDMA with subchannel notching and channel bonding could provide almost ten times

higher throughput compared with a design without those options, when the activity and

density of wireless microphones are high. These results are important input to regulators

considering the use of subchannel notching in the TVWS. The second main contribution of

this paper is a set of comprehensive simulation results on delay performance using a highly

detailed system level simulation model for the IEEE 802.22 standard. This evaluation is of

high relevance when considering the support for delay sensitive applications in CR systems

based on standards such as IEEE 802.22.

3.9 Paper I

Spectrum Sensing Aided Long-Term Spectrum Man-

agement in Cognitive Radio Networks

P. Grønsund, P.E. Engelstad, P. Pawe lczak, O. Grøndalen, P.H. Lehne and

D. Čabrić, “Spectrum Sensing Aided Long-Term Spectrum Management in

Cognitive Radio Networks”, Submitted to IEEE Conference on Local Computer

Networks (LCN), Sydney, Australia, Oct. 21-24, 2013.

Summary

Spectrum sensing is commonly used in CR networks to detect PUs of the spectrum and

then cease transmission. However, sensing results can also be used to generate statistical

knowledge about the spectrum usage. For example, wireless microphones operating in

the TV white spaces often appear at specific venues such as schools, concert halls or

churches and at specific times such as in the mornings, evenings or on Sundays. Hence,

their location and appearance pattern can be predicted from spectrum sensing statistics.

Furthermore, this information can be used to enhance performance by selecting a channel

with reduced probability of interference from wireless microphones. In this paper, we

implement and evaluate three spectrum selection functions that utilize sensing results to
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provide long-term spectrum usage statistics as basis for channel selection in IEEE 802.22,

with the goal to enhance performance by reducing interference and increasing throughput.

To evaluate performance of the spectrum selection functions, these are implemented in the

highly detailed system level simulation model for the CR standard IEEE 802.22 as used in

papers F-H. A difference from papers F-H is that the CR users are mobile.

The first spectrum selection function, SSE-Distance, is expected to improve perfor-

mance when the CR terminals are mobile by selecting the channel with the longest ex-

pected distance to the wireless microphones. This is motivated by the fact that wireless

microphones often appear at specific locations in venues such as schools and churches.

The second, SSE-OnOff, is expected to improve performance when wireless microphone

activity is high by selecting the channel with highest probability of being available. This

is motivated by the fact that wireless microphones often appear at specific time intervals

such as each morning, evening or Sunday. The third, SSE-Hybrid combines the former two

to use the optimal SSE function depending on spectrum usage statistics.

Fig. 3.8 shows aggregate throughput for 8 CR users for different wireless microphone

activity levels. The proposed spectrum selection functions are compared with a spec-

trum selection function SSE-Power. This function selects channel based on instantaneous

sensing results. Thus, not using long-term spectrum usage statistics based on historic,

accumulated sensing results. It is found that the spectrum selection function SSE-OnOff

that uses statistics about channel idle and busy periods performs best when PU activity

is high. In this scenario, the throughput gain for SSE-OnOff compared to SSE-Power is

11.5% for highest PU activity and 1% for the lowest PU activity. It is also found that

the SSE-Distance function that uses predictions about location and distance to PUs gives

highest throughput when CR users are mobile and the PU activity is lower. For example,

a maximum throughput gain of 4.7% is obtained for PU inter-arrival time 40 seconds. Fi-

nally, we do not always obtain optimal performance for the proposed SSE-Hybrid function.

However, the overall throughput gain for SSE-Hybrid is generally higher than SSE-Power

with 3.4% on average. Hence, better understanding of SSE-Hybrid is considered for a

future work. Overall, the proposed spectrum selection functions reduced the harmful in-

terference for both the IEEE 802.22 network and the wireless microphones as the primary

users. For the considered scenario, using SSE-OnOff reduces the average time the wire-

less microphone experiences harmful interference with 115% on average for all inter-arrival

times compared to using SSE-Power. The average time the IEEE 802.22 network expe-

rienced SINR less than its modulation and coding threshold reduces from 0.0085% using

SSE-Power to 0.0007% using SSE-OnOff on average for all inter-arrival times. This re-

sulted in a more stable network with lower outage rate for the CR users and the higher

system throughput compared to SSE-Power.
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Figure 3.8: Aggregate throughput for 8 CRs for various wireless microphone (WM) activity
levels (increasing WM average inter-arrival time means lower WM activity level). WM
average on time is selected randomly in the range 2.5 to 7.5 seconds. “No WMs” is the
optimal case without presence of WMs. “SSE-Power” selects the channel with lowest
received signal strength without considering historical sensing measurements.

Related Work

Similar functions to SSE-OnOff are proposed and studied in [87, 165–169] and to SSE-

Distance are proposed and studied in [170]. Kumar et. al. [165] propose a proactive spec-

trum access approach similar to SSE-OnOff in Paper I, where secondary users utilize

past observations to build predictive models on spectrum availability. They show that the

proactive approach can significantly reduce the number of disruptions to the CRs. Yang

et. al. [166] study a similar approach. They show that the proactive approach effectively

reduces the interferences to PUs by up to 30% and significantly decreases instantaneous

drops in throughput at the CR. Höyhtyä et. al. [167] propose a simple classification and

learning method to detect the pattern type and to gather the needed information for intel-

ligent channel selection in periodic and stochastic ON-OFF patterns. They show that the

amount of channel switches needed over time reduces up to 55%. Arshad and Moessner [87]

develop a model that characterizes the number of spectrum opportunities available using

the probability and approximation theory with an ON-OFF model. Geirhofer et. al. [23]

present a statistical model for spectrum idle times using a semi-Markov model and its use

to derive access strategies in a primary system based on WLAN. Furthermore, in [168] they

introduce a coexistence framework between an ad-hoc OFDM network and an infrastruc-

ture network, which based on an ON-OFF continuous-time Markov chain model allocates

power and transmission time. Zhao et. al. [169] also model the channel occupancy by the

PUs using continuous-time Markov chain and propose a periodic sensing strategy with

optimal dynamic spectrum access. Jiang and Weng [170] use trilateration with the max-

imum likelihood estimation method to estimate the position of PUs, and uses this model

to allocate resources. They show that their scheme can enhance transmission rate and

reduce outage probability for the CR. The novelty in Paper I is the proposal to use such
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spectrum selection functions to complement the existing spectrum management framework

in IEEE 802.22 with the specific application to wireless microphones as the PUs and their

behavior. By implementing the complete protocol stack for a CR system based on IEEE

802.22, we are able to evaluate the performance of these functions complementary to the

existing spectrum management framework and spectrum sensing schemes in IEEE 802.22

for several metrics such as throughput, packet loss, delay, and interference to both the

IEEE 802.22 system and the wireless microphones. To the best of our knowledge, this has

not been done before.

.

Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is the implementation and evaluation of three spectrum

selection functions in IEEE 802.22 that utilize sensing results to provide long-term spectrum

usage statistics as basis for channel selection, with the goal to enhance performance by

reducing interference and increasing throughput. These spectrum selection functions are

implemented and evaluated in a highly detailed system level simulation model for the

IEEE 802.22 standard. It is shown that the spectrum selection functions can reduce the

harmful interference for both the IEEE 802.22 network and the wireless microphones, which

results in a more stable network with higher system throughput. This study is important

since it illustrates and evaluates how spectrum management functions executed on longer

time scales, based on the historical record of existing short-term measurements, can reduce

interference and increase throughput by working complementary to the existing short-term

spectrum management functions in IEEE 802.22.
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Conclusions

Cognitive Radio (CR) is a promising technology to solve the problem of spectrum scarcity

and to increase spectrum efficiency. By using CR technology, with techniques such as spec-

trum sensing and databases, one is able to obtain information about and utilize white space

spectrum. Spectrum costs, which tend to be high for mobile operators, can then be re-

duced significantly. For mobile operators, CR brings challenges in that the operator might

experience both increased interference and competition, but also opportunities in that the

operator might benefit from using CR in existing or new networks and markets. The main

research objective of this thesis is to study how a mobile operator can benefit from using

CR to opportunistically access white spaces, both by evaluating technical performance and

economic viability of attractive scenarios. In conclusion, by example case studies, it was

shown in this thesis that there are potentials for a mobile operator to use CR to access

white spaces and achieve well performing technical and economic viable solutions. These

studies and results are important for a mobile operator to understand how to benefit from

using CR. Furthermore, CR was considered as having the potential to enable sustaining or

disruptive innovation when used to opportunistically access valuable spectrum. We iden-

tified potential disruptive innovations when using CR, but it was noticed that CR equally

well, or more commonly, can be used by mobile operators to enable sustaining innovation

to enhance performance and capacity in existing networks as valued by customers.

Our main findings, which will be summarized in more detail below, are highlighted as

follows:

• By characterizing spectrum usage and analyzing potential capacity in primary OFDMA

networks, we showed that there is a potential for CR systems to utilize white spaces.

• We found that one of the most promising business cases for an operator using a

sensor network aided CR system is that of a joint venture that gets the rights to

use the “unused” spectrum resources of spectrum owners. The most business critical

parameters were found to be the fixed sensor density, the fixed sensor OPEX and the

number of new base station sites required.

73
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• By using technical simulations we found that high reuse of existing base station sites

is difficult to achieve, which points in the direction of shorter range and less expensive

access points such as femtocells.

• However, we found that full reuse of base station sites can be achieved by relaxing

interference requirements for the CR to the primary network.

• We showed that a promising business case is to use cognitive femtocells aided by a

sensor network to offload the LTE network. The most business critical parameters

were found to be the price for backhauling the cognitive femtocell and the number

of supported users by the cognitive femtocell.

• We evaluated performance of a CR system based on the IEEE 802.22 standard with

spectrum sensing and found that the activity of wireless microphones as the primary

users should be quite high to reduce throughput and delay.

• Interference from IEEE 802.22 devices to the wireless microphone was found to be

low in general and to occur only for short periods when using novel sensing strategies.

• We showed that the guaranteed bit rate QoS service for VoIP can be prioritized in

IEEE 802.22, though the sensing strategy is important to satisfy strict QoS require-

ments for throughput and delay.

• We showed that spectrum selection functions that utilize sensing results to provide

long-term spectrum usage statistics as basis for channel selection can enhance per-

formance in IEEE 802.22.

In the following we give a summary of the research while highlighting the main scientific

contributions in bold font, as well as discussing limitations of the research and proposing

directions for future work.

4.1 Summary of the Research and Scientific Contri-

butions

4.1.1 Opportunities for Cognitive Radio Access in Primary OFDMA

Systems

As a first step in this thesis, the potential performance gains and spectrum availability

were characterized for CR access to unused spectrum in a primary OFDMA network.

Furthermore, the available capacity was calculated and the distribution of the spectrum

occupancy was analyzed over time for various network scenarios and traffic models. The

analysis concluded that it is possible to utilize white spaces in spectrum held by a

primary mobile OFDMA system, but that the OFDMA scheduling technique
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and the traffic models used by the primary users will have significant impact

on the characteristics of spectrum occupancy. This was illustrated by 5 primary

users receiving constant bit rate traffic with 20 packets of 1500 Bytes per second that

occupies 24% versus 3 primary users downloading a file using FTP that occupies 81.65%

of the total spectrum on average. It was also shown that the occupancy in consecutive

OFDMA frames varies for different primary user traffic model scenarios. It should be

noted that the spectrum occupancy in the IEEE 802.16 system can be characterized as

temporal fast periodic and with short and potentially stochastic durations. Hence, it might

be more challenging for a CR system to utilize white spaces in such primary systems, as

compared to a CR system that aims to use white spaces with more static characteristics

such as in the TV White Spaces (TVWS). Therefore, we conclude that cooperation and

assistance from the primary operator is important to maximize the secondary

system utilization of the available OFDMA capacity. A complete secondary system

could use a combined approach based on statistics about OFDMA occupancy, cooperation

with the primary operator and sensing used to detect primary users in real time to reduce

interference.

4.1.2 Viability of Sensor Network Aided Cognitive Radio

Second, we studied the concept of a sensor network aided CR (SENDORA) system, where

sensors not only embedded in CR terminals, but deployed externally, detect white spaces.

In the first work in Paper B, three business case scenarios for deployment of a SENDORA

system were proposed and evaluated; “spectrum sharing”, “spectrum broker” and “new

entrant”. It was found that the spectrum sharing business case, where a joint

venture gets the rights to use the “unused” spectrum resources of spectrum

owners in a cognitive way, is one of the best possible cases for the SENDORA

system. In this business case, a joint venture operator has free access to vacant frequency

resources of the mother companies, detailed knowledge of the primary systems and good

possibilities for sharing infrastructure with the operators owning the spectrum. It was

further shown that the most critical aspects to obtain a viable business case are

the fixed sensor density, the fixed sensor operational costs and the number of

new cognitive base station sites required. It was shown that the business case gets

negative if the fixed sensor density is above 72 sensors/km2, if the fixed sensor operational

costs increases with more than 16%, or if more than 6% new base station sites must be

established. A high number of sensors that increase the costs considerably are required

dependent on the interference limit used. This will be important to consider by regulators

and spectrum owners when deciding on allowed interference probability limits. The high

sensitivity for the fixed sensor OPEX showed that it is critical that the fixed sensor power

consumption is low and that the mean time between failures is long. The sensitivity of
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the number of new sites required showed that it is of high importance for the secondary

operator to co-locate as many base station sites as possible with primary operators.

The “Spectrum Broker” business case was based around the concept of a an entity

that deploys, builds and operates a sensor network and sells either sensing information or

information on spectrum opportunities to one or more CR operators. The main output

from this business case was to calculate the costs for the spectrum broker as input to the

“New Entrant” business case. This business case studied the potential of a new entrant

using the SENDORA system without existing infrastructure or frequency licenses that

rents spectrum from the spectrum broker. It was found that if the new entrant has to pay

the spectrum broker what it needs to cover its expenses, the business case gets strongly

negative even when these expenses are shared with three other cognitive operators using

information from the spectrum broker. Hence, the new entrant business case scenario

is challenging to make viable.

Motivated by the finding above, that a high degree of co-location of secondary and

primary base station sites is very important in order to achieve a positive business case for a

SENDORA system, this was further evaluated in a technical system level simulation study.

All parts of the SENDORA system were implemented in a system level simulator including

a primary network, a centralized secondary network, a WSN and a centralized fusion center.

The WSN detects signal strength from primary users in the spectrum bands and reports

these to the fusion center, which determines available channels based on interference limits.

To get a detailed picture of performance, realistic network topologies, traffic models and

the whole protocol stack of the secondary and primary systems with actual transport,

network, link and physical layers were implemented. It was found that equal cell size for

the secondary and primary systems with a cellular reuse pattern with seven

frequencies is difficult to achieve. In this case only 50% of the CR users obtained

connectivity. This does not fit together with the results in the business case analysis. It

was also found that a good service with full throughput could be offered with

secondary cell size set to half or two thirds of the primary cell size and with

restricted transmit power levels. The number of base stations installed for half the

primary cell size will then be quadrupled and at least 75% of these will not be co-located

with primary base stations, leading to increased costs. This points in the direction

of shorter range, smaller and less expensive base stations for the secondary

system such as WiFi access points and femtocells.

Aiming to achieve higher co-location of base station sites, a study was conducted on how

relaxed requirements for the maximum interference generated by the secondary transmit-

ters can improve secondary system performance and capacity. It was found that allowing

higher interference, max throughput and full coverage can be obtained. It was

also found that this comes at the costs of a decrease in primary system performance with

a slight reduction in throughput and an increase in packet loss of 2% per user on average.
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We conclude that this can be considered acceptable for a business model where

the primary operator gets economic benefits from improved secondary system

performance.

Motivated by the finding that CR is well suited for smaller and less expensive base

stations such as femtocells, a business case was proposed and evaluated where a mobile

operator offloads its LTE network by deploying cognitive femtocells using the SENDORA

concept in the TVWS spectrum. When aided by a sensor network the cognitive femtocells

are able to use frequencies other than the mobile network and hence increase its power

to cover outdoor areas and neighbor buildings. The cognitive femtocell strategy was com-

pared with a strategy where the operator deploys conventional femtocells and additional

new base stations to support the traffic demand. It was found that the cognitive fem-

tocell strategy can be more profitable than the conventional femtocell and new

base stations strategy. The most critical parameter for the cognitive femtocell

strategy is the price for backhauling the cognitive femtocell. Since little informa-

tion exists about this price, a more detailed study to estimate this price will be of highest

importance. It is found that the costs in the two business cases equals if the price for back-

haul increases with 64%. It was also found that the number of supported users by a

cognitive femtocell is a critical parameter which is important to consider when

developing cognitive femtocells. Interestingly, it was found that parameters related

to the senor network such as required density, price and OPEX for the fixed

sensors are less critical when sensors are embedded in the cognitive femtocells.

It was also found that the coverage radius for the cognitive femtocell is important and the

optimal radiuses were found to be between 40 and 70 m in the urban area and 80 m in the

suburbs. Here, even lower ranges caused more cognitive femtocells to be deployed resulting

in much higher costs.

4.1.3 Performance of the First Cognitive Radio Standard IEEE

802.22

Performance evaluation of CR standards is extremely important for the mobile operator

when deciding to deploy a CR network. Therefore, a highly detailed system level simulation

model for a system based on the first CR standard IEEE 802.22 for access in the TVWS

was implemented and used to evaluate IEEE 802.22 performance. Assuming that geo-

location database access is used to find available channels not used by TV broadcasters,

novel spectrum sensing strategies were implemented in the simulator to detect the presence

of unregistered wireless microphones as the greatest challenge. First, it was shown that

the activity of wireless microphones, as the primary users in TVWS, should

be quite high in order to reduce throughput and increases delay. Furthermore,

it was shown that interference to wireless microphones is low in general and
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occurs only for short intervals when the wireless microphone appears with the

considered sensing strategies. Though, it was shown that delay increases as the

wireless microphone activity level increases.

Providing QoS to its customers is also important for mobile operators to achieve high

customer satisfaction. Therefore, QoS profiles in the IEEE 802.22 standard were imple-

mented and evaluated in the simulator. It was shown that the guaranteed bit rate

QoS service for VoIP can be prioritized in IEEE 802.22, though the spectrum

sensing strategy used is important to satisfy strict QoS requirements. It was also

shown that delay increases duo to the overhead caused by the sensing strategy

used, and that VoIP traffic can be prioritized to achieve lowest possible delay

for the specific sensing strategy irrespective of the best effort traffic load. A

tradeoff for the selection of sensing strategy was found between achieving high capacity

in the IEEE 802.22 network and protecting the wireless microphones at a highest possible

level. This should be considered by operators and regulators.

Spectrum sensing is commonly used in CR networks to detect primary users of the

spectrum and then cease transmission. However, sensing results can also be used to gen-

erate statistical knowledge about the spectrum usage. For example, wireless microphones

operating in the TVWS often appear at specific venues such as schools, concert halls or

churches and at specific times such as in the mornings, evenings or on Sundays. Hence, their

location and appearance pattern can be predicted from spectrum sensing statistics. There-

fore, three spectrum selection functions that utilize sensing results to provide long-term

spectrum usage statistics as basis for channel selection were implemented and evaluated in

the IEEE 802.22 simulation model. It was found that the spectrum selection function

that uses statistics about channel idle and busy periods performs best when

primary user activity is high. For example, in a case with high wireless microphone ac-

tivity with average on time varying around 5 seconds and inter-arrival time varying around

10 seconds, it was shown that this spectrum selection function gave 11.5% higher through-

put on average compared to not using such statistics. It was also found that the spectrum

selection function that uses predictions about location and distance to primary

users gives highest performance when CR users are mobile and the primary

user activity is low. A maximum throughput gain of 4.7% was obtained for this function

for a wireless microphone activity with on time varying around 5 seconds and inter-arrival

time varying around 40 seconds. It was also found that, using the spectrum selection

functions, harmful interference was reduced for both the IEEE 802.22 network

and the wireless microphone, which resulted in a more stable network with

higher system throughput.
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4.2 Limitations of the Research

The simulation models implemented and used in this thesis are highly detailed, including

all layers in the TCP/IP stack and the possibility to implement various traffic models. This

is considered important since we are able to evaluate the performance on different layers

in the protocol stack, which gives a complete and realistic evaluation of the performance

of the considered systems. However, the use of such detailed simulation models results

in long simulation times. Furthermore, since a high number of simulations is required to

get results of high accuracy, the time required to study one scenario of interest becomes

extremely long. As an effect, there is a tradeoff between the number of different scenarios

that can be studied and the level of accuracy of the results. We have done our best to

balance this tradeoff with due care.

Dynamic transmit power might increase utilization of white spaces and has the potential

to reduce interference to the primary system. This was not implemented in the system

level simulation models. Hence, this has probably lowered the potential channel availability

for the CR network in the technical evaluations, especially in papers C and D. Another

limitation in the system level simulation models is that we were not able to implement

directional antennas, which would have resulted in lower interference and a better link

budget. Finally, the spectrum sensing algorithm at the physical layer was limited to energy

detection. This was not considered a severe limitation since the main focus with respect

to sensing was on sensing schemes at the MAC layer.

One of the most challenging tasks in the business case studies is to determine the

input assumptions. Examples of such assumptions are costs, revenues and technology

specifications. Since the technologies considered in the business case studies do not exist

in the market and since the business cases were calculated for many years into the future,

the assumptions made were uncertain. The impacts of these uncertainties were however

studied through sensitivity analysis.

There are a range of different scenarios that could be considered attractive for the

mobile operator. An attempt has been made to select the most promising ones. The se-

lected scenarios have been subject to evaluation and iterative refinement through technical

and economic evaluations. Less promising scenarios for a mobile operator have also been

omitted during evaluations. However, in this thesis, the number of studied scenarios were

limited both in the technical and economical evaluations.

4.3 Suggestions for Further Research

The spectrum availability and performance gains for CR access in the temporal domain

in a primary OFDMA network was characterized in Paper A. Further work remains to

model the primary system with a more realistic mixed traffic scenario and perform real
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life experiments or measurements to derive improved models for primary OFDMA occu-

pancy. Second, an important study would be to study the use of co-operation between the

secondary and primary operators considering protocols, performance and economic models

to achieve full spectrum utilization. This could involve spectrum sensing, database and

spectrum broker functionalities.

For the performance evaluations of achievable cell size in the SENDORA system aiming

to achieve as high degree of base station co-location as possible (papers B-D), there are

especially two further topics that should be addressed. Both the technical performance and

the economic viability should be evaluated. First, it will be important to study alternative

deployment scenarios such as cell sectorization and real deployments with non-hexagonal

cells. Second, the implementation of adaptive dynamic transmit power for the secondary

system could increase performance.

It was shown in Paper B that a high number of sensors, which increases the costs con-

siderably, were required dependent on the interference limit. Hence, acceptable interference

limits that could allow for lower sensor density should be studied further considering CR

techniques, economic models and regulation policies. Also, the fixed sensor OPEX was

a critical cost factor to obtain a viable business case, hence further studies should focus

on lowering the sensor power consumption and on building robust and reliable sensors

such that the operator reduces the work for sensor maintenance. This also motivates the

extensive current work on enhancing sensor performance in the research community.

For the business case where a mobile operator offloads its LTE network by deploying

cognitive femtocells (Paper E), the most critical parameter was the price for backhauling

the cognitive femtocell. Further research on pricing and on strategies on how to backhaul

cognitive femtocells will be extremely important for the success of such business cases.

The effects of potential disruption when using CR technologies was not included in the

business case studies, since the disruptive effect is difficult to predict and quantify. Exam-

ples of potential disruptive innovations for CR were given when considering the disruptive

innovation theory in Section 2.5.4. A further study is to use the framework proposed by

Christensen [51, 140, 141] in a structured way to further identify and evaluate potentially

disruptive business models for CR. Another further work is to model and analyze business

cases for CR considering disruptive innovation effects, which also will include the modeling

of competitors’ performance.

The performance of the IEEE 802.22 standard was analyzed in papers F-I by imple-

menting a comprehensive system level simulation model. As this thesis is being submitted,

news releases appear about the first equipment based on this standard. Further work is

therefore to implement and evaluate the sensing strategies and spectrum selection functions

proposed in this thesis in a field trial.

The work to release the source code of the IEEE 802.22 NS-2 simulation model to the

public domain is in process. A further work using this simulation model will be to imple-
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ment further novel spectrum selection functions and to enhance the model by addressing

the limitations described above. In the future, there will probably be more than one CR

system existing in a specific area. Systems based on different CR standards, such as IEEE

802.22 and IEEE 802.11af, will also co-exist. The studies in this thesis were limited to a

single CR system operating in one area. A further work is therefore to study inter-network

spectrum sharing with standards such as IEEE 802.22 and other standards. This could

be done by extending our simulation model for IEEE 802.22 or by using other simulation

models.
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Abstract—OFDMA will be the major transmission technology
in the future mobile wireless broadband systems, and is already
used in Mobile WiMAX and LTE. In this paper, we use
simulations to characterize the spectrum usage of such primary
systems. This knowledge is useful for cognitive radio and other
technologies for dynamic spectrum access that aim at improving
the overall spectrum usage. We calculate the available capacity
and analyze the distribution of the spectrum occupancy over time
for various network scenarios and traffic models. Based on our
analyses, we finally propose directions for improving the dynamic
access of spectrum allocated to primary OFDMA systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing usage and demand of wireless systems has
caused a dense allocation of licensed frequency bands. At
the same time several measurements have shown that only
15% - 85% of the assigned spectrum is utilized, depending
on geographical and temporal variations [1]. Opportunistic
spectrum access (OSA), as part of the hierarchical dynamic
spectrum access (DSA) paradigm [2], is one of the emerging
technologies to remedy the inefficiency of the static spectrum
management policy. DSA systems are referred to as secondary
systems with secondary users (SUs) operating in unused white
spectrum. On the other hand, primary systems with primary
users (PUs) operate in statically allocated primary spectrum.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
[3] is the major transmission and access technology for future
mobile wireless broadband systems such as Mobile WiMAX
(IEEE 802.16e-2005 [4]) and 3GPP Long Term Evolution
(LTE). It is therefore of great interest to survey the oppor-
tunities for secondary systems to utilize spectrum in primary
OFDMA systems. Spectrum pooling as a candidate for DSA
in primary OFDM systems has been studied with focus on the
frequency domain by Weiss et al. in [5] and [6]. Geirhofer
et. al. study DSA in the time domain of primary OFDM
systems in [7] and introduce a coexistence framework between
an ad-hoc OFDM network and an infrastructure network in
[8]. However, OFDMA introduces multiple access mapping
onto the OFDM frames which complicates the characteriza-
tion of spectrum usage and distribution of white spectrum
holes. Since capacity is allocated as frequency-time resource

elements within a OFDMA frame, it is necessary to study
OFDMA spectrum in both the frequency and time domain to
characterize the opportunities for DSA systems operation in
primary OFDMA systems.

In this paper, we characterize the usage of spectrum in
primary OFDMA systems and propose potential directions on
how to derive DSA schemes for secondary systems to coexist
and operate in the primary OFDMA spectrum. As the first step
in characterizing such spectrum usage, we simulate primary
OFDMA systems in the well known ns-2 network simulator
[9] with a Mobile WiMAX implementation developed by
the WiMAX Forum. The OFDMA spectrum occupancy is
characterized under different application layer traffic models
such as CBR (Constant Bit Rate) traffic over UDP and FTP
traffic over TCP. As a consequence, we model the statistics
of the spectrum availability of such system as the probability
of unused OFDMA resource elements over the period of data
traffic between the primary base station and the primary users.
For example, we observe that only about 24% of spectrum
utilized by the system of one base station and five PUs with
CBR traffic over UDP. Hence, there is a potential for secondary
systems to operate on the primary OFDMA spectrum by
exploiting this statistic model of the available spectrum.

Thus, we next propose a sensing-based DSA and a statistics-
based DSA schemes as two potential schemes that we argue
can enable the secondary systems to utilize the derived statistic
model of available OFDMA spectrum. The former scheme
can improve spectrum utilization in the secondary system by
improving the quality of detection, by combining spectrum
sensing with the knowledge about the derived statistics model.
In the later scheme, the secondary systems can statistically
operate on the primary spectrum following the predicted
occupancy distribution of the primary spectrum usage. How-
ever, such kind of coexistence will be strictly constrained by
limiting the accumulative interference to the primary system
under a given acceptable level.

II. BACKGROUND ON THE PRIMARY OFDMA SYSTEM

A. OFDMA and Mobile WiMAX Basics

Mobile WiMAX uses multiple access scheme based on
the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing modulation



technique (OFDMA) to divide the radio bandwidth into many
narrowband subcarriers orthogonally to each other.

Mobile WiMAX uses Time Division Duplex (TDD) where a
Transmit Transition Gap (TTG) is added in between downlink
(DL) and uplink (UL) transmissions and a Receive Transmit
Gap (RTG) is added between UL and DL transmissions. An
example of the structure of an OFDMA frame used in Mobile
WiMAX is illustrated in Fig. 1, with frequency in terms of
subchannels on the y-axis and time in terms of symbols on the
x-axis. A subchannel is a logical index of a set of subcarriers
in the frequency domain and a symbol is a period in the time
domain. An OFDMA resource element (RE) is the allocation
of a (subchannel,symbol)-coordinate in the (frequency,time)-
diagram, and an OFDMA burst is a set of OFDMA REs
allocated to users for DL or UL transmissions.

Fig. 1. IEEE802.16e-2005/WiMAX OFDMA Frame ([4],section 8.4.4.2)

The Preamble is used for synchronization, the Frame Con-
trol Header (FCH) provides the frame configuration informa-
tion and the DL/UL-MAPs provide subchannel allocation and
other control information for the DL and UL subframes.

B. OFDMA Scheduling Impact on White Holes

The scheduling algorithm allocates REs to bursts and bursts
to OFDMA frames. The OFDMA scheduling techniques in
Mobile WiMAX can be divided into three major groups. One
OFDMA scheduling technique is vertical striping (Fig. 2)
where the allocation is done in the frequency first, and when
the last sub-channel is filled, the allocation starts from the next
symbol. A second scheduling technique is horizontal striping
(Fig. 2) where the resource elements are allocated in the time
domain first, and when the last symbol is filled, the allocation
goes on to the next sub-channel. A third scheduling technique
is rectangular allocation as used in Fig. 1 where the allocation
is done in both the frequency and time domain rectangularly.

Fig. 2. Horizontal and Vertical Striping
From the secondary system perspective, vertical striping

might be considered as the most suitable scheduling technique

for primary systems, since the whole bandwidth can be allo-
cated for operation over a dedicated time interval. Horizontal
striping on the other hand is not that straightforward when
considering the frequency domain since the subchannels are
logical allocations, where the subcarriers allocated to subchan-
nels often are distributed over the whole bandwidth. Where
these subcarriers are physically located on the frequency is
given by the WiMAX standard. Operator assistance might then
be necessary for successful DSA operation where information
is communicated between the primary and secondary systems,
for instance by the ways of beaconing [10] or spectrum brokers
[11]. The secondary system could preferably also use OFDM
modulation to exploit all the distributed subcarriers.

III. THE NS-WIMAX SIMULATOR FOR PRIMARY
OFDMA SYSTEMS SIMULATION

A. Simulator overview and parameters setting
To simulate the primary OFDMA system, we use the

well known network simulator ns-2 with an implementation
of Mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e-2005) by the WiMAX
Forum. It is worth to notice some limitations in the current
implementation. Rectangular scheduling is not implemented
yet. In addition, the current version of this simulator does not
support adaptive coding and modulation. It also allows only
one connection per subscriber, which limits the scalability of
the current implementation.

In all simulations, the general OFDMA parameters are set
following the WiMAX standard as shown in Table I. The
DL and UL ratios in the TDD scheme are set to 2/3 and
1/3, respectively. Partial Usage of Subchannels (PUSC) is a
diversity permutation scheme that draws subcarriers pseudo-
randomly to form a subchannel [4].

TABLE I
GENERAL OFDMA PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATOR [12]

Parameter Value
Channel Bandwidth (MHz) / FFT 10 / 1024
Sampling Frequency Fs (MHz) 11.429
Sampling Period 1/Fs (µs) 0.18
Subcarrier Spacing ∆f = Fs/NFFT (kHz) 10.94
Useful Symbol Period Tb = 1/∆f (µs) 91.4
Guard Time Tg = Tb/8 (µs) 11.4
Symbol Duration Ts = Tb + Tg (µs) 102.9
Modulation Scheme 64-QAM - 3/4 rate

DL PUSC UL PUSC
Number of used subcarriers (Nused) 421 409
Number of pilot subcarriers 120 280
Number of data subcarriers (Sc) 720 560
Number of data subcarriers/subchannel 24 24
Number of subchannels (NSch) 30 35
Number of symobls (total 43) 28 15
The channel model used in the OFDMA module is a COST-

Hata-Model combined with a Clarke-Gans implementation of
Rayleigh Fading. Doppler effects are included to capture the
impact of node mobility, and the Rayleigh fading channel is
considered to handle the fast fading environment as described
by the ITU Pedestrian A model. The path loss component is
computed during the simulation, because the distance between
the PUs and BS and their transmit power not are predeter-
mined. However, the fast fading component can be computed
offline prior to the simulation (1000 pre-computed channels).



B. Simulation Scenarios and Traffic Models
In this paper, we simulate a Mobile WiMAX primary base

station (BS) providing data service to its Mobile WiMAX PUs.
For simplicity, in our simulation scenarios, the PUs are as-
sumed to be fixed at pre-defined locations. However, different
number of PUs are set for different simulations in order to
achieve more reasonable statistic traffic data. Simulations are
performed with CBR traffic over UDP and for FTP traffic
over TCP. Propagation effects and Quality of Service (QoS)
profiles will have great impact on the modulation rate for the
PUs. However, for simplicity, all the PUs are configured with
the 64-QAM 3/4 modulation scheme and BE profiles.

C. Available OFDMA-Slot Capacity Calculation
The OFDMA frame capacity can be calculated by consid-

ering each OFDMA RE as one unit of capacity. The primary
and secondary systems are assumed to operate in the same
region. Hence, given the total number of subchannels Ntotal

and symbols Stotal in one OFDMA frame, we can simply
calculate the maximum OFDMA frame capacity for each DL
or UL subframe in terms of the number of REs. Thus we can
derive the total and used OFDMA frame capacities as:

CAPtotal =Ntotal ∗ Stotal, (1)

CAPused =

REused∑

RE=1

RE (2)

The maximum available OFDMA frame capacity can easily
be calculated as:

CAPavail =CAPtotal − CAPused (3)

Fig. 3 illustrates our method to calculate the OFDMA frame
capacity. The curves on the right graph represents how the
OFDMA frame capacity is allocated along the simulation time
in terms of the sequence of consecutive OFDMA frames.

Fig. 3. Caclulation of OFDMA capactiy usage

To estimate the number of requested slots RSi in kbps for
each user i, we follow the approach in [13] as:

RSi =
RCi

CRE
(4)

where RCi is the requested capacity by user i in bps. The
average capacity per RE, CRE , in bps/RE is estimated as:

CRE =
bits

subcarrier × subcarriers
RE

Tframe
(5)

where Tframe is the OFDMA frame duration. The component
bits

subcarrier indicates the average radio access bearer efficiency
in bits per sub-carrier (modulation and coding). The compo-
nent subcarriers

RE is the number of subcarriers per subchannel.

IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS OF OFDMA CAPACITY

A. OFDMA Capacity for CBR traffic over UDP

In this simulation, CBR traffic over UDP between 5 PUs and
the WiMAX BS is simulated to evaluate the OFDMA capacity
usage. The packet size for CBR is set to 1500 bytes while the
gap size between sent packets (gap size) is 0.05 seconds, that
is 20 pps (packets per second). The data traffic is simulated
in the duration of 35 seconds (7000 frames). Fig. 4(a) shows
the OFDMA capacity utilization in the DL subframe from
this scenario. It can be seen here that several frames are
allocated as much as 738 OFDMA REs during the data traffic
period. However, the majority of the OFDMA frames are only
assigned as little as around 150 REs. The average OFDMA
capacity usage (dashed line) of the DL subframe is just about
24 % of the total REs (top solid line).

(a) Whole Simulation (b) Frames 2700 to 2750
Fig. 4. DL OFDMA Occupancy for 5 PUs with CBR traffic over UDP
In order to understand how the OFDMA capacity is allo-

cated to each frame, we estimate the number of requested REs
for each user in this simulation by using (4) and (5) as follows.
First, since the 64-QAM 3/4 modulation rate is used for all
PUs, the supported average symbol efficiency from each RE
is the same for all PUs and can be derived as:

CRE =
4.5 ∗ 24

0.005
= 21600bps/RE

where bits
subcarrier =

6× 3
4

1 = 4.5 since 64-QAM modulates 6
bits with coding rate 3/4 onto each subcarrier, and subcarriers

RE
is given in Table I as number of subcarriers per subchannel.

As we use CBR traffic over UDP in this simulation, all 5
users are assumed to request the same OFDMA capacity, and
the total requested capacity can be calculated as:

RC =
5∑

1

pkt size ∗ pps = 5 ∗ (1500 ∗ 8 ∗ 20) = 1.2Mbps

Thus, the number of requested REs for all five users is:

RS = d1200000

21600
e = 56 OFDMA slots

This confirms with the average in Fig. 4(a) when we add
preamble, MAPs and FCH that is 3 symbols with 30 sub-
channels each in the DL frame (3 ∗ 30 = 90), and the DL
broadcast and management connections.

The users are configured to transmit packets at the same
instant in time. Therefore these total 56 REs are requested 20
times per second and distributed over the 200 OFDMA frames



allocated each second. As the result, the actual data traffic
requested by the users is allocated for every 10th OFDMA
frames as illustrated by the snapshot from frame 2700 to 2750
in Fig. 4(b), and can mathematically be described by

gap size

Tframe
×RS =

0.05

0.005
× 56 = 560 (6)

This confirms with the results in Fig.4(b) when we add the
occupied REs for the preamble, MAPs and FCH in addition
to management and broadcast connections as before.

B. OFDMA Capacity for FTP traffic over TCP

FTP traffic over TCP for is more complex to model than
the CBR scenario due to a more advanced transport protocol
with functionality such as TCP window size and algorithms
for congestion control. Simulations were performed with FTP
traffic over TCP for 3 users, configured with capacity unlim-
ited BE profiles. It can be seen that the OFDMA capacity
utilization plotted in Fig. 5 varies more than in the CBR case
above, and the total utilization of 81.65 % is also higher.

(a) Whole Simulation (b) Frames 2345 to 2395
Fig. 5. DL OFDMA Occupancy for FTP over TCP

The capacity utilization is lower at the beginning of the FTP
traffic scenario than in the CBR scenario, which is due to the
well known slow start part of the congestion control strategy in
TCP. The lower utilization in some of the frames is probably
due to the congestion avoidance functionality in TCP, where
the TCP window size is lowered before an increase starts.

V. SIMULATIONS RESULTS OF OFDMA SPECTRUM
OCCUPANCY DISTRIBUTION

As mentioned earlier, we are interested in designing a
DSA scheme for the secondary systems, which exploit unused
spectrum in the primary OFDMA system. The first step
towards this objective is to understand how the OFDMA REs
in each OFDMA frame is distributed over time. We therefore
estimate the occupancy distribution of the OFDMA REs over
a consecutive sequence of the OFDMA frames, and derive
average occupancy map of the OFDMA frames.

The occupancy probability of each OFDMA RE is cal-
culated as the percentage of the total number of simulated
OFDMA frames on which the OFDMA RE is occupied.
The OFDMA occupancy distribution maps are represented
by a three-dimension temperature map as shown in Fig. 6,
where x-axis and y-axis represent the OFDMA symbol and
subchannel dimensions of the OFDMA frame. The z-axis

and temperature colors in the scale rom 0 − 1 represents the
occupancy probabilities of the REs.

(a) 5 PUs with CBR traffic (1500,20) (b) 3 PUs with FTP traffic
Fig. 6. Average OFDMA occupancy distribution as the temperature map.

The temperature map in Fig. 6(a) illustrates the general
occupancy distribution of the frame for CBR traffic between
5 PUs and the primary BS. The first three symbols are fully
allocated to the preamble, FCH, and DL/UL MAPs. Part
of the second and third symbols are also fully allocated to
management and broadcast bursts. Obviously, in this type of
data traffic scenario, the majority of consecutive OFDMA REs
are not allocated as represented by the light blue temperature
indicating a very low occupancy probability at 10%. On the
other hand, the temperature map for 3 users with FTP traffic
and unlimited bitrate profiles in Fig. 6(b) shows a much higher
occupancy probability throughout the frame.

VI. DESIGNING THE SECONDARY SYSTEM

A. Sensing Techniques to Detect Available OFDMA Spectrum

Sensing techniques are generally divided into the three
major categories [14]; Matched filter, Energy Detection and
Cyclostationary Feature Detection. Yucek et al. also add Wave-
form based sensing and Radio Identification based sensing
in [15]. A problem with the mentioned sensing methods
is that the signal might be too weak to be detected, and
cooperative sensing among several sensing nodes is considered
to increase detection reliability. Dependent on the secondary
system design the sensing might introduce overhead, and
the sensing strategy used is therefore important concerning
sensing frequency and sensing time.

Available periods in the time domain in OFDMA systems
can simply be detected when vertical striping is used, but
available frequency is more complex to detect due to the sub-
carrier distribution as discussed in Section II. A strategy could
therefore be to utilize the first symbol after the latest partially
occupied symbol. Sensing frequency could then be intense
until this symbol is detected and close to zero for the rest
of the subframe. Such a scheme could be implemented with
all sensing methods, and the secondary system capacity could
be calculated by using Eq. (3) with Eq. (1), but Eq. (2) should
only count used symbols so that CAPused = Nused ∗ Sused,
where Nused and Sused are the number of subchannels and
symbols used by the primary system, respectively.

Detection of white space in the frequency domain would
require huge amounts of sensors for 1024 subcarriers in a
10MHz channel. An alternative is to use CR-OFDM [16]



in order to detect the subcarrier occupancy. This could be
combined with the more advanced detection techniques. For
such a scheme, the optimal secondary system capacity for
both frequency and time domain can be calculated by using
Eq. (3) with Eq. (1) and (2). However, these calculations
should be considered with a complete sensing strategy with
sensing frequency, sensing time, probability of detection (pd)
and probability of false alarm (pf ).

B. DSA Scheme based on Statistics about Primary OFDMA
System

Quality of Detection (QoD) is important for secondary
system performance, but it will be useful to estimate spectrum
usage of PUs in multiple dimensions and develop algorithms
for prediction into the future by using past information. Such
information could either be based on sensing or operator
assistance. The latter is the preferable in the sense that accurate
information is achieved. Optimally, the operator would send
real time information about scheduling and spectrum usage to
the secondary system. Another way could be that the operator
assisted by using beaconing, which would be simple for ver-
tical striping where a beacon should be sent at the beginning
and end of white spectrum holes. Real-time communication
with the operator is challenging and utilization of statistics
and future predictions of primary system usage should be
investigated further.

Therefore, we tend to use the statistic models of the primary
spectrum occupancy in order to develop and implement DSA
schemes that make use of the statistics of the spectrum
occupancy. The DSA scheme should be optimized to utilize as
much available capacity as possible while limiting interference
caused to the primary system under an acceptance level given
by the primary system or regulatory.

The DSA scheme can be combined with an idea based
on operator assistance, where the operator assist by applying
more robust coding on parts of the OFDMA frame. With
vertical striping, more robust coding could be added on the
last consecutive OFDMA symbols in the OFDMA subframe
in order to reduce the impact of harmful interference caused by
the secondary system. Obviously, the primary operator must
offer some energy, but it could generate additional revenue.

Another idea is to design a random DSA scheme, which
models the random access behavior of the secondary system
to the primary spectrum. In this scheme, it is assumed that
the secondary traffic arrivals follow the Poisson distribution.
Hence, this random DSA scheme can model and estimate
the maximum capacity gain that the secondary system could
achieve by exploiting the statistics of the primary spectrum,
while guaranteeing the interference under a given threshold.

A complete secondary system would use a combined ap-
proach, where the DSA scheme is based on statistics about
OFDMA occupancy and a sensing technique is applied to de-
tect PUs in real time to reduce the probability of interference.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have simulated and characterized spectrum occupancy in
primary networks utilizing the popular and emerging transmis-

sion technique OFDMA. The network simulator tool ns-2 was
used with an implementation of Mobile WiMAX to simulate
the primary OFDMA system. Next, we proposed ideas and
directions on access schemes for DSA systems based on these
characterizations. We conclude that it should be possible to
utilize white holes in a mobile broadband OFDMA system, but
that the OFDMA scheduling technique and the traffic models
used by primary users will have significant impact on the char-
acterization of spectrum occupancy. Operator assistance is also
considered as important in order to maximize the secondary
system utilization of the available OFDMA capactiy.

Future work will first be to model the primary system with
a more realistic mixed traffic scenario representative to derive
complete models for primary OFDMA occupancy, and then to
implement the ideas for DSA schemes proposed in this paper.
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Abstract—This paper proposes and evaluates three business case 

scenarios for deployment of a sensor network aided cognitive 

radio system in a typical European city. The first and main 

business case is based on spectrum sharing, where several 

spectrum owners establish a joint venture and this joint venture 

gets the rights to use the “unused” spectrum resources of all 

those spectrum owners in a cognitive way. Then we study the 

business case of a spectrum broker, an entity that deploys, builds 

and operates a sensor network and sells either sensing 

information or information on spectrum opportunities to one or 

more cognitive radio operators. Finally we analyze the potential 

of a new entrant without existing infrastructure or frequency 

licenses, that uses a sensor network aided cognitive radio system 

to offer a nomadic mobile broadband service. It is found that the 

spectrum sharing business case is one of the best possible cases 

for the studied system because the joint venture operator has free 

access to frequency resources of the mother companies, detailed 

knowledge of the primary systems and good possibilities for 

sharing infrastructure with the owning operators. However, since 

the studied system is an innovative concept and some of the 

assumed parameters are therefore uncertain, it should be noted 

that the main value of the business case calculations is to identify 

critical aspects influencing the profitability so that future 

research and development work can focus on them. It is found 

that the most critical aspects are the fixed sensor density, the 

fixed sensor operational costs and the number of new cognitive 

base station sites required. 

Keywords: cognitive radio, business case, sensor network, 

spectrum sharing, spectrum broker, new entrant 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Most research and development work on cognitive radio 
(CR) focuses on pure technical aspects of the technology. 
However, in order for an operator to be interested in deploying 
CR based networks the anticipated costs must be in proportion 
to what the users are realistically willing to pay for the service. 
Hence, techno-economical studies should be done in parallel 
with the technical research and development work to ensure 
that the solutions found are both technically and economically 
viable.  

Since CR is an open and relatively new research field, there 
is a lot of uncertainty associated with many of the parameters 
needed in business case analyses. But even with uncertain input 
parameters the business case studies can be used for identifying 
critical parameters that must be considered in the technical 
studies. A good way to proceed towards a viable solution is to 
do the business case calculations and technical calculations 

iteratively, each time using the latest results of one to derive 
the input parameters to the other.  

In this paper we study business cases for a sensor network 
aided CR scenario [1] that consist of three main networks; a 
primary network, a secondary CR network, and a sensor 
network which might be a separate network and also embedded 
in the cognitive network. Three business cases are studied, 
where the target scenario is for providing a wireless broadband 
service in urban and suburban areas. The first business case 
entitled “Spectrum Sharing” is an extended version of the 
business case proposed in [2], with more extensive research 
behind the business case assumptions and parameters, updated 
results, more details about the model used and the business 
case ecosystem. This paper also study a second business case 
entitled “Spectrum Broker” which is based around the concept 
of a an entity that deploys, builds and operates a sensor 
network and sells either sensing information or information on 
spectrum opportunities to one or more CR operators. The 
concept of a spectrum broker has previously been proposed and 
studied in [3] and [4], but to the authors best knowledge there 
does not exists any business case proposal for this concept. The 
third business case proposal entitled “New Entrant” study the 
potential of a new entrant without existing infrastructure or 
frequency licenses, that uses a sensor network aided CR system 
to offer a nomadic mobile broadband service. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: An overview 
of the Sensor Network Aided Cognitive Radio (SENDORA) 
system is given in Section II. The SENDORA ecosystem is 
described in Section III and the model for analysis and 
ecosystem evaluation is described in Section IV. Assumptions 
behind the business cases are described in detail in Section V 
before the results for the three business cases are presented in 
Section VI, VII and VIII. The paper is concluded in Section IX. 

II. OVERVIEW OF THE SENSOR NETWORK AIDED 

COGNITIVE RADIO SYSTEM 

A. System Overview 

The SENDORA technology utilizes wireless sensor 
networks (WSNs) to support the coexistence of licensed and 
unlicensed wireless users in an area, and the SENDORA 
scenario is constituted by three main networks; the primary 
network, the secondary network and the sensor network. The 
general architecture of the SENDORA system is depicted in 
Figure 1, where the network of cognitive users, called the 
secondary network, first communicates with the wireless 
sensor network. The wireless sensor network monitors the 

This paper presents results of a study conducted within the EU FP7 
project SENDORA [1] for a sensor network aided cognitive radio system.  



 

 

spectrum usage, and is thus aware of the spectrum 
are currently available and can potentially be exploited by the
secondary network. This information is provided back to the 
secondary network. The secondary users are then able to 
communicate without causing harmful interference to the 
licensed network, called the primary network.

Figure 1. General SENDORA scenario

The sensor network aided approach 
improve the system’s ability to detect primary users compared 
to CR solutions based only on sensing performed by terminals
The sensor network will consist of an externally deplo
sensor network and possibly sensing capabilities 
user terminals. The external sensor network 
to guarantee that primary users will be detected with a 
specified probability regardless of the number of 
in the area. Additionally, embedded sensing in terminals can 
enhance system performance by providing more local sensing 
information from the areas where the CR users are located and 
sensing will be improved as the number of cognitive users 
grows. The sensor network can also be used to measure the 
interference generated by the CR system. This can be used to 
control the interference generated to ensure both protection of 
primary systems and optimal use of spectrum holes.

The target scenario for the SENDORA systems is fo
providing a nomadic wireless broadband service in urban and 
suburban areas. The systems will be best suited to provide non
real-time services like web browsing and video downloading. 
Real-time services like telephony and video streaming can be 
provided occasionally, but the operator will usually not be able 
to give strict quality guarantees for such services.

B. System Architecture 

The system architecture depicted in Figure 
three parts: the communication architecture
architecture which are connected together by 

1) Communication Architeceutre 
The Fusion Centre is a functional entity that receives 

sensing data collected through the sensor network and 
estimates the spectrum usage situation in the area covered by 
the sensor network based on this information. The fusion centre 
also communicates with the communication network providing 
it with the information it needs to operate cognitively in an 

spectrum holes that 
are currently available and can potentially be exploited by the 
secondary network. This information is provided back to the 
secondary network. The secondary users are then able to 
communicate without causing harmful interference to the 
licensed network, called the primary network. 
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sensing data collected through the sensor network and 

n the area covered by 
the sensor network based on this information. The fusion centre 
also communicates with the communication network providing 
it with the information it needs to operate cognitively in an 

optimal way. Ad-hoc network
SENDORA network, but will not be considered in the business 
case proposed here. The terminals are marked with 
according to their functional capabilities and 
locally cluster heads in an ad-hoc network:

• Centralized access (C)
needed to communicate with the BSs

• Ad hoc (A): Terminal has the properties required to 
establish and be part of an ad hoc network. 

• Sensing (S): Terminal has sensing capabilities.

2) Sensing Architecture 
The sensing architecture cons

sensors complemented with sensing capabilities integrated in 
some of the terminals. The reason for having a fixed network 
of sensors is that it is difficult to base the operation of a 
network solely on information from sensing
terminals. The number and positions of the terminals will be 
random variables and sometimes the sensor network formed by 
the terminals will not be able to detect primary users with the 
required confidence. By deploying a fixed and dedic
network of sensors where the number and location of the 
sensors are carefully chosen, a certain primary user detection 
confidence can be guaranteed. A fixed deployed sensor 
network also has the advantage that the sensors can 
communicate with each othe
several fusion centers through a wired backbone network
Sensors can be powered from the mains.

On the other hand, sensing integrated into the terminals will 
be co-located with the CRs and hence be capable of providing 
accurate local information. By using this information in 
addition to information from a fixed deployed sensor network, 
the CR network can be controlled in a much better way. 
Primary users close to the user, which are the ones that will 
experience the most serious interference from the 
will be detected much faster by the integrated sensor than by 
the fixed sensor network. 

3) Fusion Centre 
The fusion centre functionally connects the sensor network 

and the communication network and acts as an aggregation 
point for the data from the sensors in the sensor network. Based 
on the sensor data received, the fusion centre estimates the 
spectrum usage in the geographical area covered by the sensor 
network. A CR network might have more than one fusion 
centre which will communicate with each other and share 
information about the spectrum situation in their areas and the
own network’s usage of spectrum resources.

III. SENDORA

Ecosystem considerations for the 
system are presented in this sect
“Nomadic broadband in urban and suburban areas” 
for these considerations. The word “ecosystem” in this context 
mean business modeling [5] including the roles of the ac
relations (like partnership) between the actors, cost and revenue 
structures and money flows between the actors. Specific 
business cases can then be used to quantify the value of 
different ecosystem options. For related work; Chapin and Lehr 
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“Nomadic broadband in urban and suburban areas” as the basis 
for these considerations. The word “ecosystem” in this context 
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business cases can then be used to quantify the value of 
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studied interlinked technical and economic issues associated 
with markets for DSA-based wireless services in [6]. 

The studied system is an innovative concept with a long 
term focus, and therefore the related ecosystem is unproven in 
real market conditions. There will be several actors (see section 
III.B), that may not always have the same interests and 
expectations. The requirement for a successful and functional 
new ecosystem is that the (main) actors have sufficient 
incentives to be part of that ecosystem. The most important and 
sometimes the only incentive, at least for the commercial 
actors, is simply the money i.e. the economical results for the 
company in the short and long term. 

This ecosystem will include mostly actors, which have 
economical profit as their main motivation, but it can also 
include actors like regulators, which can have other motives, 
like for instance welfare of the society as a whole, fairness and 
a wish to increase competition in the telecommunication. To 
create a functional SENDORA ecosystem will be a challenging 
task with many uncertain aspects. 

A. Ecosystem Roles 

SENDORA ecosystem will include both traditional roles in 
the communication business and some new roles specific only 
for the SENDORA ecosystem. At least the following roles can 
be foreseen in the ecosystem for the sensor network aided CR 
in the chosen scenario: 

1. End user of the communication applications 
2. Owner of the license for the radio spectrum 

• Existing mobile and/or fixed telecom operators 

• TV broadcasters 

• Public authorities (such as police, health care, 
aviation) 

• Military organizations 
3. CR operator that will utilize a radio spectrum 

licensed to others 

• As in point 2 above 

• New operators 
4. Regulatory body 
5. Spectrum broker 

• Regulatory body 

• Owner of the license for the radio spectrum 

• Independent third party 
6. Owner of the sensor network 
7. Hardware and software vendor 

• CR elements 

• Sensor network elements 
8. System integrator 

There is a clear difference between roles and actors in the 
ecosystem. One specific real actor (company) can have several 
roles in the SENDORA ecosystem. As an example, an existing 
mobile operator can simultaneously be a spectrum owner, CR 
operator, owner of the sensor network and spectrum broker. 

B. Ecosystem Actors 

The different actors in the future SENDORA ecosystem 
will have varied motivations why they will be part of this 

ecosystem. In the sequel follows a discussion of what could be 
the motivations of different actors. 

1) End users of (telecommunication) services  
In principle, the normal end user (person) does not care 

about technology. What matters to the end user is the price and 
quality of the services provided. The CR or SENDORA system 
is mostly invisible to the user and has only indirect influence to 
the user. It can make possible better and more affordable 
services trough technology advancements and increased 
competition between service providers. 

One special user group in the SENDORA ecosystem could 
be technologically advanced users, that could remove the need 
for a network operator by having own ad-hoc networks to 
provide nomadic broadband for a limited user group. This 
requires advanced technical skills and also coordination 
(regarding terminals, software etc) between the users.  

2) Existing (mobile) operators   
Mobile operators can have many roles (spectrum owner, 

CR operator, broker, owner of the sensor network) in the 
SENDORA ecosystem. They can have defensive motives (e.g. 
to hinder that cognitive operation disturbs their primary 
operation, to protect their valuable assets in already acquired 
spectrum licenses), but they can also have offensive motives 
(e.g. earning money on SENDORA spectrum trading, 
improving their own operation by SENDORA system, being 
themselves CR operators in new areas).  

3) TV broadcasters  
TV broadcasters are important spectrum owners, and they 

will avoid that the new systems disturb their TV distribution. 
As for other spectrum owners, SENDORA spectrum trading is 
an earning opportunity for the TV broadcasters. 

4) Public authorities 
Public authorities (e.g. police, fire brigades, health care, 

aviation and military) are on the other hand spectrum owners, 
but they could also be CR operators. For them one important 
application could be high quality ad hoc networks during large 
accidents or military actions.  

5) New operators 
CR operation is one possibility for new operators to enter 

the market.  In the mobile business until now the ownership of 
the spectrum license has been crucial and expensive part of the 
business model. The potential new operators are clearly 
interested in getting a reasonable priced access to spectrum by 
the SENDORA system. 

6) Regulatory body 
Regulatory bodies have interest to all technologies that can 

improve the utilization of the radio spectrum. The spectrum 
relevant for telecommunication purposes is a limited and 
therefore expensive resource. The opportunistic use of radio 
spectrum is not yet scheduled in Europe (it has been allowed in 
TV white spaces by FCC in the US [7]), but it may be needed 
soon to open some bands to cognitive operation considering the 
future need for bandwidth. Today’s approach consists in 
dividing the spectrum into small pieces, each for a specific 
purpose and the applications use their spectrum to a limited 
extent, which leads to the unwanted situation of under-



 

 

utilization of this scarce resource. Regulation authorities 
recognize that this approach is reaching its limits. 

One of the key issues for the regulation is how to control 
interference among systems. In the SENDORA ecosystem, the 
regulation may be provided interference measurement means 
thanks to the WSN approach. The WSN could even be owned 
by the regulator. 

7) Vendor 
Vendors are also key actors in the ecosystem. Base stations 

(BSs) and terminals require some new capabilities to allow CR 
operation, and especially WSN-aided CR operation. In 
particular, hardware platforms must be flexible enough to 
support communications in several frequency bands and will be 
based on a Software Radio approach. In the ecosystem, the 
vendors must be given the opportunity to sell a sufficient 
quantity of stations and terminals with enough margins. 

C. Examples of SENDORA ecosystems 

SENDORA ecosystems can have different grade of 
complexity.  The simplest SENDORA “ecosystem” is the case 
where one actor, such as a mobile operator with a variety of 
spectrum resources, will use CR for better utilization of its own 
spectrum to provide new services. An extension of this is a 
“spectrum sharing” case (see section VI), where spectrum 
owners form a joint venture that gets rights to use the “unused” 
spectrum of all those spectrum owners in a cognitive way. 
Minimal coordination and interaction with other actors is 
needed for such ecosystems. 

The more complete SENDORA ecosystem can include 
spectrum trading between the spectrum owners and the new 
cognitive operators. This trading can be replaced by regulatory 
decisions to regulate the access to the spectrum. One possible 
important new role in this kind of ecosystem will be the broker 
role, often a regulatory body or an independent third party, that 
will ensure fairness in the interactions. This kind of ecosystem 
is more complicated to create, because it may require 
coordination, trust and interaction between actors, which even 
may have conflicting motivations for participating.  Detailed 
rules governing the CR operations have to be developed. The 
broker (Section VII) and new entrant (Section VIII) cases are 
the first attempts to analyze these aspects. 

IV. BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS AND ECOSYSTEM 

EVALUATIONS  

SENDORA is an innovative concept and much research 
and development remains before commercial applications will 
appear. Therefore the input data to the SENDORA business 
cases is uncertain and the results from the business case 
calculations can only give indications, not yet definite answer 
or strong conclusions. The main value of SENDORA business 
case calculations is to identify critical aspects for SENDORA 
profitability, so that technical R&D work can focus on them. 

The traditional cash flow analysis will be used to get an 
indication of the profitability. The cash flow means income 
(revenues) subtracted by cost (investments and operational 
costs) for a given time period.  Due to large uncertainties the 
cash flow analysis must be enhanced with sensitivity analysis. 
Sensitivity analysis is done by changing the value of one 

(critical) input parameter and showing how the economical 
results are changing. 

Several economical concepts are used in the business case 
analyses in this document. These are summarized below: 

ARPU (Average Revenue Per User) 

CAPEX (Capital expenditures) is expenditures associated 
with the implementation or extension of fixed assets. There is a 
residual value associated to these expenses. Investment is often 
used as a n identical term to CAPEX. 

OPEX (Operational expenditures) is defined as 
expenditures necessary for running the business or the 
equipment, indispensable to keep the services active and 
running. Once made, these expenses have no residual value. 

EBITDA (Earnings before interests, taxes, depreciation 
and amortization) = Revenues – OPEX. This measure is often 
used to estimate the operational efficiency. 

NPV (Net present value) is the sum of a series of cash 
flows (revenues subtracted by costs), when discounted to the 
present value: 

NPV �� ��
�1 
 ���



���
 

where p is the annual discount rate, At the payment in year t 
and n the lifetime of the project. NPV is the most important 
criteria when defining the profitability of the project.  

Discount rate is the rate used for discounting amounts to 
other points in time as in the calculation of NPV. It reflects the 
inflation and the fact that the estimated amounts in the future 
carry significant uncertainty. Typical values of discount rate 
are around 10%. 

IRR (Internal rate of return) is the discount rate, that 
gives NPV = 0. The higher the IRR is, the better the project is. 
Assuming all other factors are equal among various projects, 
the project with the highest IRR would probably be considered 
the best. 

Payback period is the amounts of years that it takes to 
have the accumulated revenues equal the accumulated costs 
(CAPEX and OPEX). 

These concepts are not necessarily always unambiguous; 
there can be slight variations and different interpretations. 
More information about economical terms can be found in [6]. 

V. BUSINESS CASE ASSUMPTIONS 

A. General assumptions 

The business case is calculated for a hypothetical western 
European city with 1 million inhabitants and with an area of 
200 km2. The city has a downtown area which covers 50 km2. 
All calculations will be made for this city, but can with some 
effort be scaled up and down for larger and smaller cities. 

The studied city is assumed to have a well developed 
telecommunication market. This means a high penetration of 
both mobile (voice, data and broadband) and fixed 
telecommunication services and also TV services. A working 
competition environment with several network owners and 
service providers is assumed. 



 

 

The commercial realization of SENDORA technologies lies 
some years ahead. To allow for this, the study period is 
assumed to be from 2015 to 2020. This adds some more 
challenges to the study, since the technological developments 
and other development related to the telecom industry in the 
years from now (2010) to 2015 must be anticipated. 

A traditional cash flow analysis will be used to get an 
indication of the profitability. The discount rate used in the 
calculations is 10%. Due to large uncertainties the cash flow 
analysis will be enhanced with sensitivity analysis. The basis 
target scenario business case calculation can be described with: 

• Service provided: Nomadic broadband in urban and 
suburban areas, mostly non-real time services (best 
effort). 

• Sensing architecture: Both an externally deployed 
network of fixed sensors and embedded sensing 
capability in the terminals (integrated sensors). 

• Communication architecture: The communication 
architecture consists of a centralized network of BSs 
through which the terminals can get Internet access, 
complemented by terminals communicating directly 
between each other forming local ad hoc networks. 
This study will only consider the centralized part of the 
architecture, i.e. communication via BSs. There may 
be local ad hoc networks, but these are assumed not to 
affect the business case. 

Deployment of the CR network in the city will be done in 
three stages. The network for the downtown area (50 km2) will 
be deployed in 2015, and the network in the suburban area in 
2016 (75 km2) and 2017 (75 km2). 

B. Revenue Assumptions 

1) Revenues From Subscriptions 
To estimate the subscription fee that can be charged for the 

SENDORA service, we will compare to the corresponding fee 
for mobile broadband services. The main use of both the 
SENDORA service and the mobile broadband service will be 
for providing Internet connectivity for different types of 
terminals. However, the SENDORA service will have inferior 
QoS support and will not support mobility. On the other hand, 
the SENDORA service can offer higher peak capacities when 
sufficient spectrum is available and better coverage (including 
indoor coverage) since it can use a larger range of frequencies. 
But all in all, the SENDORA service is clearly a somewhat 
lower grade service than mobile broadband, and hence its 
subscription rates should also be somewhat lower. 

To find what a typical mobile broadband subscription rate 
could be, a simple survey of prices offered was done in a set of 
European countries in June 2010. The minimum and maximum 
subscription rates are 23.90 and 38.00 € / month respectively. 
The average rate is 31.9 € / month.  

We will assume that there is a moderate yearly reduction of 
the subscription fee. This reflects the trend that the operators 
often choose to increase the performance parameters such as 
the throughput and data allowance, and keep the fees fixed. 
However some reduction should still be expected due to the 
competition. We will assume an average yearly reduction of 

the subscription fees of 2%. We thus expect the average mobile 
broadband subscription fee to be about 28.7€ in 2015. 

To determine exactly how much lower the subscription rate 
for the SENDORA service will be, is of course very difficult. 
Hence any estimate will be very uncertain. We have chosen to 
assume a subscription rate for the SENDORA service of 20 € / 
month in 2015. This is about 30% lower than the expected 
average mobile broadband subscription fee. In reality there are 
important dependencies, like price elasticity between the 
mobile/nomadic broadband services from the other operators 
and the nomadic broadband services from the joint venture (i.e. 
if one operator increase its tariffs, it will get less users because 
of competition). These aspects are complicated and not taken 
into account in the business case calculations. 

As the model for the number of customers we will assume 
that the joint venture has 10,000 subscribers in 2015 (end of the 
year) and 100,000 subscribers in 2020. Since we assume that 
the city has 1 million inhabitants, this corresponds to assuming 
that 10% of the city’s population are subscribers of the joint 
venture operator in 2020. It is assumed that the number of 
subscribers as a function of time follows an S-curve often 
referred to as a generalized logistic curve or Richard’s curve. 
The number of subscribers at the end of each year in the study 
period is given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS AT THE END OF EACH YEAR 

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

#subscribers 10 000 25 785 40 894 59 951 80 654 100 000 

2) Revenues from selling sensor information 
The joint venture can also get income from selling sensor 

information to for instance other companies, the regulator or 
public authorities. Some examples of data that can be sold are: 

• Electromagnetic field strength measurements to 
monitor the exposure people in the area experience to 
such radiation. 

• Measurements of pollution level (e.g. to  detect illegal 
emissions from factories in the area) 

• Weather data (temperature, air pressure, wind speed, 
precipitation, etc.) 

• Spectrum holes (not utilized by the joint venture) 

The addition of such measurement capabilities can increase 
the price of the sensors. We will not assume any income from 
selling sensor information in the studied business cases. 

C. Sensor network related assumptions 

The sensor network related assumptions consists of the 
costs related to purchasing and operating the fixed sensor 
network and the fusion centre, and the possible costs for 
subsidizing user terminals with sensing capabilities. To 
calculate the CAPEX and OPEX for the fixed sensor network, 
it is necessary to know the number of sensors needed or 
equivalently the required fixed sensor density. 

1) Required sensor density 
One of the most important parameters for SENDORA 

systems is the required fixed sensor density. This parameter 
again depends on other parameters, like what sensing 
technology is used, what primary systems that must be detected 



 

 

and the regulatory requirements. Sensor density was especially 
studied in [10]. 

The fixed sensor density used in the business cases is based 
on results for a case study with LTE as the primary system. 
The parameter input set for the study is given in Table 2. Two 
input parameter sets are considered since the exact value of 
many of the input parameters is not known. The strict 
parameter set includes parameters that make sensing more 
challenging, while the loose parameter set relaxes some 
physical constraints and requirements.  

TABLE 2. PARAMETER INPUT SET FOR THE LTE CASE STUDY 

Case Study  LTE Strict LTE Loose 

Channel Model Parameters 

Path-loss exponent  4  3.5 

Tot. AWGN on sensed band  -96dBm  -100dBm 

Lognormal zero-mean shadowing  5dB  5dB 

Primary System Parameters 

Signal Bandwidth  5MHz  5MHz 

Signal Power  24dBm  24dBm 

Max. prob. of interference  10-6 10-3 

Interference radius 400 meter 300 meter 

Design Parameters 

Sensing Bandwidth Unit  200kHz  200kHz 

Sampling Frequency  400kHz  400kHz 

The following measures are defined:  

• Cognitive capacity: is the portion of narrow band 
bandwidth one cognitive user receives. For example, a 
cognitive capacity of 50% means 100 kHz bandwidth 
per cognitive user. 

• Probability of interference: the probability that a 
channel used by the primary system is miss-detected 
and allocated for a cognitive user. 

Furthermore, the following description of the networking 
environment applies: 

• Primary system load is characterized by the probability 
that a channel is used. 

• All sensors sense the same set of channels. 

• Channel allocation in the secondary system is modeled 
by the fair sharing of channels that are detected free. 

• Interference control is characterized by the interference 
radius, which is the minimum distance of primary and 
secondary transmitters, such as no primary receiver 
experiences interference, assuming fixed transmission 
power at both the primary and the secondary 
transmitters. Interference happens if a secondary 
transmitter within this radius transmits on the channel 
that is used by the primary system. 

The fixed sensors density required depends on density of 
user terminals. As the density of user terminals increase, they 
will provide more sensing information through their integrated 
sensing capability. But since capacity demand also increases 
with increasing user terminal density, more accurate sensing 
data is required. The obtained results for the strict and loose 
LTE scenarios are given in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.  
To optimize the business case the number of sensor sites 
should be minimized. As can be seen from Table 3 and Table 
4, minimum number of fixed sensors occurs when the cognitive 
user density is about 75 and 35 users/km2 respectively. 

TABLE 3. REQUIRED FIXED SENSOR DENSITY FOR DIFFERENT COGNITIVE USER 

DENSITIES FOR THE LTE STRICT CASE. PRIMARY SYSTEM LOAD IS 10% AND 

COGNITIVE CAPACITY 10%. ALL USER TERMINALS HAVE SENSING CAPABILITY. 

Secondary User Density  

[users/km2] 

Fixed sensor density [sensors/ 

km2] 

10 120 

25 122 

50 90 

75 75 

100 125 

150 170 

200 220 

300 450 

TABLE 4. REQUIRED FIXED SENSOR DENSITY FOR DIFFERENT COGNITIVE USER 

DENSITIES FOR THE LTE LOOSE CASE. PRIMARY SYSTEM LOAD IS 10% AND 

COGNITIVE CAPACITY 55%. ALL USER TERMINALS HAVE SENSING CAPABILITY. 

Secondary User Density  

[users/km2] 

Fixed sensor density [sensors/ 

km2] 

5 10.5 

10 8 

15 5 

25 4.5 

30 4 

35 1 

40 6 

50 25 

100 52 

In order to minimize the required fixed sensor density, the 
users can be divided into groups using different and disjoint 
sets of frequencies. The number of users in each group should 
be optimized such that the number of fixed sensor sites is 
minimized. For example, using the strict LTE results, if the 
number of users is 300 they can be divided into 4 groups each 
having 75 users. Each group uses a different set of frequencies, 
so they can be seen as 4 independent groups operating in 
parallel. Hence, from Table 3 it can be seen that it is sufficient 
to have 75 fixed sensor sites. However, at each site there must 
be sufficient sensing capacity to cover all 4 sets of frequencies. 

Figure 2 shows for the strict LTE case the minimum 
density of fixed sensor sites as a function of the secondary user 
density for a targeted cognitive capacity of 10%. The 
relationship between user density and fixed sensor density has 
been calculated from Table 3 by using linear interpolation. The 
corresponding curve for the loose LTE case is shown in Figure 
3. As can be seen from Figure 2, the required fixed sensor 
density for the strict LTE case is highest when the secondary 
user density is low. At each multiple of 75 users/km2, the 
required fixed sensor density takes its minimum value of 75 
sensors/km2. In between these multiples, the fixed sensor 
density has local maxima which become lower as the 
secondary user density increases.  

The number of cognitive terminals in an area varies 
randomly. The number shows both short term variations from 
one minute to the next as users enter and leave the area, 
medium term variations from high values during peak hours to 
low values during silent periods and long term variations from 
low values right after the network has been deployed to higher 
numbers as the operator gets more customers. The 
dimensioning of the fixed sensor network must be done in such 
a way that primary systems are given the required protection at 
all times. Hence, generally it is the maximum values shown in 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 that should be considered. 



 

 

 
Figure 2. Required fixed sensor density (sensors/km2) as a function of 

secondary user density (users/km2) for the strict LTE case. 

 
Figure 3. Required fixed sensor density (sensors/km2) as a function of 

secondary user density (users/km2) for the loose LTE case. 

The difference between the required fixed sensor density 
for the strict and loose LTE case is very large, which is partly 
due to the very different maximum interference probability 
requirements (10-6 versus 10-3). These requirements can be 
specified by the regulator or the cognitive operator can make 
an agreement on this depending on the situation. Since the 
probability of interference requirements probably will be set in 
an agreement between the owners of the joint venture, it should 
be expected that these requirements will be somewhat lower in 
this case than when the regulator specifies the requirements. 
Hence the required number of fixed sensors is expected to be 
somewhere between the maximum values shown in Figure 2 
and Figure 3 (i.e. 120 and 10.5 sensors/km2). We will use 65 
sensors/km2 in this business case, which represents the mean of 
the values for the strict LTE and loose LTE cases1. 

2) Fixed sensor network roll-out 
It is assumed that the fixed sensor network will be rolled 

out in three stages. In the first stage taking place in 2015, it will 
be rolled out in the downtown area. Then the fixed sensors will 
be deployed in the suburban areas of the city in two stages, the 
first in 2016 and the second in 2017. 

3) Fixed Sensor Price 
The complexity of a fixed sensor was estimated to be about 

the same as that of a Wi-Fi Access Point. In addition it must be 
taken into account that these sensors will be placed outdoors 
and must stand different types of weather conditions. With 
these inputs a natural assumption is that the price of a fixed 
sensor will be about the same as the price of an outdoor Wi-Fi 
Access Point. This price is typical several hundred Euro today. 

                                                           
1 Further details on the LTE study can be found in the coming deliverable 

D6.3 in the SENDORA project at http://www.sendora.eu. 

Taking into account technical development and price reduction 
expected from now until 2015, we will assume that the price of 
a fixed sensor is 300€ in 2015 decreasing to 177.1€ in 2020. 

4) Fixed Sensor Installation Costs 
The fixed sensor installation costs include truck roll, 

mounting the sensor, connect it to the mains and provide a 
wired or wireless connection. All fixed sensors in an area 
should be mounted at the same time to minimize the truck roll 
expenses. We will assume that one man will mount a sensor in 
1 hour on average including the time it takes to drive between 
the sensor sites, and that the hourly costs for him and the van is 
50€ in 2015 decreasing to 45.2€ in 2020. 

5) Fixed sensor operational costs 
The fixed sensor operational costs cover sensor site rental, 

power consumption and maintenance.  

It is important that the fixed sensors are robust with a very 
high mean time between failures. Most of the reconfiguration 
and adjustment of the sensors should be controlled through its 
wired or wireless sensor network connection. If a maintenance 
visit is required once every 3 years (36 months) on average and 
the cost of a maintenance visit is 50€, the average monthly 
costs would be 1.4€/month/sensor. 

We assume that a fixed sensor consumes 10W at average, 
giving a monthly electricity consumption of 7.2kWh. With a 
tariff of 0.30€/kWh, the monthly electricity costs is about 
2.2€/sensor/month. 

The average fixed sensor site rental cost is more difficult to 
estimate. The sensors will be relatively small of size similar to 
an outdoor Wi-Fi access point. They will typically be placed 
where there is an easy access to the mains, for example at top 
of lamp posts. We estimate the average sensor site rental to be 
in the order of 10€/month/sensor. Based on these 
considerations we assume that the total fixed sensor operational 
costs is 15 €/month/sensor in 2015 decreasing to 13.6€ in 2020. 

6) Fusion centre costs 
The fusion centre costs consist of the purchasing, 

installation and operational costs. We assume that one fusion 
centre is sufficient and that this is located at the joint ventures 
office so that the place rental, electricity costs and maintenance 
are included in the company’s general operating costs. The 
fusion centre will consist of a powerful computer with high 
communication capacity. We will assume that the price for the 
fusion centre is 150,000 € and installation costs are 10,000 €. 

7) Subsidization of user terminals 
Having sensing capabilities in the terminals can reduce the 

need for fixed sensors. Hence, it can be a good idea for a 
SENDORA operator to subsidize user terminals with sensing 
capability to reduce costs for the fixed sensor network. 
However, we will not consider such subsidies in the business 
case calculations. 

D. Cognitive radio access related assumptions 

The CR access related assumptions consists of the costs for 
installing and operating the CR BSs and for establishing new 
BSs sites. 
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1) Number of cognitive base stations 
The geographical density of BSs for 

systems is assumed to be similar to that for mobile broadband 
networks. Hence, a SENDORA operator that can exploit 
sites of a mobile broadband operator as in the joint venture case 
can often get the required coverage and capac
having to establish any new BS sites.  

The number of cognitive BSs required in the targeted city is 
assumed to increase from 50 the first year to 450 after 5 years. 
These numbers are based on operator experience from 
deploying 3G cellular networks. 

TABLE 5 NUMBER OF COGNITIVE BSS DEPLOYED AT THE E

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

#Cognitive BSs 50 175 250 350

As the base case it is assumed that the operator will get 
sufficient capacity and coverage by sharing infrastructure with 
the operators behind the joint venture, such that it is not 
necessary to establish new BS sites. Establishment of new 
sites will however be considered in the sensitivity analysis.

2) Costs for installation of cognitive functionality in 
It is assumed that at least one of the owners of the joint 

venture is a cellular operator having an infrastructure of 
and backhaul in the area. The joint venture operator can 
outsource cognitive BS functionality to the cellular opera
The cellular operators can update their BSs, which by 2015 is 
based on software defined radio solutions. 
the costs for updating/upgrading a BS
functionalities is 5,000€ in 2015 decreasing to 2,953€ in 2020.

3) Cost for establishing new sites 
If updating/upgrading existing BS 

functionality does not give the required coverage 
it will be necessary for the SENDORA operator to establish 
new sites. The cost for establishing a site consists of costs for 
identifying and acquiring the site, building the antennas
housing and providing it with power and backhaul.

It will be assumed that the costs for establishing a
SENDORA BS site is comparable to that of establishing a new 
3G cellular BS site. Based on operators’ experience we will 
estimate this cost to be 60,000€. In the base case it is assumed 
that no new sites are required. 

4) Costs for cognitive base station maintenance, backhaul 

rental and site rental 
The costs associated with renting the 

backhaul capacity and maintaining the BS 
1,000€/month/site in 2015, decreasing to 904€/month/site in 
2020. 

5) General OPEX 
This OPEX reflects the general efficiency of the joint 

venture and covers e.g. customer acquisition (sal
marketing) costs and general operation of the company. Its 
value is highly uncertain and difficult to benchmark due to 
different accounting principles in different companies and 
countries. It is mostly independent of the SENDORA concept. 
The value used for general OPEX is 8€/subscriber/month in 
2015 decreasing to 5.6€ in 2020. 
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marketing) costs and general operation of the company. Its 
value is highly uncertain and difficult to benchmark due to 
different accounting principles in different companies and 
countries. It is mostly independent of the SENDORA concept. 
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VI. BUSINESS CASE 

The main idea behind this business case 
Figure 4 is that several spectrum owners establish a joint 
venture and this joint venture gets the rights to use the 
“unused” spectrum resources of all those spectrum owners in a 
cognitive way based on the SENDORA concept. 

Figure 4. A number of spectrum owners form a joint venture operato
the rights to use the “unused” spectrum resources of all those spectrum owners 

in a cognitive way based on the SENDORA concept

The joint venture will build a fixed sensor network and will 
provide a cognitive nomadic broadband service in the “un
spectrum. The business case is calculated from the point of 
view of this joint venture 
establish the joint venture and hope to get the invested money 
back by receiving dividends from the joint venture. The 
success criterion could be for example
(time until accumulated cash flow turns positive) is less than 
five years. 

The spectrum owners can be of different types, for example 
companies having bought spectrum just as an investment, 
cellular operators and broadcast operators. However, it is 
assumed that at least one of the spectrum owners is a cellular 
operator having an infrastructure, including backhaul and 
in the area. Then the joint venture can reuse this infrastructure 
by leasing CR access functionality and backhaul capacity from 
the cellular operator. 

Due to the close connection between the joint venture and 
the owners of the spectrum used, it can be expected that the 
maximum levels of interference accepted by the spectrum 
owners can be somewhat relaxed compared to the case where 
the spectrum owners do not get any economical benefits for the 
secondary use of their spectrum.

The joint venture represents a practical way of dividing the 
incomes and expenses of the 
spectrum owners. The composition of the joint venture is very 
important and should ensure both that the 
access to sufficient spectrum resources and that there are little 
need to build new infrastructure (e.g. 

From a strategic point of view s
much used today. However, it can be seen as a natural 
extension of infrastructure sharing, which used to be limited to 
sharing of non-electronic infrastructure (e.g. antenna mast) but 
has now been extended to sharing of electronic in
Sharing important network elements like 
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electronic infrastructure (e.g. antenna mast) but 
has now been extended to sharing of electronic infrastructure. 
Sharing important network elements like BSs was almost 



 

 

unthinkable from a strategic point of view only a few years ago 
but is now becoming increasingly popular. 

From a regulatory point of view, this business case is 
probably one of the easiest to implement since the joint venture 
operator uses only the owning companies’ spectrum. Hence, 
the main regulation of acceptable interference can be done 
among the joint venture owners and little coordination is 
required with external spectrum owners. If technology neutral 
regulations applies to for the frequencies used by the joint 
venture operator, there should be no or little need for 
coordination and for getting permissions from the regulator. 

A. Base case 

The business case calculation was first done with the 
assumptions given and explained in the previous sections. By 
combining costs (CAPEX and OPEX) with revenues the yearly 
cash flows and standard profitability indicators, like NPV, IRR 
and pay-back period, was calculated. For the definition of 
these, please refer to section IV. 

It is important to emphasize that SENDORA is an 
innovative concept and much research remains before it 
becomes a mature technology. This means that many basic 
assumptions in the business case calculations will remain 
uncertain for a long time. Hence, the results will not give 
definite answers but only indications to whether it is possible to 
make business utilizing the SENDORA concept. 

 
Figure 5. Accumulated cash flow for the “Spectrum Sharing” business case. 

Figure 5 shows the accumulated cash flow for the study 
period 2015 – 2020 with the assumptions given in the previous 
sections. NPV for the study period 2015-2020 is 1,36 million 
Euro,  IRR is 16 % and the pay-pack period is about 5 years. 

The accumulated cash flow and the associated economical 
results are quite similar to many others telecommunication 
infrastructure projects. That means that it will be tough and a 
long-term business case, where the operator (joint venture) 
must be patient and have financial strength with long term 
financing to wait a longer period for the return on investment. 

B. Sensitivity analysis 

As already underlined, the input assumptions for this kind 
of future oriented business case are uncertain. Therefore it is 
interesting to see how changes of the value of different 
parameters affect the results. 

There are many aspects, which are independent of the 
SENDORA concept, but have crucial influence on the 
profitability. Examples of these are the operational efficiency 
of the joint venture (influencing OPEX) and the competition 

situations (influencing ARPU and number of customers). We 
do not evaluate these aspects further, except doing sensitivity 
analysis on ARPU, but concentrate on aspects where the 
SENDORA concept has crucial influence. 

Sensitivity analysis is done here by changing the value of 
one critical input parameter and showing how the economical 
results are changing. All other input parameters are as in the 
“Base case”. NPV is used as the indicator of profitability. 

1) Fixed sensor density 
Since the novel idea in SENDORA is to combine CR with 

sensor networks, the required number of fixed sensor per km2 
is one of the most crucial parameters for the SENDORA 
approach. Also, as explained in Section V.C, there are large 
uncertainties associated with this number. For example is it 
uncertain what probability of interference the spectrum owners 
will accept. 

TABLE 6 NPV SENSITIVITY FOR CHANGES TO THE FIXED SENSOR DENSITY 

# fixed sensors per km2 NPV [MEuro] 

10 11.44 

30 7.77 

65 1.36 
72 0 
120 -8.72 

Table 6 lists NPV for different values of the fixed sensor 
density. As can be seen, the business case is very sensitive to 
changes in this parameter. Just by increasing the sensor density 
from 65 to 72 sensors/km2, which is a very small change from 
a technical perspective, the NPV starts getting negative.  

In section V.C the fixed sensor density for two cases, strict 
LTE and loose LTE, were presented. The required sensor 
densities ranged from 10.5 sensors/km2 in the loose LTE case 
to 120 sensors/km2 in the strict LTE case. Clearly, these values 
give extremely different results for the business case. 

The fixed sensor density requirement can for example be 
reduced by employing more advanced sensing techniques or 
complementing sensing data with other information (e.g. from 
the primary operators). Also, this analysis shows that it is 
important that regulators and spectrum owners have this in 
mind when deciding on the interference probability limits. 

2) Fixed sensor price 
Sensitivity analysis of the fixed sensor price is interesting 

since it concerns the sensor network, which is central to the 
SENDORA concept. The price for a fixed sensor is uncertain 
since such equipment has not been produced yet, but is still 
researched on and exists as prototypes at best. The price used 
in the base case was derived by comparing it to outdoor Wi-Fi 
access points, which is expected to have similar complexity 
and enclosure requirements. 

TABLE 7 NPV SENSITIVITY FOR CHANGES TO FIXED SENSOR PRICE  

Fixed sensor price [Euro] NPV [MEuro] 

50 3.98 

150 2.93 

300 1.36 

430 0 

500 -0.74 

700 -2.84 

1000 -5.99 



 

 

Table 7 lists the NPV for different values of the fixed 
sensor price. It can be seen that the fixed sensor price must be 
raised from 300€ to 430€ (43%) before the NPV gets negative. 
A similar moderate change in the NPV can be seen if the price 
is halved from the base case value. 

It can be concluded that the fixed sensor price is not the 
most sensitive parameter, but still important. It will be a 
challenge to meet the cost assumptions used in the base case, 
but moderate deviations (say ±10%) from this is not critical for 
the business case. 

3) Fixed sensor OPEX 
The operating cost of fixed sensors (electricity, 

maintenance, sensor site rental) is a very uncertain parameter, 
especially the sensor site rental component. It is important to 
determine the sensitivity of the business case for this parameter 
to assess the importance of fixed sensor power consumption, 
durability and space requirements. 

TABLE 8 NPV SENSITIVITY FOR CHANGES TO THE FIXED SENSOR OPEX 

Fixed sensor OPEX [€/month/sensor] NPV [MEuro] 

5.0 6.82 

10.0 4.09 

15.0 1.36 

17.5 0 

20.0 -1.37 

25.0 -4.10 

Table 8 lists NPV for different values of the fixed sensor 
OPEX. It can be seen that if the OPEX is increased from 15 to 
17.5€/month/sensor, the NPV starts getting negative. This is a 
small increase (16%); much smaller than the uncertainty of this 
parameter. Hence, this is a parameter that a CR operator must 
have under control before deciding to build such a network. 

The high sensitivity for this parameter shows that it is 
critical that the fixed sensor power consumption is low and that 
the mean time between failures is long. The first requirement 
can be achieved by exploiting the appropriate integrated circuit 
technologies, while the second requirement can be met by 
ensuring that the sensors have high quality and integrate “self-
healing” capabilities in the units. 

4) Share of new sites 
In this business case it is assumed that at least one of the 

spectrum owners owning the joint venture is a cellular 
operator, and that the joint venture operator can exploit the 
existing infrastructure (e.g. sites, BSs and backhaul). However, 
it might turn out that it is necessary to establish some new sites 
in addition to the existing ones in order to get the wanted 
coverage and capacity.  

In the base case it is assumed that no new sites are built. In 
a real situation this assumption might turn out to be optimistic, 
and it is hence interesting to see how the business case is 
affected if different shares of the sites are new sites. 

Table 9 lists the NPV for different shares of new sites. It 
can be seen that the NPV starts getting negative if the share of 
new sites exceeds 6%. If a large part of the sites are new sites, 
the business case will be strongly negative. Hence, it is 
important that new sites are avoided. However, if the share of 
new sites can be limited to a few percent, the business case will 
be only moderately affected. 

TABLE 9 NPV SENSITIVITY FOR CHANGES TO THE SHARE OF NEW SITES  

Share of new sites NPV [million Euro] 

0 % 1.36 

6 % 0.00 

10 % -0.89 

20 % -3.03 

30 % -5.28 

40 % -7.43 

50 % -9,67 

5) Subscription fee 
An important parameter for the business case is the 

subscription fee, also called the ARPU. This is a parameter that 
depends mostly on what price level that is formed in the market 
for wireless broadband services, and is therefore not directly 
related to the SENDORA concept. However, the ARPU 
depends on how the customers grade the service provided by 
the SENDORA network. If the joint venture operator is able to 
provide a service which is better than assumed here, the ARPU 
will be higher than assumed in the base case. If the grade of the 
service provided is lower than assumed, the ARPU will be 
lower than in the base case. 

TABLE 10 NPV SENSITIVITY FOR CHANGES TO THE ARPU  

ARPU [€/month] NPV [MEuro] 

15.0 -9.33 

18.0 -2.92 

19.4 0 

20.0 1.36 

25.0 12.04 

Table 10 lists the NPV for different ARPUs. It can be seen 
that the ARPU is a very critical parameter for the business 
case. The NPV starts getting negative after a reduction of the 
ARPU with only 3%. Larger changes of the ARPU give 
dramatic changes of the NPV. 

The ARPU assumption used in the base case was based on 
a comparison with current mobile broadband subscription fees.  
Since it is uncertain how much lower the subscription fee for a 
SENDORA service will be, this assumption is much more than 
a few percent uncertain. This results shows that it is of crucial 
importance to be able to offer a service that is preferably better, 
or at least not much worse, than that of mobile broadband 
services with respect to average and peak capacity, coverage, 
delay, QoS, etc. 

VII. BUSINESS CASE 2: SPECTRUM BROKER 

This business case will be calculated from the point of view 
of a spectrum broker. The spectrum broker is an entity that 
deploys (builds and operates) a sensor network and sells either 
sensing information or information on spectrum usage 
opportunities to one or more CR operators. It is assumed that 
the spectrum broker is only charging money to cover its 
expenses, that is it is assumed that its revenues should be such 
that the broker will have NPV = 0 for the study period 2015-
2020 for building and operating the fixed sensor network. This 
non-profit broker could be the regulator or an entity set up by 
the government or local authorities. 

This business case scenario is more challenging than the 
previous business case from a regulatory point of view. CR 
operation must be allowed in the spectrum used and there must 
be sufficient amounts of such spectrum available to allow a 



 

 

small number of CR operators to offer an attractive service 
with these spectrum resources. The regulatory process for 
opening frequency bands for cognitive operation can be 
complex and take long time, where multiple stake holders are 
consulted and detailed rules governing the CR operation have 
to be developed. 

It is assumed that the spectrum broker or the CR operators 
will not pay anything to the owners of the spectrum. Since the 
spectrum owners are not part of this specific SENDORA 
ecosystem and they will not get any compensation when others 
are using their spectrum, it is fair to assume that they should 
not experience any noticeable interference from the cognitive 
operation. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that there will 
be stringent requirements for the interference generated into the 
primary systems.  Taking into account the results on the 
required fixed sensor density presented in section V.C, we will 
use the strict LTE case as the basis for the assumptions made. 
Hence, it will be assumed that the spectrum broker must deploy 
120 sensors/km2 both in the downtown area and the suburban 
area of the city. 

The marginal (additional) OPEX for the broker to handle 
the relations to the cognitive operators is set to 200,000 €/year. 

All other assumptions regarding sensor network establishment 
and operation are the same as in the first business case. The 
broker is not a cognitive operator, so all items related to 
cognitive operation is not included to this case. 

This business case will only give one results, and that is 
how much the broker must charge from the CR operators in 
order to have NPV=0 for the study period 2015-2020. This 
number will be an important input to the next business case, 
which considers a new CR operator that will use information of 
vacant spectrum from the broker. 

Since it takes some time for the broker to build the fixed 
sensor network, the service it can provide to the CR operators 
will be reduced in the start. To take this into account we 
assume that the broker will only charge half of the yearly fee 
the first year.  

The business case calculations shows that the fees the 
broker must charge from the CR operators using his 
information are 2,693,000€ in 2015 and 5,386,000€ for each of 
the remaining years. 

VIII. BUSINESS CASE 3: NEW ENTRANT 

This business case takes the perspective of a new CR 
operator that does not have any existing infrastructure or 
frequency licenses in the area in question. The operator wants 
to use a SENDORA system to offer a nomadic mobile 
broadband service. 

The new entrant will build a CR access network, both by 
sharing infrastructure with existing wireless operators in the 
area and by building new BS sites. The spectrum needed will 
be borrowed or rented from the spectrum broker addressed in 
Section VII. It is assumed that the spectrum broker has 
deployed a sensor network and all related infrastructure, so the 
operator does not have to deploy a sensor network itself. 
However, the cognitive terminals will have sensing capability 

that the operator might use to improve the quality and 
resolution of the information received from the broker.  

The business case of a new SENDORA operator is 
somewhat similar to a corresponding business case of a new 
mobile broadband operator, e.g. a new LTE operator. The 
difference is that a new mobile broadband operator has to 
acquire a spectrum license, while the SENDORA operator will 
base its operation on borrowed or rented spectrum. 

All revenue assumptions (number of customers and ARPU) 
for this business case are the same as for the spectrum sharing 
business case presented in section VI. The main difference is 
that the new entrant will not have to build and operate a sensor 
network as the joint venture operator does, but it can utilize the 
sensor network information either for free (base case for new 
entrant) or by paying to the broker an annual fee (section VII). 
When building and operating the cognitive network we assume 
that the new entrant in some aspects will have higher costs than 
the joint venture: 

• The SENDORA operator has to establish new BS sites 
for 20% of the BSs needed (the total  number of BSs is 
the same as in the joint venture case, see Table 5). It is 
assumed that it costs 60,000 € to establish a new site. 

• For the cognitive functionalities in the BSs 10,000 € 
(decreasing to 5,905 € in 2020) is assumed for 
equipping it with the needed CR BS components 
(antennas, modems, amplifiers, etc.). In the joint 
venture case a lower value (5,000€) is used. 

• The new CR operator has to pay a 50% higher rent for 
sharing infrastructure with the existing operators in the 
area than in the spectrum sharing business case from 
section VI. It is assumed that the new entrant must pay a 
rent to other operators for sharing the BS site, 
maintenance expenses and backhaul sharing of 1,500 
€/month/BS site decreasing to 1,356 € in 2020. 

As the base case we will assume that the new entrant do not 
have to pay anything for the spectrum. This means that the 
broker must cover the costs of building and operating the 
sensor network, i.e. this has then to be financed by public 
money. The base case will however be complemented with a 
sensitivity analysis to assess how the business case is affected 
if the operator has to pay for using the spectrum. In this case 
the price that the new cognitive operator has to pay for the 
spectrum will be derived from the revenue the broker, 
presented in the business case in section VII, must have in 
order to get NPV=0 in the study period 2015-2020. This cost 
might be shared with other CR operators in the area also using 
sensing information from the broker.  

Figure 6 shows accumulated cash flow for the base case. 
NPV for the study period 2015-2020 is 0.61 million Euro, IRR 
is 14 % and the pay-pack period is somewhat less than 5 years. 
This case is even more uncertain than the spectrum sharing 
case (section VI) and it is quite impossible to state on a general 
level how profitable a new entrant could be. It depends on local 
conditions, efficiency of the new entrant, competition situation, 
timing, regulatory conditions etc. It is important to note that in 
this base case the new entrant do not have any spectrum costs, 
which may be an unrealistic assumption even on a longer term.  



 

 

 
Figure 6 Accumulated cash flow for the base case 

A sensitivity analysis was performed for the number of new 
BS sites and for having to pay for the spectrum. Table 11 lists 
the NPV for different shares of new BS sites.  

TABLE 11 NPV SENSITIVITY FOR CHANGES TO THE SHARE OF NEW BS SITES 

Share of new BS sites NPV [million Euro] 

0 % 5,00 

20 % 0,61 

22 % 0 

40 % -3,78 

100 % -16,96 

The table shows that the NPV starts getting negative when 
the share of new sites is increased from 20% to 22%. The 
uncertainty of how many new sites that is required is typically 
much larger than this. Hence, this is a parameter that a new 
entrant must have good control of. If the share of new sites can 
be reduced below the 20% assumed in the base case, it will 
affect the business case very positively. 

TABLE 12 NPV WHEN A NEW ENTRANT HAS TO PAY FOR THE SPECTRUM FOR 

DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF COGNITIVE RADIO OPERATORS IN THE AREA 

# CR operators in the area NPV [MEuro] 

1 -22,50 

2 -10,95 

3 -7,09 

4 -5,17 

Table 12 lists NPV when the new entrant has to pay for the 
spectrum for different numbers of CR operators in the area 
(when number of operators is 1, the new entrant is the only 
cognitive operator in the area). It can be seen that the business 
case is negative if the new entrant has to pay the broker for 
spectrum information, even if the broker’s costs are divided 
between 4 cognitive operators in the area. Taking into account 
the market share that has been assumed (100,000 subscribers in 
2020 of a population of 1 million), it is even unrealistic to 
assume that there will be room for four CR operators. Two or 
three operators are probably the most realistic numbers. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposed and evaluated three business case 
scenarios for deployment of a sensor network aided cognitive 
radio system studied in a typical European city; a spectrum 
sharing, a spectrum broker and a new entrant business case 
scenario. Traditional cash flow analysis was used to get an 
indication of profitability and sensitivity analysis was used to 
identify critical parameters of the system due to large 
uncertainties in the input parameters.  

It should be noted in the conclusions that the main value of 
these business case calculations is the identification of critical 

aspects for profitability of a sensor network aided CR system, 
so that future technical R&D work can focus on them. The 
most critical aspects influencing the profitability were required 
fixed sensor density and fixed sensor OPEX, where the former 
depends strongly on what interference limits are set to protect 
the primary operators. By using different, but all realistic, 
values for interference limits, it was shown that the required 
density of fixed sensors could vary by a factor of 10 or more, 
which indicates that it is important that regulators and spectrum 
owners consider this when deciding on interference probability 
limits. The high sensitivity for the fixed sensor OPEX showed 
that it is critical that the fixed sensor power consumption is low 
and that the mean time between failures is long. 

The spectrum sharing business case is probably one of the 
best possible cases for the studied system because the joint 
venture operator has free access to frequency resources of the 
mother companies, detailed knowledge of the primary systems 
and good possibilities for sharing infrastructure with the 
operators owning the spectrum. The new entrant business case 
scenario is most challenging to make viable, if the new entrant 
has to pay the broker what he needs for covering his expenses, 
the business case gets strongly negative even when these 
expenses are shared with three other cognitive operators also 
using information from the broker. 
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Abstract To exploit spectrum resources on a secondary
basis, a Sensor Network Aided Cognitive Radio Net-

work uses a wireless sensor network that assists a sec-

ondary cognitive radio network by providing informa-

tion about the current primary spectrum occupancy.

In this paper we determine the performance for differ-
ent cell sizes when considering the costs for deployment

of base stations in a secondary network that exploits

spectrum holes identified by the wireless sensor net-

work. The secondary base station is deployed co-located
with a mobile primary network that uses a cellular reuse

pattern with seven frequencies. Performance of the sec-

ondary system and impact on the primary system are

mainly studied in terms of throughput, packet loss and

coverage when using spectrum holes in the space, time
and frequency domains. Especially, we find that the cell

size and configured transmit powers for the secondary

system are important for optimal system performance,

and that smaller cell sizes and less expensive base sta-
tions for the secondary system are beneficial. The im-

pact on primary system performance was found to be

low, but that optimal tuning of the sensor network is

important.
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1 Introduction

Cognitive radio (CR) and spectrum sensing are con-

sidered as promising concepts to exploit the spectrum

resources more efficiently by dynamically utilizing radio

spectrum not utilized by primary networks, referred to
as spectrum holes. A wireless sensor network (WSN),

not necessarily embedded in the CR, can be deployed

to detect spectrum holes and report to the secondary

system as proposed in the EU FP7 project SENDORA
[1,17]. In this paper we will refer to the SENDORA sys-

tem as a Sensor Network Aided Cognitive Radio system

where the secondary CR system uses a WSN to detect

spectrum holes. Input on real time spectrum monitor-

ing by using a separate low cost WSN was recently also
requested by FCC [8].

In [13], we studied the system level performance of
an example SENDORA system for different secondary

cell sizes. A total performance study of the SENDORA

system is complex to achieve with analytical modelling,

hence the system level simulator ns-2 was used. In this

paper we build on that work and present an elaborative
and complete study. All parts of the SENDORA system

are implemented in the simulator; a primary network,

a centralized secondary network, a WSN and a central-

ized fusion centre (FC). The FC aggregates spectrum
measurements from the sensors and allocates a chan-

nel to the secondary network. Furthermore, to get a

detailed picture of performance we implement realistic

network topologies, traffic models and the whole pro-

tocol stack of the secondary and primary systems with
actual transport, network, link and physical layers.

In [11] we found that a high degree of co-location of
secondary and primary base stations (BSs) is very im-

portant in order to achieve a positive business case for a

SENDORA system. For the study in [11], it was found
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that more than 6% increase in number of non co-located

cells would lead to a negative business case. Therefore

the main focus of this study is to determine the perfor-

mance for different cell sizes and transmit power levels

when considering the costs for deployment of the sec-
ondary network when co-located with a primary net-

work. A realistic network scenario is considered where

the primary network uses a cellular reuse pattern with

seven frequencies.
Achievable rate for point-to-point communication

using a potential spectrum hole in a frequency planned

primary network was studied in [5] by using monte-

carlo simulations. It was found that spectrum holes get

saturated quite fast due to interference among cogni-
tive users. Similar studies were performed in [14] for

a single cell and in [16] for a frequency planned net-

work. These works assumed a reduction in primary cell

size as a compromise for the primary system to allow
secondary users (SUs) and that the SUs can perfectly

judge the distance to the primary users (PUs). In this

paper, we consider a point-to-multipoint network, a re-

alistic channel model and that PUs are mobile such that

the considered spectrum holes [18] change dynamically
in time and space. An interference requirement to allow

secondary operation uses a constraint on interference at

the PU [9,10,19], estimated by the FC by querying the

WSN for presence of PUs.
The main focus and contribution of this paper is on

determining realistic network performance for different

cell sizes when considering costs for deployment in a

SENDORA system by simulations, and on how spec-

trum holes can be exploited while respecting primary
system interference constraints. Impact on the primary

system performance will also be studied. It should also

be noted that the objective of this paper is not on op-

timization of algorithms.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as fol-

lows: Section 2 gives an overview of the SENDORA

system. The network scenario considered is described

and the necessary parameters and constraints are de-

rived in Section 3. In section 4, we present and motivate
the simulation scenarios that will be studied in detail.

An analytical estimation of service range and coverage

is given in Section 5 before the simulation results and

performance evaluation are presented in Section 6. Fi-
nally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 Sensor Network Aided Cognitive Radio
System

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the SENDORA system con-

sisting of four main parts; the primary network which

in this case is WiMAX, the secondary network which in

this case is a modified version of WiMAX with SENDORA

functions implemented, the WSN and the centralized

FC.

To get a channel allocation, the secondary network

consults the FC which has the total responsibility for
communicating with the WSN. The FC then allocates

an available channel to the secondary system based on

sensing results. The simulation model for the primary

and secondary networks uses an ns-2 implementation
of WiMAX [2] developed in WiMAX Forum. The FC

and WSN are also implemented in ns-2. Each part of

the SENDORA system will be described in the sequel

of this section.

Primary BS

(WiMAX)

Primary

User

Primary

User

Secondary BS

(Modified WiMAX)

Sensor SensorSensor

Fusion Centre

Secondary

User

Secondary

User

Fig. 1 System Model

2.1 Primary System

To simulate the primary system, we use the WiMAX
ns-2 model developed in WiMAX Forum which is based

on the IEEE 802.16e [3] standard. The model includes

a very detailed model of the MAC and also a good

model of the PHY layers. The main parameters given
in Table 1 are common for the primary and secondary

systems. WiMAX uses orthogonal frequency division

multiple access (OFDMA) and time division duplex

(TDD) with 5 milliseconds OFDMA frames. Operat-

ing frequency is in the 2GHz band and the channel
bandwidth is 10 MHz with a total of 1024 subcarriers.

2.2 Wireless Sensor Network

The WSN is deployed in a rectangular grid and provides
information about spectrum occupancy in the area where

the secondary network is deployed. Each sensor senses

all the primary frequency bands. Furthermore, the sen-

sors are energy detectors. Therefore the WSN needs to
synchronize quiet periods with the secondary system,

which are time periods of a certain length with certain

intervals in between when the secondary system stops
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Table 1 Parameters for both primary and secondary systems

Parameter Value

Frequency 2 GHz
Channel bandwidth 10 MHz
FFT size 1024
Duplexing method TDD
OFDMA Frame size 5 ms
DL:UL ratio 2:1
Modulation types BPSK, QPSK, {16,64}-QAM
FEC rates 1/2, 2/3, 3/4
Cyclic prefix mode 1/4
OFDM mapping Vertical striping
Total subcarriers used 840
Guard & null subcarriers 184
Pilot subcarriers DL: 120, UL: 280
Data subcarriers DL: 720, UL: 560
Subcarrriers/subchannel DL: 24, UL: 28
Subchannels DL: 30, UL: 35
OFDMA symbols/frame 48
Subcarrier allocation Partially Used Subcar. Alloc.
Sensing Energy detection
Sensing period 30 ms
Sensing interval 0.5 second

transmitting and the sensors senses primary activity.

The WSN communicates its sensing result to the FC

responsible for allocating frequencies to the secondary
system.

Since the primary mobile WiMAX network is a slot-

ted system with periodic MAC frames of 5 milliseconds
where signals are transmitted irrespective of PU activ-

ity due to management traffic, the WSN uses real-time

local sensing outcomes generated for each OFDMA frame

during the sensing period. After the sensing period, the

maximum received signal strength from these sensing
results is reported to the FC. Sensing periods of 30 mil-

liseconds are scheduled at specific time intervals each

0.5th second. Each sensor measures activity on all po-

tential channels for use by the secondary system. A
common control channel is used for reporting sensing

measurements.

2.3 Fusion Centre

The FC collects information from the sensors and will

at any time have a near real-time overview of the spec-

trum occupancy for the area covered by the WSN. Upon

spectrum request from the secondary system, the FC
uses an algorithm that consults a matrix containing

spectrum usage measurements for all potential channels

from all sensors in order to allocate available channels to

the secondary system. Each matrix element represents
a sensor in the WSN. Required functions for receiving

sensor reports, calculating the spectrum map, manag-

ing allocations and communicating with the secondary

system are implemented in the FC. The channel allo-

cation algorithm allocates one of the available channels

not used by the primary system.

2.4 Secondary System

The secondary system is also based on WiMAX and

the ns-2 simulator model developed in WiMAX Forum.
The simulator model is modified with new functional-

ity required to operate as a secondary cognitive radio

system. A centralized secondary network that consists

of a secondary BS and a set of SUs is considered. The

secondary system communicates with the FC in order
to obtain a vacant channel for communication.

Two main cognitive functions are implemented in

the secondary system. The first is a cognitive actua-

tion module that communicates with the FC to obtain
an available frequency allocation and thereafter actu-

ates this in the secondary system. The second is time

synchronization with the WSN for quiet periods during

which the WSN can measure primary activity.

For the cognitive actuation module, the secondary
BS communicates with the FC to obtain an available

frequency for its coverage area and informs the SUs

about the operating frequency. The BS is not aware of

the SU coverage area and therefore the SU also queries

the FC to check if the allocated frequency is available
for it. If the frequency is not available for one of the

SUs, the affected SU notifies the BS which queries the

FC for a new frequency.

3 Network Model

The considered network scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2,

where the primary network uses hexagonal cells without
sectorization. There are totally 7 frequencies from F1 to

F7, in the 2GHz band. The primary network operator

uses totally 70MHz, 7 bands of 10MHz. The secondary

system consists of one BS cell co-located with one of
the primary BSs illustrated by the BS with two anten-

nas in Fig. 2. The secondary BS and its SUs will use

one of the frequencies F2-F7 if available, where F1 not

will be used because the primary BS and PUs of that

cell will be within interference range. Both primary and
secondary BS and subscriber station heights are set to

30 and 1.5meters respectively. The distance between

primary BSs is 2 km and with hexagonal shaped cells

the radius is 1.15 km. It is assumed that the primary
system is noise limited. There are 65 sensors/km2 [11].

In the remainder of this section we estimate simulation

parameters to be used for this scenario.
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Fig. 2 Network Design

3.1 Path Loss and Channel Model

The COST Hata model [7] is valid for distances above

1 km and the Cost Walfish-Ikegami (WI) [7] for dis-

tances above 20m. Both models are valid for the 2 GHz
frequency band. We use a path loss model which agrees

with the COST-WI line-of-sight model for short dis-

tances d and with the COST Hata model at distance

above 1 km:

a = PWI
L (1km), (1)

b = PHata
L (1km),

PL =

{
PWI

L + d(b − a), d < 1km,

PHata
L , d ≥ 1km

(2)

The COST Hata model is defined as:

PHata
L (d) = 46.3 + 33.9 log10(fc) − 13.82 log10(ht) (3)

− a(hr) + (44.9 − 6.55 log10(ht)) log10(d) + CM,

where d is the distance in kilometers, fc is the cen-
ter frequency in MHz, ht and hr are BS and subscriber

station height in meters respectively, CM is a correction

factor dependent on surrounding areas (3 for metropoli-

tan and 0 for suburban area),

a(hr) = (1.1 log10(fc) − 0.7)hr − (1.56 log10(fc) − 0.8),

(4)

is the correction factor for a medium sized city.
The COST-WI LOS model is defined as:

PWI
L (d) = 42.6 + 26 log10(d) + 20 log10(fc). (5)

The channel model implemented in the OFDMA
module in the ns-2 simulator is the path loss model de-

scribed above combined with a Clarke-Gans implemen-

tation of Rayleigh Fading. Doppler effects are included

to capture effects of node mobility and fast fading is

included by modeling the channel as a Rayleigh fad-

ing channel with multiple taps as described by the ITU

Pedestrian A model [15]. The path loss component is

computed during simulation whereas the fast fading is
computed prior to simulation.

Interference modelling in the ns-2 simulator is done

at the subcarrier level by capturing packets from all

transmitters in the system, both from secondary and
primary nodes. When the received signal to interference

plus noise ratio (SINR) on each subcarrier is calculated

for each packet, a decision is made to further process

or drop the packet. This is done by first finding the

EESM (exponential effective SIR mapping) [4] to get
the effective SINR and then extracting the block error

rate (BLER) from the SINR, modulation and coding

rate and block size. Based on the BLER value a decision

is made whether to drop the packet or not. Please refer
to [2] for details on the OFDMA implementation and

interference modelling.

3.2 Primary System Transmit Power

The required transmit power Pt for the primary BS

with antenna gain Gt when transmitting to a PU with
antenna gain Gr at cell edge of a cell with radius rp, is

given by:

Pr = Pt + Gt + Gr − PL(rp) − X, (6)

where PL(rp) is the estimated path loss between BS and

PU at cell edge with Eq. (2) and X is a gaussian dis-
tributed random variable with zero mean and standard

deviation 8 dB representing shadow fading.

Due to limitations in the simulator, only omni-directional

BS and user terminal antennas can be used. We there-
fore assume that both the BS and user terminal antenna

have a gain of 0 dBi. As a result, the calculated trans-

mission powers will be larger than in a real scenario

with directional antennas.

The primary system uses QPSK modulation and
forward error correction (FEC) coding rate 1/2, which

requires a minimum received signal to noise ratio (SNR)
Cr

N = 2.46dB. The primary system is assumed to be

designed to have a cell edge coverage of 75%, which ap-
proximately corresponds to an area coverage of 90% [6].

The required received power at the PU in dBW is then:

Pr = (
Cr

N
) + N =

(Cr

N

)
+ 10 log10(kTB), (7)

where B is the bandwidth in Hz, k the Boltzmann con-
stant and T the temperature in Kelvin.

The average path loss at cell edge is found by us-

ing Eq. 2 with center frequency fc = 2GHz, BS height
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ht = 30m, PU height hr = 1.5m and correction fac-

tor CM = 0 since a medium sized city is considered, to

be PL(1.15) = 139.9dB. The temperature is T = 300K

and utilized bandwidth is B = 9189.6kHz. We assumed

that both the BS and PU antenna gains are 0 dBi re-
spectively. As a result, the calculated transmission pow-

ers will be larger than in a real scenario with directional

antennas. With Gt = 0dB and Gr = 0 dB, transmit

power for the primary BS and the PU is:

Pt = PL(rp) + X +
(Cr

N

)
+ 10 log10(kTB) (8)

= 13.5dBW.

3.3 Sensor Threshold for Detecting the Primary

Transmitters

In [12] it was required that a single sensor must be

able to detect a user terminal with a probability of 0.95

(since there are many sensors the overall probability of
detection will be higher). Assuming shadow fading with

a standard deviation of 8 dB, the required shadow fad-

ing margin for 95% probability of detection is 13.16dB.

The threshold is then given by:

Threshold = Pt − PL(rws) − 13.16dB, (9)

where rws is the sensor radius. With 65 sensors per

km2 [11] each sensor covers an area of 1/65km2. Each

side in the rectangle is 0.5√
65

∗ 2 ∗ 1000m and hence each

sensor must cover a cell with radius rws = 87.7m. By
symmetry, both BS and PU transmit powers as found

in Eq. 8 should be 13.5 dBW, so the threshold is:

Threshold = 13.5dBW − 82.8dB− 13.16dB (10)

= −82.5dBW.

3.4 Requirement for Allowing Secondary Operation

In the simulator, the FC is responsible for allocating

channels to the secondary system. A secondary BS or

SU request a channel from the FC by sending its loca-
tion and transmit power. The FC then calculates the

interference range rint for the querying SU as the mini-

mum distance beyond which the generated interference

is below a given limit [9, 10, 19]. Next, the FC checks

if the received power for all sensors within rint of the
querying SU is below the threshold found in Eq. 11.

If positive, the channel is reported as available for the

SU. The interference limit used for calculating rint is

determined as follows:

The interference generated to the primary sys-

tem shall correspond to an increase of the noise-

floor by less than 0.5 dB with a 90% probability.

which corresponds to a shadow fading margin of 10.3 dB.

The interference range rint thus satisfies:

Pt−PL(rint) + 10.3dB = (11)

10 log10(kTB) + 10 log10(10
0.5
10 − 1),

and the FC can now find the interference radius of the

querying SU rint as a function of Pt by using Eq. (6).

4 Simulation Setup

4.1 Simulation Scenario and Cases

The main goal of this study is to determine the per-
formance for different cell sizes when considering costs

for deployment of a secondary system when considering

results from the business case analysis in [11]. There-

fore three main cases with different cell sizes for the
secondary system rs will be considered, while primary

cell size is rp = 1.15km:

(a) rs = rp = 1.150km
(b) rs =

2rp

3 = 0.767km

(c) rs =
rp

2 = 0.575km

When considering the geometry of a hexagonal cell

deployment we find that in case (a), theoretically 100%

of the secondary BSs will be co-located with a primary

BS, in (b) only 11.1% and in (c) 25%. Using the number
of new sites into the business cases given in [11] for cases

(b) and (c) will give negative business cases, however

it should be argued that the smaller cells could require

less complex and less expensive BS equipment and po-

tentially also less expensive site costs. Even though the
co-location factor of case (b) is smaller than that of case

(c), the latter case will require more BSs to be deployed

which also will give higher costs. It should also be noted

that since there are limited amount of places to deploy
BSs, case (a) will be favored due to the lower number

of BSs that has to be deployed.

4.2 Simulation Parameters

Table 2 gives the values for the simulation and traffic

setup. Constant bit rate (CBR) traffic is transmitted in
the downlink (DL) for both the primary and secondary

systems. Each single simulation is run 17 times on a

modern computing cluster1, with a duration of 500 s

and warm up time of 20 s. The results are averaged.

1 Each single simulation takes more than 1 hour on an IBM
cluster with dual quad core compute nodes Xeon L5420 /
2.5 GHz processors, each with 8 cores, 8 GB of memory and
operating system linux Ubuntu Hardy Heron.
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Table 2 Selected simulation parameters

Parameter Primary System Secondary System

Traffic (DL) CBR: 200 Kbps CBR: 1 Mbps
Packet size 1500 Bytes 1500 Bytes
Nodes per BS 4 4
Nodes location Random Random

Nodes mobility
Rand. waypoint, No
speed 1-20 m/s

Cell radius (km) 1.15 0.575, 0.767, 1.15
Tx (dBW) 13.5 -40, -35, ... ,-5
Modulation/FEC QPSK 1/2 QPSK 1/2

5 Analysis of Service Range and Coverage for
the Secondary System

5.1 Secondary System Service Range

To get an indication of coverage we estimate the sec-

ondary system service range when using QPSK 1/2,

which requires a minimum Cr

N = 2.46dB. We want to
find the secondary cell radius rs when having 75% cov-

erage at cell edge when the required shadow fading mar-

gin is 5.39dB. This will approximately correspond to an

area coverage of 90%. rs must satisfy:

Pt − PL(rs) − 5.39dB = 10 log10(kTB) +
(Cr

N

)
. (12)

Eq. (6) is used to find a function rs(Pt) for the

estimated secondary coverage rs as a function of Pt.
The estimated range of the secondary system and in-

terference range is plotted in Fig. 3(a). It can be ob-

served that similar cell size for the primary and sec-

ondary systems will be difficult to achieve, at least with
high probability of coverage at cell edge with transmit

power 13.5 dBW. Hence, the secondary system must use

much lower transmission powers than the primary sys-

tem which will result in much lower coverage, hence it

will be difficult to obtain coverage with similar cell size.

5.2 Probability of Coverage at Cell Edge

The probability of coverage at cell edge Pedge[Pr(rs) >

PMIN], where PMIN = 10 log10(kTB) + Cr

N is the mini-
mum required receiver threshold and σ is the standard

deviation for shadow fading, is given by:

Pedge[Pr(rs) > PMIN] = Q

(
PMIN − Pr(rs)

σ

)
, (13)

=
1

2
− 1

2
erf

(
PMIN − (Pt − PL(rs))

σ
√

2

)
,

where σ = 8dB and Cr

N = 2.46 dB (QPSK 1/2).
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Fig. 3 Analysis of Service Range and Coverage for the Sec-
ondary System
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Probability of coverage at cell edge as a function of

transmit power Pt is plotted in Fig. 3(b) for secondary

system radius rs = 0.575km and rs = 1.15 km. If we

compare Fig. 3(b) with Fig. 3(a) it can be seen that it

will be difficult to obtain good coverage at the cell edge
for a secondary system with cell radius equal to the

primary system cell radius. It can also be seen that if

we reduce the secondary cell radius to half the primary

cell radius, it is more likely that we are able to offer a
service within that cell. However, this also depends on

the level of interference from the primary system which

also depends on the location of the primary users.

5.3 Probability of Area Coverage

When assuming a random location of the secondary

nodes within the secondary cell, the probability of ob-

taining coverage in the cell, referred to as probability
of area coverage, is given by:

Parea[Pr(rs) > PMIN] (14)

=

∫ rs

0

Q

(
PMIN − Pr(rs)

σ

)
2πr

πrs
2

dr,

=
2

rs
2

∫ rs

0

Q

(
PMIN − (Pt − PL(rs))

σ

)
r dr,

where rs is the cell edge coverage radius of the sec-
ondary system. The probability of area coverage is plot-

ted in Fig. 3(c). If we compare with Fig. 3(a), it can be

seen that there is high probability that coverage can be

obtained for rs = 0.575km, but that it will be more
difficult with rs = 1.15km.

6 Performance Evaluation and Simulation

Results

6.1 Evaluation of Different Cell Sizes for Cost Efficient

Deployment in the Secondary System

6.1.1 Performance of Secondary System

Average cell throughput for the secondary system mea-

sured at the transport layer for the three studied cases

is plotted in Fig. 4(a) and the average number of SUs

that obtained connectivity in Fig. 4(b).

Maximum cell throughput was found to be close to

3Mbps. A lower throughput is observed for the lower

transmit power levels for all three cases which is due
to the lower probability of obtaining connectivity as

illustrated in Fig. 4(b). It can also be observed that

in the cases with larger cell radius a lower percentage
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of the SUs obtain connectivity since the probability of

being located at greater distances from the BS is higher,

hence the throughput is lower. This is also confirmed by

the analysis in Section 5. It should be noted that since

the management traffic is communicated with BPSK
modulation and FEC rate 1/2 the SUs might still obtain

connectivity with the BS, but that the SNR can be too

low to obtain service connectivity with QPSK 1/2.

Second it can be observed that the throughput re-

duces dramatically between -14 and -10dBW for all

three cases, which is because the probability of obtain-

ing an available channel reduces since the interference
range is higher for these higher transmit power levels.

The case with rs = 1.15 does never obtain maximum

throughput, whereas the other two cases does. This

points in the direction of shorter range and smaller and
less expensive BSs for the secondary system such as

WiFi access points and femto-cells.

The average number of channel switches during the
simulations plotted in Fig. 4(c) increases when inter-

ference range approaches the average distance between

primary BS and PUs. Furthermore, the number of chan-

nel switches decreases rapidly when the probability of

obtaining an available channel is reduced due to high in-
terference range and hence there are no available chan-

nels.

6.1.2 Impact on Primary System

Average throughput measured at the transport layer for

the primary system is plotted in Fig. 5(a). It can be seen

that the throughput is quite stable for low secondary

transmit power levels, but that throughput decreases

more for high secondary transmit power levels. Also, a
higher throughput reduction is in general observed for

the cases with larger radius which is because the SUs

are closer to the PUs leading to more severe interfer-

ence. It should be noted that the primary system uses
retransmissions to deal with channel errors and packet

loss on the physical layer, hence the throughput does

not explain the whole impact on the primary system.

Average percentage of packet loss for the primary

system is given in Fig. 5(b), which shows that packet

loss increases as secondary transmit power increases.

Also, it can be seen that packet loss is about 50% lower

for the case with rs = 0.575 than the cases with larger
radius. Another observation is that packet loss increases

as the amount of channel switches (Fig. 4(b)) in the sec-

ondary system increases, which is because there is some

interference when a PU is within interference range but
not yet detected due to intervals between sensing peri-

ods. Average packet loss per user does not exceed 1.6%

which can be acceptable for best effort services in the
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Fig. 5 Impact on primary system performance

primary system, but the performance of guaranteed bi-
trate remains to be tested.

Simulations were also run with traffic load 0.4Mbps

to each PU, but the impact on both primary and sec-
ondary system throughput and packet loss was similar

as presented for 0.2Mbps.

6.2 Evaluation of Increased Load in the Secondary

System

To evaluate the impact of increased load in the sec-
ondary system, we focus on the case with rs = 0.575km

and run additional simulations for 8 and 12 PUs. Fig. 6

plots throughput measured at the transport layer for

these three cases. A first observation is that through-
put for cases with more SUs drops for lower transmit

power levels since the probability that a PU is within

interference range of a SU increases as the number of
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SUs increases. A second observation is that maximum

throughput is reduced since more of the resources are

needed for management traffic at the link layer when

the number of SUs increases. No major differences were

observed with respect to packet loss nor on the im-
pact on primary system performance. Third, the cell

throughput is higher for the lower transmit power levels

for cases with more SUs, which is because the proba-

bility increases that a sufficient number of SUs have a
connection with SNR higher than the minimum SNR

of 2.46 dB.
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7 Conclusions

This paper aimed at determining the performance for

different cell sizes when considering the costs for deploy-

ment of the secondary system in an example SENDORA
system when considering prior business case analysis,

feasible deployment scenarios and the functionality of

the total SENDORA system. Especially, secondary sys-

tem performance and impact on the primary system
was determined through simulations. First, it was found

that equal cell size for the secondary and primary sys-

tems with a cellular reuse pattern with seven frequen-

cies is difficult to achieve. Maximum achieved through-

put was achieved with transmit power -14dBW for all
units when cell sizes are equal, however in average only

about 50% of the secondary users obtained connectiv-

ity and the total system capacity was therefore not uti-

lized. This does not fit together with results obtained
in a prior business case analysis where co-location of

secondary and primary BSs was shown to be very im-

portant since the cost of deploying new BS sites is ex-

pensive. Second, it was found that a good service could

be offered with secondary cell size set to half the pri-

mary cell size and with restricted transmit power levels.

The number of BSs installed will then be quadrupled

and at least 75% of these would not be co-located with
primary BSs leading to increased costs. This points in

the direction of shorter range, smaller and less expen-

sive BSs for the secondary system such as WiFi access

points and femto-cells.
For further work, considering the above findings, it

will be important to study alternative deployment sce-

narios such as cell sectorization and real deployments

with non-hexagonal cells. Second, it will be interest-

ing to study how a relaxed requirement to allow sec-
ondary operation will impact performance. Also, since

the WSN is aware of the location of primary nodes,

the requirement to allow secondary operation could be

relaxed dynamically in situations where primary nodes
have good connectivity. Finally, adaptive dynamic trans-

mit power for the secondary system could increase per-

formance.
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Abstract—To better exploit the spectrum resources a wireless
sensor network can be used to assists a secondary cognitive radio
network by providing information about the current primary
spectrum occupancy. In this paper we study the performance
of the secondary network when it is co-located with and having
similar cell size as a mobile primary network that uses a cellular
reuse pattern with seven frequencies. Especially we study how
relaxed requirements for the maximum interference generated
by the cognitive radios affect the performance of the secondary
and primary network in terms of throughput, packet loss,
delay, coverage and connectivity. We show that it is possible
to find interference limits for the cognitive radio that allow full
throughput and coverage for the secondary system at the cost of
a slight reduction in throughput and an increase in packet loss
per user of 2% on average for the primary system.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the EU FP7 project SENDORA [1] a novel concept
denoted sensor network aided cognitive radio was coined and
developed. The main idea is to use a wireless sensor network
(WSN) to assist a cognitive radio network by providing infor-
mation about the current primary spectrum occupancy. In this
paper we refer to such systems as SENDORA systems. The
WSN can be embedded in the cognitive radio devices and be
deployed as a separate network. An embedded solution is also
envisioned and desired for higher detection probability [2].
Input on such real time spectrum monitoring by using a
separate low cost WSN was recently requested by FCC [3].

A business case study in [4] found that a high degree of
co-location of secondary and primary base stations (BSs) was
one of the most critical requirements for achieving a positive
business case. Following this study, a technical study in [5]
found that co-location and equal cell size for the secondary
and primary systems with cellular reuse pattern with seven
frequencies is difficult to achieve, but that a good service
could be offered with secondary cell size set to half the
primary cell size and restricted transmit power levels. Since
the latter requires 75% new BS sites to be deployed it conflicts
with the assumptions made in the business case analysis. In
the proposed business model where primary spectrum owners
establish a joint venture that uses the available spectrum on
a secondary basis, the primary operator economical benefits
from high secondary system performance. Therefore the pri-
mary operators are expected to be willing to accept higher
levels of interference from the secondary system. One way to
substantially increase cash flow for the secondary system is

to reduce costs by using similar cell size and hence maximize
co-location with the primary system. This can be achieved by
relaxing the limits for the maximum interference the secondary
system is allowed to generate into the primary system.

In this paper we study the possibility of using the same cell
size for the secondary system as for the primary system by
relaxing the limit for how much interference the secondary
system can generate [6]–[9]. The SENDORA system is im-
plemented in the network simulator ns-2 where all parts of
the SENDORA system are implemented; a primary network,
a centralized secondary network, a WSN and a centralized fu-
sion centre (FC) which aggregates spectrum usage information
from the sensors. Realistic network topologies, traffic models
and the whole protocol stack of the secondary and primary
systems with actual transport, network, link and physical
layers are implemented in the simulator to give a detailed
picture of the high level network performance of both the
secondary and primary networks.

The main contribution of this paper is the performance
study of how relaxed interference requirements can increase
secondary system performance and how this impacts primary
system performance in terms of throughput, packet loss, delay,
coverage and connectivity. It should be noted that the focus of
this paper is on estimating realistic network performance and
not on optimization of algorithms.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The SENDORA system illustrated in Fig. 1 consists of
four main systems; the primary network which in this case
is WiMAX, the secondary network which in this case is
a modified version of WiMAX with SENDORA functions
implemented, the WSN and the centralized FC. Each of these
networks will be described in the subsequent sections.

Primary BS
(WiMAX)

Primary
User

Primary
User

Secondary BS
(Modified WiMAX)

Secondary
User

Secondary
User

Sensor SensorSensor

Fusion Centre

Fig. 1. Illustration of system model
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To obtain an available channel the secondary network
consults the FC which has the total responsibility for com-
municating with the WSN. The simulation model for the
primary and secondary networks uses an ns-2 implementation
of WiMAX [10] developed in WiMAX Forum. The FC and
WSN are also implemented in ns-2.

A. Network Model

The considered network model is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
primary system uses a three-cell reuse pattern with 7 BS cells
with frequencies F1 to F7 in the 2 GHz band. The secondary
system consists of 1 BS cell co-located with a primary BS
as illustrated by the BS with two antennas in Fig. 2. The
secondary BS and its SUs will use one of the frequencies F2
to F7 if available, where F1 not will be used because the
primary nodes of that cell are within interference range. The
WSN and FC are not illustrated in Fig. 2. For both primary
and secondary systems, BS heights are 30 m and subscriber
station heights 1.5 m. The distance between primary BSs is
2 km. The cells are hexagonal with a radius of 1.15 km. It is
assumed that the primary system is noise limited. There are
65 sensors/km2 [4].

B. Path Loss and Channel Model

In the 2 GHz frequency band, the COST 231 Hata
model [11] is valid for distances above 1 km and the Cost
Walfish-Ikegami (WI) [11] for distances below 1 km. A path
loss model which agrees with the COST-WI line-of-sight
model, PWI

L (d), for short distances d and with the COST
Hata model, PHata

L (d), at distance above 1 km is used:

a = PWI
L (1 km),

b = PHata
L (1 km),

PL(d) =

{
PWI

L (d) + d(b − a), d < 1km,

PHata
L (d), d ≥ 1km

(1)

The channel model implemented in the OFDMA module
in the ns-2 simulator is the path loss model described above
combined with a Clarke-Gans implementation of Rayleigh
Fading. Doppler effects are included to capture effects of
node mobility and fast fading is included by modeling the
channel as a Rayleigh fading channel with multiple taps as
described by the ITU Pedestrian A model [12]. The path loss
component is computed during simulation whereas the fast
fading is computed prior to simulation.

Interference modeling in the ns-2 simulator is done at the
subcarrier level by capturing packets from all transmitters in

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR BOTH PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SYSTEMS

Parameter Value

Frequency 2 GHz
Channel bandwidth 10 MHz
FFT size 1024
Duplexing method Time Division Duplex (TDD)
OFDMA Frame size 5 ms
DL:UL ratio 2:1
Modulation types BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM
FEC rates 1/2, 2/3, 3/4
Cyclic prefix mode 1/4
OFDM mapping Vertical striping
Total subcarriers used 840
Guard and null subcarriers 184
Pilot subcarriers DL: 120, UL: 280
Data subcarriers DL: 720, UL: 560
Subcarriers/subchannel DL: 28, UL: 24
Subchannels DL: 30, UL: 35
OFDMA symbols per frame 43
Subcarrier allocation Partially Used Subcarrier Allocation

the system, both from secondary and primary nodes. When the
received signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) on each
subcarrier is calculated for each packet, a decision is made
to further process or drop the packet. This is done by first
finding the EESM (exponential effective SIR mapping) [13] to
get the effective SINR and then extracting the block error rate
(BLER) from the SINR, modulation and coding rate and block
size. Based on the BLER value a decision is made whether to
drop the packet or not. Please refer to [10] for details on the
OFDMA implementation and interference modeling.

III. PRIMARY SYSTEM

The primary WiMAX system, based on IEEE 802.16e [14],
implemented in ns-2 includes a very detailed model of the
MAC and also a good model of the PHY layers. The main
parameters given in Table I are common for the primary
and secondary systems. WiMAX uses orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) and time division duplex
(TDD). Operating frequency is in the 2 GHz band and the
channel bandwidth is 10 MHz with a total of 1024 subcarriers.

The required transmit power Pt for the primary BS with
antenna gain Gt when transmitting to a PU with antenna gain
Gr at cell edge of a cell with radius r, is given by:

Pr = Pt + Gt + Gr − PL(r) − X, (2)

where PL(r) is the estimated path loss by Eq. (1) between BS
and PU at cell edge and X is a gaussian distributed random
variable with zero mean and standard deviation of σ = 8 dB
representing shadow fading.

The primary system uses QPSK modulation and forward
error correction (FEC) coding rate 1/2, which requires a
minimum received signal to noise ratio (SNR) Cr

N = 2.46 dB.
The primary system is assumed to be designed to have a cell
edge coverage of 75%, which approximately corresponds to
an area coverage of 90% [15]. The required received power at
the PU is then:

P dBW
r =

(Cr

N

)dB

+ NdBW =
(Cr

N

)dB

+ 10log10(kTB),

(3)



where B is the bandwidth in Hz, k the Boltzmann constant
and T the temperature in Kelvin.

The average path loss at cell edge is found by using
Eq. (1) with center frequency fc = 2 GHz, BS height
ht = 30 m, PU height hr = 1.5 m and correction factor
CM = 0 since a medium sized city is considered, to be
PL(1.15km) = 139.9 dB. The temperature is T = 300 K
and utilized bandwidth is B = 9189.6 kHz. Due to limitations
in the simulator, only omni-directional BS and user terminal
antennas can be used. We therefore assume that both the BS
and PU antenna gains are 0 dBi respectively. As a result,
the calculated transmission powers will be larger than in a
real scenario with directional antennas. With Gt = 0 dB and
Gr = 0 dB, transmit power for the primary BS and the PU is:

P dBW
t =PL(r)dB + XdB +

(
Cr

N

)dB

(4)

+ 10log10(kTB) = 13.5 dBW.

IV. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK AND FUSION CENTRE

A. Wireless Sensor Network Functionality and Parameters

The WSN provides information about spectrum occupancy
in the area where the secondary network is deployed. The
WSN is deployed in a rectangular grid and each sensor senses
all the primary frequency bands. Furthermore, the sensors
are simple energy detectors, thus synchronization of quiet
periods between the WSN and secondary network is important.
The sensing period is 30 milliseconds which is repeated with
0.5 second intervals. After each sensing period, the WSN
communicates its sensing result to the FC responsible for
allocating frequencies to the secondary system. A common
control channel is used for reporting sensing measurements.

In [16] it was required that a single sensor must be able to
detect a user terminal with a probability of 0.95 (since there are
many sensors the total probability of detection will be much
higher). Assuming shadow fading with a standard deviation of
8 dB, the required shadow fading margin for 95% probability
of detection is 13.16 dB. The threshold is then given by:

ThresholddBW = P dBW
t − PL(rws)

dB − 13.16 dB, (5)

where rws is the wireless sensor radius. With 65
sensors/km2 [4] each sensor covers a rectangular area of 1/65
km2. Each side in the rectangle is then 0.5√

65
∗
√

2∗1000 m and
hence each sensor must cover a cell with radius rws = 87.7 m.
By symmetry, both the BS and PU transmit power as found
in Eq. (4) should be 13.5 dBW, so the threshold is:

ThresholddBW = 13.5 dBW − 82.8 dB − 13.16 dB (6)

= −82.5 dBW.

B. Fusion Centre Functionality and Parameters

The FC collects information from the sensors and will at any
time have a near real-time overview of the spectrum occupancy
for the area covered by the WSN. Upon spectrum request
from the secondary system, the FC uses an algorithm that
consults a matrix, representing the sensors in the WSN, that

contain spectrum usage measurements for all potential chan-
nels from all sensors. Required functions for receiving sensor
reports, calculating the spectrum map, managing allocations
and communicate with the secondary system are implemented
in the FC. The channel allocation algorithm allocates one of
the available channels not used by the primary system.

In the simulator, the FC calculates the interference range
rint for the querying SU as the minimum distance beyond
which the generated interference is below a given limit [6]–
[9]. Next, the FC checks if the received power for all sensors
within rint of the querying SU is below the threshold found
in Eq. (6). If positive, the channel is reported as available
for the SU. The interference limit used for calculating rint

is determined as follows: the interference generated to the
primary system should correspond to an increase of the noise-
floor of less than 0.5 dB with a certain probability PN .

For this interference requirement, the interference radius
rint should satisfy:

P dBW
t − PL(rint)

dB + αdB (7)

= 10log10(kTB) + 10log10(10
0.5
10 − 1),

where α is the fading margin required to achieve a given
PN . The interference range as a function of transmitted power
rint(Pt) can be found by using Eq. (2).

V. SECONDARY SYSTEM

The secondary network is also based on WiMAX and
the ns-2 simulator model developed in WiMAX Forum. The
simulator model was modified with required functionality for
operation as a secondary cognitive radio network. A central-
ized network with a single cell, a single BS and a set of SUs
is considered. Two main cognitive functions are implemented.
The first is a cognitive actuation module that communicates
with the FC to obtain an available frequency allocation and
then actuates this in the secondary network. The second is
time synchronization with the WSN for quiet periods during
which the WSN can measure primary activity.

To obtain an available channel the secondary system com-
municates with the FC which communicates with the sensors.
First, the secondary BS queries the FC to obtain an available
frequency and then informs the SUs about its allocated fre-
quency. Next, since the BS is unaware of the SU coverage area,
the SUs also need to query the FC if the frequency allocated
to the BS is available for it. If not, the affected SU notifies
the BS which queries the FC for a new frequency.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Simulations are run with co-located primary and secondary
BS and equal cell size r = 1.15 km for different require-
ments to allow secondary operation with PN = 90, 80, 70, 60
and 50%, which corresponds to the fading margins α =
10.25, 6.73, 4.20, 2.03 and 0 dB respectively. Each of these are
run for increasing secondary transmit power in the range -40, -
35, ... ,-5 dBW. Selected values for simulation and traffic setup
are given in Table II, where it can be seen that constant bit
rate (CBR) traffic is transmitted in the downlink (DL).
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Fig. 3. Performance of the secondary system

Each simulation is run 15 times, with a duration of 500 s
and warm up time of 20 s to ensure that a stable point of
network operation is reached. The results are averaged.

TABLE II
SELECTED PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATION RUNS AND TRAFFIC SETUP

Parameter Primary System Secondary System

Traffic per node DL CBR: 0.2 Mbps DL CBR: 1 Mbps
Packet size 1500 B packets 1500 B packets
Nodes per BS 4 4
Nodes location Random location Random location

Nodes mobility
Random waypoint No
random speed 1-20 m/s

Cell radius 1.15 km 1.15 km
Transmit power 13.5 dBW -40, -35, ... ,-5 dBW
Modulation/FEC QPSK 1/2 QPSK 1/2

A. Secondary System Performance

Average throughput for the secondary system is plotted
in Fig. 3(a) as a function of secondary transmit power. It
can be seen that throughput increases as the limit for the
maximum interference generated by secondary operation is
relaxed. The reason for this increase in throughput is that the
interference range of the secondary transmitter is reduced as
the requirement is relaxed. It can also be seen that the sec-
ondary system throughput decreases rapidly towards the end

since interference range increases and hence the probability of
obtaining an available channel is reduced. This indicates that
the secondary system coverage and throughput is limited by
interference range which depends on the requirement to allow
secondary operation. The low throughput for lower transmit
power levels is because the probability of obtaining coverage
is lower as illustrated in Fig. 3(b), which not reaches 100%
before TX = −5 dBW.

From the average packet delay at the network layer includ-
ing queuing delay for the secondary system plotted in Fig. 3(c),
it can be seen that delay decreases as transmit power increases.
The reason for this is that higher transmit power gives a better
link budget and less retransmissions.

The average number of channel switches during the simu-
lations plotted in Fig. 3(d) increases when interference range
approaches the average distance between primary BS and PUs,
and decreases rapidly when the probability of obtaining an
available channel is reduced due to high interference range.

B. Primary System Performance

Average throughput for the primary system is plotted in
Fig. 4(a). It can be seen that the throughput is quite stable for
lower secondary transmit power levels, but that throughput
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Fig. 4. Performance of the primary system

decreases more for higher secondary transmit power levels.
A higher throughput reduction is also in general observed
for the more relaxed requirements to allow secondary oper-
ation. It should be mentioned that the primary system uses
retransmissions to deal with channel errors and packet loss on
the physical layer, hence the throughput does not explain the
whole impact on the primary system.

Average percentage of packet loss for the primary system is
plotted in Fig. 4(b). It can be seen that packet loss increases
as secondary transmit power increases. It can also be seen that
the percentage of packet loss is slightly higher for the more
relaxed requirements for allowing secondary operation. The
peaks in packet loss for the different requirements are shifted
to the right, which is due to the shorter interference range for
lower limits on the maximum allowed interference generated
from the secondary system. It can also be seen that packet loss
increases, especially as the amount of channel switches in the
secondary system increases (Fig. 3(d)). This is because there
is some interference when a PU is within interference range
but not yet detected due to intervals between sensing periods.
Average packet loss per user does not exceed 2% which can
be acceptable for best effort services in the primary system,
but the performance of guaranteed bitrate remains to be tested.

Average packet delay at the network layer including queuing

delay for the primary system was found to be 0.51 ms without
major variations nor major impact from the secondary system.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an example of a sensor network aided cognitive
radio system were studied, where the secondary network is co-
located with and having similar cell size as a mobile primary
system that uses a cellular reuse pattern with seven fre-
quencies. Especially it was studied how relaxed requirements
for the maximum interference generated by the secondary
transmitters can improve secondary system performance and
impact on primary system performance. It was found that
allowing higher interference, max throughput and full coverage
can be obtained. It was also found that this comes at the costs
of a decrease in primary system performance with a slight
reduction in throughput and increased packet loss per user
of 2% on average. This can be considered acceptable for a
business model where the primary operator gets economical
benefits from improved secondary system performance.
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a b s t r a c t

Mobile networks are increasingly becoming capacity limited such that more base

stations and smaller cells or more spectrum are required to serve the subscribers’

increasing data usage. Among several challenges, the establishment of new base station

sites becomes challenging and expensive. This study proposes and analyzes critical

aspects of a business case where a mobile operator offloads its mobile LTE network by

deploying cognitive femtocells. When aided by a sensor network the cognitive femtocell

will be able to use frequencies other than the mobile network and hence increase its

power to cover outdoor areas and neighbour buildings. This cognitive femtocell strategy

will be compared with an alternative strategy where an operator deploys conventional

femtocells and has to build additional base stations to meet the traffic demands. The

business case analysis illustrates that there is a potential for cost savings when

offloading the mobile network with cognitive femtocells when compared to the

alternative strategy. It must be emphasized that the studied concept is innovative

and that the business case period starts in 2017, hence, parameter assumptions are

uncertain. Therefore, as the most important message of this work, sensitivity analysis is

used to reveal the most critical aspects of the cognitive femtocell business case. It is

found that the most critical parameters regarding the cognitive femtocell are the price

for backhauling, the number of users supported and the coverage. Furthermore, an

optimal coverage radius for the cognitive femtocell for lowest possible costs is found.

Costs related to the fixed sensor network are found to be less critical since sensors are

embedded in the cognitive femtocells. Sensitivity analysis is also presented for spectral

efficiency, cognitive and conventional femtocell offloading gain, sensor density and

price, customer density and price for base station site establishment.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Several measurement campaigns have demonstrated that radio spectrum is underutilized (FCC, 2002). The main
application for cognitive radio (CR) is to exploit the spectrum resources more efficiently by opportunistically utilizing radio
spectrum not utilized by primary networks, referred to as spectrum holes (Tandra, Sahai, & Mishra, 2009). More than 10
years of research on CR (Pawelczak, Nolan, Doyle, Oh, & Cabric, 2011) has resulted in innovative and promising
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technologies such as opportunistic spectrum access (Zhao & Sadler, 2007) and spectrum sensing (Yucek & Arslan, 2009).
When considering recent advances in regulations to allow opportunistic access to the UHF bands by the US regulator FCC
(2008, 2010) and the UK regulator Ofcom (2009), referred to as TV White Spaces (TVWS), CR now seems to approach
commercialization. Several networking scenarios have been identified for use of CR in TVWS such as mobile, WiFi,
femtocell, mesh, ad hoc, machine-to-machine and smart-grid communication (Wang, Ghosh, & Challapali, 2011).

A promising technology for CR referred to as a sensor network aided cognitive radio system was proposed in the EU FP7
project SENDORA (Mercier et al., 2009), where external sensors in addition to sensors embedded in terminals are used to
detect primary users. The usage of externally deployed sensors will significantly improve the system’s ability to detect
primary users compared to CR solutions based on sensing performed by terminals only and at the same time optimize
utilization of spectrum holes.

Three business case scenarios for deployment of a SENDORA system were proposed and evaluated in Grøndalen, Lähteenoja,
and Grønsund (2011) - a spectrum sharing, a spectrum broker and a new entrant business case scenario. Critical parameters
influencing profitability were highlighted such as the required density of fixed sensors which strongly depends on the
interference limits set to protect primary operators. A second critical parameter was the fixed sensor operational costs which
indicate that the fixed sensor power consumption must be low and that the mean time between failures must be long. The
business cases showed that there is a potential to do business using the SENDORA concept, but that more research and
development is needed with respect to the critical parameters highlighted. It is shown in Weiss, Altamimi, and Cui (2012) that
operating context matters when it comes to choosing an appropriate technology for context awareness, and that solutions based
on databases or cooperative sharing with explicit communication between primary and secondary users are the most suitable
approaches in static environments such as TV white spaces. It is also shown that external sensor networks is the least cost
effective. However, it should be noted that sensing might be required by the regulator in some markets to for example, reliably
detect wireless microphones, and can be used by the secondary operator to control the interference generated and can thereby
free more white space spectrum as decisions are based on actual measurements instead of predictions.

Mobile networks are increasingly becoming capacity limited such that more base stations (BSs) and smaller cells are
required to serve the subscribers. Operators might then have to build new BS sites which when considering costs for
equipment, site rental, backhaul, power consumption and site acquisition becomes expensive. Another alternative is to
acquire more spectrum, but this might not always be feasible. A promising alternative is to deploy femtocells
(Chandrasekhar, Andrews, & Gatherer, 2008; Claussen, Ho, & Samuel, 2008) within people’s homes and businesses to
offload the macro network. With increased transmit power, these femtocells would also cover areas outside the buildings.
However, since femtocells most often use the same frequency as the macro network, interference management with the
macro network becomes challenging (Choi, Monajemi, Kang, & Villasenor, 2008). This leads to the idea of cognitive
femtocells able to opportunistically detect and utilize spectrum holes (Gür, Bayhan, & Alagöz, 2010; Xiang, Zhang, Skeie, &
Xie, 2010) by using sensing (Harjula & Hekkala, 2011) to improve coverage and spectral efficiency (Riihijarvi, Nasreddine,
& Mahonen, 2011). It is stated in Chapin and Lehr (2011) that the future for high quality mobile broadband competition
will require significantly more sharing among commercial mobile radio service operators of both infrastructure and
spectrum, and that a key driver to achieve this is the need to shrink cell sizes that will support efficient spatial reuse of
spectrum and lower power operation.

The main contribution of this work is the proposal and evaluation of a business case that uses cognitive femtocells to
address the challenges with building smaller cells to offload capacity limited networks. The idea and strategy is that the
mobile operator offloads its mobile LTE network by deploying cognitive femtocells using the SENDORA concept. Generally,
a femtocell covers an indoor area of around 10 m to improve indoor coverage (Weitzen & Grosch, 2010), but when aided by
a sensor network the cognitive femtocell will be able to use frequencies other than the mobile network and hence increase
its power to cover outdoor areas and neighbour buildings (Kawade & Nekovee, 2011). As a result, the cognitive femtocell is
turned into a picocell and at the same time reduce or remove the costs when deploying additional BSs. This study builds on
the work presented in Grøndalen et al. (2011) by reusing the results on sensor network density analysis and some of the
results on cost estimation. The novelty of this study is the proposal and evaluation of a completely new business case and
scenario with cognitive femtocells using the SENDORA concept to offload the macro network.

The main goal of this study is to compare a novel strategy of using cognitive femtocells and the SENDORA concept to offload
an existing macro network to a strategy of using conventional femtocells in combination with building new BSs. The comparison
is done to estimate the potential cost savings and to identify the most critical aspects of the novel approach.

2. Sensor network aided cognitive radio system overview and architecture

The SENDORA technology utilizes wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to support the coexistence of licensed and
unlicensed wireless users in an area, and the SENDORA scenario constitutes of three main networks; the primary (usually
licensed) network, the secondary network and the WSN. This scenario is depicted in Fig. 1, where the network of CR users,
called the secondary network, exchange information with the WSN. The WSN monitors the spectrum usage, and is thus
aware of the spectrum holes that are currently available and can potentially be exploited by the secondary network. This
information is provided back to the secondary network which is then able to communicate without causing harmful
interference to the primary network.
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The CR system architecture depicted in Fig. 1 consists of three parts: the (secondary) communication architecture, the
sensing architecture (sensors) and the fusion centre, which connects the communication and sensing architecture.

The fusion centre is a functional entity that receives sensing data collected through the WSN and estimates the
spectrum usage situation in the area covered by the WSN. The fusion centre also communicates with the communication
network providing it with the information it needs to operate cognitively in an optimal way.

In this study, the CR communication architecture will consist of a LTE network, cognitive femtocells and user terminals.
The sensing architecture consists of a fixed network of sensors complemented with sensing capabilities integrated in

the cognitive femtocells and some of the terminals. The number and positions of the terminals will be random variables
such that a WSN formed by terminals cannot guarantee detection confidence. A fixed deployed WSN also has the
advantage that the sensors can communicate with each other and eventually with the fusion centre through a wired
backbone network. Sensors can be powered from the mains. On the other hand, sensing integrated in the terminals will be
co-located with the CRs and hence be capable of providing accurate local information to better protect primary users
located close to the terminal.

3. Business case overview

Gradually, it can be seen that data volumes increase such that mobile networks are more frequently becoming capacity
limited rather than coverage limited. A study in Ofcom (2011) for instance concludes that current 4G networks will not be
able to meet the increase in capacity demand in the majority of traffic forecasts by year 2018 by spectrum efficiency
improvements alone. The way operators usually solve this is by deploying more BSs and hence reduce cell size. In urban
areas the cell sizes are already quite small and tend to become even smaller. There are two main challenges for the
operator related to this: (i) the process of establishing a new BS site is expensive and challenging due to, for example,
leasing agreement negotiations and regulation, construction and environmental constraints and (ii) it might be difficult to
provide backhaul to the BSs.

The main idea behind the business case study is to compare two different strategies for upgrading the capacity of a capacity
limited LTE network: the cognitive femtocell strategy and the combined conventional femtocell and new BS strategy.

3.1. Cognitive femtocell strategy

The first strategy, the cognitive femtocell (CogFem) strategy, is that a mobile operator offloads its LTE network by
deploying cognitive femtocells using the SENDORA concept. This strategy turns the cognitive femtocell into a picocell and
shifts some of the spectrum costs for offloading away from the operator. This strategy also addresses the challenges (i) and
(ii) mentioned above. For challenge (i) the cognitive femtocell is deployed in the users home or office and for challenge (ii)
the users broadband connection is used to provide backhaul to the cognitive femtocells. The cognitive femtocell also has
the advantage over the conventional picocell that there might be a high potential to utilize frequencies other than the
mobile network with wider bandwidths. A challenge with this strategy is that the operator has no power backups or
alternative routes for the cognitive femtocell.

Fig. 1. General SENDORA scenario.
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The business case will follow a two-phased process of deployment as illustrated in Fig. 2:

Phase I In the first phase users will deploy femtocells within their homes and offices, possibly encouraged by incentives
from the operator (e.g. subsidize femtocells, free calls). Some of these will be cognitive femtocells and the rest
conventional femtocells. The operator will influence how cognitive femtocells are deployed in a way that
optimizes coverage and capacity by approaching the owners of particular houses or buildings and offer them
something in return for deploying a cognitive femtocell. The actual number of femtocells will depend on the
forecasted traffic demand. An example scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2(a), where cognitive femtocells are deployed
in two buildings providing indoor coverage. The cognitive functionality in the cognitive femtocell includes
spectrum sensing and the ability to communicate over different frequencies opportunistically. Initially, since the
cognitive femtocell cannot reliably detect primary usage of spectrum outside the building, the cognitive
femtocell will use low transmit power and only cover the building indoors.

Phase II In the second phase the operator will enable the cognitive functionality and sensing in the cognitive femtocells
and deploy fixed sensors. This will be done for a subset of the deployed cognitive femtocells dependent on
offloading demand in the network. For the example scenario, Fig. 2(b) illustrates that fixed sensors are deployed
in three lamp posts. The cognitive femtocells will then be able to increase transmit power in the frequency bands
detected as unused within a certain range to cover areas outside the building. As a result, the cognitive femtocell
is turned into a picocell able to offload the mobile network more than the conventional femtocell. Fig. 2(c)
illustrates that the two cognitive femtocells have increased their transmit power to provide outdoor coverage.

In the case that there are no available frequencies for use, the cognitive femtocell can switch to the frequency used by
the mobile network. The WSN can still be used to optimize cognitive femtocell coverage in the mobile operators band.

3.2. Conventional femtocell/new base station strategy

In this strategy, referred to as the conventional or regular femtocell (RegFem) strategy, the mobile operator deploys
conventional femtocells to offload the LTE network. The conventional femtocells will only support the users that own the
femtocell (2 users in average) and might not offload the macro network sufficiently, hence if required the operator will
have to deploy additional macro BSs to meet the traffic demands.

It is noted that there exists a range of strategies that could be considered with combinations of macro, micro, pico and
femto-cells and that the RegFem strategy can be considered as one of the worst case strategies for the operator. In real
strategies there will more likely be a mixture of different cell sizes.

4. Business case inputs and assumptions

4.1. General assumptions

4.1.1. Overview of business case calculations

A cost flow analysis, which shows the amount of costs used by a company over a time period, will be used to get an
indication of the profitability for the two strategies. Since the same service is offered in both strategies and it is assumed
that the quality (e.g. coverage and capacity) is the same, the number of subscribers and hence the revenues will be
identical. Therefore, the comparison of the two strategies can be done by only considering the costs for the capacity

Fig. 2. Illustration of deployment strategy: (a) phase I, (b) and (c) phase II. (a) Deploy Cognitive Femtocells, (b) Deploy Sensors and (c) Increase Power.
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upgrades required to offload the network. There are many challenges related to revenue with femtocells such as the
pricing plan used (e.g. free calls, unlimited data usage, better coverage) that also are important for the customers
motivation to install the femtocell. Another effect from femtocells is churn reduction. The impact of these will be left for
further work.

The costs consist of capital expenditures (CAPEX), often referred to as investments, and the operational expenditures
(OPEX). When evaluating the cost flow the net present value (NPV)1 will be used. The discount rate2 used in the cost flow
analysis is 10%. Due to large uncertainties in the assumptions for the future project timeline and the immature technology
used, the cost flow analysis will be enhanced with sensitivity analysis.

4.1.2. Area covered and project timeline

The business case is calculated for a hypothetical Western European city with 1 million inhabitants and with an area of
200 km2. The city has a downtown area of 50 km2 and a suburban area of 150 km2. In all, 50% of the subscribers are located
in the downtown and 50% in the suburbs. The studied city is assumed to have a well-developed telecommunication market
with a high penetration of both mobile and fixed telecommunication services such that a working competition
environment with several network owners and service providers is assumed.

The business case study period is assumed to start in 2017 and end in 2022. In 2017, the cognitive femtocells and
sensors can be expected to be developed and ready for commercial deployment. Cognitive femtocells and band
aggregation might also be part of the LTE standard.

4.1.3. Network scenario, traffic forecasts and number of subscribers

A network scenario considered to be realistic will be described in the following. However, note that different network
scenarios and traffic forecasts could be used that would give different results. Therefore, the most important results of this
study are the sensitivity analysis of critical parameters.

The number of subscribers at the end of each year (eoy) is given in Table 1 corresponding to the underlying assumption
that mobile broadband penetration is 90% and that the operator has 30% market share in 2022. It is assumed that the
number of subscribers as a function of time follows an S-curve.

The average spectral efficiency in typical LTE networks is assumed to be 1.3 bits/Hz/cell3 (Ofcom, 2011). It is assumed
that the operator has 20 MHz of spectrum and builds BS cells with three sectors with frequency reuse one. This results in
an average capacity of 78 Mbps per BS cell. For the BS4 capacity, it is assumed that 400 active users can be supported.

It is assumed that the operator in 2017 has deployed LTE BSs in a hexagonal tiling pattern with an Inter Site Distance
(ISD) of 500 m in the downtown and 1 km in the suburbs. The number of macro BSs deployed in the city in 2017 is then
404, with 231 in the downtown and 173 in the suburbs.

To estimate the need for capacity upgrades in the LTE network and traffic in busy hour (BH), the formula in Morgan
(2008) 5 is used which is considered to be sufficient for long term capacity planning and business case calculations.

Assumptions for traffic demand in the years 2017–2022 and for the LTE macro network are given in Table 1. The BH
traffic per month is calculated with a BH share of 15%. Traffic forecast assumption is done in two steps. First, an estimate of
4.65 GB/subscriber/month in 2016 is used from UMTS Forum (2011). Second, to find the growth from 2017 to 2022, the
percentage growth in data traffic from 2015 to 2022 from the middle estimates in Ofcom (2011, Figure D21) as estimated
by PA Consulting Group (2009) is used.

The three bottom rows in Table 1 give the number of BSs deployed, the traffic in BH and utilization per BS in each year
without upgrading the network. The network reaches congestion in 2020.

4.1.4. Summary of parameter values used in the base case

The parameter values assumed in the base cases are listed in Table 2 and the two final columns identifies which
strategy the parameter value is used in. Note that the prediction of these values is challenging due to the difference from
today (2012) and the year 2017.

1 NPV is the sum of a series of cash flows (revenues subtracted by costs) when discounted to the present value: NPV ¼
Pn

t ¼ 1 At=ð1þpÞt , where p is

the annual discount rate, At is the payment in year t and n is the project lifetime. NPV is the most important criteria when defining the profitability of the

project and can be used for cost only.
2 Discount rate is the rate used for discounting amounts to other points in time as in the calculation of NPV.
3 Average spectral efficiency is based on signal-to-interference and noise ratio distribution in the cell, and will therefore not reflect the peak data

rates in LTE.
4 Throughout this paper a BS refers to a BS cell, not a BS sector.
5 This formula can be stated as VM ¼ knðCnrnUÞ=f , where VM is the served capacity in Gigabyte (GB) per month, k¼13.5 is a constant that converts

from Mbps to GB/month, S is the number of sectors, C is the bandwidth in MHz, r is the average spectral efficiency, U is the utilization factor and f is the

share of daily traffic that occurs during BH. f¼15% will be used.
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4.2. Conventional femtocell strategy related assumptions

4.2.1. Number of base stations and conventional femtocells

It is assumed that the femtocell penetration is 1% in 2017 increasing with 1% each year to 6% in 2022. Furthermore, it is
assumed that 57.2% of the femtocells are deployed in the downtown and 42.8% in the suburbs according to the traffic demand.
A conventional femtocell installed in a household is able to offload between 4 and 8 users, but it is assumed that two subscribers
are offloaded on average (Signals Research Group, 2009). The number of conventional femtocells deployed is given in Table 3.

The number of BSs required to support the capacity demand after offloading from the conventional femtocells (second
row in Table 3) was estimated by the (Morgan, 2008) formula with the requirement that maximum BS utilization is 85%
during BH. Note that offloading gain by the conventional femtocells are included when finding the number of required BSs.
Average traffic per BS in BH and the final utilization per BS after offloading are given in the bottom rows.

The new macro BSs are placed in between the existing BSs giving a new grid for the BS sites with twice the density of the
original grid, giving a new ISD of 354 m in downtown and 707 m in the suburbs. The coverage area of each BS in the new grid
will be half of that in the original grid. The new BSs are placed in areas with high traffic demand and will offload their
neighboring BSs.

4.2.2. CAPEX for the conventional femtocell strategy

The operator will subsidize the conventional femtocell with a price of 100 h in 2017 reducing to 47:8 h in 2022. The
conventional femtocell is assumed to support a plug-and-play setup procedure with auto-configuration of parameters

Table 1
Assumptions for network scenario.

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

# Customers (eoy) (1000) 200 216 232 246 259 270

Traffic/customer/month (GB) 7.10 8.63 10.34 12.18 14.19 16.40

# Macro BSs 404 404 404 404 404 404

Traffic/BS in BH (Mbps) 39.0 51.3 65.9 82.3 101.0 121.8

Utilization/BS cell in BH (%) 50.1 65.8 84.5 105.5 129.4 156.1

Table 2
Parameter values used in the base case.

Parameter Value (h) Reduction (%) CogFem RegFem

CAPEX (per unit)

BS price 5000 �10 X

BS site establishment 60 000 0 X

Conventional femtocell 100 �10 X X

Cognitive femtocell 400 �10 X

Femtocell installation 100 �2 X

Femtocell gateway (GW) 500 000 �10 X X

Femtocell OMS 100 000 �10 X X

GW and OMS installation 100 000 �2 X X

Sensor 300 �10 X

Sensor installation 200 �2 X

Fusion centre 150 000 �10 X

Fusion centre installation 10 000 �10 X

OPEX (per month)

BS OPEX/month 1000 �2 X

Fixed sensor OPEX/month 15 �2 X

Backhaul/month for femtocell 50 �2 X

Table 3
Network data for the RegFem strategy.

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

# Conv. femtocells 2001 4329 6953 9834 12 930 16 201

# Macro BSs deployed 404 404 404 462 555 654

Traffic/BS in BH (Mbps) 38.3 49.3 61.9 66.2 66.1 66.2

Utilization/BS cell (%) 49.0 63.2 79.4 84.9 84.8 84.9
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such as channel and transmit powers. The customers will install the femtocell themselves; hence, no installation costs are
assumed which is in contrast to the cells in the mobile network.

CAPEX for the femtocell gateway, operation and management system (OMS), BS and establishment of a new BS site are
given in Table 2.

4.2.3. OPEX for the conventional femtocell strategy

Costs associated with renting the backhaul capacity and maintaining the BS is 1000 h=month in 2017. The operator will
subsidize backhaul for the conventional femtocell.

The conventional femtocell will be managed remotely by the OMS. If the conventional femtocell goes down and
connectivity to the OMS is lost, then the customer is asked to return the conventional femtocell and a new one is sent to
the customer.

The general OPEX is one of the major costs for a mobile operator. However, the general OPEX will not be considered
since it is general for the total operations (e.g. customer acquisition, invoicing) and not specific to the RegFem strategy.

4.3. Cognitive femtocell strategy related assumptions

4.3.1. Number of cognitive femtocells

It is assumed that the range of a cognitive femtocell is 75 m in the downtown and 100 m in the suburbs. This is a
reasonable number taking into account that it will use a low power transmitter and be located indoors. This range also
ensures that spectrum holes can be well utilized (Grønsund & Grøndalen, 2011).

It is assumed that a set of cognitive femtocells will give the same offloading of the LTE network as the new macro BS in
the RegFem strategy if they collectively have the same capacity and coverage area of at least the same size.

It is assumed that a cognitive femtocell supports 20 users, hence, 20 cognitive femtocells are required to support the
same number of active users as a new macro BS.

The number of macro BSs and conventional femtocells deployed are given in the first row in Table 4. The third row gives
the number of cognitive femtocells required to offload the macro network after offloading from the conventional
femtocells is considered. In 2022 there will be 5000 cognitive femtocells, which will give the same capacity increase as the
250 new macro BSs in the RegFem strategy (Table 3).

A simulation study was performed to estimate the area covered by randomly located cognitive femtocells. Since the
operator can influence where the femtocells are located, this will be a lower bound. The mean coverage as a function of the
number of cognitive femtocells is shown in Fig. 3, which will be 43% with 5000 cognitive femtocells. As a comparison, 250
new macro BSs will give a coverage of 31%. Hence, the cognitive femtocells will collectively have the same capacity and
larger coverage than the new macro BSs. This strongly indicates that the same services can be offered with both strategies.

Table 4
Network data for the CogFem strategy.

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

# Macro BSs 404 404 404 404 404 404

# Conv. femtocells deployed 1168 2663 4454 6502 8765 11201

# Cog. femtocells required 0 0 0 1160 3020 5000

# Cog. femtocells deployed 833 1666 2499 3332 4165 5000

Traffic/BS cell in BH (Mbps) 38.3 49.3 61.9 66.2 66.1 66.2

Utilization/BS cell (%) 49.0 63.2 79.4 84.9 84.8 84.9
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Fig. 3. Coverage provided by randomly located cognitive femtocells.
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The operator deploys the cognitive femtocells equally distributed throughout the years to meet the requirement in
2022 as given in the fourth row. The cognitive femtocell density is assumed to be four times higher in the downtown than
in the suburbs, hence, 57.2% and 42.8% of the femtocells are deployed in each area, respectively. This deployment is
theoretical and might be difficult to achieve in reality with randomly deployed femtocells. Initially, the cognitive
femtocells will operate as conventional femtocells. When a capacity upgrade is required in 2020, the cognitive
functionality will be activated.

Average traffic in BH and utilization per macro BS after offloading by all femtocells are given in the two bottom rows.

4.3.2. Costs for purchasing and installing the cognitive femtocell

It is assumed that the operator will subsidize the cognitive femtocell. The femtocell is assumed to operate in TVWS, that
is, in the frequency range from 470 to 790 MHz (van de Beek, Riihijarvi, Achtzehn, & Mahonen, 2011). Low complexity
sensors are assumed (Kokkinen et al., 2010), for example based on the energy detection or autocorrelation based feature
detection which have implementations requiring little chip area and low power consumption. The sensor receiver is
assumed to have a sensitivity of �121 dBm in 200 kHz bandwidth as estimated in Kansanen et al. (2009) based on a
survey of recently published relevant circuits. The sensing interval is assumed to be 10 ms, which makes it easier to
achieve the targeted sensitivity with a low cost implementation. A quadrupling in price of the conventional femtocell is
assumed because of the cognitive functionalities resulting in a purchase price of 400 h per cognitive femtocell in 2017.

The main difference from the conventional femtocell is the addition of sensing capabilities and the protocol to
communicate with the fusion centre to find the optimal frequency. To optimize outdoor coverage, the cognitive femtocell
will be installed by the operator assumed to cost 100 h.

To support the cognitive femtocells, the operator must purchase and install a femtocell gateway and a femtocell OMS
with prices as given in Table 2.

4.3.3. Costs for cognitive femtocell backhaul

Backhaul is one of the main challenges for femtocell business cases. In this business case, the cognitive femtocell can be
backhauled in two ways. In the first and preferred option an existing fixed broadband connection in the home or office will
backhaul the cognitive femtocell. In the second option the LTE network will backhaul the cognitive femtocell, where an
external antenna will be connected to the cognitive femtocell to provide an optimal transmission link to the BS. The
downside of this option is that BS capacity will be used. This option will be used only if the first option does not exist and is
assumed to be zero in the base case.

It is assumed that the backhaul could either be ADSL, cable or fibre. Furthermore, it is assumed that the operator takes
the cost for using the subscribers fixed broadband connection as backhaul. A multiplexing gain of 1:20 is assumed which
should amount to an experienced capacity assumed to be 20 Mbps/user. To estimate the broadband subscription costs, the
average price of a broadband subscription in European countries with bitrate 20 Mbps is found to be about 30 h=month.
Since the fixed broadband operator also uses a multiplexing rate an agreement between the mobile operator and the fixed
broadband operator is assumed of 50 h=month in 2017, a 5 h reduction from today (2012) and a doubling in
subscription fee.

4.3.4. OPEX for the cognitive femtocell strategy

OPEX for new BSs in the macro network (site leasing, maintenance) is avoided in the CogFem strategy. The cognitive
femtocells will be managed remotely by the OMS. In situations where the cognitive femtocell goes down and connectivity
to the OMS is lost, the customer is asked to return the cognitive femtocell and a new one is sent to the customer. As for the
RegFem strategy, maintenance for the cognitive femtocell is assumed to be zero. General OPEX will not be considered.

4.3.5. Sensor network related assumptions

The WSN related assumptions consist of costs related to purchasing and operating the fixed sensor network and the
fusion centre. Assumptions for CAPEX and OPEX related to the WSN are summarized in Table 2 and the reader is referred
to Grøndalen et al. (2011) for details related to each parameter.

To determine the number of fixed sensors that will be deployed, it is necessary to find the required fixed sensor density
(Fodor, Glaropoulos, & Pescosolido, 2009) which is one of the most important parameters for the WSN deployment. The
fixed sensor density is assumed to be 65 sensors/km2 as found in Grøndalen et al. (2011, Section V.C) based on the study in
Pescosolido et al. (2010, Section 2).6

The total number of fixed sensors rolled out given in Table 5 depends on the total number of cognitive femtocells
deployed and on the individual cognitive femtocell coverage area. Second, it depends on when the operator deploys the
cognitive femtocells based on capacity demand.

6 The required fixed density value represents the mean of the values for two cases with maximum interference probability requirements 10�6 and

10�3, where the primary system is LTE.
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5. Business case evaluation

5.1. Cost comparison results

Total accumulated costs for the base cases of the CogFem and RegFem strategies are given in Fig. 4(a) with resulting
NPV for costs 8.52 and 10:61 Mh, respectively, so the CogFem strategy will be 2:09 Mh more profitable than the RegFem
strategy in 2022 for the base case calculation.

From the yearly CAPEX and OPEX for the two strategies given in Fig. 4(b), it can be seen that OPEX for both strategies
increases in 2020 when the network requires offloading. It can also be seen that CAPEX for the RegFem strategy increases
especially in 2020 due to deployment of new BSs sites.

5.2. Sensitivity of backhaul costs for the cognitive femtocell

From the sensitivity of the monthly price for backhaul per cognitive femtocell in Fig. 5, it is observed that the costs for
the two strategies equals when monthly price for backhauling the cognitive femtocell reaches 82 h, a 64% increase from
the base case (50 h=month as pointed to by the arrow). It is concluded that the price for cognitive femtocell backhaul is a
critical parameter and it will therefore be important to study this in more detail.

5.3. Sensitivity of femtocell offloading gain

Sensitivity of the number of users supported by the cognitive femtocell given in Fig. 6(a) shows that the CogFem NPV
exceeds the RegFem NPV when the number of users supported reduces to 14, in which the number of cognitive femtocells
and sensors deployed are 7.143 and 3.550, respectively. This is a critical parameter that should be considered when
developing cognitive femtocells.

For the sensitivity of number of users offloaded by a conventional femtocell given in Fig. 6(b), it can be seen that the
NPV equals when 5.5 users are offloaded in average.

5.4. Sensitivity of macro BS site establishment

From the sensitivity of the costs to establish a new BS site in Fig. 7, it can be seen that the costs for the RegFem strategy
approach those of the CogFem strategy rapidly when costs reduce and that the NPV equals when costs reach 35 251h. If
costs increase, it can be seen that the CogFem strategy will become increasingly more profitable than the RegFem strategy.
It can be concluded that since BS site establishment is one of the major costs for the RegFem strategy, this is one of the
areas where major costs are saved with the CogFem strategy. It will be important for the operator using the RegFem
strategy to exploit site sharing when possible.

5.5. Sensitivity of cognitive femtocell subsidization

It was assumed that the operator subsidizes the cognitive femtocell and the price was difficult to estimate since the
technology is immature. Fig. 8 illustrates that the sensitivity is moderate and that the NPV equals when the cognitive
femtocell price is 1:053 h (163.25% increase).

5.6. Sensitivity of cognitive femtocell coverage

Sensitivity of the cognitive femtocell coverage radius in the downtown and suburbs is studied separately. It can be seen
in Fig. 9(a) that the NPV increases when the coverage becomes very low. This is because the number of cognitive
femtocells and related costs increases. An interesting observation is that the NPV increases especially when the cognitive
femtocell radius is lower than the sensor radius. In this case, no senors will be deployed in the respective part of the city as
illustrated for the downtown and suburbs separately in Fig. 9(b). However, the total number of cognitive femtocells
deployed increases considerably as illustrated in Fig. 9(c).

Another interesting finding is that an optimal coverage range for the cognitive femtocells can be found for the lowest
NPV, which is found to be between 40 and 70 m in the downtown and 80 m in the suburbs. The reason for the increase in

Table 5
Number of fixed sensors deployed.

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

# Fixed sensors downtown 0 0 0 98 256 391

# Fixed sensors suburbs 0 0 0 517 1346 2229

# Fixed sensors total 0 0 0 615 1602 2620
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis of the cognitive femtocell backhaul.

Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis for the offloading gain: (a) subscribers supported per cognitive femtocell and (b) average offloading gain per conventional

femtocell.

Fig. 4. Results for the base cases: (a) accumulated costs and (b) yearly CAPEX and OPEX.
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NPV at higher distances is that the number of sensors increases while the number of cognitive femtocells remains constant
due to the capacity requirement. The reason for the increase in the number of sensors is that more sensors are required for
each cognitive femtocell. If these optimal values were selected for downtown and suburbs simultaneously, then NPV in the
CogFem strategy would be 7:62 Mh resulting in 0:90 Mh lower costs compared to the base case. However, it should be
noted that as the ranges reduces, the probability that 20 users are within the coverage range of a cognitive femtocell
reduces.

5.7. Sensitivity related to the fixed sensor network

It is found that the sensitivity of the fixed sensor density and fixed sensor price given in Figs. 10(a) and (b), respectively,
is than in Grøndalen et al. (2011). The reason is that sensing embedded in cognitive femtocells causes less sensors to be
deployed. The NPV in the two strategies equals if the requirement for fixed sensor density reaches 104 senors/km2. For the
fixed sensor price sensitivity, the NPV equals at 2:117 h.

In an alternative strategy where the cognitive femtocell does not have an embedded sensor, the NPV in the CogFem
strategy would be 9:80 Mh resulting in 0:81 Mh higher costs.

5.8. Sensitivity of base station capacity

From sensitivity on spectral efficiency in Fig. 11, it can be seen that the lower the spectral efficiency, the more profitable
the CogFem strategy than the RegFem strategy. This is because the number of deployed BSs and cognitive femtocells
increases considerably for the lower spectral efficiency. When spectral efficiency increases the need for offloading reduces,
hence the RegFem strategy becomes more profitable.

5.9. Sensitivity of population and customer density

From sensitivity on the total population and number of customers in Fig. 12, it can be seen that the costs for the CogFem
strategy increase less than for the RegFem strategy as the population and hence the number of customers increases.

Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis of the costs for BS site establishment.

Fig. 8. Sensitivity analysis of the cognitive femtocell price.
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity analysis of the femtocell coverage radius in the downtown and suburbs separately: (a) NPV; (b) the number of sensors; and (c) the

number of cognitive femtocells.

Fig. 10. Sensitivity analysis for the fixed sensor network: (a) fixed sensor density and (b) fixed sensor price.
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6. Conclusions

This paper proposed and analyzed critical aspects of a business case where a mobile operator offloads its LTE network
by deploying cognitive femtocells. When aided by a sensor network the cognitive femtocells are able to use frequencies
other than the mobile network and hence increase its power to cover outdoor areas and neighbouring buildings. The
cognitive femtocell (CogFem) strategy was compared with a strategy where the operator deploys conventional femtocells
(RegFem) and additional new BSs to offload the macro network. By using cost flow analysis, it was found that the CogFem
strategy can be more profitable than the RegFem strategy. The authors do not conclude that the studied concept is the
most profitable since there exist numerous other strategies that could be compared. However, the authors note that it is
challenging to estimate the costs related to the immature technology studied, so the main value of this study is to identify
critical aspects related to the cognitive femtocell business case as an important contribution to future research and
development.

It was found that one of the most critical parameters for the CogFem strategy is the price for backhauling the cognitive
femtocell. Little information exists about this price, hence a more detailed study to estimate this price will be of highest
importance.

It was found that the number of supported users by a cognitive femtocell is a critical parameter which is important to
consider when developing cognitive femtocells.

The costs for establishing new BS sites are the major cost for the RegFem strategy which is omitted in the CogFem
strategy. Hence, minimizing the number of new BS site establishments with site sharing will be important for the RegFem
strategy to be comparable with the CogFem strategy.

It was also found that the coverage radius for the cognitive femtocell is important and the optimal radii were found to
be between 40 and 70 m in the downtown and 80 m in the suburbs. Lower ranges caused more cognitive femtocells to be
deployed resulting in much higher costs.

It was found that parameters related to the senor network such as required density, price and OPEX for the fixed
sensors are less critical when sensors are embedded in the cognitive femtocells.

Fig. 11. Sensitivity analysis of the spectral efficiency for the macro BS.

Fig. 12. Sensitivity analysis of the population and customer density.
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System Level Performance of IEEE 802.22-2011
with Sensing-Based Detection of Wireless

Microphones
Pål Grønsund, Przemyslaw Pawelczak, Jihoon Park, and Danijela Cabric

Abstract—We present the state-of-the-art system level evalua-
tion of the IEEE 802.22-2011 standard using a highly detailed
simulator implementation in NS-2. In the evaluation our attention
is focused on the effect of spatiotemporal wireless microphone
(WM) activity on the performance of the IEEE 802.22-2011
network, while considering novel spectrum sensing strategies
and multimedia traffic with different prioritization in IEE E
802.22-2011. Our general finding is that the IEEE 802.22-2011
standard deals well with WMs and prioritization of simultan eous
multimedia traffic using different QoS profiles, while some
surprising conclusions follow.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The IEEE 802.22-2011 [1] standard is the first and most
sophisticated standard for operation in TV white spaces. An
IEEE 802.22-2011 system can use sensing techniques to detect
sudden appearance of primary users (PUs) of the TV bands
such as TV transmitters and Wireless Microphones (WMs).
The TV broadcasters update the database about their frequency
usage and transmit power levels at all locations. Other low
power devices operating in these bands such as WMs might
update the database, but might also appear suddenly at random
locations without notification. Thus, detection and protection
of these WMs are considered as one of the greatest challenges
for the IEEE 802.22-2011 system. An alternative approach by
regulators is to allocate “safe harbor” channels, which canbe
used by the WMs without registering in the database. However,
spectrum sensing could still be used to increase spectrum
utilization significantly in these channels. It is also an open
question what different regulators will actually do to protect
WMs.

Unfortunately, since the initiation of the IEEE 802.22-
2011 standard in 2004, to the best of our knowledge, except
of [2], [3], [4], [5], there exist no real life field trials nor
any comprehensive system level studies with the complete
IEEE 802.22-2011 implementation. Moreover, there exist no
performance evaluations of the complete system protocol stack
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of the IEEE 802.22-2011 standard considering (WM) sensing.
Therefore, in order to study the system wide performance of
IEEE 802.22-2011, we have developed the most complete and
up to date implementation of the IEEE 802.22-2011 stack in
the NS-2 simulator, which was introduced first in [2], [3], [4],
[5].

In this article, we first evaluate the IEEE 802.22-2011
performance for simultaneous multimedia traffic with different
QoS profiles considering broad set of single and two-stage
sensing strategies. Then we look into the instantaneous impact
of IEEE 802.22-2011 network on the WMs.

II. M ODELING COMPLETE IEEE 802.22-2011

For the ease of exposition, in this section we recall and
recapitulate much of the description of the IEEE 802.22-2011
network model presented simultaneously in [2], [3], [4], [5],
but with the important extension of multimedia traffic and
different QoS profiles.

A. Network Model

We consider an IEEE 802.22-2011 system limited to one
Base Station (BS) and a set of Customer Premises Equipment
(CPEs). The CPEs are fixed at certain locations, in accordance
with the IEEE 802.22-2011 standard. The distance between the
BS and CPE and the distance between the BS and WM will be
set to a fixed value in some scenarios and randomly selected
in other scenarios. The simulator supports all channels in the
UHF band, but a subset of channels are selected for operation
in the studied scenarios (i.e. four channels at frequencies
denoted F1–F4). A personal computer connected via Ethernet
to the BS will establish links to the CPEs and run different
traffic models.

In this study we focus only on WMs as an example of PUs,
assuming that in the coverage area of the IEEE 802.22-2011
BS no active TV transmissions are present, since these are
assumed to be known through the database. In this evaluation
we assume that WM activity will be detected only by sensing
techniques with no support from beacon protocol like IEEE
802.22.1 [6]. We emphasize that spectrum sensing is still a
fundamental WM detection method as some of the recent
proposals by the US Federal Communications Commission,
allocating two separate frequency bands for WM operation
only [7], will limit the spectral efficiency of the availablewhite
spaces. Also, existing unlicensed WMs will continue to exist
in other UHF bands for many years.



B. Traffic Model

1) IEEE 802.22-2011 Traffic Model:Three different traffic
models are used for the IEEE 802.22-2011 network in the sim-
ulations scenarios, variable bit rate (VBR), video and VoIP, as
summarized in Table I. The VoIP and video traffic models are
similar to the models used in [8] when evaluating performance
of IEEE 802.16e. VoIP is modeled as an ON/OFF traffic source
with voice activity detection where packets are only generated
during ON periods. The given ON and OFF durations are
average and assumed to be exponentially distributed [9].
Video traffic uses a real life pre-encoded MPEG4 trace [10].
VBR traffic will run over UDP and will be used to measure
maximum IEEE 802.22-2011 system throughput. Maximum
traffic rates will then be simulated by constantly transmitting
UDP packets with bit rates higher than the channel capacity
to fully load the buffers.

Two QoS profiles are implemented: unsolicited grant service
(UGS) and best effort (BE). In detail, UGS sets the guaranteed
interval between packets and the packet size, and it has priority
over BE. The BE QoS profile is used for VBR and video
traffic, while the UGS QoS profile is used for VoIP traffic.

2) Wireless Microphone Traffic Model:When the WM
becomes active, its traffic pattern is characterized by a 100%
duty cycle until the WM disappears. It should be noted that
NS-2 is packet transmission-based, hence we assume that WM
virtually transmits data packets consecutively during thewhole
IEEE 802.22-2011 OFDMA frame in order to simulate the
100% duty cycle traffic pattern.

We are not aware of any work that give statistics on WM
traffic distribution, hence we assume that all WMs generate
new connections according to the negative exponential dis-
tribution [11]. The average inter-arrival time and the average
occupancy time (both exponentially distributed) are denoted,
respectively, as1/λw and1/µw. The WMs operate in the UHF
band and are configured with transmit power of 200 mW. More
discussion on the impact of the temporal activity of WMs on
the IEEE 802.22 network can be found in [2].

III. F EATURES OFIEEE 802.22-2011: STANDARD VERSUS

IMPLEMENTATION

As in the case of previous section, for the ease of reference,
we recall much of the information on the simulator features
presented also in [2], [3], [4], [5], but with modifications to
the spectrum sensing strategies and parameter settings in the
simulator.

The IEEE 802.22-2011 is very similar to the IEEE 802.16e
standard, hence we adapt an extensive implementation of
the IEEE 802.16e standard in NS-2 [12] developed for the
WiMAX Forum to represent IEEE 802.22-2011 as specified
by the standard [1]. The features that are different from IEEE
802.16 are implemented and conform to the best extent to the
functional requirements as specified in the IEEE 802.22-2011
standard.

The most relevant parameters for the two systems, IEEE
802.22-2011 and IEEE 802.16e, were compared in [13], [5].

This comparison is extended in Table II, together with infor-
mation on the set of protocol profiles implemented in NS-2.
In the subsequent sections we present the IEEE 802.22-2011
system and simulation model with main focus on the spectrum
management and sensing functions implemented, but also on
the general changes to the IEEE 802.16e physical layer.

A. OFDMA and Channelization Structure

Both the IEEE 802.22-2011 downlink and uplink subframes
have totally 60 subchannels, where each subchannel consists
of 28 subcarriers out of which 24 data and 4 pilot subcarriers.
The IEEE 802.22-2011 network can operate on any vacant TV
channel if it is not used by the PU (in our case WM). Channel
bonding of scattered available channels is not considered in
this study. A WM occupies only one channel. Fractional
frequency usage where some subcarriers occupied by WMs
in one frequency band are notched out and the remaining are
utilized by IEEE 802.22-2011, will not be considered.

In our IEEE 802.22-2011 NS-2 implementation only the
6 MHz profile is used. A subset of typical channels in the
UHF band are selected for operation in the simulation model,
the four channels in the range 31 to 34 corresponding to the
center frequency of 575, 581, 587 and 593 MHz, respectively.
For the subcarrier allocation strategy, partially used subcarrier
(PUSC) allocation is used in our NS-2 implementation. Guard
bands are considered at both ends of the channel bandwidths
with a total of 368 guard and null subcarriers.

The transmit/receive transition gap (TTG) is set to 210µs,
which supports a 30 km distance between BS and CPE. The
receive/transmit transition gap (RTG) is set to 81.8µs. There
are totally 26 symbols, each of 373.33µs duration, where the
DL:UL ratio is set to 2:1.

B. OFDMA Traffic Scheduling

The MAC layer of IEEE 802.22-2011 uses linear scheduling
to allocate OFDMA slots to traffic from the upper layers
in both the downlink and uplink subframes, as opposed to
a rectangular scheduling in IEEE 802.16. An OFDMA slot
can be characterized as a{subchannel, symbol}-tuple in the
frequency and time domain. Vertical striping is used for both
DL and UL subframes in the simulator, which means that
OFDMA slots are allocated in frequency first and then in time,
i.e. the first symbol is filled with data before the next symbol.

C. Propagation Model

The propagation model used in the simulator is the COST
Hata path loss model, configured for suburban scenarios. Both
the BS and CPEs are configured with 36 dBm transmit power.
Antenna gains for both the BS and CPE are set to 0 dB.
Dynamic transmit power adaptation is not implemented.

Further, the COST Hata model is combined with a Clarke-
Gans implementation of Rayleigh fading, which has been
extended to support 2048 subcarriers of the IEEE 802.22-2011.
The Vehicular A ITU power delay spread model is used which
is suited for the considered IEEE 802.22-2011 scenario with
large cell in suburban areas and a tall BS antenna.



TABLE I
PER USER SESSION CONSIDERED TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THEIEEE 802.22-2011 QOS CLASSES(IN CASE OF DETERMINISTIC DISTRIBUTION A

SINGLE VALUE IS ALWAYS GENERATED)

VBR Video VoIP
Packet size Interarrival Packet size Interarrival Packet size (ON) Interarrival (ON) ON/OFF period

Distribution Deterministic Determinstic From trace Deterministic Deterministic Deterministic Exponential

Parameters 1500 B 0.33 ms [10] 33 ms 66 B 20 ms
1.34 s (ON)
1.67 s (OFF)

Average rate 5 Mbps 71.5 kbps 11.7 kbps
QoS Profile BE BE UGS

TABLE II
NS-2 IMPLEMENTATION OF IEEE 802.22-2011COMPARED WITH IEEE 802.16 [14]AND IEEE 802.22-2011 [13], [1]STANDARDS (SEE ALSO [2,

TABLE I], [3, TABLE 1], [4, TABLE 8.1], [5, TABLE IV])

Parameter IEEE 802.16e IEEE 802.22-2011 NS-2

Bandwidth 10 MHz {6, 7, 8}MHz 6 MHz
FFT Size 1024 2048 2048

Frequency/Channels 2.5-2.69 GHz 54-698 MHz 54–698 MHz
Frame size 5 ms 10 ms 10 ms

Duplexing method TDD TDD TDD
Tx/Rx Transit Gap (TTG) 105.7µs 210, 245, 279.8µs 210µs
Rx/Tx Transit Gap (RTG) 60µs 81.8, 221.7, 350.3µs 81.8µs

Modulation types {16,64}-QAM, {16,64}-QAM, {16,64}-QAM,
QPSK QPSK QPSK

Coding rates 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 1/2, 2/3, 3/4
Error correction coding CC, CTC, LDPC CTC/BTC No (emulated)

Max power BS: 43, CPE: 23 dBm BS/CPE: 36 dBm BS/CPE: 36 dBm
Assumed noise figure BS: 4 dB, CPE: 7 dB BS/CPE: 4-6 dB BS/CPE: 4 dB

QoS classes UGS, rtPS, ErtPS, UGS, rtPS, ErtPS, UGS, BE
nrtPS, BE nrtPS, BE

Cyclic prefix mode 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32 1/4 1/4
OFDM mapping Rectangular DL: vert. UL: horiz. vert.
Error protection HARQ ARQ ARQ

Subcarrier. spacing 10.94 kHz 3.348/3.906/4.464 kHz 3.348 kHz
Useful symbol length 91.4µs 298.7/256/224µs 298.7µs

Guard time 11.4µs 37.34/32/28µs 37.34µs
Symbol duration 102.9µs 373.3/320/280µs 373.3µs

Sampling frequency 11.2 MHz 6.857/8/9.145 MHz 6.857 MHz
Sampling period 0.18 ms 0.299/0.256/0.224 ms 0.299 ms

Symbols per frame 48 26/30/34 26
Used subcarriers 840 1680 1680

Guard and null subcarriers 184 368 368
Pilot subcarriers DL: 120, UL: 280 DL/UL: 240 DL/UL: 240
Data subcarriers DL: 720, UL: 560 DL/UL: 1440 DL/UL: 1440

Subcarriers/subchannel DL: 24, UL: 28 DL/UL: 24 DL/UL: 24
Subchannels DL: 30, UL: 35 DL/UL: 60 DL/UL: 60
Pilot location Distributed Distributed Distributed
Power control Distributed Distributed No

Subcarrier allocation FUSC, PUSC, Cont. PUSC PUSC
Sensing strategy N/A optional two-stage sensing

Coarse sensing duration N/A optional 1 ms
Fine sensing duration N/A optional 30 ms
Fine sensing interval N/A optional ∞ (event based)
Cooperative sensing N/A optional ”OR” rule

WM detection threshold N/A optional –107 dBm (averaged over 200 kHz)

Interference modeling in the simulator, as described in detail
in [12], is done at the subcarrier level by capturing packets
from all IEEE 802.22-2011 transmitters and the signals from
WM activity.

D. Error Protection

For error protection the IEEE 802.22-2011 standard uses
ARQ. For error correction coding the IEEE 802.22-2011 uses
convolutional turbo codes (CTC) and block turbo code (BTC),
although only ARQ is implemented in NS-2.

E. Wireless Microphone Implementation

A typical analog WM in the TV bands uses a narrow band-
width of 200 kHz, which amount to 68 active subcarriers in the
NS-2 OFDMA simulator. Since an analogue WM most of the

time focus the transmit power on a narrow part of the 200 kHz
bandwidth, we assume that the WM on average uses half the
bandwidth with 34 subcarriers when implementing the WM
in the NS-2. In this case, if the WM transmits with 200 mW
over the 34 subcarriers, the transmit power per subcarrier for
the WM in the NS-2 is set to 0.2 W / 34 = 0.0059W.

The WM implementation will transmit consecutively in both
downlink and uplink direction to simulate a realistic WM with
100% duty cycle. The modulation and coding rate is fixed to
QPSK 1/2.

F. Wireless Microphone Detection Process

The main functions involved in PU detection in the IEEE
802.22-2011 standard are the spectrum manager at the BS



and the spectrum automaton at the CPE which controls the
spectrum sensing function and the geo-location function. All
functions are implemented in NS-2, except for geo-location
(due to the assumption of TV broadcast absence in the
considered channel) and transmit power control limits. Since
the transmit power control limits are not implemented, the
IEEE 802.22-2011 will switch to a new channel if a WM is
detected on that channel. If no channels are available IEEE
802.22-2011 will cease transmission.

1) Spectrum Manager:The spectrum manager specifies the
set of channel lists, i.e. the backup, candidate and protected
channel lists. This is done by communicating with the spec-
trum sensing function. In the IEEE 802.22-2011 standard a
channel will originally get status as backup channel when
sensed as unused every six seconds over a period of 30
seconds. In the CPE, the spectrum automaton is a lightweight
version of the spectrum manager in the BS. The channel
selection procedure randomly selects one of the available
channels. In the case that a WM signal is received on all
channels, the channel with lowest received signal strength
below detection threshold from the WM is selected.

2) Spectrum Sensing Implementation:The spectrum sens-
ing function can first be classified into in-band sensing, that
senses the operating channel, and out-of-band sensing, that
senses activity on other channels that potentially can be used
by the IEEE 802.22-2011 system. Considering sensing strat-
egy, two-stage sensing is advocated by IEEE 802.22-2011. At
the coarse sensing stage (first stage) a simple energy detection
is used for frequent and short sensing periodstc. If coarse
sensing detects a WM signal it switches to the fine sensing
stage (second stage) that uses a more detailed WM detection
process for a longer periodts. A simple energy detector will
also be used for fine sensing in the simulator. If a WM signal is
detected by fine sensing then the operating channel is switched
to one of the backup channels. However, if coarse sensing
does not detect any WMs, an optional time-based approach has
been implemented where fine sensing periods can be started
at specific times.

Probability of detectionpd and probability of false alarmpf

are set in the simulation separately for coarse (pd,c andpf,c,
respectively) and fine sensing (pd,s andpf,s, respectively). In
the simulation we were able to manipulatepd andpf in order
to simulate the performance with different sensing constraints.
The effect ofpd and pf on the IEEE 802.22-2011 will be
lower and higher respectively for coarse sensing which senses
for shorter periods and is more unreliable than fine sensing.
Further, cooperative sensing with the OR rule is used, which
is mandatory in the USA as specified in the IEEE 802.22-2011
standard [1, Sec. 8.6.1.3]. Therefore, the total systempf and
pd can analytically be calculated aspf = 1− (1− pf,i)

N and
pd = 1 − (1 − pd,i)

N , whereN is the number of cooperative
sensing nodes andpf,i andpd,i is the probability of false alarm
and detection for each single node, respectively.

Coarse sensing is carried out during allocated time periods
at the end of the uplink OFDMA subframe, typically fortc =
1 ms. Sensing occurs at every second OFDMA frame. Quiet

periods for fine sensing are scheduled at the MAC layer. The
fine sensing period is typically set tots = 30 ms, spanning
three OFDMA frames.

In total four different sensing strategies will be considered
in the evaluation:

• Two-stage spectrum sensing[1]: coarse sensing every
second frame with durationtc = 1 ms, pd,c = 0.9 and
pf,c = 0.1, in which coarse sensing detection triggers a
fine sensing stage with durationts = 30 ms, pd,s = 0.99
andpf,s = 0.01;

• Two-stage consecutive spectrum sensing[15]: same as
above, but 3 consecutive coarse detections are needed
before a fine sensing stage is triggered;

• Single-stage-30 spectrum sensing: only fine sensing with
durationts = 30 ms,pd,s = 0.99 andpf,s = 0.01, which
is time based triggered every 0.5 seconds;

• Single-stage-100 spectrum sensing: only fine sensing with
durationts = 100 ms, pd,s = 1 and pf,s = 0, which is
time based triggered every 0.5 seconds.

Finally, in IEEE 802.22-2011, and our NS-2 implementa-
tion, out-of-band sensing is performed during quiet periods
allocated for the fine sensing periods, and all relevant channels
are sensed during one fine sensing period.

G. System Performance Metrics

Different performance metrics are used for the system level
performance evaluation depending on the studied scenario.The
metrics used to evaluate IEEE 802.22-2011 performance are:

• Throughput: measured at the transport layer for the
actual application used (VBR, video or VoIP). This will
not reflect the physical layer throughput which includes
management frames for the MAC layer and the general
network layer overhead.

• Delay: measured at the application layer as the time from
the packet is transmitted until it is received. Delay will
include queuing delay at all layers of the protocol stack.

• Packet Loss: measured at the network layer as the per-
centage of packets transmitted but not received.

• Packet Drops: a measure of packets dropped at the end
of the BS queue due to congestion on the wireless link.
Separate queues are implemented for the BE and UGS
QoS profiles in the scheduler at the BS. Also, the BS
holds a separate queue for each CPE. Queue length is 50
packets. First the BS transmits all packets enqueued in the
UGS queues, next the remaining resources are allocated
fairly to packets from the BE queues. All queues drop
packets at the tail.

• SINR: is the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio
measured per received packet at the CPE resulting from
Gaussian noise and interference from the WMs.

Furthermore, to assess the impact on the WM performance we
use the following metric:

• WM C/I: is the carrier to interference ratio measured
at the WM, which is considered as the metric that best
describes the performance of the analog WM. Noise is as-
sumed to be Gaussian and therefore the only interference



TABLE III
PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE SIMULATION SCENARIOS(SEE ALSO[2,

TABLE II])

Parameter BS CPE WM

Nodes 1 4 4 pairs
Location Fixed Random Random
Height (m) 30 5 1.5
Transmit Power (W) 4 4 0.2
Antenna Gain (dBi) 0 0 0
Modulation/FEC 16-QAM 1/2 16-QAM 1/2 QPSK 1/2
Channel bandwidth (MHz) 6 6 0.2
Channels used (MHz) 575–593 575–593 575–593

will be from the IEEE 802.22-2011 BS in the downlink
and CPEs in the uplink.

All these metrics are measured locally at the actual device,
i.e. at the transmitting BS for packet drops, at the receiving
CPE for throughput, delay, packet loss and SINR, and at
the WM for C/I. The performance metrics will mostly be
presented as one average value for all CPEs and WMs.

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

The specific values for the simulation scenarios are summa-
rized in Table III. In the IEEE 802.22-2011 network, totally
4 CPEs are connected to 1 BS which applies to a sparsely
populated area. In this area there are totally 4 channels of
6 MHz not used by the TV broadcasters and therefore available
for the IEEE 802.22-2011 network. Furthermore, there are 4
WM pairs that each appear randomly on one of the 4 channels
separately, hence the IEEE 802.22-2011 network has to switch
channel when a WM appears on the operating channel. The
distance between two WMs in a WM pairs is 150 m.

A. Evaluation of Simultaneous Multimedia Traffic with differ-
ent QoS Profiles

In this scenario four CPEs are present, where three CPEs
receive video streams and one CPE establishes a VoIP con-
nection (generating offered load of 0.0051Mbps). The CPEs
and WMs are located at a random position within 1 km from
the BS, hence the CPEs will not experience outage due to a
weak link. In the simulations, we let video traffic load increase
by adding additional video sessions to each CPE, while VoIP
traffic load remains constant. The WM activity is described by
average inter-arrival time1/λw = 10 s and average occupancy
time 1/µw = 3 s.

For the results given in Fig. 1, the offered load on the x-
axis, as used in [8], denotes the offered load as the number
of CPEs added with the number of video sessions per CPE.
There are constantly 3 CPEs and the number of video sessions
will increase in the range from 1 to 18 (generating a change
in offered load from 0.215 to 3.86 Mbps). Simulations are run
for all sensing strategies described in Section III-F2.

1) Throughput: Throughput for video traffic is given in
Fig. 1(a) and for VoIP traffic in Fig. 1(b). For video throughput,
we observe that the two-stage consecutive sensing achievesthe
highest throughput of the considered sensing strategies, which
is explained by the aggressiveness of this sensing strategy
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Fig. 1. System performance of IEEE 802.22-2011 for simultaneous VoIP
and video transmission: three CPEs receiving video traffic with increasing
number of sessions and one CPE receiving VoIP with one session.

requiring consecutive sensing before the channel is vacated.
In other words, higher throughput is achieved at the cost
of longer WM detection time. A second reason for higher
throughput is the fact that since consecutive detections are
needed before fine sensing is triggered, the effect of false
alarms is reduced significantly. However, it is observed that the
two-stage consecutive sensing achieves lower throughput than
the other sensing strategies when the load does not congests
the network, which is explained by the fact that packet loss
is higher for two-stage consecutive sensing as observed in
Fig. 1(c). This indicates that two-stage consecutive sensing
might be preferable to achieve high throughput, but not if the
packet loss rate is critical.

It is observed that two-stage sensing achieves the highest
throughput for low offered load, but that throughput con-
gests before the other sensing strategies when offered load
increases. This is because two-stage sensing with the high
number of coarse sensing stages with high probability of
false alarm frequently triggers fine sensing immediately, which
adds overhead and therefore reduces time available for data
transmission. This indicates that two-stage sensing with coarse
sensing stages every second OFDMA frame might not be
preferred to achieve high throughput. However, it is found
that two-stage sensing is superior for low detection time and
protection of the WM when compared with the other sensing
strategies.

For VoIP throughput, we observe that two-stage consecutive
sensing achieves lower throughput than the other sensing
strategies. This is explained by the higher packet loss for
VoIP traffic with two-stage consecutive sensing compared to
the other sensing strategies, see Fig. 1(c), which for two-stage
consecutive sensing actually on average is higher for VoIP
than for video traffic. It is observed that the throughput is quite



constant irrespective of the offered load, because the UGS QoS
profile guarantees the bit rate and packet interval for the VoIP
session. Two-stage sensing achieve slightly higher throughput
than the single-stage sensing strategies due to the lower packet
loss.

2) Packet Loss:It is observed that average packet loss for
the IEEE 802.22-2011 CPEs given in Fig.1(c) is highest for
two-stage consecutive sensing, both for VoIP with average
0.20% and video with average 0.12%. This is because two-
stage consecutive sensing is more aggressive requiring con-
secutive detections before vacating the channel, hence packets
will opportunistically be transmitted in cases where an active
WM might be nearby causing interference. The other three
sensing strategies have much lower packet loss since action
is taken immediately when a WM is first detected, and since
probability of detection is higher for the single-stage sensing
strategies. For two-stage sensing, packet loss is on average
0.001% for video and 0.002% for VoIP. Difference in packet
loss is on average almost equal for the three other sensing
strategies. From the observed packet loss levels it can be
concluded that the interference in the considered scenariois
neglectable.

If one looks in the offered load region, it is observed that
VoIP traffic in general has higher loss than video traffic.
However, packet loss is almost equal for VoIP and video for
low offered load of video traffic. It is especially observed that
packet loss for video with two-stage consecutive sensing tends
to go down as the offered load increases, which is because
when the offered load increases the momentarily impacts from
the WMs on the overall percentage of packet loss reduces. This
is also observed for the other three sensing strategies, butto
a much lower extent.

3) Packet Drops:The packet drop rate at the end of the
BS queue is presented in Fig. 1(d). The two-stage consecutive
sensing is more aggressive than the others, hence more packets
are transmitted by the IEEE 802.22-2011 BS and less packets
are dropped at end of the queue. It is seen that queue drops for
video increase sharply at a certain offered load of video traffic
(e.g 18 for two-stage sensing and 36 for two-stage consecutive
sensing), which is because all bandwidth is utilized at this
offered load. Queue drops are not observed for VoIP traffic
since the BS scheduler maintains different queues for VoIP
and video where VoIP with UGS QoS profile has a guaranteed
bit rate and priority over video with BE QoS profile.

4) Delay: Average delay for VoIP was measured to be
constant irrespective of the offered load, with an average delay
of 39.3 ms for two-stage, 11.1 ms for two-stage consecutive,
13 ms for single-stage-30 and 25.5 ms for single-stage-100
sensing. This indicates that the overhead caused by the sensing
strategy has a great impact on delay. For a low offered load,
video delay was similar to VoIP, but increased slightly as
offered load increased and increased dramatically when the
network was congested, because packets stayed longer in
the BS queue (as it was found in [5]). This indicates that
VoIP traffic using the UGS profile is prioritized in the IEEE
802.22-2011 standard in favor of the BE traffic. However, it
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Fig. 2. Instantaneous impact on C/I experienced by the WMs.

is noted that this is dependent on the WM activity level and
the availability of at least one channel when there are VoIP
packets to be transmitted.

B. Instantaneous Impact of IEEE 802.22-2011 Network on
WMs

From the previous experiments we noticed that the interfer-
ence to WMs was only caused for a short period before IEEE
802.22-2011 sensing stage detected the WM. To illustrate
this we performed an experiment to measure instantaneous
interference to the WM by simulations in the time interval
from 10 s to 20 s. Initially, the IEEE 802.22-2011 system
operates on F1 with 4 CPEs located at (x,y) m coordinates:
CPE 1 at (500,0)m, CPE 2 at (0,500)m, CPE 3 at (–500,0)m
and CPE 4 at (0,–500)m. The WM appearance pattern is
illustrated in Fig. 2(a), where WM 1 appears on F1 at location
(100,0)m: at time 12 s, WM 2 at F2 at location (0,400)m: at
time 13 s, WM 3 at F3 at location (–600,0)m: at time 14 s and
WM 4 at F4 at location (0,–1000)m: at time 15 s. When a WM
first appears it will stay on the channel until the end of the
simulation as illustrated in Fig. 2(a), hence the IEEE 802.22-
2011 system will switch consecutively to the higher channel
as the WMs appear. For illustration purposes,pd,c = 0.99 and
pf,c = 0.01.

This experiment was performed both for two-stage sensing
and for single-stage sensing as given in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c),



respectively, where experienced C/I for the 4 WMs is presented
for the entire simulation time. A first observation is that the
instantaneous interference for single-stage sensing is higher
than that of two-stage sensing, which is because the intervals
between sensing is longer for single-stage sensing and hence
the time before the WM is detected is longer. A second
observation is that the lowest instantaneous C/I levels observed
for each WM is higher for WMx−1 than WMx. The reason
for this is that since the distance between the BS and WM
x − 1 is lower than between BS and WMx, the DL traffic
transmitted by the BS will interfere more with WMx − 1
than WMx. A third observation is that there is no interference
when WM 2 appears when single-stage sensing is used, which
is because the IEEE 802.22-2011 system is in a single-stage
sensing period when WM 2 appears.

We also present the SINR experienced by CPE 1 for the
two-stage sensing strategy in Fig. 2(d). It can be seen that WM
1 interfere more than the other WMs since WM 1 is closest
to CPE 1. At times when a WM appears and SINR reduces,
it can be seen that it takes longer time before the next SINR
measurement is obtained, since fine sensing is triggered and
the IEEE 802.22-2011 system switches channel. In general,
interference to CPE 1 is not very high since the distance to
the BS is short and since the narrow-band WM only interferes
with few packets and then often with a subset of the subcarriers
used.

Aggregate throughput for all CPEs is presented in 2(e),
where it is seen that throughput reduces especially when the
WM appears. Also, it is observed that throughput reduces more
when WMs appear closer to the CPEs but at farther distance
from the BS, since these CPEs have lower link budget. After
15 s the IEEE 802.22-2011 system does not find any available
channels.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the network level performance of IEEE
802.22-2011 with sensing functionality in terms of throughput,
delay, packet loss and interference by implementing an exten-
sive network level simulator in NS-2. The analysis showed
that the performance for different sensing strategies should be
considered dependent on the required QoS. It was found that
average delay increased with respect to the overhead caused
by the sensing strategy used in the IEEE 802.22-2011 network
and that VoIP traffic can be prioritized to achieve lowest
possible delay for the specific sensing strategy irrespective of
the best effort traffic load. The impact on the WMs was found
to be low in general and we demonstrated that interference
was caused only for short intervals when the WM appeared.
A tradeoff for the selection of sensing strategy was found
between achieving high capacity in the IEEE 802.22-2011

network and protecting the wireless microphones at a highest
possible level.
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Abstract—We present results on the system level performance
of the IEEE 802.22 standard with sensing functionality, using
a highly detailed implementation of the IEEE 802.22 protocol
stack in the NS-2 simulator. Our attention is focused on the
effect of spatio-temporal wireless microphone (WM) activity on
the performance of the IEEE 802.22 network with spectrum
sensing considered. In general we find that the frequency of
WM appearance and activity duration should be quite high in
all channels not used by TV broadcasters to reduce IEEE 802.22
throughput, for example about 50% WM occupancy in each of
total of four channels. Impact on WM performance is found to
be low in general using the two-stage spectrum sensing strategy
with frequent sensing stages.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A number of standardization and regulatory bodies work
towards a better exploitation of the TV white spaces [1].
The IEEE 802.22 [2] standard published in 2011 is the first,
most sophisticated and one of the most discussed standards
for operation in TV white spaces [3]. In short, the system
specified in the IEEE 802.22 standard utilizes TV white spaces
to provide a fixed broadband service in the rural areas.

The IEEE 802.22 devices use geo-location and communi-
cate with a database to obtain information about available fre-
quencies and allowed transmit power levels at their locations.
In addition the IEEE 802.22 system can use sensing techniques
to detect sudden appearance of primary users of the TV bands
such as TV transmitters and Wireless Microphones (WMs).
The TV broadcasters update the database about their frequency
usage and transmit power levels at all locations. Other low
power devices operating in these bands such as WMs might
update the database, but might also appear suddenly at random
locations without notification. Detection and protection of
these WMs are considered as one of the greatest challenges
for the IEEE 802.22 system. By using sensing technologies,
the IEEE 802.22 system should be able to detect WMs and
then cease transmission and switch to a vacant TV channel.

Understanding the complete system level performance of
IEEE 802.22 is complex and difficult to achieve with analytical
models. Therefore, we have developed the most complete

Parts of this work has been supported by the Dutch TechnologyFoundation
STW under contract 12491.

implementation of the IEEE 802.22 stack in the NS-2 sim-
ulator. This simulation software was used in our other related
works to: (a) evaluate delay at the application layer of IEEE
802.22 [4]; (b) evaluate different QoS profiles (e.g. video
and voice over IP) in IEEE 802.22 [5], (c) evaluate IEEE
802.22 network as a function of Customer Premises Equipment
(CPE) to Base Station (BS) distance (for different power and
modulation levels of IEEE 802.22 CPE and varying WM
power) [6]; and (d) four channel selection techniques IEEE
802.22 based on WM signal characteristics [7].

In this paper we present further detailed system level
performance evaluation of IEEE 802.22. The new contribution
is the detailed study of the impact of temporal activity of WM
on the IEEE 802.22 network.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

For the ease of reading we re-introduce the system model
of our NS-2 IEEE 802.22 implementation, which is also found
and introduced in [4], [5], [6], [7].

A. IEEE 802.22 Network Model

We consider an IEEE 802.22 system limited to one BS and
a set of CPEs fixed at certain locations in accordance with the
IEEE 802.22 standard. An example network setup is illustrated
in Fig. 1 with four CPEs and four WM Tx-Rx pairs. The
small oval illustrates the coverage area for WM 1a and the big
oval the coverage area for the IEEE 802.22 BS. The simulator
supports all channels in the UHF band, but a subset of channels
are selected for operation in the studied simulation scenarios,
exactly four channels using the frequencies denoted F1–F4.A
personal computer (PC) connected via Ethernet to the BS will
establish links to the CPEs and run traffic models.

In this study we assume that TV transmissions are known
from the database and focus only on WMs as the primary
users. WM activity will be detected only by sensing techniques
with no support from beacon protocol like IEEE 802.22.1 [8].
Finally, the IEEE 802.22 self coexistence protocol is not used
since a single cell is considered.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the IEEE 802.22 network model used in the evaluation;
[7, Fig. 1], [6, Fig. 1.1].

B. Traffic Model

1) IEEE 802.22 Traffic Model:The traffic model variable
bit rate (VBR) is used to measure the maximum IEEE 802.22
system throughput. VBR will run over UDP where maximum
rates will be simulated by constantly transmitting UDP packets
to each CPE of size 1500 Bytes every 0.33 ms, which amounts
to a bit rate higher than the channel capacity. VBR will use
the best effort (BE) QoS traffic profile in IEEE 802.22 which
provides fairness between the CPEs using the BE profile.

2) Wireless Microphone Traffic Model:When the WM
becomes active, its traffic pattern is characterized by a 100%
duty cycle (irrespective whether someone is speaking to the
microphone or not) until the WM disappears. It should be
noted that the NS-2 simulator is packet transmission-based,
hence we assume that WM virtually transmits data packets
consecutively during the whole IEEE 802.22 OFDMA frame
in order to simulate the 100% duty cycle traffic pattern.

We are not aware of any statistics on WM traffic distribu-
tion, hence we assume that all WMs generate new connections
according to the negative exponential distribution for the
average inter-arrival time1/λw and average occupancy time
1/µw which is common in wireless communications [9].

III. S IMULATION MODEL

Again, for the ease of exposition we re-introduce the system
model of our NS-2 IEEE 802.22 implementation, which is also
found in [4], [5], [6], [7]. In this study we adapt an extensive
implementation of IEEE 802.16e in NS-2 [10] developed
for the WiMAX Forum [11] to implement the IEEE 802.22
standard. The features that are different from IEEE 802.16 are
implemented and conform to the best extent to the functional
requirements as specified in the IEEE 802.22 standard. Note
that the main parameters of our IEEE 802.22 NS-2 simulator,
in relation to IEEE 802.22 standard, are presented in [5, Table
II], [4, Table IV], [6, Table 8.1], and [7, Table I].

A. OFDMA and Channelization Structure

Both the IEEE 802.22 downlink and uplink subframes have
totally 60 subchannels, where each subchannel consists of 28
subcarriers out of which 24 data and 4 pilot subcarriers. The
IEEE 802.22 network can operate on any vacant TV channel
not used by the primary user. Channel bonding of scattered
available channels is not considered in this study, therefore
only one available UHF channel will be used by the IEEE
802.22 system at any time. A WM occupies only one channel.

In our IEEE 802.22 NS-2 implementation only the 6 MHz
profile is used. For the subcarrier allocation strategy, partially
used subcarrier (PUSC) allocation [12] is used. Guard bands
are considered at both ends of the channel bandwidths with a
total of 368 guard and null subcarriers.

The transmit/receive transition gap (TTG) is set to 210µs,
which supports a 30 km distance between BS and CPE. A
dynamic TTG is needed for greater distances, however this
is not implemented since the simulation scenarios considered
involve only small distances. The receive/transmit transition
gap (RTG) is set to 81.8µs. There are totally 26 symbols,
each of 373.33µs duration. The DL:UL ratio is set to 2:1.

B. OFDMA Traffic Scheduling

The MAC layer of IEEE 802.22 uses linear scheduling
to allocate OFDMA slots to traffic from the upper layers
in both the downlink and uplink subframes, as opposed to
a rectangular scheduling in IEEE 802.16. An OFDMA slot
can be characterized as a{subchannel, symbol}-tuple in the
frequency and time domain. Vertical striping is used for both
DL and UL subframes in the simulator, which means that
OFDMA slots are allocated in frequency first and then in time,
i.e. the first symbol is filled with data before the next symbol.

C. Propagation Model

The propagation model used in the simulator is the COST
Hata [13] path loss model, configured for suburban scenarios.
Further, the COST Hata model is combined with a Clarke-
Gans [14] implementation of Rayleigh fading, which has been
extended to support 2048 subcarriers for IEEE 802.22. The
Vehicular A ITU power delay spread model [15] is used which
is suited for the considered IEEE 802.22 scenario with large
cell in suburban areas and a tall BS antenna. Both the BS and
CPEs are configured with 36 dBm transmit power. Antenna
gains for both the BS and CPE are set to 0 dB. Dynamic
transmit power adaptation is not implemented.

Interference modeling is done at the subcarrier level by
capturing packets from all IEEE 802.22 nodes and WMs.
When the received signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) on each subcarrier is calculated for each packet, a
decision is made to further process or drop the packet. This
is done by first finding the exponential effective SIR mapping
(EESM) [16] to get the effective SINR and then extracting
the block error rate (BLER) from the SINR, modulation and
coding rate and block size. Based on the BLER value a
decision is made whether to drop the packet or not1.

D. Error Protection

Channel errors are considered in the simulations. For error
protection the IEEE 802.22 standard uses ARQ. For error
correction coding the IEEE 802.22 uses convolutional turbo
codes (CTC) and block turbo code (BTC), although only ARQ

1Please refer to [10] for a detailed description of of the OFDMA physical
layer implementation and interference modeling. Note that thepropagation
model, operating frequency range and system profiles are reimplemented to
fit the UHF bands, IEEE 802.22 and suburban scenarios.



is implemented in NS-2. However, if BLER found as described
in Section III-C is above a threshold set to 4% (recommended
by the WiMAX Forum IEEE 802.16e implementation [11])
the simulator emulates that the erroneous bits are corrected.

E. Wireless Microphone Implementation

A typical analog WM in the TV bands uses a narrow
bandwidth of 200 kHz, which amount to 68 active subcarriers
in the NS-2 OFDMA simulator. Since an analogue WM most
of the time focuses transmit power on a narrow part of the
200 kHz bandwidth, we assume that the WM on average uses
half the bandwidth with 34 subcarriers when implementing
the WM in the NS-2 simulator. In this case, if the WM
transmits with 200 mW, the transmit power per subcarrier for
the WM is set to 0.2 W/34=0.0059 W in the NS-2 simulator.
The WM implementation will transmit consecutively in both
directions to simulate a realistic WM with 100% duty cycle.
The modulation and coding rate is QPSK 1/2.

F. Wireless Microphone Detection Process

The main functions involved in primary user detection in
the IEEE 802.22 standard are the spectrum manager at the BS
and the spectrum automaton at the CPE which controls the
spectrum sensing and the geo-location function. All functions
are implemented in NS-2, except for geo-location (due to
the assumption of TV broadcast absence in the considered
channel) and dynamic transmit power control. Since the latter
is not implemented, the IEEE 802.22 will switch to a new
channel if a WM is detected on that channel. If no channels
are available IEEE 802.22 will cease transmission.

G. Spectrum Manager

The spectrum manager is implemented in the BS and is
responsible for deciding which channel to use. It specifies the
set of channel lists, i.e. the backup, candidate and protected
channel lists. In the IEEE 802.22 standard a channel will get
status as backup channel when sensed as unused every six
seconds over a period of 30 seconds. An algorithm can be
applied to optimize which of the backup channels will be
selected as the operating one, which in our NS-2 simulator
will be the first available channel in the list.

In the CPE, the spectrum automaton is a lightweight version
of the spectrum manager in the BS. The spectrum automaton
is controlled by the BS and is mostly responsible for reporting
information to the spectrum manager. In rare cases, the spec-
trum automaton itself is responsible for sensing at initialCPE
power on, when it looses contact with the BS and during an
idle time when there are no tasks pending.

1) Spectrum Sensing Implementation:The spectrum sens-
ing function can first be classified into in-band sensing, that
senses the operating channel, and out-of-band sensing, that
senses activity on channels that potentially can be used by
the IEEE 802.22 system. For in-band sensing, the two-stage
spectrum sensing approach, as specified by the standard, is
implemented in the simulator. At the coarse sensing stage (first
stage) a simple energy detection is used for frequent and short

sensing periods,tc = 1 ms in the simulator. If coarse sensing
detects a WM signal, it switches to the fine sensing stage
(second stage) that uses a more detailed WM detection process
for a longer period,ts = 30 ms in the simulator (spanning
three OFDMA frames). A simple energy detector is also used
for fine sensing in the simulator. Coarse sensing is carried out
during allocated time periods at the end of the uplink OFDMA
subframe, and occurs at every second OFDMA frame. If a WM
signal is detected by fine sensing then the operating channel
is switched to one of the backup channels.

Probability of detectionpd and probability of false alarm
pf are set in the simulation separately for coarse and fine
sensing. In the simulation we were able to manipulatepd and
pf in order to simulate performance with different sensing
constraints. The effect ofpd and pf on the IEEE 802.22
will mostly be considered for coarse sensing which is more
unreliable than fine sensing. Fine sensing that uses more
advanced sensing techniques is considered to be more accurate
andpd andpf are therefore set to one and zero, respectively.
Further, cooperative sensing with the OR rule is implemented
for all sensing stages, which is mandatory in the US as
specified in the IEEE 802.22 standard [2, Sec. 8.6.1.3].

Finally, in IEEE 802.22, and our NS-2 implementation, out-
of-band sensing is performed during quiet periods allocated for
the fine sensing periods, and all relevant channels are sensed
during one fine sensing period.

IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCEMETRICS

Just like in [4], [5], [6], [7] different metrics are used to eval-
uate the performance of the IEEE 802.22 standard depending
on the studied scenario. The metrics used to evaluate IEEE
802.22 performance are:

1) Throughput: measured at the transport layer for the
actual application used. This will not reflect the physical
layer throughput which includes management frames for
the MAC layer and the general network layer overhead.

2) Packet Loss: measured at the network layer as the
percentage of packets transmitted but not received.

3) SINR: Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio at the CPE
resulting from Gaussian noise and interference from
WMs.

Furthermore, to assess the impact on the WM performance we
use the following metrics:

1) WM C/I: is the carrier to interference ratio measured
at the WM, which is considered as the metric that
best describes the performance of the analog WM.
Noise is assumed to be Gaussian and therefore the only
interference will be from the IEEE 802.22 BS in the
downlink and CPEs in the uplink.

All metrics are measured locally at the actual device, i.e. at
the receiving CPE for throughput, packet loss and SINR, and
at the WM for C/I. The metrics will mostly be presented as
one average value for all CPEs and WMs.



TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE SIMULATION SCENARIOS; COMPARE

WITH [5, TABLE III]

Parameter BS CPE WM

Nodes 1 4 4 pairs
Location Fixed Random Random
Height (m) 30 5 1.5
Transmit Power (W) 4 4 0.2
Antenna Gain (dBi) 0 0 0
Modulation/FEC 16-QAM 1/2 16-QAM 1/2 QPSK 1/2
Prob. of false alarm (pf ) 0.01 0.01 —
Prob. of detection (pd) 0.99 0.99 —
Channel bandwidth (MHz) 6 6 0.2
Channels used (MHz) 575–593 575–593 575–593

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION : IMPACT OF THE

TEMPORAL ACTIVITY OF WMS ON THE IEEE 802.22
NETWORK

The specific values for the simulation scenarios are summa-
rized in Table I. In the IEEE 802.22 network as illustrated in
Fig. 1, totally 4 CPEs are connected to 1 BS which applies
to a sparsely populated area. In this area there are totally
4 channels of 6 MHz not used by the TV broadcasters and
therefore available for the IEEE 802.22 network. Furthermore,
there are 4 WM pairs that each appear randomly on one of the
4 channels separately, hence the IEEE 802.22 network has to
switch channel when a WM appears on the operating channel.
The distance between two WMs in a WM pairs is set to 150 m.
Note that some parameters will be changed for the simulation
scenarios, but this will be stated clearly.

Each simulation is run 15 times, each with a duration of
500 s, and the results are averaged. A warm up time of 20 s
is used to ensure that a stable point of network operation is
reached. Considering that in NS-2 all nodes will receive pack-
ets from all other nodes within detection range, irrespective of
actual frequency used, and that the nodes processes the packet
fully or partially, each single simulation takes about 45 minutes
on a modern computing cluster2.

The 4 WM pairs appear on separate channels randomly
within a radius of 1 km. Also, each CPE is located randomly
within 1 km from the BS. The short radius used in this scenario
is to assure that WMs are detected according to thepd andpf .
For the spectrum sensing, as a special case, only the BS does
two-stage spectrum sensing withtc = 1 ms andts = 30 ms.

In reality, WMs appear very infrequently and operate for
short durations, i.e. in the order of hours. To be able to simulate
the WM activity we scale the realistic1/λw and 1/µw to
values resulting in short simulation time. The scaling willnot
impact the physical layer performance metrics, but will impact
on the higher layer metrics throughput and packet loss for very
low values of1/λw and1/µw when1/λw < 1/µw. This will
result in lower bound values for the metrics of interest. In most
simulations, however, this will not be an issue.

2) Throughput:Average aggregate throughput for the CPEs
versus increasing WM inter-arrival times in the range1/λw =

2IBM cluster with dual quad core compute nodes Xeon L5420 / 2.5 GHz
processors, each with 8 cores, 8 GB of memory and operating system linux
Ubuntu Hardy Heron.

1, . . . , 10 s for the occupancy times1/µw = {2, 4, 6} s is given
in Fig. 2(a). A first observation is that maximum throughput
achieved in the downlink is 2.76 Mbps, which is in accordance
with the standard when considering overhead from higher
layer protocols and sensing. A saturation in throughput is
observed when inter-arrival time (1/λw) increases because the
probability of finding an opportunity to transmit in all channels
increases. It is also observed that1/µw = 2 s saturates
before 1/µw = 4 s and 1/µw = 6 s which is because the
lower the occupancy time (1/µw), the positive value from
1/λw−1/µw becomes higher, hence the probability of finding
an opportunity to transmit increases. It can also be observed
that the lower the occupancy time (1/µw), the higher the
throughput, which especially is visible for the lower inter-
arrival times where1/µw < 1/λw. This is also the reason for
the observed distance between the curves where throughput
increases when the WM occupancy times (1/µw) increases.
As an overall observation, the frequency of WM appearance
and activity duration should be quite high in all channels not
used by the TV broadcaster to reduce IEEE 802.22 throughput.

3) Packet Loss:It can be seen that average packet loss
for the CPEs given in Fig. 2(b) is higher for lower inter-
arrival times (1/λw) and especially for higher occupancy times
(1/µw). When 1/λw ≪ 1/µw the probability that the IEEE
802.22 system will find an opportunity to transmit is extremely
low. Then, when the IEEE 802.22 system first transmits the
probability that a WM appears on that channel is extremely
high. Consequently, the percentage of packet loss increases
considerably due to interference from the WM.

4) SINR: It can be seen that average SINR for the CPEs
presented in Fig. 2(c) increases as WM inter-arrival time
increases. Lower SINR is seen for lower inter-arrival times
because the actual time the IEEE 802.22 system is able to
access the channel decreases. Hence, the number of packets
that experience interference from the WM in proportion to
the total number of packets received increases. This can
also be illustrated by the average percentage of packets that
obtain SINR below the modulation and coding threshold (MC-
Threshold) for the IEEE 802.22 CPEs presented in Fig. 2(d),
indicating harmful interference to the IEEE 802.22 CPE,
which increases for lower WM inter-arrival times. We note
that the number of simulations should be higher to obtain
more accurate SINR result due to the random CPE location
within the cell. However, a notable increase in SINR is seen
in Fig. 2(c) for 1/µw = 2 s at1/λw = 4 s, for 1/µw = 4 s at
1/λw = 5 s and for1/µw = 6 s at1/λw = 6 s.

5) Impact on WMs:The percentage of time the WM expe-
rience C/I values below the required C/I level of 20 dB [17]
given in Fig. 2(e) show that the higher the inter-arrival time
(1/λw), the more interference is caused to the WMs. This is
because the probability that the IEEE 802.22 system transmits
when a WM appears is higher the more1/λw > 1/µw.
However, we find that the interference is only caused at the
instantaneous time when the WM appears, and in general it
can be observed that the percentage of time the WM drops
below the required C/I level is very low. The average WM C/I
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Fig. 2. IEEE 802.22 performance for various WM inter-arrival times,1/λw = {1, . . . , 10} s, and average occupancy times1/µw = {2, 4, 6} s.

presented in Fig. 2(f) also confirms this.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the network level performance
of IEEE 802.22 with sensing functionality by means of an
extensive network level simulations implemented in NS-2.
We studied the throughput for different activity levels of
wireless microphones (WMs) in channels not occupied by TV
broadcasters, and found that the WM activity level should be
quite high in all channels to reduce IEEE 802.22 throughput.
For example, about 50% WM occupancy in each of total of
four channels to reduce throughput remarkably. Impact on WM
performance was found to be low in general using the two-
stage spectrum sensing strategy with frequent sensing stages.
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Abstract—We present an analytical model that enables the eval-
uation of opportunistic spectrum orthogonal frequency division
multiple-access (OS-OFDMA) networks using metrics such as
blocking probability or, most importantly, throughput. The core
feature of the model, based on a discrete-time Markov chain, is
the consideration of different channel and subchannel allocation
strategies under different primary and secondary user types,
traffic, and priority levels. The analytical model also assesses the
impact of different spectrum sensing strategies on the through-
put of OS-OFDMA network. In addition, we consider studies of
cochannel interference. The analysis is applied to the IEEE 802.22
standard to evaluate the impact of the two-stage spectrum sensing
strategy and the varying temporal activity of wireless microphones
on the system throughput. In addition to the analytical model,
we present a set of comprehensive simulation results using NS-2
related to the delay performance of the OS-OFDMA system con-
sidered. Our study suggests that OS-OFDMA with subchannel
notching and channel bonding could provide almost ten times
higher throughput compared with a design without these options
when the activity and density of wireless microphones are very
high. Furthermore, we confirm that OS-OFDMA implementation
without subchannel notching, which is used in the IEEE 802.22,
can support the real-time and non-real-time quality of service
classes, provided that the temporal activity of wireless micro-
phones is moderate (with sparse wireless microphone distribution,
with light urban population density and short duty cycles). Finally,
the two-stage spectrum sensing option improves the OS-OFDMA
throughput, provided that the length of spectrum sensing at every
stage is optimized using our model.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, dynamic spectrum access, IEEE
802.22, medium access control (MAC), wireless microphones
(WMs).
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I. INTRODUCTION

ONE OF the ways to combat artificial spectrum scarcity
is to augment existing radio access techniques with op-

portunistic spectrum access (OSA) [2], [3]. Wireless networks
with OSA capabilities can search for unused licensed portions
of the radio spectrum and communicate over those vacant radio
frequencies whenever available radio capacity is insufficient
while meeting the required interference constraints.

Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
is a multiple access technique where orthogonally divided
frequency subcarriers are assigned to individual users of the
network. A subcarrier assignment is usually performed by a
central entity, often the base station (BS), and can be based
on the quality of service (QoS) requirements of the individual
users. Because of high spectral efficiency, as well as robustness
to intersymbol interference, OFDMA was a design choice of
recent wireless networking standards, e.g., the IEEE 802.16, the
IEEE 802.20, and Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Long Term Evolution. Because opportunistic spectrum use can
efficiently be implemented with OFDMA, it seemed natural to
connect the strengths of OFDMA with the flexibility of OSA.
The first paper that introduced such concept, denoted in the
remainder of this paper as opportunistic spectrum orthogonal
frequency division multiple access (OS-OFDMA), was [4],
where the approach was referred to as spectrum pooling and
OFDM subcarriers that were assigned to individual OSA users
[denoted as secondary users (SUs)] are deactivated whenever
the primary user (PU) of the radio frequency band reappears.

So far, no theoretical work on the system-level and cross-
layer performance of OS-OFDMA networks has been reported.
The need for a theoretical framework for OS-OFDMA is also
motivated by the recent introduction of the OSA network
standard IEEE 802.22 [5]. The IEEE 802.22, an extension of
the IEEE 802.16 standard, is designed to operate in the vacant
television (TV) bands.1

Our goal is to develop the analytical framework to analyze
the impact of the traffic characteristics of OS-OFDMA network
subscribers, the activity of the PUs of the radio spectrum,

1Note that the IEEE 802.22 is not the only networking standard proposed
that focused on the operation in the TV white spaces. The remaining standards
are the recently published European Computer Manufacturers Association
(ECMA) TC48-TG1 standard, which focuses on porting local area networks
to TV white spaces, and the recently started IEEE 802.11af, which is similar in
scope to the aforementioned ECMA activity.

0018-9545/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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and the spectrum sensing algorithm and OFDM subcarrier
assignment algorithm on the average blocking probability and
throughput of an OS-OFDMA network. Our approach is based
on a cross-layer Markov-chain-based analysis of OS-OFDMA,
which allows the investigation of interactions between the
medium access control (MAC) and spectrum sensing layers.
Because many options of OS-OFDMA subcarrier and subchan-
nel assignment algorithms exist (i.e., noncontinuous subchan-
nel assignment, as advocated in [4], and a continuous version,
as used in the IEEE 802.22 [5]), it is important to compare these
designs using a common analytical framework. In addition, the
analysis of a two-stage spectrum sensing algorithm, proposed
by the IEEE 802.22 standard, is challenging due to its complex
effect on the MAC layer and has not been explored in the
context of OS-OFDMA communication. Finally, in the context
of the IEEE 802.22, analysis could provide estimates of what
QoS classes can be supported in OS-OFDMA, given realistic
network conditions, such as the number and type of PUs, the
number and type of QoS classes enabled by OS-OFDMA net-
work, and the priority order in channel access for each class of
users. As an extension to the analytical model, we also present
a set of extensive simulation results using NS-2 [6] related to
the delay performance of the OS-OFDMA system considered.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Work rele-
vant to the objective of this paper is reviewed in Section II.
The system model that describes OS-OFDMA network design
options in detail is presented in Section III. The analytical
model for evaluating the throughput and blocking probability
of the system considered is presented in Section IV. Numerical
results follow in Section V. Finally, this paper is concluded in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In [7], a general framework of the IEEE 802.16 with OSA
capabilities has been proposed with a very simplified net-
working model based on the Erlang-B formula [7, Sec. V-A],
where the focus of the paper has mostly been on propagation
calculations, including coverage, interference, and protection
distances. In [8], a simulation platform for the IEEE-802.22-
like network, with a limited set of ODFMA design options, has
been presented. Focusing on the IEEE 802.22, interestingly,
although many papers analyzed a certain functionality of the
IEEE 802.22 network, such as efficient spectrum sensing al-
gorithm design [9], [10], circuit design for dedicated spectrum
sensing [11], MIMO extensions for the IEEE 802.22 physical
(PHY) layer [12], game-theoretic analysis of the IEEE 802.22
networks coexistence [13], duplexing schemes [14], and mesh
establishment [15], it is desirable to develop a unifying model
that captures the IEEE 802.22 intrinsic features such as multiple
classes of traffic, two-stage spectrum sensing, different types
of PUs and their temporal activity, and the OFDMA subcarrier
allocation process.

The work that is closest to the scope of this paper can be
found in [16], in which the IEEE 802.16 system was evaluated.
Obviously, the model that was developed therein cannot directly
be used to evaluate the OS-OFDMA system due to the lack
of spectrum sensing and PU activity features. A work similar

to ours, analyzing the system-level aspects of subchannel/
subcarrier allocation strategies for OS-OFDMA, has been pre-
sented in [17]. However, no comparison with the IEEE 802.22
subchannel assignment has been considered. Furthermore, no
QoS classes, PU priorities, and two-stage spectrum sensing
mechanisms were included in the model. Finally, we need
to mention a set of papers that analyze the performance of
MAC protocols for OSA networks. Some of the relevant papers
include [18]–[20]; however, none of these works consider
OFDMA, usually abstracting underlying physical channel
structure.

In this paper, we propose an analytical framework to
quantitatively assess the performance of a network based on
OS-OFDMA, considering features such as channelization
structure, subcarrier allocation, resource assignment to network
subscribers, and different spectrum sensing methods. In the
model, we consider different priorities and channel dwell times
of the SUs and PUs of the spectrum. The model developed al-
lows us to calculate capacity (measured in terms of the average
throughput) for real-time and non-real-time QoS classes of the
OS-OFDMA network. The model also considers the blocking
probability for a real-time QoS class.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a centrally controlled network that employs
OS-OFDMA, where a BS manages resources and coordinates
the spectrum sensing of individual OS-OFDMA network sub-
scribers. For simplicity, we assume that only downlink traffic is
transmitted. In this paper, we assume a single-cell configuration
with multiple SUs and multiple PUs, belonging to different user
classes. This condition allows the exclusion of the effect of
cochannel interference, as well as coexistence mechanisms in
the OSA network, on the investigation of the relation between
PU type, its activity level, and OS-OFDMA design options.2 On
the other hand, we consider transmission errors due to fading
and noise on the subchannels. Although we assume that OS-
OFDMA users cause no harmful interference to the neighboring
PU throughout most of this paper, in the numerical studies, we
will also consider a simple study on the effect of the adjacent
channel interference on PU detection performance.

We identify the following two main modules of our system
model: 1) data transmission, which is responsible for regular
data communication between SUs, and 2) spectrum sensing,
which is responsible for the efficient detection of spectrum
opportunities for the OSA network; see also [20] for a similar
model. Each component has its unique PHY and MAC layers.
Obviously, each layer has its unique design options, e.g., chan-
nel and subchannel management algorithms and multistage

2Note that the unique feature of the IEEE 802.22 network, which our
analytical framework specifically targets, is the ability to share resources
between multiple coexisting networks through a coexistence protocol [21]. In
the extreme case when there are no x unique channels available for x collocated
IEEE 802.22 networks, all BSs employ a adaptive duplexing mechanism, called
an upstream/downstream split [5, Sec. 6.14.1], in which frames are shared
between all coexisting networks in a time-domain basis. Due to this mechanism,
cochannel and adjacent channel interference due to neighboring cells do not
contribute to the degradation of the network performance. Therefore, calcula-
tions of cochannel interference, which are certainly applicable to IEEE 802.16
and presented in [16, Sec. II], are not necessary in the case of our analysis.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS USED IN THIS PAPER

sensing. In addition, the OSA network can be described by indi-
vidual parameters such as the type of traffic, activity level, and
bandwidth used. We aim at calculating the average throughput
that was obtained at the data MAC layer for all classes of SU
traffic, which will be described in detail in Section III-A2. We
also aim at calculating blocking probability for a real-time QoS
class of the OS-OFDMA network.

A. OSA System Configuration

1) Channel Setup and Its Relation to OFDMA: The fre-
quency domain consists of X channels, each of which is
composed of Y OFDMA subchannels of bandwidth b. The
total number of subchannels is thus M = XY (note that all
variables that were used in the paper are summarized in Table I).
Each subchannel is further composed of OFDM subcarriers. In
this paper, we constrain the analysis to the subchannel domain.
Furthermore, we assume that the subchannel throughput C is,
on the average, constant, whereas its average value depends
on the PHY-layer characteristics such as modulation, error

control coding, and MAC-layer overhead such as the OFDMA
preamble length.

In the time domain, transmission segments are divided into
frames of length tf . At the beginning of each frame, SUs of
OSA network detect the presence of the PU. We implicitly
assume synchrony between PU and SU activity, because it
is a well-established classical assumption in the theoretical
analysis; for example, see recent publications [20], [22, Fig. 2],
[23, Fig. 1], [24, Fig. 2], [17], and [25]–[27] that follow the
same path. Note, however, that the proposed model is extend-
able to the case where PU slots are offset in time from SU
slots. This would require further analysis of PU channel access
policies [28], [29], which is beyond the scope of this paper. We
emphasize, as shown in [20], [30], and [31], that the assumption
about the synchrony between PU and SU connections allows us
to calculate throughput and blocking probability upper bounds
compared to transmission on a slot-asynchronous interface.3

3For the first analysis of the OSA network with asynchronous PU/SU
interface, see [32].
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Furthermore, we assume that each node in the OSA network
observes the same signal that was emitted by the PU; thus,
each SU individually performs all the sensing measurements
and sends the measurement result to BS on the uplink. Then,
the BS makes a final decision about the presence of a PU on
each subchannel.

2) PU and SU Types: We consider different types of PUs
and SUs. For the PUs, depending on the bandwidth and the ac-
tivity level, we classify them into the following types: 1) a wide-
band primary user (WPU) with low activity, i.e., with long
busy and long idle times, and 2) a narrowband primary user
(NPU) with high activity, i.e., with short busy and shorter than
WPU idle times. This classification makes the analysis more
detailed and realistic. It also makes different scenarios of inter-
est possible to analyze. For example, the WPU can represent
wireless video links, whereas the NPU can represent wireless
microphones (WMs), both operating in the TV bands. For SUs,
again making our framework general and applicable to multiple
scenarios, we consider the following two types of users: 1) users
who receive real-time traffic, denoted as the constant bit rate
(CBR) SUs, and 2) users who receive elastic traffic, denoted
as variable bit rate (VBR) SUs, which are included in the
IEEE 802.22 standard. In our OSA network model, different
types of SU traffic flows are generated at the upper layers, i.e.,
application, network, and transport, and forwarded down to data
PHY, whereas PU signals are detected at the spectrum sensing
module.

Furthermore, we assume that a hierarchical structure of
users is present such that the WPU has the highest priority in
accessing bandwidth, the NPU is the second in access hierarchy,
followed by CBR and, finally, VBR. In other words, if users of
different classes could access the same subchannel, the lower
priority class user must vacate for the higher priority class user
to utilize the subchannel. The evacuated CBR switches to the
other idle subchannels or drops the connection if there is no
idle subchannel available. For VBR, if the PU is detected, the
active VBR connection squeezes the bandwidth [16, Sec. III-B],
excluding the channel or subchannel occupied by the PU, and if
there is no channel that is detected as idle, it buffers data until
the PU disappears. Note that the behavior of VBR promises to
obtain the highest possible throughput, as demonstrated in [20,
Sec. V-B and Fig. 6], assuming no switching overhead, whereas
CBR does not consider buffering due to the excessive delay that
this class might experience while waiting for the WPU or NPU
to vacate the bandwidth.

Because of the finite channel capacity, the number of users
considered in the system is finite, but different for different
user types. We assume that at most Uw,max, Un,max, Uc,max,
and Uv,max of the WPU, NPU, CBR, and VBR connections,
respectively, can be active at the same time in the considered
bandwidth [16, Sec. III-B]. For the data traffic of SUs and PUs,
for analytical tractability, we assume that all users generate new
connections according to the negative exponential distribution
for the interarrival time and burst departure time, which is again
a classical assumption in performance analysis studies [33].
The analysis can be extended to the general distributions of PU
and SU traffic, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Note,
however, that the recent measurement campaign [34] showed

that more than 60% of the measured PU activities distributions,
including industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) and cellular
bands, fit an exponential distribution. The average interarrival
and departure time are denoted, respectively, as 1/λw and 1/μw

for WPU, 1/λn and 1/μn for NPU, 1/λc and 1/μc for CBR,
and 1/λv and 1/μv for VBR. In addition, we assume that the
connection of each class, except for VBR, occupies a fixed
number of subchannels. We denote the instantaneous number of
subchannels that were utilized by a connection class as lw for
WPU, ln for NPU, lc for CBR, and lv for VBR. Note that the
number of subchannels assigned to every connection is fixed
and that lc, lw, ln ∈ N, except for a VBR connection. In that
case, lv ∈ R, which stems from the fact that one data frame
consists of a group of OFDMA symbols and the symbols in the
OFDMA frame can be assigned to multiple VBR connections.
In addition, for VBR connections, the burst departure time
depends on the number of subchannels used by VBR; thus,
1/μv is an average departure time when one subchannel is
assigned to the VBR connection.

B. Design Options

1) Spectrum Sensing PHY and MAC Layers: The spectrum
sensing PHY senses the PU signal and passes the measurement
about subchannel availability to the sensing MAC layer for fur-
ther processing. The main parameters for the spectrum sensing
PHY are the probability of detection, the probability of false
alarm, and the sensing time.

In the sensing MAC layer, the SUs collectively decide, with
the help of the BS, on the PU state on the subchannel based
on the sensing results of the sensing PHY layer. We denote the
detection based on multiple users as cooperative sensing and
the detection based on multiple periods as multistage sensing.
Because the performance of cooperative sensing is relatively
well known (for example, see [20]), in this paper, we focus
our analysis mostly on multistage sensing. For the first results
related to multistage spectrum sensing in network context, refer
to [35]–[37] for two-stage sensing multichannel systems and to
[38] for a two-stage sensing single channel system.

In this paper, we are limited to two-stage sensing, noting that
our analysis can directly be extended to multistage sensing. The
procedure works as follows. First, the SU coarsely senses the
subchannel at the beginning of every frame, with short sensing
time and low sensing accuracy. If the PU is detected, the SU
switches to fine sensing mode (immediately, in the same frame),
with long sensing time and high sensing accuracy. Depending
on the sensing strategy, fine sensing can increase the sensing
accuracy [38] or frequency resolution [35]. Two-stage sensing
can be described by different sensing PHY parameters for each
stage. We denote the system-wide probability of detection as
δa and δf , the probability of false alarm as φa and φf , and the
sensing time as τa and τf for coarse and fine sensing stages,
respectively. In this paper, we assume that global probabilities
of detection and false alarm at the coarse sensing phase are
the function of individual detection probabilities for each SU,
i.e., false-alarm probability p10 and detection probability p11,
which are assumed to be, on the average, the same for each
sensing SU. Probabilities p10 and p11 are a function of sensing
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bandwidth b, sensing threshold θ, and the PU signal level
observed by the SU at its sensor γ [20]. Sensing results are
fused by the BS based on a predefined fusion rule, whereas
the model of cooperative spectrum sensing used in this paper
will be given in Section V-D. Furthermore, for simplicity, we
assume that the fine-sensing phase is performed only by the BS.
When setting φa = 1 and τa = 0, the two-stage sensing model
reduces to a single-stage sensing model.4

To evaluate the effect of spectrum sensing on the system
throughput and blocking probability, we consider two unique
sensing strategies. First, we consider a sensing strategy where
the SU senses all channels, including the operating channel,
with coarse sensing, and when the SU detects the PU on any of
the channels, it immediately switches to fine sensing. We call
this strategy general two-stage sensing and denote it as S0.

Second, for a specific case when the bandwidth to transmit
data is fixed and less than the whole allowed bandwidth, we
investigate the following strategy. During coarse sensing, the
SU senses not the whole bandwidth but only a fixed bandwidth
that is currently utilized for data transmission. If the PU is
detected on the channel, the SU immediately senses all channels
allowed to be utilized for the OSA system with fine sensing and
switches to one of the channels detected as idle. We call this
strategy two-stage active channel sensing and denote it as S1.
Because, in this strategy, contrary to S0, there is no need to
always sense all channels, the sensing time is reduced.

2) Data PHY and MAC Layers: Although the OSA network
is aware that subchannels are idle or busy, it should deter-
mine how to utilize the subchannels detected as idle for data
transmission. First, we need to determine how much bandwidth
is utilized for data transmission from the channels detected
as idle. One strategy is to utilize all channels detected as
idle from the allowed bandwidth. This strategy may maximize
channel utilization at the cost of the wideband RF and signal
processing.5 We call this strategy variable channel/subchannel
bonding and denote it as B1. On the other hand, another strategy
is to transmit data through only one channel, although there
may exist more channels detected as idle. Because the SU
operates on the bandwidth of only one channel, the cost for
the RF and signal processing is low. However, this is inefficient,
because some available bandwidth may not be utilized. Because
it is one of the operating modes of the IEEE 802.22, which
is also advocated by the Federal Communications Commission
[43], we also include it in this paper. We call this strategy fixed
channel selection and symbolically denote it as B0.

Second, we also include a strategy to avoid utilizing the sub-
channels on which the PU is detected. One efficient strategy is
to notch out the subchannel detected as busy and utilize all other
available subchannels for OS-OFDMA. We call this strategy

4In Section V-D, we will compare the performance of two-stage spectrum
sensing to single-stage sensing.

5Note that the total number of channels that the user of IEEE 802.22 network
requires is rather limited in practice, e.g., X � 4. Therefore, the sufficient
number of radio interfaces for IEEE 802.22 does not exceed a typical number of
radio interfaces in contemporary wireless mobile devices produced for the mass
market. In addition, note that efficient methods of low-complexity wideband
spectrum sensing have recently been discussed and proposed in [39]–[42] and
can be realized with low-cost radio front ends.

subchannel notching and denote it as N1. Note that we assume,
for simplicity, that it is possible to notch out subchannels and
transmit on the adjacent subchannels without causing interfer-
ence, which is a common assumption in system-level analysis,
e.g., [17] and [25].6 On the contrary, a conservative strategy is
to exclude (block) all subchannels within the operating channel
from accessing, although only one subchannel is utilized by
the PU, which is suggested for the IEEE 802.22. We call this
strategy channel blocking and symbolically denote it as N0.

Note that the channel switching delay is on the order of tens
to hundreds of microseconds [47], [48], which is a fraction of
the channel sensing time. Depending on the protocol design, an
additional OFDMA frame might be needed to communicate the
decision about channel switch between the BS and terminals.
For simplicity, the channel switching delay is neglected in the
analysis.

3) Design Options of Interest: Because we have three
groups of binary choices, i.e., Sx, Nx, and Bx, where x ∈
{0, 1}, there can be eight possible combinations of design
options. However, not all options are feasible. First, we do
not consider the combination of subchannel notching (N1) and
fixed channel selection (B0), because it is a special case of
N1B1 configuration with a single channel. In addition, for two-
stage active channel sensing (S1), we consider only channel
blocking (N0) and fixed channel selection (B0), because two-
stage active channel sensing (S1) is applicable to the fixed
bandwidth utilization case only. This leaves four combinations
of the design options. Note that all options, except for S0N1B1,
are considered by the IEEE 802.22 standard.

IV. PROPOSED ANALYTICAL MODEL

In this section, we will describe the calculation of the
average throughput and blocking probability obtained using
each of the OS-OFDMA designs considered. The analysis is
based on a probabilistic framework utilizing Markov chain.
We begin with throughput calculation as a blocking probability
(presented in Section IV-E), which will partially be obtained
from the results on the average throughput. We start with the
S0N1B1 option, which serves as a foundation for analyzing the
remaining three OS-OFDMA designs.

A. Case S0N1B1: General Sensing, Subchannel Notching, and
Subchannel Bonding

In general, in OFDMA-based wireless networks, the
throughput depends on how many subchannels are utilized in
the idle spectrum by each SU connection type [16, Sec. III-B]
(in our model, by every CBR and VBR connection).
Let Pr1(mc,mv,Me) be the probability that mc and mv

6See recent studies on that topic that prove the feasibility of such an
approach. For example, in [44], a sidelobe suppression with a guard band
equal to only one OFDM subcarrier interval was shown. In [45], an OFDM
subcarrier notching was proposed, with only 4% of the available spectrum
wastage. Finally, a practical implementation of OFDM subcarrier suppression
with perfect channel utilization, at the cost of throughput reduction, was demon-
strated in [46]. On the other hand, to relax this assumption, in Section V-E,
we will perform a simple evaluation of the considered system model with
adjacent channel interference in the context of PU detection.
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subchannels are utilized by CBR and VBR connections,
respectively,7 when Me subchannels are detected as idle. In
addition, let η(Me) be the average ratio of data transmission
time to total frame length when Me subchannels are detected as
idle. Then, the total system throughput H can be calculated as

H
Δ
= C

M∑

Me=0

η(Me)
∑

mc,mv∈{0,...,M}
(mc+ mv)Pr1(mc,mv,Me).

(1)

In addition, the throughput of CBR connection Hc and VBR
connection Hv is calculated using (1) by replacing mc + mv

with mc for Hc and mv for Hv . In the following sections,
we will describe a method of deriving Pr1(·) and η(·). In this
method, we will hierarchically decompose Pr1(·) and η(·) into
a set of conditional probabilities. Each probability will describe
a particular relation between the spectrum sensing outcome, the
state of CBR and VBR connections, and the PU activity.

1) Derivation of the Probability of the Number of CBR and
VBR Connections and Available Subchannels Pr1(·): Values
of mc and mv are easily determined if we know the number
of CBR connections that are connected with the BS Uc, the
number of VBR connections that are connected with the BS
Uv , and the number of subchannels that are detected as idle
Me. Thus

Pr1(·) Δ
=

Uc,max∑

Uc=0

Uv,max∑

Uv=0

Pr2(mc,mv|Uc, Uv,Me)

×Pr3(Uc, Uv,Me), (2)

where Pr2(·) denotes a set of allowed subchannel configura-
tions that are occupied by CBR and VBR connections, and
Pr3(·) denotes the probability of active Uc CBR connections,
Uv VBR connections, and Me idle subchannels.

a) Derivation of the allowed CBR and VBR subchannel
configurations Pr2(·): Because the total number of subchan-
nels used by all CBR users Uclc cannot be greater than the
number of available subchannels Me, because if there is no sub-
channel available, the CBR connection will be blocked, the only
valid case is Uclc ≤ Me. Furthermore, if a CBR connection has
a higher priority than a VBR connection, all CBR connections
can transmit data through all mc = Uclc subchannels. Then,
the remaining subchannels, i.e., mv = Me − Uclc, are used by
VBR connections. On the other hand, if there are no VBR
connections in the system, then mv = 0. Therefore, defining
U(x), where U(x ≤ 0) = 0, and U(x > 0) = 1, we have

Pr2(·) Δ
=

{
1,

Uclc ≤ Me,mc = Uclc
mv = (Me − Uclc)U(Uv),

0, otherwise.
(3)

b) Derivation of the probability of active CBR and VBR
connections and idle subchannels Pr3(·): Because our model
considers the arrival process of SU connections, the departure
process of which is affected by the PU temporal activity, to

7In this paper, we follow the convention that each newly introduced proba-
bility will uniquely be identified by a number and introduced with all argument
variables, whereas its later callouts will be referred to as Prx(·).

calculate Pr3(·) in (2), we need a tool for evaluating the
steady-state probability of given number of CBR and VBR
connections, as well as the number of idle subchannels. To do
this, we use a widely adopted method based on the composition
of a Markov chain [33, Ch. 11].

We introduce a Markov chain state {Uc, Uv,Me}, where
the state space of this Markov chain is given as ∀Uc, Uv ,
Me, M such that Uc + Uv + Me ≤ M . Furthermore, we in-
troduce the state transition probability, which describes the
change in {Uc, Uv,Me} between time t − 1 and t, and is de-
noted as Pr4(U

(t)
c , U

(t)
v ,M

(t)
a |U (t−1)

c , U
(t−1)
v ,M

(t−1)
a ). Then,

we can calculate Pr3(·) by solving the Markov chain, given∑
M Pr3(·) = 1 and Pr3(·) =

∑
M(t−1) Pr3(·) Pr4(·), where

M is a set of all possible states {Uc, Uv,Me}, and M(x) is a
set of the states at time x. Based on the conditional probability
property and the independence of the variables, we decompose
Pr4(·) as

Pr4(·) Δ
= Pr5

(
U (t)

c , U (t)
v |U (t−1)

c , U (t−1)
v ,M (t)

a ,M (t−1)
a

)

×Pr6

(
M (t)

a |M (t−1)
a

)
, (4)

where Pr5(·) denotes the probability of change in the number
of CBR and VBR connection counts, and Pr6(·) denotes the
probability of change in the number of subchannels detected as
idle. We derive these expressions as follows.

c) Derivation of the probability of change in CBR and
VBR connection counts Pr5(·): We can decompose Pr5(·) into
probabilities that separately denote a change in the number
of connections for CBR and VBR. Accordingly, we define
Pr7(U

(t)
c |U (t−1)

c ,M
(t)
a ,M

(t−1)
a ) as the conditional probability

of the number of the CBRs at time t for the given number
of subchannels detected as idle and Pr8(U

(t)
v |U (t−1)

v , U
(t)
c ,

U
(t−1)
c ,M

(t)
a ,M

(t−1)
a ) as the conditional probability of the

number of VBR connections at time t for the given number
of CBR connections and the available subchannels. Note that,
in Pr7(·), because we assume that the CBR has higher priority
than the VBR and the VBR connections utilize the remaining
subchannels after subchannel assignment for all CBR connec-
tions, there is no dependence on U

(t−1)
v . Furthermore, note

that the Pr7(·) and Pr8(·) change in the number of CBR
and VBR connections, respectively, depends on the number of
subchannels detected as idle at time t − 1 and t. Then, we have

Pr5(·) Δ
= Pr8

(
U (t)

v |U (t−1)
v , U (t)

c , U (t−1)
c ,M (t)

a ,M (t−1)
a

)

×Pr7

(
U (t)

c |U (t−1)
c ,M (t)

a ,M (t−1)
a

)
. (5)

We proceed with describing the process of deriving the expres-
sions for Pr7(·) and Pr8(·).

d) Derivation of the probability of change in the CBR
connection count Pr7(·): First, we consider valid conditions
for U

(t)
c , U

(t−1)
c , M

(t)
a , and M

(t−1)
a for Pr7(·) involving all

possible numbers of i arriving and j departing connections. We
denote the number of users that can utilize all available
subchannels as U

(t)
a = �M (t)

a /lc� at time t and U
(t−1)
a =

�M (t−1)
a /lc� at time t − 1. Then, because U

(t)
a , U

(t−1)
a

denote the maximum number of users U
(t)
c ≤ U

(t)
a and
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U
(t−1)
c ≤ U

(t−1)
a . Furthermore, because the possible sets of i

and j are different for the cases U
(t)
c < U

(t)
a , U

(t)
c = U

(t)
a > 0,

and U
(t)
c = U

(t)
a = 0, we separately consider them.

The first case, U
(t)
c < U

(t)
a , represents the situation when

the number of subchannels detected as idle is more than the
number of all subchannels that will be utilized by CBR con-
nections before spectrum sensing. In other words, no CBR
connection is blocked due to the PU appearance. Because the
numbers of CBR connections are U

(t−1)
c at time t − 1 and U

(t)
c

at time t, the change in the number of CBR connections is
i − j = U

(t)
c − U

(t−1)
c . In addition, because there are U

(t−1)
c

active connections at time t − 1, more than U
(t−1)
c connections

cannot be released, i.e., j ≤ U
(t−1)
c . Therefore, {i, j} ∈ Kc,a

Δ
=

{i, j|i − j = U
(t)
c − U

(t−1)
c , j ≤ U

(t−1)
c }.

The second case, U
(t)
c = U

(t)
a > 0, denotes the situation

when CBR connections may be blocked due to the PU arrival.
Then, before spectrum sensing, the total number of connec-
tions, including newly generated connections, is U

(t−1)
c + i −

j. However, after spectrum sensing, the connections that utilize
subchannels detected as busy are blocked, and the remain-
ing connections U

(t)
c utilize all available subchannels, M

(t)
a .

Thus, the number of CBR connections before spectrum sensing
U

(t−1)
c + i − j can be greater than or equal to the number

of CBR connections after spectrum sensing U
(t)
c but should

be less than or equal to Uc,max, i.e., U
(t)
c ≤ U

(t−1)
c + i − j ≤

Uc,max. Therefore, {i, j} ∈ Kc,b
Δ
= {i, j|U (t)

c − U
(t−1)
c ≤ i −

j ≤ Uc,max − U
(t−1)
c , j ≤ U

(t−1)
c }.

The third and final case is when U
(t)
e = U

(t)
c = 0. In this

situation, because no subchannels are available for CBR, the
number of CBR connections should also be zero. Consequently,
regardless of i and j, the conditional probability Pr7(·) under
this condition is always one.

Now, we introduce two supporting functions Gx(i|Ux, λx)
and Tx(j|Ux, μx) that will be used to derive Pr7(·), where
Gx(i|Ux, λx) is the probability that i connections are newly
generated from Ux available users with arrival rate λx, and
Tx(j|Ux, μx) is the probability that j connections are released,
each with departure rate μx. Gx(i|Ux, λx) and Tx(j|Ux, μx)
are derived in Appendix A. Our approach to derive Pr7(·) is
to calculate all possible sets for i and j and apply them to
Gx(i|Ux, λx) and Tx(j|Ux, μx). As a result, Pr7(·) is derived
as in (6), shown at the bottom of the page.

e) Derivation of the probability of change in the VBR
connection count Pr8(·): In our model, we do not consider the
case that the VBR connection is blocked by the PU, because
VBR connections are assumed to be buffered instead of blocked

when there is no available subchannel. Thus, assuming that all
VBR connections share the same portion of the idle bandwidth,
we calculate the number of subchannels assigned to one VBR
connection lv as

lv =

{
M

(t−1)
a −U

(t−1)
c

U
(t−1)
v

, U
(t−1)
v > 0,

0, U
(t−1)
v = 0.

(7)

In turn, Pr8(·) based on (5) is similarly defined to (6) as

Pr8(·) Δ
=

∑

{i,j}∈Kv

Tv

(
j|U (t)

v , lvμv

)
Gv

(
i|U (t−1)

v , λv

)
, (8)

where Kv
Δ
= {i, j|i − j = U

(t)
v − U

(t−1)
v , j ≤ U

(t−1)
v }.

f) Derivation of the probability of change of the subchan-
nel count detected as idle Pr6(·): Proceeding to derive Pr6(·)
in (4), it can be decomposed as

Pr6(·) Δ
=

Pr9

(
M

(t)
a ,M

(t−1)
a

)

Pr10

(
M

(t−1)
a

) , (9)

where Pr9(·) denotes the probability that Me subchannels were
detected as idle at times t − 1 and t, and Pr10(·) denotes the
probability that Me subchannels were detected as idle at time
t − 1. We will explain the derivation of Pr9(·) and Pr10(·) in
the subsequent sections. We have

Pr9(·) Δ
=

∑

∀U
(t)
w ,U

(t)
n ,S(t),

U
(t−1)
w ,U

(t−1)
n ,S(t−1)

Pr11

(
M (t)

a ,M (t−1)
a |U (t)

w , U (t−1)
w ,

U (t)
n , U (t−1)

n , S(t), S(t−1)
)

× Pr12

(
U (t)

w , U (t−1)
w , U (t)

n , U (t−1)
n , S(t), S(t−1)

)
. (10)

g) Derivation of the probability of Me number of sub-
channels detected as idle at times t − 1 and t, Pr9(·): The idea
behind the derivation of (10) is that the number of detected sub-
channels depends on what sensing stage was utilized at time
slots t − 1 and t and how many NPUs and WPUs were present
at these time slots. It can be defined in (11), shown at the bottom
of the next page, where S(t) and S(t−1) are the sensing stages
at times t and t − 1, respectively. Furthermore, Pr11(M

(t)
a ,

M
(t−1)
a |U (t)

w , U
(t−1)
w , U

(t)
n , U

(t−1)
n , S(t), S(t−1)) denotes the prob-

ability of the number of subchannels detected as idle, given

Pr7(·) Δ
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
{i,j}∈Kc,a

Tc

(
j|U (t)

c , μc

)
Gc

(
i|U (t−1)

c , λc

)
, U

(t−1)
c ≤ U

(t−1)
a , U

(t)
c < U

(t)
a ,

∑
{i,j}∈Kc,b

Tc

(
j|U (t)

c , μc

)
Gc

(
i|U (t−1)

c + i − j, λc

)
, U

(t−1)
c ≤ U

(t−1)
a , U

(t)
c = U

(t)
a > 0,

1, U
(t−1)
c ≤ U

(t−1)
a , U

(t)
e = U

(t)
c = 0.

(6)
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the number of WPUs and NPUs and the sensing stage at times
t − 1 and t, and Pr12(U

(t)
w , U

(t−1)
w , U

(t)
n , U

(t−1)
n , S(t), S(t−1))

denotes the joint probability of the numbers of WPUs and NPUs
and the sensing stage at times t − 1 and t. We can further
decompose Pr11(·) and Pr12(·) into subsequent probabilities.

h) Derivation of the probability of the number of sub-
channels detected as idle, given the number of WPUs and
NPUs and the sensing stage at times t − 1 and t, Pr11(·):
Probability Pr11(·) in (10) can be decomposed into products of
probabilities that describe the available number of subchannels
detected as idle at times t and t − 1, because the number of
subchannels detected as idle and the state of the sensing stage
at time slot t is independent of time t − 1, i.e.,

Pr11(·) Δ
= Pr13

(
M (t−1)

a |U (t−1)
w , U (t−1)

n , S(t−1)
)

×Pr13

(
M (t)

a |U (t)
w , U (t)

n , S(t)
)

, (12)

where Pr13(·) is derived in Appendix B.
i) Derivation of the probability of the numbers of WPUs

and NPUs and the sensing stage at times t − 1 and t, Pr12(·):
Probability Pr12(·) in (10) can be decomposed into conditional
probabilities as follows:

Pr12(·) Δ
= Pr15

(
S(t)|U (t)

w , U (t)
n

)
Pr15

(
S(t−1)|U (t−1)

w , U (t−1)
n

)

× Pr16

(
U (t)

w , U (t)
n |U (t−1)

w , U (t−1)
n

)

× Pr17

(
U (t−1)

w , U (t−1)
n

)
, (13)

where Pr15(·) is the probability of being in a certain sensing
stage, given the number of NPUs and WPUs, which is de-
rived in Appendix C, and Pr16(·) and Pr17(·) are the state
transition probability and the steady-state probability for the
state {Uw, Un}, respectively. As in the case of Pr3(·), denot-
ing the probability of the active number of CBR and VBR
connections, because the state of NPU and WPU randomly
and independently changes from time slot to time slot, we can
apply the same method of Markov chain construction to derive
the probability of being in any of the {Uw, Un} states, where
the state space of this Markov chain is given as ∀Uw, Un, M
such that Uw + Un ≤ M . We will describe their derivation as
follows.

j) Derivation of the steady-state transition probability for
state {Uw, Un}, Pr17(·): Probability Pr17(·) in (13) is calcu-
lated by solving a Markov chain such that

∑
U Pr17(·) = 1

and Pr17(·) =
∑

U(t−1) Pr17(·) Pr16(·), where U is the set of
all possible values of Uw and Un, and U (t−1) is the set of the
same parameters at time t − 1. Based on the assumption that

the WPU has a higher priority of channel access than the NPU,
the state transition probability Pr16(·) is derived as

Pr16(·) Δ
= Pr18

(
U (t)

w |U (t−1)
w

)

×Pr19

(
U (t)

n |U (t−1)
n , U (t)

w , U (t−1)
w

)
, (14)

where Pr18(·) denotes the probability of change in the number
of WPUs Uw between time slots t − 1 and t, and Pr19(·)
denotes the probability of change in the number of NPUs Un

between time slots t − 1 and t. We describe their derivation as
follows.

k) Derivation of the probability of change in the num-
ber of WPUs and NPUs Pr18(·) and Pr19(·): Based on the
introduced model, the interarrival and departure times follow
the negative exponential distribution. Therefore, we can use
equations for Gx(i|Ux, λx) and Tx(j|Ux, μx), derived in (27)
and (28) in Appendix A, respectively, in the similar way as
in the derivation of (6) and (8). By denoting the available
subchannels for NPU as Ue2 = �(M − U

(t)
w lw)/ln� at time t

and Ue1 = �(M − U
(t−1)
w lw)/ln� at time t − 1, we can derive

Pr18(·) as

Pr18(·) Δ
=

∑

{i,j}∈Kw

Tw

(
j|U (t−1)

w , μw

)
Gw

(
i|U (t)

w , λw

)
(15)

and Pr19(·) is given in (11) given at the bottom of the

page, where Kw
Δ
= {i, j|i − j = U

(t)
w − U

(t−1)
w , j ≤ U

(t−1)
w },

Kn,a
Δ
= {i, j|i − j = U

(t)
n − U

(t−1)
n , j ≤ U

(t−1)
n }, and Kn,b

Δ
=

{i, j|U (t)
n − U

(t−1)
n ≤ i − j ≤ Un,max − U

(t−1)
n , j ≤ U

(t−1)
n }.

l) Derivation of the probability that Me subchannels were
detected as idle at time t − 1, Pr10(·): Finally, Pr10(·) in (9) is
calculated as

Pr10(·) Δ
=

∑

∀U
(t−1)
w ,U

(t−1)
n ,

S(t−1)

Pr13

(
M (t−1)

a |U (t−1)
w , U (t−1)

n , S(t−1)
)

× Pr15

(
S(t−1)|U (t−1)

w , U (t−1)
n

)

× Pr17

(
U (t−1)

w , U (t−1)
n

)
. (16)

2) Derivation of Sensing Overhead η(·): The value of η(·)
depends on the sensing stage, because a longer sensing time
for one stage can reduce η(·), whereas a shorter sensing time
for another stage can increase η(·). We recall the variable S,
introduced in Appendices B and C, which indicates the sensing
stage such that S = 0 denotes the case when the OSA network
performs only coarse sensing without switching to fine sensing,
and S > 0 denotes the case when the OSA network performs

Pr19(·) Δ
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∑
{i,j}∈Kn,a

Tn
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j|U (t)

n , μn

)
Gn

(
i|U (t−1)

n , λn

)
, U

(t−1)
n ≤ Ue1, U

(t)
n < Ue2,

∑
{i,j}∈Kn,b

Tn

(
j|U (t)

n , μn

)
Gn

(
i|U (t−1)

n + i − j, λn

)
, U

(t−1)
n ≤ Ue1, U

(t)
n = Ue2.

(11)
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coarse sensing and immediately switches to fine sensing. In
particular, S = 1 denotes the case when the OSA network
detects the idle subchannel and S = 2 denotes the case that no
idle subchannel is detected so that the network waits until the
next sensing period without transmitting data.

Defining Pr0(S,Me) as the joint probability that the current
sensing stage is equal to S and the number of subchannels
detected as idle is Me, we can calculate η as

η(Me)
Δ
= Pr0(0,Me)

tf −τa

tf
+Pr0(1,Me)

tf −τa+τf

tf
. (17)

Note that there is no Pr0(2,Me) in (17), because for S = 2,
no data can be transmitted; therefore, the ratio of the data
transmission time to the total frame length is zero. Finally, we
can derive Pr0(·) in (17) as (16) by removing S(t−1) from the
lowest bound of summation.

B. Case S0N0B1: General Sensing, Channel Blocking, and
Channel Bonding

There are two major changes for the analysis of the S0N0B1

case compared to S0N1B1. First, the number of subchannels
detected as idle should be the integer multiples of Y , because in
this case, the smallest quantity of idle bandwidth is one channel.
Second, the number of available subchannels is determined not
only by the number of the NPUs but by the position of the
NPUs in the spectrum as well. For example, if two NPUs appear
on different subchannels in the same channel, the SU cannot
utilize that channel. If NPUs occupy subchannels located in two
different channels, these two channels cannot be used by SUs.
Considering these changes, we need to modify probabilities
related to the number of subchannels detected as idle and
the sensing stage used, i.e., Pr11(·) in (12), Pr13(·) in (31),
and Pr15(·) in (33). Note that the other probabilities remain
the same, as derived in Section IV-A. In the modification of
the aforementioned expressions, we assume δf � δa � 1
to reduce the complexity of calculations. In general, the OS-
OFDMA system needs to keep a high detection probability to
protect the PUs, which makes this approximation reasonable.
Note, however, that we will still consider the effect of false
alarms. Thus, even if there is no PU on the spectrum, the
SU may falsely detect an idle subchannel as busy. Moreover,
without loss of generality, we assume that a WPU occupies one
channel, i.e., lw = Y .

To modify Pr11(·) based on (12), we observe that the change
of the number of PUs between times t and t − 1 may af-
fect the change of the position of the PUs and, as a result,
can make an impact on the number of channels detected as
idle at time t. Thus, introducing the conditional probability
of the number of idle subchannels as Pr23(M

(t)
a |U (t)

w , U
(t)
n ,

S(t),M
(t−1)
a , U

(t−1)
w , U

(t−1)
n , S(t−1)), Pr11(·) in (12) is newly

defined as

Pr11(·) Δ
= Pr13

(
M (t−1)

a |U (t−1)
w , U (t−1)

n , S(t−1)
)

× Pr23

(
M t

a|M (t−1)
a , U (t)

w , U (t−1)
w ,

U (t)
n , U (t−1)

n , S(t), S(t−1)
)

, (18)

where Pr23(·) is derived in Appendix E. Finally, Pr13(·) and
Pr15(·) are modified in Appendices D and F, respectively.

C. Case S0N0B0: General Sensing, Channel Blocking, and
Fixed Channel Selection

The analysis in this section is based on the derivation
based on Section IV-B, because this option still consid-
ers subchannel non-notching. The major change here is that
we perform analysis for data transmission on one chan-
nel instead of all X channels. This change affects the
valid condition for Pr7(·) in (6) and lv in (7). Because
the maximum number of available subchannels is limited
to Y , U

(t)
e and U

(t−1)
e become �min(Y/ln,M

(t)
e /ln)� and

�min(Y/ln,M
(t−1)
e /ln)�, respectively. Moreover, considering

that the maximum number of channels that are utilized by
VBR is also limited to one channel, then (7) should be
modified as

lv =

⎧
⎨
⎩

min
(
Y,M

(t−1)
a

)
−U

(t−1)
c

U
(t−1)
v

, U
(t−1)
v > 0,

0, U
(t−1)
v = 0.

(19)

In addition, we need to modify Pr6(·) in (9), i.e., the prob-
ability of change of the subchannel count detected as idle,
considering the limitations of the available subchannels. Even
if a SU detects more than one idle channel, the SU will utilize
only one channel. In terms of the definition, we have to sum all
probabilities that the number of subchannels detected as idle is
greater than or equal to Y to calculate the probability that one
channel, i.e., Y subchannels, are detected as idle. Thus

Pr6(·) Δ
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pr9(0,0)
Pr10(0)

, M
(t)
a = 0, M

(t−1)
a = 0 ,∑M

x=Y
Pr9(0,x)∑M

x=Y
Pr10(x)

, M
(t)
a = 0, M

(t−1)
a > 0 ,

∑M

x=Y
Pr9(x,0)

Pr10(0)
, M

(t)
a > 0, M

(t−1)
a = 0 ,∑

x,y∈{Y,...,M} Pr9(x,y)∑M

x=Y
Pr10(x)

, M
(t)
a > 0, M

(t−1)
a > 0.

(20)

D. Case S1N0B0: Active Channel Sensing, Channel Blocking,
and Fixed Channel Selection

In this case, the SU performs coarse sensing for only one
channel that is currently utilized for data transmission. Thus,
the PU on a channel that is not used by the SU does not affect
the OSA network, and as a result, the sensing stage of the OSA
network becomes more sensitive to the location of the PUs in
the radio spectrum. Therefore, probabilities that are related to
the sensing stage S, such as Pr12(·) in (13), Pr15(·) in (33), and
Pr20(·) in (32), need to be updated. Due to space constraints,
we refer to [49, Sec. III-D] for the details of the derivation.

E. Derivation of the Connection Blocking Rate for the
CBR Traffic

Due to the assumption that the CBR traffic cannot be buffered
once all channels are occupied by the PU (see Section III-A2),
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we define the CBR connection blocking rate as the average
number of CBR connections that are blocked by the PU ap-
pearance per second.8 We consider the S0N1B1 case, because
the blocking probabilities for the other three design cases are
accordingly calculated as in (21), shown at the bottom of the
page.

By denoting PrB(k) as the probability that k CBR con-
nections are blocked in a frame, we can calculate the CBR
connection blocking rate as

RB =

Uc,max∑

k=0

k PrB(k)/tf . (22)

Because the number of blocked connections k depends on how
many CBR users are in the system and how many subchannels
are available, we decompose PrB(k) in (22) as

PrB(k)
Δ
=

∑

W
Prb
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k|U (t)

c , U (t−1)
c ,M (t)
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)
, (23)

where W is the set of all possible values of U
(t)
c , U

(t−1)
c ,

M
(t)
a , and M

(t−1)
a . Prc(·) can be calculated by summing up

Pr4(·) Pr3(·) for all possible values of U
(t−1)
v and U

(t)
v .

In (22), PrB(0) does not affect RB the calculation, because
it is multiplied by k = 0; thus, we focus on the case k > 0.
We define Prb+(k|U (t)

c , U
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c ,M
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a ,M
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U
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a ) for k > 0. Recall that U
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a /lc�
and U

(t−1)
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a /lc�. For supporting variables i and
j, denoting that i connections are newly generated and j
connections are released, the instant number of CBR con-
nections before spectrum sensing is U

(t−1)
c + i − j, and the

number of actual CBR connections after spectrum sensing is
U

(t)
c . Thus, i − j = k + U

(t)
c − U

(t−1)
c . Therefore, by defining

Kb(k)
Δ
= {i, j|i−j =k+U

(t)
c − U

(t−1)
c , j≤ U

(t−1)
c }, we have

Prb+(·), as given in (21) given at the bottom of the page.

F. Application of the Proposed Analytical Model: Example

One of the main application domains of the proposed model
is to optimize the performance of the network operation, given
constraints that network operators have to deal with. Here, we
give an example of such an optimization framework.

Usually, the operators want to maximize the total network
throughput while, at the same time, not violating the minimum

8We note that, in this paper, we consider the forced termination probability
and the blocking probability as one metric, because in our metric, blocking can
happen due to insufficient radio resources or due to the arrival of (any type
of) PU.

throughput requirements of each QoS class. Thus, for example,
for each system design scenario SxNyBz , we can construct the
following optimization problem:

max H (24a)

s. t. δa ≤ δa,r, φa ≤ φa,r,Hc ≤ Hc,r,Hv ≤ Hv,r (24b)

given Uc,max, Uv,max, L,X,C,Y, tf ,1/λx,1/μx, τa, τf (24c)

where x = {c, v}, and δa,r, φa,r, Hc,r and Hv,r are the min-
imum required probability of detection, minimum required
probability of false alarm, minimum required throughput of
CBR connection, and minimum required throughput of VBR
connection, respectively. Once the total system throughput H
has been calculated for each design option, the operator should
select the option that obtains the highest H .

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide performance results for all con-
sidered options. Due to space constrains, we focus only on
throughput metric H , because the numerical results on blocking
probability PB were already provided in [1]. We note that all
analytical results were verified through simulations using a
method of batch means for a 90% confidence interval. Each
simulation run, with a warm-up period of 10 000 network
events, was divided into 100 batches, where each batch con-
tained 10 000 network events. The custom simulation package
used in this paper was written in MATLAB. We also note that,
on a computer with MATLAB R2010a and a Mac OS X 10.7.1
operating system installed on a Mac Book Pro with 2-GHz Intel
Core i7 and 4-GB 1333-MHz DDR3 memory, the computation
of throughput for one set of parameters takes approximately less
than 60 s.

Due to many parameters considered, we limit our numerical
investigation to the four most representative case studies. That
is, we consider the impact of varying number of NPUs, the im-
pact of varying PU activity, the impact on two-stage spectrum
sensing design, the impact of adjacent channel interference, and
the impact of cochannel interference on the system throughput.
Results are presented in Sections V-B–E, respectively. Further-
more, we investigate the delay performance of the considered
OS-OFDMA system through NS-2 simulations in Section V-F.

A. Calculation of the Average Subchannel Capacity C

Before we proceed with the presentation, we need to com-
ment on the calculation of C. Following the IEEE 802.22
model [5], we separately consider the PHY capacity Cp and

Prb+(·) Δ
=

⎧
⎨
⎩

∑
{i,j}∈Kb(k)

Tc

(
j|U (t)

c , μc

)
Gc
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c + i − j, λc

)
, U

(t−1)
c ≤ U

(t−1)
a , U

(t)
c = U

(t)
a ,

0, otherwise
(21)
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the MAC-layer overhead ξ such that C = (1 − ξ)Cp, where
Cp = 460.8 kb/s.9

For the MAC-layer overhead ξ, we consider the frame
structure of the IEEE 802.22 such that one downlink OFDM
symbol of all subchannels is assigned to a preamble and two
downlink OFDMA symbols of all subchannels are assigned to
management messages. In addition, considering errors on the
subchannels, we assume a bit error rate of 10−6. Hence, we
calculate the MAC-layer overhead reduction factor as 1 − ξ =
13/16 × (1−10−6) = 0.8125. Therefore, the total subchannel
capacity is C = 374.4 kb/s.

B. Impact of Varying Number of NPUs on the
OS-OFDMA Design

Throughout this section, we assume that X = 4 channels
are available and split into Y = 10 subchannels of bandwidth
b = 492 kHz. The frame length is set to tf = 20 ms, which
represents the length of two frames of the IEEE 802.22 [5], i.e.,
it represents the time that the SU device searches for OFDM
preambles on a given channel and highly conservative value
of an interframe sensing interval [5, Tab. 233]. The detection
and false-alarm probability for the coarse sensing case are δa =
0.99 and φa = 0.1, respectively, whereas for the fine sensing
case, δa = 1 and φa = 0, respectively. The sensing time during
coarse sensing is τa = 0. Because we have assumed that uplink
and downlink are divided by time-division duplex and coarse
sensing is performed in the uplink, as shown in [5], the sensing
overhead is zero. In the fine-sensing phase, τf = (3/5)tf , mod-
eling three consecutive frames that are used for the fine sensing
and the following two frames that are used for data transmission
until the next sensing period. Furthermore, we assume that
lc = 1, lw = 10, and ln = 1 subchannels are allocated to CBR,
NPU, and WPU connections, respectively. Note that the number
of subchannels that are assigned to VBR connections lv varies,
depending on the network state. The maximum number of users
of each class is Uv,max = 2, Uc,max = 10, and Uw,max = 2,
investigating the impact of NPUs, and Uv,max = 2, Uc,max =
10, and Un,max = 10, investigating impact of WPUs. These
values correspond to a small network and allow for an easier
understanding of the subsequent numerical results.

In addition, for the purpose of this section, we set up the
interarrival and departure times by taking into account the IEEE
802.22 network, where many active licensed users operate over
the TV band. Because, in general, the traffic pattern of PUs
for such a case is not well known (more discussion on this
aspect is presented in Section V-C), for the WPU, we keep
the wireless assist video devices [50] in mind, which can be
assumed to broadcast, on the average, 4 h of signal transmission
for every 12 h, on the average, in this scenario. For the NPU,
we consider an environment with numerous WMs and assume
that they appear every 2 h, on the average, and utilize channels

9Assumptions: 16-ary quadrature-amplitude modulation (16-QAM) with
4 b per OFDM symbol and 1/2 channel coding per subcarrier; for a guard band
for NPUs, six subchannels of the IEEE 802.22 represent one subchannel in the
system model. Uplink and downlink are time-division duplexed, where 16 and
eight symbols are assigned to the downlink and uplink, respectively.

for 1 h on the average. For CBR, considering voice or video
transmission, we assume that, on the average, a 5 min long
CBR connection is generated for every 5 min on the average.
For VBR, we assume that data traffic is generated every 2 h on
the average and continues for 2 h if one channel is assigned for a
VBR connection. For simulation efficiency, because we operate
in large parameter ranges, we scale them down by setting the
CBR connection arrival rate to 1 s by preserving the ratios
between all traffic parameters, i.e., we normalize the average
interarrival and departure times of all users in the unit of 5 min
by dividing them by 300 s. Thus, for a large number of users,
the interarrival time becomes shorter. For the analysis, we
calculate the interarrival time by dividing the individual in-
terarrival time by the maximum number of users. In sum-
mary, 1/λw = 144/Uw,max s, 1/λn = 24/Un,max s, 1/λc =
1/Uc,max s, 1/λv = 12/Uv,max s, 1/μw = 48 s, 1/μn = 12 s,
1/μc = 1 s, and 1/μv = 240 s.

The results are presented in Fig. 1. The throughput of every
OS-OFDMA design option decreases with increasing numbers
of NPUs and WPUs. First, we observe that S0N1B1 is the
best design option when the total and VBR throughput is
concerned, which is due to the highest flexibility in exploiting
all spectrum opportunities. Second, interestingly, with a low
number of NPUs and WPUs, the CBR throughput is higher
for S1N0B0 than for S0N1B1, whereas with the high number
of NPUs and WPUs, the opposite holds; see Fig. 1(b) and (e).
This case is because of the sensing overhead of the fine sensing
that is more frequently performed for S0N1B1 than for S1N0B0.
Third, there is no difference in the CBR throughput between
S0N0B1 and S0N0B0 when the number of NPUs varies. This
case is because, in this network setup, the CBR, which has
higher priority than the VBR, utilizes enough resources, al-
though channel bonding is not applied. Fourth, the S0N0B1

design option is extremely sensitive to the activity of the NPUs.
The throughput of this design option rapidly decreases as the
number of NPUs increases; compare Fig. 1(a) with Fig. 1(c).
This effect is not visible, however, when the number of NPUs
is kept fixed but the number of WPUs changes; see Fig. 1(d)
and (f) and compare with Fig. 1(a) and (c), respectively. This
case is because S0N0B1 is sensitive to the position of NPUs in
the spectrum, i.e., the lack of subchannel notching (N0) causes
this option to perform worse.

Furthermore, we demonstrate a benefit of the active channel
sensing strategy in two-stage sensing. Surprisingly, the total
throughput of S1N0B0 is greater than the total throughput of
S0N0B1 for large number of NPUs and WPUs [see Fig. 1(a) and
(d)], although the implementation for S0N0B1 enables wider
bandwidth sensing than S1N0B0. This is because, for S0N0B1,
due to channel bonding, the probability that the OSA network
needs to sense the channel is much higher, and the network
needs to perform sensing often, whereas for S1N0B0, only the
actively used channel is sensed.

Note that the simulation results agree with the analysis in all
figures. A slight mismatch between simulation and analysis for
cases S0N0B1, S0N0B0, and S1N0B0 in Fig. 1(e) is a result of
the approximation that was used in calculating the throughput
for these design options; see (38). More discussion on this issue
is presented in Section V-C.
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Fig. 1. Performance of different OS-OFDMA options as a function of (a)–(c) NPU and (d)–(f) WPU for X = 4, Y = 10, M = 40, tf = 20 ms, δa = 0.99,
φa = 0.1, τa = 0, δf = 1, φf = 0, τf = (3/5)tf , C = 374.4 kbps, Uw,max = 2 (WPU), Un,max = 10 (NPU), lw = 10, ln = 1, Uc,max = 10, lc = 1, and
Uv,max = 2. (a) and (d) Total system throughput. (b) and (e) Throughput of CBR connections. (c) and (f) Throughput of VBR connections.

C. Impact of PU Activity on the OS-OFDMA Design

To investigate the impact of varying PU activity on the
performance of different OS-OFDMA designs, for ease of
explanation, we have considered focusing only on NPUs. Then,
as a case study, we consider WMs as an example of NPU. The
parameters of the OS-OFDMA are the same as in Section V-B.
Before presenting the performance results, we need to estimate
the most realistic values of WM activity descriptors, i.e., aver-
age arrival rate and channel occupancy time.

From the perspective of this paper, WMs can be categorized
into the following two main groups: 1) static in the coverage
area of the OS-OFDMA BS, such as WMs in meetings or

conference rooms, and 2) mobile in the coverage area of
OS-OFDMA BS, such as WMs that belong to broadcasters
(e.g., radio and TV), sports-related entities (e.g., communica-
tion between referees or between team members and coaches),
or special-event groups (e.g., microphone usage during mer-
chandizing or protests). For ease of understanding, we focus
here on mobile WMs, noting that, due to the random activity
pattern of WMs, static WMs can also be approximated as
moving into the coverage area of the OS-OFDMA BS.

In the case of average NPU channel occupancy time, we set
it to a value between 1 and 4 h, believing that this represents
a common activity time. More discussion is needed, however,
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TABLE II
SCENARIOS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF NPU ACTIVITY IMPACT ON THE

PERFORMANCE OF OS-OFDMA DESIGNS

on the arrival rate of the WMs. Because the potential number
of WMs is location dependent, we have set up three different
network scenarios, representing different places in the U.S. (see
Table II), which differ in population density ρ and activity time
1/μn. We assume that the OS-OFDMA BS covers a fraction
of the area of diameter L = 2 mi (for all scenarios) of the
considered location, whereas the WMs move in and out of the
BS circular coverage with a certain speed v = 1.5 mi/h (for all
scenarios). Then, using a fluid flow model approximation [51],
we calculate the average crossing rate of the WMs to that area
and directly translate it to an average arrival rate of WMs on any
of the subchannels. That is, λn = ρhπLv, where 1/h denotes
number of inhabitants per one active WM in the considered
location. Because the value of h is not reliably known,10 we
assume that one WM is present per 300 inhabitants (for all
scenarios), and such a WM is active for 10% of the time.
Finally, Un,max = max(�π(L/2)2ρh�, 1) in this case. We set
the interarrival and departure times for other users as the
same value as in Section V-B. In addition, for analysis, we
normalize all time parameters in the unit of 5 min, as shown in
Section V-B.

The results are separately grouped for the total average
network throughput, CBR throughput, and VBR throughput;
see Figs. 2–4, respectively. We have chosen to vary the number
of CBR connections in all figures as a parameter, because
in our model, the CBR connection is the most QoS-sensitive
and capacity-demanding SU traffic class. First, we immedi-
ately observe that S0N1B1 implementation obtains the highest
throughput averaged over all scenarios. The larger the activity
of the WMs, the bigger the difference between S0N1B1 and
the remaining implementations; for example, compare Fig. 2(b)
and (c). Option S0N1B1 obtains a throughput around 3 Mb/s,
even in the “event” scenario. This is due to the maximum
utilization of the remaining channel capacity by subchannel
notching and channel bonding. As the NPU activity increases
all implementations reach almost-zero throughput, whereas
S0N1B1 still obtains reasonable performance. The worst perfor-
mance is obtained for S0N0B0, whereas S1N0B0 and S0N0B1

are in between the extreme cases.
As the activity of the WMs decreases, i.e., it changes from

an “event” scenario to a “light urban” scenario, the difference
between the obtained throughput for S0N1B1 and the remain-

10The only credible report that we were able to find was [52]. The estimation
using data present in this report was based on a simple calculation. According
to [52, Sec. A2], there were 1 924 431 wireless microphone shipments in the
European Union (EU) between 2002 and 2006, which translates to ≈1 wire-
less microphone per 1000 EU inhabitants (assuming a constant level of wireless
microphone shipments per year). Note that the value of 35 000–70 000 licensed
wireless microphone operations in the U.S. presented in [53] was not substan-
tiated with any reference.

ing implementation becomes smaller; for example, compare
Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(b). Interestingly, the individual relation
between the implementations stays the same for each scenario,
whereas at lower WM activities, the S1N0B0 implementation
becomes better than S0N1B1 for the CBR throughput; compare
Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(b). This case is for the following two
reasons: 1) As the activity of the WMs becomes smaller, so
does the fragmentation of the available bandwidth, and the CBR
has more options for the selection of required channels; and
2) because there is no bonding of channels and the OS-OFDMA
network senses only active channels due to the active channel
sensing strategy, the OS-OFDMA network does not have to
frequently switch to fine sensing, and the saved time for sensing
can be used for active data transmission. The worst situation, in
terms of network scenario, is the “event” scenario. Due to the
long channel dwell time by the NPU, i.e., 4 h, the throughput
for all implementations, except for S0N1B1, reaches zero. We
also conclude that, in scenarios where the activity of the WMs is
low, such as in the “light urban” scenario, the users of systems
based on OS-OFDMA are promised to obtain high QoS [see
Figs. 2(b)–4(b)], irrespective of the implementation.

A separate comment is needed for the simulation verification
of the results. In all cases, the S0N1B1 implementation per-
fectly matches the simulations, irrespective of the parameters
selected. However, due to the approximations assumed for
the remaining OS-OFDMA implementations [see again (39)],
the slight discrepancy is particularly visible for the scenarios
with a high NPU activity rate; for example compare Fig. 3(a)
with Fig. 3(b). The results prove, on the other hand, that the
developed model works very well for low PU activities, which
is the typical case in real-life PU occupancy statistics [34]. Still,
for each case study, the relation between each OS-OFDMA
implementation is well captured for any value of the parameters
considered, whereas for the majority of the cases, the mismatch
between simulations and analysis is less than 10%.

D. Impact of Two-Stage Spectrum Sensing Options on the
OS-OFDMA Design

The next experiment considers the effect of sensing design
parameters on the performance of OS-OFDMA designs. For
this investigation, we change the sensing time of coarse sensing,
which has a direct effect on the false-alarm probability and
makes a significant impact on the frequency of switching to
fine sensing (and, as a result, on the throughput of the system).
We keep other parameters the same as in the first experiment
described in Section V-B, except for Un,max = 2, to see the
effect of coarse sensing clearer, and Uc,max = 10. We do not
alter parameters of the fine-sensing phase, because we want to
explore the benefit of two-stage sensing, and the coarse sensing
phase is a common element of every sensing method, including
single-stage sensing.

Considering a Rayleigh channel with additive white
Gaussian noise, we calculate the false-alarm probability p10 and
detection probability p11 for an individual SU user as shown in
[20, eq. (3)] and [20, eq. (4)], respectively. The level of the PU
signal received at each SU detector is assumed as γ = −10 dB,
considering perfect channel orthogonality and no interference
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Fig. 2. Total throughput of different OS-OFDMA implementations for all network cases. The parameter setup and the ordering of the figures is the same as
in Fig. 1. (a) Heavy urban. (b) Light urban. (c) Event.

Fig. 3. CBR throughput of different OS-OFDMA implementations for all network cases. The parameter setup and the ordering of the figures is the same as
in Fig. 1. (a) Heavy urban. (b) Light urban. (c) Event.

Fig. 4. VBR throughput of different OS-OFDMA implementations for all network cases. The parameter setup and the ordering of the figures is the same as
in Fig. 1. (a) Heavy urban. (b) Light urban. (c) Event.

from adjacent channels (this assumption will be relaxed and
investigated in more detail in Section V-E). Then, according
to [20, Sec. III-B], we can derive p11 as a function of p10

and τa for given average PU signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
subchannel bandwidth b by adapting the detection threshold
θ. Assuming cooperative sensing of all CBR and VBR users
and OR logic for a combining scheme, we calculate the system
false-alarm probability as

φa = 1 − (1 − p10)
(Uc,max+Uv,max) (25)

and the system detection probability δa as (25), replacing p10

with p11. Note that, in this paper, the number of cooperating
users in (25) can arbitrarily be set as a fraction of Uc,max +

Uv,max, depending on the cooperative sensing scheme or sens-
ing order. In addition, the fusion rule can arbitrarily be set in
this paper, depending on the choice of cooperation algorithm.
In addition, note that, if we assume that each node of the OS-
OFDMA network is located at different physical locations, we
can adapt (25) such that

φa = 1 −
∏

i∈Um

1 − p
(i)
10 , (26)

where Um is the total set of users that utilize CBR and VBR
connections and participate in the cooperation process, whereas
p
(i)
10 is the individual probability of false alarm for a user at a

particular location i. Probability p
(i)
10 can be calculated in the
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TABLE III
SENSING TIME AND THE RESPECTIVE FALSE-ALARM PROBABILITY FOR THE EXPERIMENTS INTRODUCED IN SECTIONS IV-D AND V-E

Fig. 5. Throughput of OS-OFDMA implementations, (a) total, (b) CBR, and (c) VBR, as a function of coarse sensing time. The parameter setup is the same as
in Fig. 1, except for Un max = 2, Uc,max = 10, whereas τa and φa are given in Table III.

same way as in [20, eq. (4)], assuming γ = γ(i), where γ(i) is
the signal level from the PU received by the SU at location i.

In this evaluation, we keep the detection probability δa =
0.99 and change the sensing time for the coarse sensing such
that τa = (0, 4) ms. Note that τa = 0 ms represents single-
stage sensing. Table III presents the calculated false-alarm
probability φa based on the assumed sensing time τa.

The results are presented in Fig. 5. The first interesting
observation is that two-stage sensing does not always provide
better performance than single-stage sensing. Comparing the
total throughput at τa = 0 with τa � (0.5, 1) ms of all OS-
OFDMA options, two-stage sensing shows worse performance
than single-stage sensing. This result is due to the high prob-
ability of false alarm for this range of τa; see Table III. In
addition, for this network setup, the throughput is maximized
at τa = 2 ms and is larger than for τa = 0, which confirms
that two-stage sensing can, indeed, benefit all OS-OFDMA
operations. This result also confirms that the design choice of
the IEEE 802.22 for the spectrum sensing method was correct.
When τa increases beyond the point for which the throughput is
the largest, the throughput of all OS-OFDMA implementations
starts to rapidly decrease. This case is because the sensing over-
head starts to dominate over potential improvement from the
decreased false-alarm rate. This so-called sensing-throughput
tradeoff is in agreement with a similar investigation in the
context of OSA ad hoc networks [20]. Note that the relation
between sensing time and the obtained throughput are the same
when looking at the total, CBR, and VBR throughput; see the
shapes of all curves in Fig. 5(a)–(c). In addition, the different
orders in the obtained throughput for each OS-OFDMA imple-
mentation are due to the specific OS-OFDMA options and not
due to the spectrum sensing parameters selected. For this case,
for example, compare the position of S1N0B0 in Fig. 5(a) with
the position of the same implementation in Fig. 5(b). For more
details on this aspect, refer to Section V-C. Finally, note that
the simulation results match well with the analysis for all OS-
OFDMA implementations.

Referring to Section IV-F, where we have presented a
throughput optimization framework, we can apply the same
idea to maximize the throughput from the perspective of two-
stage spectrum sensing. In this case, in optimization (24), we
need to change the constraints in (24b) by adding τf ≥ τf,r

and τa ≥ τa,r, where τa,r and τf,r are the minimum required
coarse- and fine-sensing times, respectively, while completely
removing τa and τf from (24c).

E. Impact of Adjacent Channel Interference on the
OS-OFDMA Design

In this section, we investigate the impact of adjacent channel
interference on the OS-OFDMA design throughput from the
perspective of two-stage sensing, complementing the results
obtained in Section V-D. We consider the same parameter setup
as in Section V-D. The results are presented in Fig. 6 for CBR,
VBR, and total traffic.

So far, we have assumed that, in any OS-OFDMA imple-
mentation, the only source of received PU signal corruption
is through environmental noise and propagation effects. Fur-
thermore, we have assumed that two or more collocated SUs
in one spectrum band would not cause any interference to
other services, nor would the performance of the PU spectrum
sensing process be degraded by cochannel or adjacent channel
interference. Here, we relax this assumption and particularly
focus on the effect of adjacent channel interference on the
overall OS-OFDMA performance through the perspective of
the PU spectrum sensor.11 The reason for interference to the
PU detector may be due to subcarrier leakage and/or imperfect
filtering at the OFDM PHY layer.

11Another investigation of OFDMA interference from the spectrum sensing
perspective can be found, for example, in [54]. Cochannel interference in the
context of OFDMA with spectrum pooling has been analyzed, for example,
in [55].
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Fig. 6. Throughput of OS-OFDMA implementations. (a) Total with γ = −8 dB. (b) Total with γ = −12 dB. (c) CBR, with γ = −8 dB, as a function of the
coarse-sensing time. The parameter setup is the same as in Fig. 5.

Assuming that cochannel interference is uniformly distrib-
uted throughout all subchannels, as assumed, for example,
in [56], we have varied the SNR at the SU’s PU detector
(particularly increasing noise floor) caused by the adjacent
channel interference and observed the resulting performance
for each OS-OFDMA implementation from the perspective of
spectrum sensing. Our selected method (treatment of interfer-
ence as additive noise) is in line with [57] and is considered
the most accurate model among all investigated interference
models therein. Note that we have not selected other analytical
forms of interference description, because they were not ap-

plicable for this investigation. For example, the recent work in
[58] provides closed-form formulas for the probability of false
alarm and misdetection in the presence of noise and impulsive
interference, however, without considering SNR of the detected
signal, whereas [59] is too detailed and complex to be used in
this investigation. We therefore present the following two sets
of results: 1) results that consider the increase in noise floor
from the optimal value selected in the evaluation so far, i.e.,
γ = −10 dB (see Section V-D for detail) and, as a comparison,
2) results that consider the decrease in noise floor from the
optimal γ. Note that, as we have stated at the beginning of
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Section III, we assume that cochannel interference is easily
resolved by the coexistence mechanism.12

In Section V-D, we have set the SNR of the PU signal at the
SU antenna at γ = −10 dB, which was considered to represent
an interference-free scenario. Obviously, with the SNR 2 dB
above the optimal, i.e., γ = −8 dB, the performance of all OS-
OFDMA implementation improves; compare the result in Fig. 6
with the results in Fig. 5. Because of the SNR increase, we
see much better performance of two-stage sensing for all OS-
OFDMA implementations; see Fig. 6(a), (c), and (f) compared
to the results presented in Fig. 5. For γ = −8 dB, the PU
signal is very strong due to low adjacent channel interference,
and thus, even using single-stage sensing, the PU cannot be
missed. More specifically, a low noise floor contributes to the
decrease in false-alarm probability at the coarse sensing stage;
see Table III for details.

For γ = −12 dB, 2 dB below the optimal SNR value as-
sumed for the detected PU signal because of the higher inter-
ference caused by the adjacent SU activity, two-stage sensing is
always worse than single-stage sensing, except for the S1N0B0

implementation. This throughput degradation stems from in-
creased values of false alarm; see the respective values of false
alarm for sensing time τa in Table III. Due to frequent switching
to fine sensing, two-stage sensing will never outperform single-
stage sensing. Note that the order in performance for each OS-
OFDMA implementation is the same as in Fig. 5; thus, we
conclude that interference equally impacts each OS-OFDMA
implementation.

Note that the good performance of two-stage sensing in
S1N0B0, even in the presence of adjacent channel interference,
is due to the coarse sensing feature. Because coarse sensing in
S1N0B0 is performed only for the currently utilized channel
(active channel), the SU has a lower probability of switching
to the fine-sensing stage for all channels, contrary to other
OFDMA implementations, which improves the SU’s PU detec-
tion performance.

F. Delay Performance of the OS-OFDMA System:
A Discussion

Finally, to compliment the analytical results presented in
this paper, in this section, we investigate the delay of the
OS-OFDMA system considered. To get a realistic estimate of
packet delay, we simulated the performance, considering also
the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
protocol stack, which exists on top of the MAC and PHY
layers of our OS-OFDMA model. To do so, we used the
NS-2 model, which we developed, to evaluate the IEEE 802.22
MAC layer [60]. Our NS-2 model is comparable with the OS-
OFDMA system with no channel bonding and no subchannel
notching; therefore, it represents the S1N0B0 case. The most

12On the other hand, we want to emphasize that, in this paper, it is, indeed,
possible to consider cochannel or adjacent channel interference (if we assume
that a coexistence mechanism is absent). It can be done by changing the value
of Cp, which is the physical throughput for a single subchannel (described in
Section V-A), that depends on the level of interference caused by the coexisting
base stations. The calculation of Cp can follow the calculations presented in
[16, Sec. IV].

important parameters used in the NS-2 implementation are
given in Table IV. For a detailed overview of the IEEE 802.22
NS-2 model, see [60].

In [60], packet delay was studied at the MAC layer, including
queuing delays at the BS. Results showed that the PU activity
level did not have much impact on the average delay and the
sensing strategy used (two or single stage) had no impact on the
average delay. To continue our investigation, we study packet
delay at the application layer such that delays at all protocol
layers in the TCP/IP stack are included.

We study a scenario with four customer premises equipment
(CPE) connected to one BS in the IEEE 802.22 network, which
applies to a sparsely populated area. In this area, four channels,
in total, are not used by the TV broadcasters and are therefore
available for the IEEE 802.22 network. Furthermore, there are
four WM pairs, corresponding to NPUs in our OS-OFDMA
model and each randomly and separately appearing on one
of the four channels; hence, the IEEE 802.22 network has to
switch channel when a WM appears on the operating channel.
The IEEE 802.22 CPE and WM pairs are randomly located
within 1 km from the IEEE 802.22 BS. A WM pair consists of
a WM transmitter and receiver separated with 150 m. The IEEE
802.22 BS and CPE operate on channels of 6-MHz bandwidth
and transmit with 4 W over the whole bandwidth. The WMs
operate on a narrower bandwidth of 0.2 MHz, with a transmit
power of 200 mW, which, on average, is assumed to be focused
on 0.1 MHz of that bandwidth. The antenna gain is set to 0 dB
for all devices.

A computer that is connected to the BS through a fixed Eth-
ernet connection (configured with 0-s delay in the simulations)
transmits 1500-B packets at a CBR to the four CPE. We want
to study the packet delay when the traffic load transmitted to
each CPE increases in the range from 0.1 Mb/s to 1 Mb/s. This
was done for three different WM activity levels for 1/μn =
{1, 3, 5}, whereas the interarrival time was fixed to 1/λn = 5.

The average packet delay for all the CPE measured at the
MAC layer is presented in Fig. 7(a) and shows that the average
measured delay slightly reduces as 1/μn increases. This case is
because the number of transmitted packets per OFDMA frame
increases, because fewer OFDMA frames are utilized due to the
reduced probability of obtaining an available channel when the
WM idle time increases; hence, the average measure increases.
In addition, it is shown that the average delay decreases as
the offered load increases, which is because, when the offered
load increases, the instantaneous impact from the WMs on the
average measured delay reduces. It was found that the through-
put reaches plateau at 0.7 Mb/s per CPE, which is the point
where the average delay measure becomes stable. We conclude
that the average delay at the MAC layer is fairly constant.

Based on the average application-layer packet delay, given
in Fig. 7(b), it is shown that the application-layer delay is
higher than the MAC-layer delay. Furthermore, it is shown
that the delay considerably increases as 1/μn. This is because
more packets are buffered, because the increased number of
channel switches increases, and the probability of obtaining an
available channel reduces as the WM departure time increases.
The reduction in the average application-layer packet delay for
1/μn = 5 in the traffic load range 0.1–0.4 Mb/s is explained
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FROM SYSTEM PROFILES IN THE IEEE 802.22 STANDARD [5] AND PARAMETERS IN THE

NS-2 IMPLEMENTATION OF IEEE 802.22 (ADAPTED FROM [60])

Fig. 7. Results for packet delay analysis with NS-2 simulations. The scenario parameters are given in Section V-F. (a) Average MAC-layer delay. (b) Average
application-layer delay. (c) Standard deviation for the application-layer delay.

in the same way as the reduction in the packet delay for the
MAC-layer delay. It is also shown that the delay dramatically
increases when the offered load is 0.7 Mb/s per CPE, because
the full channel capacity is reached, and therefore, the buffering
of packets increases. Furthermore, it is shown that the slopes
flatten out when the offered load is 0.8 Mb/s, because the buffer
is full, and packets starts to drop at the sender’s buffer.

The standard deviation for the application-layer delay is
given in Fig. 7(c), which shows that the standard deviation
increases as the WM departure rate increases, because the
number of channel switches increases, and the probability of
obtaining an available channel is reduced. In conclusion, it has
been shown that the application-layer delay and its deviation
are affected by the WM activity level.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an analytical model that
allows the comparison of different designs of OS-OFDMA. We
have considered design options that include channel bonding,
subchannel notching, and two-stage spectrum sensing. As a
performance metric, we have derived the average throughput
that was obtained by the SUs of the spectrum, as well as the
blocking probability for the CBR service class. In the analysis,
we have included the interrelations of different connection
classes and priorities, such as the CBR and VBR traffic of
the SUs, and wideband and narrowband PUs. We concluded
that the OS-OFDMA design that allows the flexible bonding
of channels and notching of subchannels that are currently
occupied by the PUs obtains the highest throughput compared
to the designs that do not consider these options. As one of
our numerical results show, the improvement reaches a couple
hundred percent when the activity level of the different PU
types is very high. In addition, as our investigation shows,
the two-stage spectrum sensing technique used in OS-OFDMA
proves to increase the average network throughput, provided
that the probability of false alarm in the coarse-sensing stage is
low. Furthermore, this paper has confirmed that adjacent chan-
nel interference reduces the throughput of each OS-OFDMA
implementation, whereas OS-OFDM implementation using ac-
tive channel sensing is the least susceptible to interference.
Our delay performance investigations show that temporarily
active WMs have a large impact on the obtained delay of OS-
OFDMA.

As our future work, we plan to relax some of the assumptions
on the activity of wideband and narrowband PUs, e.g., the
assumption of the memoryless property of traffic, to see its
effect on the performance of OS-OFDMA.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF Gx(k|Ux, λx) AND Tx(j|Ux, μx)

If the interarrival time has a negative exponential distribution
with the average arrival rate λx, the number of connections
generated in a frame of length tf has a Poisson distribution.
However, because we limit the maximum number of users
to Ux,max, the number of users, including newly generated
connections, Ux, cannot exceed Ux,max. Considering this con-
dition, we derive the probability of k new connections being
generated in a frame Gx(k|Ux, λx) as

Gx(k|Ux, λx)
Δ
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(λxtf )ke−λxtf

k! ,
k ≥ 0,

Ux < Ux,max,

∞∑
i=k

(λxtf )ie−λxtf

i! ,
k ≥ 0,

Ux = Ux,max,

0, k < 0.

(27)

Note that the subscript x = {w, n, c, v} indicates the class
of users, i.e., w for WPU, n for NPU, c for CBR, and v
for VBR.

Furthermore, denoting the departure rate of each connec-
tion as μx, the probability that j connections are released

from Ux active connections during a frame of length tf ,
Tx(j|Ux, μx, tf ), can recursively be calculated as

Tx(j|Ux, μx, tf )
Δ
=

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∫ tf

0 Uμx
e−Uμx tTx(j−1|

Ux − 1, μx, tf − t)dt, j > 0

e−Uμx tf , j = 0

(28)

where Uμx
= Uxμx, which, after some manipulation, re-

duces to

Tx(j|Ux, μx, tf ) =

(
Ux

j

)
e−Uxμxtf (eμxtf − 1)j . (29)

Because we only consider the connection release probabil-
ity for users within the duration of a frame, we abbreviate

Tx(j|Ux, μx)
Δ
= Tx(j|Ux, μx, tf ).

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF Pr13(·) FOR S0N1B1

In Pr13(·) in (12), Me subchannels include Mm subchannels
that are occupied by PUs but are misdetected and M0 subchan-
nels that are correctly detected as idle. Therefore, Me = Mm +
M0, and thus, to calculate Pr13(·), we define a supporting
probability Pr14(Mm,M0|Uw, Un, S), which is the probability
that the number of subchannels that were correctly and falsely
detected as idle are M0 and Mm, respectively.

In design option S0, a SU performs the coarse sensing for
all subchannels first, and then, if the SU detects a PU on a
subchannel, it immediately switches to fine sensing and again
senses all subchannels with high sensing accuracy. Thus, for a
condition S = 0 (only coarse sensing is performed), the number
of subchannels that are detected as idle must be the same
as the number of all subchannels, i.e., Mm + M0 = M . In
other words, the case Mm + M0 < M is impossible for the
condition S = 0. For the condition S = 2 (no idle subchannel is
detected after all stages of sensing), only the case Mm + M0 =
0 is possible. For S = 1, using the detection probability δf

and the false-alarm probability φf in the fine-sensing stage,
we can derive the probability that Mm busy subchannels are
misdetected and M0 idle subchannels are correctly detected for
given Uw WPUs and Un NPUs. Thus

Pr14(·) Δ
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

F S = 1,

1 S = 0,Mm + M0 = M,

or S = 2,Mm + M0 = 0,

0 S = 0,Mm + M0 < M,

or S = 2,Mm + M0 > 0,

(30)

where F =
(

Mp

Mm

)
(1 − δf )Mmδ

Mp−Mm

f

(
M−Mp

M0

)
(1 − φf )M0 ×

φ
M−Mp−M0

f , and Mp = min(M,Uwlw + Unln) is the number
of subchannels that are, in fact, occupied by PUs. Therefore,
Pr13(·) can be derived as

Pr13(·) Δ
=

Me∑

x=0

Pr14(x,Me − x|Uw, Un, S). (31)
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF Pr15(·) FOR S0N1B1

To derive Pr15(·), we need to consider the following three
cases. First, if the OSA network misdetects existing PUs and
correctly detects all idle subchannels in the coarse-sensing
stage, S = 0, because the OSA network will not advance
to fine sensing. Second, if the OSA network correctly or
falsely detects at least one PU in the coarse-sensing stage and
also correctly or falsely detects all subchannels as busy in
the fine-sensing stage, S = 2, because after coarse and fine
sensing, no idle subchannel is detected. Otherwise, S = 1.
Thus

Pr15(·) Δ
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1 − δa)Mp(1 − φa)M−Mp , S =0,(
1 − (1 − δa)Mp(1 − φa)M−Mp

)

×δ
Mp

f φ
M−Mp

f , S =2,
1 − Pr15(S = 0|Uw, Un)

−Pr15(S = 2|Uw, Un), S =1.

(33)

APPENDIX D
DERIVATION OF Pr13(·) FOR S0N0B1

For the case S0N0B1, because the spectrum is utilized based
on the unit of bandwidth of one channel rather than one
subchannel, we introduce the probability of the number of
channels detected as idle Xa to calculate the probability of
the number of subchannels detected as idle Me. Denoting
Pr20(Xa|Uw, Un, S) as the probability that the number of
channels detected as idle is Xa, given Uw WPUs and Un NPUs
in the S sensing stage, (31) is modified as

Pr13(·) Δ
=

{
Pr20(Xa|Uw, Un, S), Ma = XaY,
0, otherwise.

(34)

There are two required conditions for Pr20(·) in (34). First,
the sum of the channels detected as idle and the number of
WPUs cannot be greater than the total number of channels, i.e.,
Xa + Uw ≤ X . Second, the number of NPUs cannot be greater
than the total number of subchannels that are not occupied by
the WPUs, i.e., Un ≤ (X − Uw)�Y/ln�. We denote 1c as an
indicator of these conditions, defining 1c = 1 for Xa + Ut ≤
X or Un ≤ (X − Uw)�Y/ln�; otherwise, 1c = 0.

Next, we calculate Pr20(·) under the feasible conditions,
considering different sensing stages. Under the condition that
no channel is detected as idle after the fine sensing, i.e., S =
2, the number of channels detected as idle is Xa = 0, under
the assumption of perfect PU detection. On the other hand,
when all channels are detected as idle in the coarse sensing,
i.e., S = 0, only Xa = X is possible. The analysis for the
condition that the SU performs fine sensing and detects idle
channels, i.e., S = 1, is not easy to directly derive, because the

number of channels detected as idle depends on the position
of NPUs in the spectrum and the number of NPUs. Thus,
defining the number of channels that are, in fact, occupied by
the NPU as Xn, we deconstruct Pr20(·) for S = 1 into the
following two components: 1) the conditional probability of Xn

for a given number of PUs and the sensing stage, denoted as
Pr21(Xn|Uw, Un, S), and 2) the conditional probability of the
number of channels detected as idle for a given Xn, denoted as
Pr22(Xa|Xn, Uw, Un, S). Then, Pr20 is given in (34), shown at
the bottom of the page, where X = {Xn|	(Unln/Y 
 ≤ Xn ≤
min(Un,X − Ut − Xa)}, because Xn is the smallest when all
NPUs are located on adjacent subchannels, i.e., 	(Unln)/Y 
,
and the largest when all NPUs are located in different channels
that are separated as far as possible, i.e., min(Un,X−Ut−Xa).

To calculate Pr21(·) in (32) given at the bottom of the page,
we assume that any NPU can appear on any subchannel with
equal probability and that false alarms can uniformly occur over
all idle subchannels. Then, we introduce a supporting function
fs(k, x, r), which denotes the number of possibilities that k
items are distributed over exactly x bins, each of which has a
capacity of r items.

To derive fs(k, x, r), first, we introduce the supporting
variable ij , i.e., the number of items in the jth bin, where
j ∈ {1, . . . , x}. Then, there can be

(
r
ij

)
possible distribu-

tions for the jth bin, and thus, for x bins, there can be∑i1
j=1

(
r
j

)
· · ·∑ix

j=1

(
r
j

)
possibilities. Because there should be

no empty bin, ij ≥ 1. In addition, each of the bins has a capacity
of r items, and the total number of items cannot be greater than
k, and therefore, ij ≤ min(r, k). In addition, if the number of
bins is less than the number of items or equal to zero, there is
no way of filling all x bins. Thus

fs(k, x, r) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

∑
I(k,x,r)

∑i1
j=1

(
r
j

)

· · ·∑ix

j=1

(
r
j

)
,

, 0 < x < k,

0, otherwise,
(35)

where I(k, x, r) = {i1, . . . , ix|
∑x

j=1 ij = k, i1, . . . , ix ∈ {1,
. . . ,min(r, k)}}.

Then, Pr21(·) can be calculated by dividing the number of
possible events that Un NPUs are located on exactly Xn chan-
nels, each of which can have at maximum �Y/ln� NPUs, i.e.,
fs(Un,Xn, �Y/ln�), by the number of all possible events that
Un NPUs appear on X − Uw channels, i.e.,

(
(X−Uw)�Y/ln�

Un

)
.

Note that, if there is no NPU, i.e., Un = 0, then Xn should
be zero. Considering the possible case of selecting Xn NPU
channels from a total of X − Uw channels, i.e.,

(
X−Uw

Xn

)
, we

derive Pr21(·) as

Pr21(·) =

{ 1, Xn = 0, Un = 0,
(X−Uw

Xn
)fs(Un,Xn,�Y/ln�)

((X−Uw)�Y/ln�
Un

)
, otherwise. (36)

Pr20(·) Δ
=

⎧
⎨
⎩

∑
X Pr21(Xn|Uw, Un, S) Pr22(Xa|Xn, Uw, Un, S), 1c = 1, S = 2,

1, 1c = 1, and S = 0,Xa = X or S = 2,Xa = 0,
0, otherwise.

(32)
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Pr23(·) Δ
=

{
Pr24

(
X

(t)
a |X(t−1)

a , U
(t)
w , U

(t−1)
w , U

(t)
n , U

(t−1)
n , S(t), S(t−1)

)
, Ma = XaY

0, otherwise
(37)

Pr24(·) �

⎧
⎨
⎩

1, U
(t)
w = U

(t−1)
w , U

(t)
n = U

(t−1)
n ,X

(t)
a = X

(t−1)
a

0, U
(t)
w = U

(t−1)
w , U

(t)
n = U

(t−1)
n ,X

(t)
a �= X

(t−1)
a

Pr20(Xa|Uw, Un, S), otherwise

(38)

Now, we present the derivation of Pr22(·) in (32). If there
exist Uw and Xn channels that are occupied by WPUs and
NPUs, respectively, and Xa channels are correctly detected as
idle, the remaining X − Uw − Xn − Xa channels must falsely
be detected as busy. Considering the number of events of
selecting Xa channels from X − Uw − Xn idle channels, we
derive Pr22(·) as

Pr22(·) =

(
X − Uw − Xn

Xa

)(
1 − (1 − φf )Y

)X−Uw−Xn−Xa

×(1 − φf )Y Xa . (39)

APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF Pr23(·) FOR S0N0B1

Because, for S0N0B1, the spectrum is utilized based on
the unit of bandwidth of one channel, denoting a supporting
probability Pr24(X

(t)
a |X(t−1)

a , U
(t)
w , U

(t−1)
w , U

(t)
n , U

(t−1)
n , S(t),

S(t−1)) as the conditional probability of the number of chan-
nels, we derive Pr23(·) as in (37), shown at the top of the page.

To reduce the complexity of calculating Pr24(·), we use
an approximation that, if the number of PUs is the same at
times t and t − 1, the positions of NPUs at times t and t − 1
are also the same. This approximation is valid when the PU
activity is not high. With this approximation, we ignore the
case that a certain number of NPUs disappear, whereas at
the same time, the same number of new NPUs appear, but at
different locations. In addition, we assume that, if the number
of WPUs and NPUs have changed, the number of channels
detected as idle is independent of the number of WPUs and
NPUs at time t − 1, which means that Pr24(·) � Pr20(·). Con-
sidering these approximations, we derive Pr24(·) as in (38),
shown at the top of the page, where Pr20(·) is defined in
Appendix D as (32).

APPENDIX F
DERIVATION OF Pr15(·) FOR S0N0B1

To modify Pr15(·) in (33), under the approximation of the
perfect detection, depending on the number of subchannels
occupied by PUs, i.e., Mp, we consider three cases. In the
first case, Mp = M , all subchannels are occupied by PUs.
Then, because of the perfect detection approximation, S = 2

is the only feasible condition. In the second case, Mp = 0, no
PU appears on the subchannels. In this case, the false-alarm
probability of each sensing stage affects the probability Pr15(·).
In the last case, 0 < Mp < M , the probability of S = 0 is zero,
and the false-alarm probability of the coarse sensing does not
affect the performance. Thus

Pr15(·) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, Mp = M,S = 2,
(1 − φa)M , Mp = 0, S = 0,
1 − (1 − φa)M

−φM
a (φf )M ,

Mp = 0, S = 1,

φM
a φM

f , Mpx = 0, S = 2,

1 − φ
M−Mp

f , 0 < Mp < M,S = 1,

φ
M−Mp

f , 0 < Mp < M,S = 2,
0, otherwise.

(40)
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Abstract—Wireless microphones operating in the TV white
spaces often appear at specific venues such as schools or churches,
and at specific times. Hence, their location and appearance
pattern can be predicted from spectrum sensing statistics.In this
paper we propose and evaluate three spectrum selection functions
that utilize sensing results to provide long-term spectrumusage
statistics as basis for channel selection in IEEE 802.22 network
to enhance performance by reducing interference and increasing
throughput. To evaluate performance of the spectrum selection
functions, these are implemented in a detailed system level
simulator for the cognitive radio standard IEEE 802.22. We find
that the spectrum selection function that uses statistics about
channel idle and busy periods performs best when primary user
activity is high, and that the spectrum selection function that
uses predictions about location and distance to primary users
performs best when cognitive radio users are mobile and the
primary user activity is low.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The IEEE 802.22 [1] standard is the first technical stan-
dard to provide a broadband service by operating in the TV
white spaces [2]. IEEE 802.22 devices use geo-location and
communicate with a database [3] to obtain information about
available frequencies and allowed transmit power levels attheir
locations. In addition IEEE 802.22 devices can use sensing
techniques to detect sudden appearances of primary users,
such as TV transmitters and wireless microphones (WMs). TV
broadcasters update the database with their frequency usage
and transmit power levels at all locations. Other low power
devices operating in these bands, such as WMs, might update
the database, but might also appear suddenly without notifi-
cation. Detection and protection of these WMs are considered
to be a great challenge that can be handled by using sensing
techniques to detect WMs and then switch to a vacant channel.

The spectrum management, which aims at exploiting white
space channels while protecting the primary users, is usually
executed on short time scales according to cognitive radio
standards, such as IEEE 802.22. In this paper, however, we
propose and evaluate spectrum management functions exe-
cuted on longer time scales, based on the historical record of

Parts of this work was supported by the European Community FP7 program
under grant agreement 248454 (QoSMOS).

existing short-term measurements. This new spectrum manage-
ment approach is not specified in the IEEE 802.22 standard.
The new spectrum management functions reduce interference
and increase throughput by working complementary to the
existing short-term spectrum management functions, instead
of replacing them.

Three spectrum selection (SSE) functions for long-term
spectrum management are proposed and evaluated according
to the following hypotheses; H.1:SSE-Distancewill improve
performance when the cognitive radio terminals are mobile by
selecting the channel with the longest expected distance tothe
nearest WM. This is motivated by the fact that WMs often
appear at specific locations in venues such as schools and
churches. H.2:SSE-OnOffwill improve performance when
WM activity is high by selecting the channel with highest
probability of being available. This is motivated by the fact
that WMs often appear at specific time intervals such as
each morning, evening or Sunday. Finally, H.3:SSE-Hybrid
combine the former two to use the optimal SSE function
depending on spectrum usage statistics. Both the expected
distance to the WMs inSSE-Distanceand the expected channel
availability in SSE-OnOffare predicted based on the historical
record of short-term sensor measurements.

To evaluate performance of the SSE functions, we extend
a comprehensive implementation of the IEEE 802.22 stack in
the NS-2 simulator. Our simulation model has been used to
evaluate different QoS profiles in IEEE 802.22 with applica-
tions such as video and voice in [4], delay over IEEE 802.22
in [5], different sensing strategies in [6] and varying spatial
and temporal impact of WM activity on the IEEE 802.22
network in [7]. In this paper, we extend the simulator with
an implementation of the proposed SSE functions. Further,
the terminals are mobile as opposed to fixed in our previous
work [4]–[7]. A brief description of the simulation model is
given in this paper. For more details on specific functionality,
the reader is referred to [4]–[7], while noting that certainparts
of earlier text appearing in [4]–[7] is repeated here, where
necessary, to introduce features of our simulator.

A related simulation model on MAC layer performance of
IEEE 802.22 is found in [8], [9], but the complete IEEE 802.22
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the IEEE 802.22 network model.

stack is not implemented. Similar functions toSSE-OnOffare
proposed and studied in [10]–[14] and toSSE-Distancein [15].
The novelty in this paper is the proposal to use such spectrum
selection functions to complement the existing spectrum man-
agement framework and spectrum sensing schemes in IEEE
802.22 with the specific application to WM as the primary
user. This enable the performance evaluation of these functions
for several metrics such as throughput, packet loss, delay,and
interference to both the IEEE 802.22 system and the WM. To
the best of our knowledge, this has not been done before. Note
that this paper is a completely new contribution in the series
of our earlier works on IEEE 802.22.

This paper is organized as follows: The system model is
described in Section II, and the SSE functions are proposed
in Section III. Then, in Section IV, the simulation model
is described, before the performance evaluation is presented
in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper. Finally, Ap-
pendix A describes how we enhance the NS-2 simulator with
respect to the spectrum sensor design and implementation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. IEEE 802.22 Network Model

We consider an opportunistic cognitive radio system based
on the IEEE 802.22 standard. It is limited to one Base Station
(BS) andN mobile Opportunistic Users (OUs), as illustrated
in Fig. 1. It is assumed thatM channels with frequencies
F1, · · · , FM are available for use by the IEEE 802.22 system
after consulting the spectrum database. Furthermore, there are
M unregistered WM Tx-Rx pairs, so that there is exactly one
pair appearing in each of theM available channels. A personal
computer (PC) is connected via Ethernet to the BS. The PC
establishes links to the OUs and runs the traffic models.

The WM activity will be detected by sensing techniques
only, and with no support from a beacon protocol, like IEEE
802.22.1. Finally, the IEEE 802.22 self-coexistence proto-
col [8] is not used, since a single cell is considered.

B. Traffic Model

1) IEEE 802.22 Traffic Model:The traffic is modeled as
constant bit rate (CBR) in the IEEE 802.22 system. CBR runs
over UDP. Different traffic rates are simulated by constantly
transmitting UDP packets of size 1500 Bytes to each OU.
The CBR traffic uses the best effort (BE) QoS traffic profile
in IEEE 802.22, which provides fairness between the OUs.

2) Wireless Microphone Traffic Model:A WM pair in
the simulator are two WMs communicating with a typical
distance of 100 m. When a WM is turned on and becomes

active, its traffic pattern is characterized by a 100% duty cycle
(irrespective whether someone is speaking to the microphone
or not) until the WM is turned off again and disappears.
Since WMs typically are present in venues such as churches,
schools and concert halls, and since WMs thus often appear
on a channel at specific times (e.g. each evening), we model
their appearance pattern according to an ON-OFF model. It
is assumed that all WMs generate new connections according
to the negative exponential distribution for the average inter-
arrival time1/λw and average on time1/µw which is common
in wireless communications [16]. A related study on sensing
in IEEE 802.22 [17] also uses an ON-OFF model.

III. SPECTRUMSELECTION FUNCTIONS

Three different SSE functions are proposed as described
below. These will not replace the spectrum management
functionality specified in the IEEE 802.22 standard, but will
be complementary and coexist to enhance performance by
considering statistics calculated over longer time periods.
The first functionSSE-Poweris a basic algorithm used to
benchmark the three proposed SSE functions.

A. SSE-Power (Reference Function)

The SSE-Powerfunction selects the channel where the
spectrum sensor has detected the lowest total signal power
from WMs. No historical measurements are used.

The SSE-Powerfunction uses sensing results{ri,j} from
OUi on channelj, and selects the optimal channelchPower

Opt

based on the following criteria:

chPower
Opt = min

j
{max

i
{ri,j}}, (1)

subject to:ri,j < η, j ∈ [0, M ], i ∈ [0, N ],

whereN is the total number of OUs connected to the BS,M
the total number of channels to be sensed andη the sensing
detection threshold (–107dBm over 200 kHz in the simulator).

B. SSE-Distance

The SSE-Distancefunction enhances QoS when the cog-
nitive radio terminals are mobile. It is motivated by the fact
that primary users, such as WMs, are located and often appear
at the same geographical locations. The goal is to predict the
WM location on each channel and select the channel with
farthest distance from the BS and OUs to the WM.

To predict the location of a WM on a channel,SSE-Distance
uses trilateration. It is assumed that the BS and OUs know
their geo-location and that WM transmit power is known.
First, SSE-Distanceuses historical measurements from the BS
and OUs to predict the distance to the WM on each channel,
using the Okumura-Hata propagation model [18]. Then,SSE-
Distance selects the shortest distances to the WM. These
distances and the geo-location coordinates of the measuring
BS and OUs are then used to predict the WM location
using trilateration. Having predicted the WM location on all
channels,SSE-Distanceis able to find the current shortest
distance from the BS and OUs to the WM on each channel.
Finally, the channel with current farthest distance from the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of SSE functions.

BS and OUs to the nearest WM is then selected for use.SSE-
Distanceas well asSSE-OnOffandSSE-Hybridare proactive
in that the SSE function runs automatically if no WM activity
is detected within 5 seconds after the SSE function was run.

Mathematically,SSE-Distancefinds the distances{di,j}
from the BS and eachOUi to the closest WM on each channel
j based on sensing measurements, and then selects the optimal
channelchDistance

Opt based on the following criteria:

chDistance
Opt = max

j
{min

i
{di,j}}, (2)

subject to:ri,j < η, j ∈ [0, M ], i ∈ [0, N ].

In the example scenario forSSE-Distanceillustrated in
Fig. 2(a),di,j anddi,j+1 are the shortest distances on channel
j and j + 1 respectively. Sincedi,j is shorter thandi,j+1,
channelj + 1 will be selected.

C. SSE-OnOff

The SSE-OnOfffunction aims to enhance QoS and perfor-
mance of the mobile OUs in scenarios where the WM density
and activity level is high. This function is motivated by the
fact that WMs often use the channel at specific time intervals.
SSE-OnOff uses sensing to predict the probability that a
channel will not be occupied by a WM. To do this, sensing
measurements from the BS and OUs are used to calculate
the mean values for the channel ON (busy) and OFF (idle)
periods for the WM for each channelj, denotedE[Tj,ON ]
and E[Tj,OFF ] respectively. Note that other approximations
than taking the mean could be used [13], [14], [19]. These
statistics are then used to select the optimal channelchOnOff

Opt

based on the following criteria:

chOnOff
Opt = max

j

E[Tj,OFF ]

E[Tj,OFF ] + E[Tj,ON ]
, (3)

subject to:ri,j < η, j ∈ [0, M ].

The sensing sampling rate for determiningTj,ON and
Tj,OFF in the operating channel equals the coarse sensing
periodTp = 2 s (see Section IV-C2). In backup channels, the
BS and OUs sense during idle periods no longer thanTp.

In the example scenario forSSE-OnOff illustrated in
Fig. 2(b), sinceWMj has higher activity pattern thanWMj+1,
channelj + 1 will be selected.

D. SSE-Hybrid

SSE-HybridcombinesSSE-DistanceandSSE-OnOffto use
the optimal function depending on spectrum usage statistics.
The goal is to enhance QoS and performance both when the
OUs are mobile and the density of WMs and/or OUs is high.

We want to useSSE-Distancewhen the distancedi,j be-
tweenOUi and WMj on channelj is high, andSSE-OnOff
whendi,j is low for all backup channels. A distance threshold
dth is defined as criteria for deciding which SSE function to
use during system run-time. Different distance thresholdsare
used for the BS and OUs referred to asdbs

th anddou
th . TheSSE-

Hybrid function is configured to select the optimal channel
chHybrid

Opt based on the following criteria:

chHybrid
Opt =

{
chDistance

Opt , di,j > dou
th , dbs,j > dbs

th

chOnOff
Opt , else

(4)

subject to:ri,j < η, j ∈ [0, M ], i ∈ [0, N ].

Our strategy for selecting the distance threshold is to have
it equal to the WM detection range:

η > TXwm − PL(dth). (5)

whereTXwm dBm is the WM transmit power andPL(dth)
is the path loss found by using the Okumura-Hata model [18].
We can then expressdth in kilometers from (5) as:

dth > 10
TXwm−η−69.55−26.16·log10(f)+13.82·log10(hb)+CH

44.9−6.55·log10(hb) , (6)

wheref is the frequency in MHz,hb the BS height in meters
andCH a correction factor for user terminal height.

IV. IEEE 802.22 SIMULATION MODEL

In this section we recapitulate parts of description of the
simulator presented first in [4]–[7]. An extensive implemen-
tation of IEEE 802.16 in NS-2 [20] is adapted to the IEEE
802.22 standard. The main parameters in our IEEE 802.22 NS-
2 simulation model [4]–[7], which uses the 6 MHz profile, are
given in Table I. Channel bonding [9] of scattered available
channels is not considered, therefore only one available UHF
channel is used by the IEEE 802.22 system. A WM occupies
only one channel.

A. Medium Access Control and OFDMA Implementation

IEEE 802.22 uses Time Division Duplex (TDD) and the
DL:UL (downlink:uplink) ratio is set to 2:1 in the simulator.
There are totally 26 symbols, each of 373.33µs duration. Both
the DL and UL subframes have 60 subchannels, each consist-
ing of 28 subcarriers. Guard bands are considered at upper
and lower ends of the channel with a total of 368 guard and
null subcarriers. For the subcarrier allocation strategy,partially
usage of subcarriers (PUSC) allocation is used. The MAC
layer uses linear scheduling to allocate OFDMA slots to traffic
from the upper layers in both the DL and UL subframes. An
OFDMA slot can be characterized as a{subchannel, symbol}-
pair in the frequency and time domain. Vertical striping is used
for both DL and UL subframes in the simulator, which means
that OFDMA slots are allocated first in terms of frequency and
then in terms of time. The IEEE 802.22 network can operate
on any vacant TV channel not used by the primary user.



TABLE I
NS-2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IEEE 802.22STANDARD [1] (REFER TO A

SIMILAR TABLE IN [4]–[7])

Parameter IEEE 802.22 NS-2

Bandwidth 6 MHz
FFT Size 2048
Frequency/Channels 54–698 MHz
Frame size 10 ms
Duplexing method TDD
Tx/Rx Transit Gap (TTG) 81.8µs
Rx/Tx Transit Gap (RTG) 209.9µs
Modulation types QPSK,{16,64}-QAM
Coding rates 1/2, 2/3, 3/4
Max EIRP BS: 36 dBm, OU: 20 dBm
Assumed noise figure BS/OU: 4 dB
QoS classes UGS, BE
Cyclic prefix mode 1/4
OFDM mapping vertical
Error protection Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)
Subcarrier. spacing 3.348 kHz
Useful symbol length 298.7µs
Guard time 37.34µs
Symbol duration 373.3µs
Sampling frequency 6.857 MHz
Sampling period 0.299 ms
Symbols per frame 26
Used subcarriers 1680
Guard and null subcarriers 368
Pilot subcarriers DL/UL: 240
Data subcarriers DL/UL: 1440
Subcarriers/subchannel DL/UL: 24
Subchannels DL/UL: 60
Pilot location Distributed
Subcarrier allocation PUSC
Sensing strategy two-stage sensing
Coarse sensing duration 1 ms
Coarse sensing interval 2 sec
Fine sensing duration 30 ms
Fine sensing interval ∞ (event based)
Cooperative sensing ”OR” rule
WM detection threshold -107 dBm

B. Physical Layer and Propagation Model

The propagation model used in the simulator is the
Okumura-Hata [18] path loss model, configured for light urban
scenarios. Furthermore, the Okumura-Hata model is combined
with a Clarke-Gans implementation of Rayleigh fading. The
Vehicular A ITU power delay spread model is used which is
suited for the considered scenario. The BS and OU EIRP is
set to 36 dBm and 20 dBm respectively.

Interference modeling is done at the subcarrier level by
capturing packets from all IEEE 802.22 nodes and WMs.
When the received signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) on each subcarrier is calculated for each packet,
a decision is made to further process or drop the packet.
Channel errors are considered in the simulations and ARQ is
implemented as specified in the IEEE 802.22 standard. If the
block error rate (BLER) extracted from the SINR, modulation
and coding rate and block size, is above a threshold set to 4%,
the simulator emulates that the erroneous bits are corrected1.

C. Spectrum Manager and Spectrum Sensing Implementation

1Please refer to [20] for a detailed description of the OFDMA physical
layer implementation and interference modeling. Note thatthe system profiles,
propagation model and operating frequency range are reimplemented to fit the
UHF bands, IEEE 802.22 and light urban scenario [4]–[7].

1) Spectrum Manager:The spectrum manager imple-
mented in the BS controls the spectrum sensing and geo-
location functions. It decides which channel to use and spec-
ifies the set of channel lists, i.e. the backup, candidate and
protected channel lists. In our simulator, the backup channels
are subject for selection by the SSE functions. In the OU, the
spectrum automaton is a lightweight version of the spectrum
manager. It is mainly responsible for reporting to the BS and
for sensing when not connected to the BS. Dynamic transmit
power control is not implemented. Hence, the IEEE 802.22
switches to a new channel if a WM is detected on that channel.

2) Spectrum Sensing Implementation:The spectrum sens-
ing function can first be classified into in-band sensing, which
senses the operating channel, and out-of-band sensing, which
senses activity on other channels that potentially can be used.
For in-band sensing the two-stage spectrum sensing approach,
as specified by the standard, is implemented as the default
sensing strategy in the simulator. At the coarse sensing stage
(first stage) a simple energy detection is used for frequent and
short sensing periodsTc = 1 ms during allocated time periods
at the end of the uplink OFDMA subframe. Sensing occurs
every nc OFDMA frame. If coarse sensing detects a WM
signal, it switches to the fine sensing stage (second stage)2,
which uses a more detailed WM detection process for a longer
period Ts = 30 ms. An energy detector is also used for fine
sensing in the simulator. If a WM signal is detected by fine
sensing then the operating channel is switched to one of the
backup channels. A pre-defined interval between fine sensing
periodsTI is set if the event based strategy is used.

In the simulation, probability of detectionPD and false
alarmPFA are set separately for coarse and fine sensing.PFA

is set to a given value, whilePD is defined by a function
of PFA as detailed for the energy detector design described
in Appendix A. The effect ofPD and PFA will mostly be
considered for coarse sensing which is more unreliable than
fine sensing. Fine sensing, which uses more advanced sensing
techniques is assumed to be very accurate and is modeled to
be ideal, hencePD andPFA are therefore set to one and zero,
respectively. Further, cooperative sensing with the OR rule is
implemented for all sensing stages. This is mandatory in the
US as specified by the IEEE 802.22 standard [1, Sec. 8.6.1.3].

In this study we implement and evaluate three sensing
strategies for in-band sensing in IEEE 802.22:

1) Two-stage spectrum sensing [1]: with coarse sensing
everync = 200 OFDMA frame;

2) Two-stage consecutive spectrum sensing [21]: same as
above, butδ = 2 consecutive coarse detections are
needed before fine sensing is triggered;

3) Single-stage spectrum sensing: fine sensing only with
TI = 2 sec (i.e. interval between fine sensing stages).

Finally, out-of-band sensing is performed on all channels

2Note that in our simulation model coarse sensing detection triggers fine
sensing immediately as in [21], but differs from [8], [9] where coarse sensing
results are used to decide if the next scheduled fine sensing stage should be
cancelled. In [17], either coarse or fine sensing is used to minimize sensing
overhead while meeting detection requirements.



during quiet periods allocated for the fine sensing periods and
during idle periods when BS or OU not transmits or receives.

D. Wireless Microphone Implementation

A typical analog WM in the TV bands uses a narrow
200 kHz bandwidth, which corresponds to 68 active subcar-
riers in the NS-2 simulator. Since an analog WM most of the
time focuses its transmit power on a narrow part of the 200 kHz
bandwidth, we assume that the WM on average uses half the
bandwidth. Hence, the WM transmit power of 50 mW will be
distributed over the 34 subcarriers in the NS-2 simulator.

E. System Performance Metrics

The metrics used to evaluate the IEEE 802.22 performance
in the studied scenario are:

1) Throughput: measured at the transport layer for the
application used. Note that this will not reflects the
physical layer throughput since management frames at
the MAC layer and general network layer overhead not
is counted.

2) Packet Loss: measured at the network layer as the
percentage of packets transmitted but not received.

3) Delay: measured at the application layer as the time from
the packet is transmitted until it is received. Includes
delay in all TCP/IP protocol layers.

4) SINR: Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio resulting
from Gaussian noise and interference from WMs.

5) OU outage: is the percentage of packages that experience
C/I values below the required SINR threshold.

Furthermore, to assess the impact on the WM performance we
use the following metrics:

1) WM C/I: is the carrier to interference ratio measured
at the WM, which is considered as the metric that best
describes the performance of the analog WM. The only
interference is from the IEEE 802.22 system.

2) WM outage: is the percentage of time the WM experi-
ence C/I values below the required C/I level, with typical
required C/I of 25 dB [22].

The metrics will mostly be presented as one average value
for all OUs and WMs.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

A. Scenario Description

The scenario considered is a mobile cellular network in
a light urban area that can be used to extend capacity in
traditional cellular networks. Each of the mobile OUs move
following a random waypoint model with a random speed be-
tween 1 and 20 m/s. Their initial location is randomly selected
within the BS cell radius of 1.2 km. The basic parameters used
in the simulation scenario are given in Table II.

The number of available TV white space channels after
consulting the geo-location database is assumed to beM = 4.
Four unregistered WM pairs will appear on these channels,
each one appearing separately on one of the 4 channels.
Their location is randomly selected within the area of 1.4 km

TABLE II
PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION SCENARIO

Parameter Value

IEEE 802.22 BS height 15 m
IEEE 802.22 OU height 1.5 m
IEEE 802.22 BS cell radius 1.2 km
IEEE 802.22 OU traffic load 200 kbit/s
IEEE 802.22 OU speed 1 . . . 20 m/s (random), random waypoint
#IEEE 802.22 OU (N ) 4 . . . 16
Modulation and Coding 16-QAM 1/2
WM height 1.5 m
WM EIRP 0.05 W (17 dBm)
WM bandwidth 200 kHz
WM inter-arrival time (1/λw) 20 ±10 (uniform distribution)
WM on time (1/µw) 5 ±2.5 (uniform distribution)
WM pairs distance 100 m
#WM pairs 4
Available channels (M ) 4

Frequency bands 600 MHz (channels with center
frequencies 605, 611, 617, 623)

Traffic direction Downlink (DL)

radius from the BS. Their average inter-arrival and on time
will be selected randomly following a uniform distribution
1/λw = 20 ± 10 and 1/µw = 5 ± 2.5 seconds respectively
(i.e in the intervals[10, 30] and [2.5, 7.5]). Note that during
simulation, both the WM inter-arrival and on times vary
according to the negative exponential distribution. ForSSE-
Hybrid, the values for the distances thresholds in (6) for
chHybrid

Opt given in (4) aredbs
th > 0.885 anddou

th > 0.436km.
About 80 simulations are run for each of the results pre-

sented, each with a duration of 550 s. The results are averaged.
A warm up time of 50 s is used to ensure a stable point of
network operation. Considering that in NS-2 all nodes receive
packets from all other nodes, irrespective of actual frequency
used, and that the nodes processes the packet fully or partially,
each single simulation takes about 1-2 hours depending on
the number of OUs on modern computers (RedHat Enterprise
Linux v5.8, 64-bit, 8 CPUs, 16 GB, 2.3 Hz).

B. Performance without presence of WMs

Fig. 3 presents the throughput when there are no WMs
present for the sensing configurations; two-stage sensing with
{nc=200, δ=1}, {nc=2, δ=1} and {nc=10, δ=1}, two-stage
consecutive sensing with{nc=2, δ=2}, and fine sensing with
{nc=∞, TI=2}. Recall thatnc is the number of OFDMA
frames between coarse sensing stages,δ is the number of
consecutive detections needed before fine sensing is triggered
andTI is the interval between fine sensing stages in seconds.

It is observed that all sensing configurations achieve similar
performance for 4 to 10 OUs. For more than 10 OUs the
throughput degrades for{nc=2, δ=1} since the higher number
of OUs causes more false alarms. This results in more fine
sensing stages, which give overhead. This is also observed
for {nc=2, δ=10} for more than 12 OUs. The consecutive
sensing strategy{nc=2, δ=2} becomes similar to{nc=200,
δ=1} since the number of fine sensing stages started by false
alarms is reduced, where only a 6 Kbit/s lower throughput is
observed for 16 OUs. The fine sensing configuration{nc=∞,
TI=2} achieves lower throughput for 16 OUs since more time
is used for fine sensing (30 ms for each 2 seconds).
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Fig. 3. Throughput for different sensing configurations with no WMs present.

C. Evaluation of SSE Functions for Increasing Number of
Opportunistic Users

Simulation results for increasing number of OUs forSSE-
Power, SSE-Distance, SSE-OnOffand SSE-Hybridare pre-
sented in Fig. 4, in addition to the case without presence of
WMs for {nc=200,δ=1}, referred to as “No WMs”.

From the average system throughput for all OUs given
in Fig. 4(a) it is first observed that the three proposed SSE
functions achieve higher throughput thanSSE-Power. (95%
confidence intervals, not included in the plots due to visibility,
are in the range 0.04 to 0.14 forSSE-Powerand 0.02 to 0.08
for the proposed SSE functions.). It is also seen thatSSE-
OnOff always achieves highest throughput. This is because
when the WM activity is quite high as in the considered
scenario,SSE-OnOffwill more often select the channel that
stays idle for the longest period. Hence, the number of channel
switches and the average interference is reduced (see average
WM C/I in Fig. 4(e)). Average packet loss given in Fig. 4(b)
is generally highest forSSE-Powerand lowest forSSE-OnOff,
which complies with the observation in Fig. 4(a).

SSE-Distanceachieves higher throughput thanSSE-Power.
Since SSE-Powerselects channel without knowledge about
where the WM might appear, which might be close to the
OU, both the OU and WM will often experience harmful
interference. It was observed especially forSSE-Powerthat
this resulted in the OU losing synchronization with the BS.
This reduces throughput dramatically (and explains the dipin
throughput for 12 OUs). This was also observed for the other
SSE functions, but less frequently.

SSE-Hybriddoes not achieve maximum throughput all the
time as desired, which means that the optimal SSE function not
is selected all the time in this scenario. Hence, other threshold
values in (4) or another selection criteria should be used.

Average delay given in Fig. 4(c) is around 18 milliseconds
when the number of OUs and traffic load is low, and increases
as load increases. It can be seen that packet loss increases
dramatically when the IEEE 802.22 OFDMA frame is full.

Average SINR measured at the OUs given in Fig. 4(d) show
a notable increase in SINR for 14 OUs. It also observed that
interference from OUs to WMs increases at this point forSSE-
Distance, SSE-OnOffand SSE-Hybrid(see average WM C/I
in Fig. 4(e)). The reason for the increase in SINR at this point
has not yet been identified and is left for further work.
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Fig. 4. Performance for the SSE functions for increasing number of OUs.

Average experienced C/I for the WMs given in Fig. 4(e) is
quite high in general. Thus, interference does not impact much
on WM performance. It is seen thatSSE-Powercauses most
interference to the WMs, which is because it selects channel
without historical knowledge about where and how often the
WMs appear. One observation is that interference to the WMs
seems to increase slightly forSSE-Distancewhen the number
of OUs increases, which is because the average distance to the
nearest WM decreases as the number of OUs increases.

A better measure of harmful interference is the percentage
of time the WM experience C/I below 25 dB given in Fig. 4(f),
which also is highest forSSE-Power. Impact on the WM is
found to be lower for the three proposed SSE functions, and
is observed to occur only for a short period when the WM
appears between sensing periods. Interestingly,SSE-OnOff
generally gives more harmful interference thanSSE-Distance
despite the higher average interference forSSE-Distancein
Fig. 4(e). This is because the OUs select channel without
knowledge about WM location. Hence, harmful interference
occurs more often since the WM appears close to an OU.

D. Evaluation of SSE Functions for Various WM Activity

The simulation results for increasing WM inter-arrival time
(i.e. for lower WM activity) when there are 8 OUs for the
different SSE functions are presented in Fig. 5.

From the average throughput and packet loss for all OUs
in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), it is seen thatSSE-OnOffachieves best
performance for high WM activity with inter-arrival time 10,
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Fig. 5. Performance of the SSE functions for various WM activity levels.

20 and 30 s and thatSSE-Distanceachieves best performance
as the WM activity reduces. It is evident that the effect ofSSE-
OnOff reduces as WM activity reduces. These findings support
the hypotheses H.1 and H.2 stated in Section I. However,SSE-
Hybrid does not achieve highest performance all the time as
proposed in H.3. This means that the threshold values in (4)
not are optimal or that a new selection criteria must be used.

Average percentage of received packets that obtain SINR
value less than the modulation and coding rate threshold
given in Fig. 5(c) is highest forSSE-Power, which often
selects channel without knowledge of how often or where
WMs are located.SSE-Powergenerally causes more harmful
interference to the WMs as illustrated in Fig. 5(d). It can also
be seen that harmful interference generally increases as WM
activity reduces. Similarly, it was also found that averageWM
C/I (not shown here) reduces as WM activity reduces, which
is because the probability that the IEEE 802.22 system has
started using a channel between the WM inter-arrival times
increases as the WM activity reduces. Another reason for this
observation is that the number of useful statistical data samples
(sensor measurements) for use by the SSE functions during the
simulation time reduces as WM activity reduces.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Three SSE functions that utilize sensing results to provide
long-term spectrum usage statistics were evaluated through
system level simulations, using a detailed implementationof
the IEEE 802.22 standard in NS-2;SSE-Distancethat aims
to improve performance when the cognitive radio users are
mobile by selecting the channel with longest distance between
IEEE 802.22 devices and WM;SSE-OnOff that aims to
improve performance when WM activity is high by selecting
the channel with the highest probability of being available,
and SSE-Hybrid that combines the former two to use the
optimal SSE function depending on spectrum usage statistics.
It was found that these SSE functions can complement existing

spectrum management functions to enhance performance in
the IEEE 802.22 network. Harmful interference was reduced
for both the IEEE 802.22 network and the WM. This resulted
in a more stable network with higher system throughput.
SSE-OnOffperformed best when the WM activity was high
andSSE-Distanceperformed best when the WM activity was
reduced. We did not always obtain optimal performance for
the proposedSSE-Hybridfunction. Better understanding and
optimization ofSSE-Hybridis considered for future work.

APPENDIX A
ENERGY DETECTORDESIGN

The energy detector [1, Section C.1.1] is simple in that
it determines if a signal is present or not on a channel by
comparing the sensed signal energy with a given threshold.
To detect whether the signal is present or not, two hypotheses
are set up for the sampled signaly(n) at the energy detector:

H0 : y(n) = w(n), (7)

H1 : y(n) = x(n) + w(n), (8)

where x(n) is the received signal samples andw(n) is the
noise samples, which respectively have powerPS andPN .

The signal energy is measured during a finite time interval
and compared to a thresholdγ. The test statistic of the energy
detector is:

τ =

M∑

n=1

|y(n)|2. (9)

Since we have a large number of samplesM in the vector
y, the test statistic can be approximated as a Gaussian random
variable by the central limit theorem:

τ ∼ N

(
Ps + PN ,

(Ps + PN )2

M

)
. (10)

The detector threshold can then be found based on the
required false alarm probabilityPFA:

γ = PN

[
1 +

Q−1(PFA)√
M

]
. (11)

The probability of detection in an AWGN channel is then:

PD = P{τ > γ|H1}

= 1 − Q

( √
M

PS + PN
(PS + PN − γ)

)
. (12)

In the simulator we calculate the probability of missed
detection when a WM signal is sensed, which is given by:

PMD = 1 − PD = Q

( √
M

PS + PN
(PS + PN − γ)

)
. (13)

The energy detector works well when the noise power
PN is known. However, it is difficult to estimate the noise
power exactly. Hence, we assume that the noise power has an
uncertainty of±∆ dB [17]. Taking this into account,PN is:

PN = 10 · log10(kTB) + NF ± ∆, (14)
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Fig. 6. Probability of detection for noise uncertainty∆ = 0, 0.5 and1 dB
as function of RSSI, for noise figure 4 dB and detection threshold –107 dBm.

where k is the Boltzmann constant,T = 300 Kelvin is the
temperature,B = 6 MHz is the bandwidth andNF = 4 is the
receiver noise figure.

For a given detector thresholdγ, the PFA is:

PFA = P{τ > γ|H0} = 1 − Q

(√
M

PN
(PN − γ)

)
. (15)

Now, the detection thresholdγ can be calculated for a
consideredPFA = 0.01 by using (11) withPN as in (14)
with noise uncertainty∆ = 0 dB. Furthermore, the calculated
detection thresholdγ is used to find the worst casePD

and PMD. Sensing time is set to 1 ms, hence we will have
M = 6 MHz · 1 ms = 6000 samples. The sensing threshold
for a WM is –107 dBm (averaged over 200 kHz) [1]. The
resultingPD for ∆ = 0, 0.5 and1 dB are given in Fig. 6(a) for
different received signal strengths (RSSI). It can be seen that
the minimum signal that can be detected for∆ = 0.5 and1 dB
are−108.9dBm and−105.7dBm respectively. This indicates
that the energy detector with noise uncertainty∆ = 1 will not
be able to detect the WM at−107dBm.

In a realistic scenario, it will be reasonable to consider
∆ = 1 dB. Hence, we design our sensor to divide the sensing
stage into two sub-sensing stages each sensing 3 MHz for
0.5 ms. This will reduce the noise floor with 3 dB. However,
the number of sensing samples reduces toM = 3 MHz ·
0.5 ms = 1500. False alarm for each of theN = 2 sub-
sensing stages can be found by usingPFA = 1− (1−P sub

FA )N

that givesP sub
FA = 0.005 (can also be found with Eq. (15)). A

potential issue with this sensor design is that a WM can appear
on the border between the two 3 MHz bands for the two sub-
sensing stages. However, we consider this a minor issue since
the sensor could be designed with a small overlapping area
in the sensed bandwidths for the two sub-sensing stages. The
resultingPD for ∆ = 0, 0.5 and1 dB is given in Fig. 6(b).
It is found that the power wall is –108.8dBm for∆ = 1 dB,
and thatPD = 0.993 for RSSI = −107dBm.

For the simulation model, we setPFA = 0.01 or more
specifically P sub

FA = 0.005 for each of the two sub-sensing
stages each over3 MHz. Missed detection is randomly selected
with a probabilityPMD based on a table lookup for (13).
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